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Abstract

Low-dimensional materials (LDMs) have been identified as candidates for next-generation
electronics, with the potential to extend device scaling limits and enable effective heat spread-
ing due to promising thermal properties. However, difficulties producing high-quality, stable
materials for devices currently limit applications. Strategies to optimise the thermal proper-
ties and stability of LDMs compatible with their ultra-thin nature and sensitivity to external
perturbation by residues, substrates or impurities are required.

Thermal conductivity of single-layer graphene and 11-layer h-BN were studied using an
opto-thermal Raman method. The effect of polymer residues on graphene thermal conductivity
was quantified and values as high as those reported for clean graphene were recovered (3100
W/mK) by maximising the separation between residue clusters. The effect of isotopic disorder
on h-BN was examined by comparing the thermal conductivity of the natural (20% 10B, 80%
11B) and monoisotopic (>99% 10B) material. An enhancement factor of 56% was found and the
measured thermal conductivity for monoisotopic h-BN was almost as high (630 W/mK) as that
previously reported for 1-3 layer natural samples. Recommendations for improving the accuracy
of LDM opto-thermal Raman measurements are put forward based on thorough analysis of
measurement uncertainty.

A heterostructure approach to passivation of air-unstable layered material GaTe was in-
vestigated using graphene and h-BN as top or bottom encapsulation layers. Sandwiching GaTe
between two graphene layers slowed the degradation of GaTe significantly, resulting in only
a 17.6% reduction in photoluminescence response of the material after two weeks, compared
with 100% for unencapsulated flakes. Raman monitoring of degradation was employed to re-
veal substrate wettability as a key factor in controlling GaTe stability. Hybrid GaTe/graphene
photodetector devices on SiO2/Si or h-BN were fabricated, with the latter exhibiting improved
stability under bias. Responsivity and external quantum efficiency of 4×106A/W and 9×108%
were measured, exceeding all previously reported values for GaTe-based photodetectors.
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COVID-19 Statement

The primary impact of COVID-19 on this thesis was on the final presented results chap-
ter (Chapter 6). The planned work consisted of the fabrication and characterisation of GaTe,
h-BN/GaTe, GaTe/graphene and h-BN/GaTe/graphene heterostructure photodetector devices.
Adjustments were successfully made to scale back the work to avoid the need for extensive
cleanroom access and training by using available pre-patterned substrates instead of fabricat-
ing the full devices from scratch. However, limited laboratory access during COVID-19 and
delays as a result of this still ultimately limited device characterisation studies. While GaTe,
GaTe/graphene and h-BN/GaTe/graphene devices were successfully transferred and preliminary
results have been presented, it was not possible to fabricate an h-BN/GaTe device in time for
testing and analysis. Additionally, it was planned that the stability of each device and the degra-
dation of the GaTe layer would be monitored over a period of several weeks. This ultimately was
not possible due to time constraints caused by experimental delays due to COVID-19. Instead,
only initial electrical characterisation results are presented. Had more time been available to
complete the work, repeated measurements of the stabilised h-BN/GaTe/graphene device re-
ported in Chapter 6 could have been carried out to correlate changes in device performance to
the level of degradation in the GaTe as determined by Raman spectroscopy. The fabrication and
characterisation of the h-BN/GaTe device, had it been achieved, would also have allowed this
and enabled more complete comparisons between devices with and without a capping layer to
be made. The correlation of changes in device performance to degradation level in GaTe would
have been particularly useful to investigate due to confusion in the literature regarding degra-
dation signatures in previously reported GaTe devices, and for the purpose of fully assessing
improvements to long-term device stability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The experimental study of low-dimensional materials (LDMs) and their properties is a relatively new field

which has expanded rapidly since the first successful production of single-layer graphene (SLG) in 2004.1 To

date, much research effort has focused on fundamental material characterisation and demonstrating potential for

high thermal conductivities,2 carrier mobilities3 and other desirable properties. However, as the field matures,

strategies for realising the potential of these new materials in the context of real-world applications, where

limitations may be placed on how well the material can perform, are necessary.

LDMs have the potential to extend Moore’s law beyond the physical limits of silicon technologies.4 Unique

properties conferred by reduced dimensionality can also lead to the enhancement of electrical, thermal, mechanical

and optical properties compared with bulk materials. As a result, LDMs have been highlighted as promising

materials for thermal management in next-generation devices.5,6 Graphene7 and hexagonal boron nitride8 (h-BN)

in particular have been demonstrated as strong candidates for heat spreading layers in devices. The high degree of

sensitivity of LDMs to external perturbations by surface doping,9,10 electric field,11,12 strain13–16 etc. also opens

up new possiblilities for novel devices. The intrinsic mechanical flexibility of many LDMs has the potential to

allow the development of new forms of device but could also promote improved reliability.17 Additionally, radically

new devices exploiting previously unexplored physics could be enabled using LDMs, such as ’spintronics’18 or

’valleytronics’.19 The wide family of LDMs now comprise hundreds of members,17,20,21 meaning that there is a wide

variety of materials with numerous different properties to choose from when considering LDM-based device design.

Heterostructures of LDMs offer an additional way of fine-tuning properties, as stacks of multiple different LDMs

can be assembled to provide enhanced functionality.22,23 While research into synthesis and fundamental properties

of many LDMs continues, certain technologies are beginning to approach industrialisation. However, before

industrialisation can be fully realised it is essential to determine the limits on material properties, particularly

those that may be imposed by specific growth and transfer techniques so that strategies for optimisation can be

developed. Stability of LDMs and how to maximise their thermal properties are also key issues that must be

addressed to ensure reliability of future devices.24

Production, growth, and how to make this compatible with maximisation of desirable properties of LDMs is

a major bottleneck for industrialisation since it represents the first stage of device manufacture. Once production

1
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methods and understanding of the impact of these on fundamental properties is mature enough, practical imple-

mentation of LDM-based devices will be achievable. Great progress has been made on graphene growth,25 and

promising processes now exist for certain other materials such as MoS2,26 although specific, metallic substrates

are required for optimum material quality. Issues still remain for transferring or directly growing high quality

materials on appropriate substrates for devices.20 High quality growth processes with low defect and large domain

size on wafer scale using any substrate are still lacking for many materials. While it is vital to continue to develop

such processes for large-scale manufacture, from a research perspective, lab-scale production processes such as

mechanical exfoliation also remain highly important. Improved metrology for quality control purposes and the

development of reliable techniques for efficient characterisation are also a vital aspect to consider in the drive

towards LDM technology industrialisation. The impact of various production techniques on material properties

and, in particular, how these may change as a result of different growth and transfer techniques, is important to

understand for future applications.17

Beyond fundamental growth and metrology, issues remain with integrating these materials into working

devices. For example, the deposition of high quality contacts to LDMs is a major challenge.27,28 Sophisticated

device structures are only likely to be achieveable in conjunction with the development of controlled atomic layer

etching processes for LDMs.29,30 Another major issue is producing appropriate dielectrics for LDMs.31 While

h-BN is promising for this purpose, difficulties in monolayer growth hold it back.32 The deposition of effective

passivation layers for LDM-based devices represents an additional challenge.33 Ways around these problems and

how effective LDM layers can be in functional devices given these challenges remains to be seen.

For example, suspended, monocrystalline, SLG exhibits ultra-high thermal conductivity (2000 - 5300

W/mK).2,34–36 While this is an exceptional figure of merit, of great interest from the perspective of thermal

management applications, it is not necessarily a practically achievable value for a real device. When SLG is

supported on a substrate such as SiO2, phonon scattering at the interface has been shown to reduce the thermal

conductivity to just 600 W/mK.37 Additionally, the need for scalable fabrication has led to the development

of chemical vapour deposition (CVD) growth processes, which produce polycrystalline graphene, in the place

of conventional ‘scotch-tape’ mechanical exfoliation methods which produce single crystal graphene but with an

extremely small yield.20 Polycrystallinity also impacts the maximum achievable thermal conductivity in graphene

due to scattering at grain boundaries,38–40 further lowering heat spreading capability in real applications which

require scalable fabrication methods.

Current CVD growth technologies for graphene rely upon Cu or Ni foil as a growth substrate and therefore

require that the graphene be transferred to an appropriate device substrate before use.20 Numerous transfer

schemes have been proposed, but the most common involves coating the graphene with a temporary polymer

support layer, most commonly poly(methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA), to protect the sheet during the transfer

process. However, this layer is extremely difficult to fully remove post-transfer and the presence of residues on

the surface have been reported to be detrimental to the electrical41,42 and thermal properties43 of the material.

While polymer-free transfer methods with greater potential for mass production are being developed,20 these

are not without problems, often resulting in further degradation of graphene properties via the introduction
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of additional defects and physical damage to the sheets themselves.44–48 Even if current efforts are successful

in developing an improved transfer or growth procedure suitable for mass fabrication, the problem of PMMA

surface residues is unlikely to completely go away, particularly for research devices, due to the ubiquitous use of

such layers in e-beam lithography for low-volume device production.

While ultra-thin mono-layer, bi-layer and tri-layer materials have been shown to have considerably enhanced

thermal conductivities compared with bulk materials in the cases of graphene and h-BN,34,49 such thin layers are

often not an appropriate choice for integration in devices. Ultra-thin materials suffer from extreme sensitivity to

external perturbations, resulting in considerably lowered thermal conductivity in the context of real applications

as a result of supporting substrates,37,50 and surface contamination,43,51 as highlighted above. This sensitivity is

considerably reduced as additional layers are added to the material, while enhancement of the desired properties

over bulk materials may still be retained if the thickness is kept relatively low.34,52

Extremely thin materials are also considerably harder to fabricate from a practical perspective.20 Although

commercially grown CVD monolayer graphene is now widely available, the same cannot be said for monolayer

h-BN, where there is still a heavy reliance on low-yield mechanical exfoliation methods for production in exper-

iments.32 It is likely that this will change as research advances, but recent work has shown that slightly thicker

h-BN (a few nm thick) may actually outperform ultra-thin h-BN as a dielectric layer in devices.53 This also has

important implications for h-BN as a thermal management material, where a key benefit of h-BN is its character-

istic as an excellent thermal conductor but poor electrical conductor, allowing it to be simultaneously employed

as a dielectric and heat-spreading layer.5 Limitations on how much heat can be physically transported away

by ultra-thin materials is also a concern,54 as is the high thermal contact resistance between 2D and non-2D

materials.28 All of these can possibly be mitigated to some extent by utilising few-nm thick materials in the

place of monolayers.54,55 However, this raises the question of how the thermal properties of these slightly thicker

materials can be optimised to rival the impressive reported conductivities of their monolayer counterparts, and

to achieve the most effective reduction in hot spot temperatures in devices.

Both graphene and h-BN are highly stable under ambient conditions, even in their monolayer form. How-

ever, as the family of LDMs expands, many more suffer from stability issues and degradation under ambient

conditions.33 One such material is gallium telluride (GaTe), an otherwise promising layered semiconductor with

excellent optoelectronic and mechanical properties.56–58 GaTe has great potential for applications such in pho-

todetectors, wearable sensors and thermoelectrics,59–62 provided the stability problem can be resolved. At first,

it would seem that passivation should not pose a significant issue, since conventional devices and materials also

require passivation to extend lifetime, using capping layers such as Al2O3 or HfO2. Despite this, many conven-

tional (‘3D’) passivation materials and deposition methods are not compatible with low-dimensional materials.

The atomically smooth nature of layered material surfaces prevent effective nucleation of capping layers such

as Al2O3.33 Furthermore, the deposition processes themselves have been found to induce degradation in very

thin LDM layers, as a result of elevated processing temperatures and/or exposure to oxygen or moisture.33,63

Finally, the use of conventional capping layers may negate some of the benefits of the LDMs in the first place, for

example by preventing direct access to the surface allowing for tunability of specific properties, or by reducing
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the mechanical flexibility required by applications in wearable electronics.64,65

As a result, alternative passivation layers, comprised of other LDMs have become a promising area of study.

By exploiting the chemical inertness and impermeability of graphene and h-BN,66,67 new heterostructure devices

could be formed that both protect unstable active layers from ambient exposure and utilise the excellent electrical

transport or dielectric properties of the respective encapsulation layers. The high thermal conductivities of both

graphene and h-BN would also provide additional benefit from a thermal management perspective. A LDM-

heterostructure approach to passivation could therefore pave the way for new high performance, highly stable

low-dimensional devices.

Accurate measurement techniques to determine the properties and quality of LDMs are needed to fully

realise their potential in devices. In particular, as graphene and other LDM-based devices move closer towards

commercialisation, robust characterisation techniques for in-line quality control must be developed.17 Raman

spectroscopy is an especially promising characterisation tool for in-line metrology, with the capability for mapping

material properties on the wafer scale.68,69 While good progress has been made in correlating Raman spectra

and material properties for materials such as graphene,68,70–72 MoS273–75 and others,76–78 such characterisation

is still lacking for other materials, particularly some of the newer members of the LDM family. For example, a

systematic, rapid method of determining levels of GaTe degradation and how this corresponds to reduced device

performance is currently lacking. Such an approach would be useful to fully explore the potential of GaTe in

devices. Additionally, in terms of thermal properties and characterisation, before large-scale characterisation

can be achieved, issues with lab-based measurements need to be resolved. Opto-thermal Raman measurements

offer an approach to LDM measurement which is rapid, non-destructive and requires no complex preparation

of samples.79 However, large spreads in experimentally reported thermal conductivity values79,80 have resulted

from such measurements, even between samples with similar preparation methods. This spread can be attributed

partially to inconsistent treatment in the thermal model and frequent lack of consideration for factors such as

thermal boundary resistance (TBR), thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) mismatch induced strain and the

temperature dependent nature of thermal conducitivity.81 The influence of these factors on the measurement

result needs to be thoroughly assessed for the development of improved thermal characterisation protocols.

1.1 Thesis Outline

In this work, selected strategies for optimising LDMs for thermal management applications and their po-

tential for use as passivation layers for other, environmentally unstable LDMs are explored. The goal is to inform

future growth, transfer and LDM device design, in addition to highlighting the need for improved characterisation.

Limitations and potential methods for enhancing the thermal conductivity of graphene and h-BN are explored in

the context of two major current concerns with growth and fabrication; polymer residues from material transfer

and reliable production of ultra-thin materials. The impact of polymer residues on SLG thermal conductivity is

quantitatively assessed, while in the case of h-BN, the potential for enhancement of few-layer (11 layers) thermal

conductivity via isotopic engineering as a possible alternative to the challenging growth of ultra-thin (1-5 layer)
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materials is discussed. In both studies, results are interpreted in the context of fundamental thermal transport in

these materials. Additionally, a thorough discussion and analysis of approaches for minimising uncertainty and

ensuring reliable thermal measurements using an opto-thermal Raman technique is included. Lastly, potential for

the utilisation of both of these materials as encapsulation layers for unstable LDMs, such as GaTe, is explored.

Considerations for selecting capping layers and the importance of appropriate substrate choice are highlighted.

Based on the results, a double-encapsulated h-BN/GaTe/graphene photodetector device design is proposed and

tested. A Raman metrology technique for rapidly assessing the level of GaTe degradation is presented and used

for the purpose of evaluating the relative stability of each sample.

In Chapter 2, the relevant theoretical background for this work will be described. Firstly, an overview of

the family of LDMs and their properties will be given, with particular attention paid to the materials studied

in this work; graphene, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) and gallium telluride (GaTe). A review of relevant

literature on LDM based heterostructures will also be included. The second subsection of this chapter covers the

theory of heat transport of LDMs and a review of current progress in understanding the fundamental thermal

properties of graphene, h-BN and GaTe. Since Raman spectroscopy is a very important technique in this work,

relevant Raman scattering theory is also presented. In the final subsection of this chapter, recent progress towards

LDM integration in devices is summarised. Current problems with growth, transfer and device fabrication are

highlighted, and issues to be addressed for thermal management applications and to ensure long-term device

stability are discussed. Finally, a brief review of LDM-based photodetector devices is given, and the operating

principles of hybrid graphene photodetectors similar to those demonstrated in this work are described.

Chapter 3 outlines the experimental methods used throughout this work. A description of Raman spec-

troscopy and its application to thermal conductivity measurements via the opto-thermal Raman technique is

given. The application of finite element analysis (FEA) to thermal conductivity extraction in this work is also

discussed. A brief overview of other techniques used, such as photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy and atomic

force microscopy (AFM) is also provided. The final subsection of this chapter describes the sample fabrica-

tion methods used in this work. A wet-etching transfer process for CVD graphene is presented, in addition

to the relevant mechanical exfoliation procedures used here to transfer individual LDM flakes and heterostruc-

tures. Heterostructure photodetector device fabrication and characterisation using pre-patterned substrates is

also described.

The next three chapters comprise the original research portion of the thesis. In Chapter 4, the impact of

polymer residues on the in-plane thermal conductivity (κr) of SLG is studied and quantified for the first time

using an opto-thermal Raman technique. A simple method for controlling the level of PMMA residue on the SLG

surface is presented and shown to be the dominant factor contributing to reduced κr in heavily contaminated

graphene. Thorough characterisation of residue cluster size and distribution via AFM is carried out to correlate

this to the magnitude of κr suppression and determine a critical level of residue at which high (>2500 W/mK)

thermal conductivity is recovered. Sources of measurement uncertainty are discussed in detail and the impact

of including thermal boundary resistance (TBR) and the temperature dependence of κr in the thermal model

is assessed. The results indicate that these factors cannot be justifiably neglected from opto-thermal Raman
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based thermal conductivity measurements of LDMs, as they have been in previous reports.2,6,34–36,38,49,69,82–88

Additionally, the work carried out in this chapter suggests that the trade-off between increased defect density and

reduced polymer residues in the CVD graphene transfer processes must be carefully balanced to maximise thermal

conductivity, since very high κr (≈ 3100 W/mK) is successfully recovered where the separation between adjacent

residue clusters is on the order of the dominant phonon mean free path (MFP) for SLG at room temperature (≈

775nm).6

Chapter 5 explores the potential for isotopic engineering as a route to increased thermal conductivity

in few-layer (11 layer) h-BN. An opto-thermal Raman method coupled with FEA is again used to determine

thermal conductivity in natural h-BN and monoisotopic (10B) h-BN flakes of equal thickness. TBR between the

h-BN flakes and supports is directly measured, and the impact of TEC mismatch induced strain is accounted

for in the thermal model. Once again, these factors that are typically neglected in thermal characterisation

of LDMs are found to have a significant impact on the resulting in-plane thermal conductivity (κr). A large

(≈ 60 %) enhancement of κr for the monoisotopic compared with natural material at room temperature is

achieved, surpassing previous results for both ultra-thin (1-3 layer)88 and bulk h-BN.89 This effect is explained

in the context of current understanding of thermal transport in h-BN, and the implications of this result for

thermal management prospects are reviewed. In particular, the potential for higher yield and improved dielectric

reliability53 using h-BN flakes of this thickness isotopically engineered to κr close to that reported for the currently

difficult to produce single-layer h-BN is emphasised.

Chapter 6 investigates the applicability of van der Waals (vdW) passivation methods, that is, encapsulation

of other LDMs using graphene and/or h-BN, to the environmentally unstable layered semiconductor GaTe for

the first time. A study of Raman, PL and AFM degradation signatures in GaTe following prolonged air exposure

is carried out to develop a metric for sample degradation. A variety of heterostructure arrangements, including

single (top-layer only) and double (top and bottom layer) encapsulation methods are explored to determine

the most effective route to extending GaTe flake lifetime with graphene and h-BN. Substrate choice and in

particular, substrate wettability, are found to be highly important in preventing accelerated degradation of GaTe.

A h-BN/GaTe/graphene heterostructure is found to be the most successful at slowing GaTe oxidation, and the

effectiveness of this passivation strategy is assessed by directly applying this arrangement in a photodetector

device. The Raman spectroscopy based degradation metric developed earlier in the chapter is used to detect

rapid degradation of GaTe under bias and demonstrate improved stability of the h-BN/GaTe/graphene device.

The results in this chapter have important implications for heterostructure device design, passivation strategies

and the development of appropriate dielectric substrates for LDMs.

Chapter 7 summarises the main results of chapters 4-6 and discusses their implication on future LDM

integration in devices in detail. In particular, the extent to which the conclusions of the preceding chapters can

be extended to other LDMs or applied to existing growth, transfer and fabrication schemes is critically assessed.

The overall conclusions of this work are outlined and potential directions for future work are raised.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

In this chapter, the current state of low-dimensional materials (LDMs) and devices, with particular emphasis

on thermal transport and environmental stability, will be reviewed. A brief overview of the structure and

electronic properties of LDMs including graphene, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) and gallium telluride (GaTe)

is provided, in addition to a summary of the physics of LDM heterostructures. Thermal transport and the theory

of phonons in solids is discussed, with reference to macroscale transport as governed by Fourier’s law and the

semiclassical treatment of Boltzmann transport theory at the nanoscale. Understanding of thermal transport

phenomena in graphene and h-BN as is currently presented in the literature is summarised. Areas for development

are highlighted, including improving understanding of phonon scattering with amorphous support materials or

residues and clarifying the role of phonon-isotope scattering in few-layer LDMs. The relevant points of Raman

scattering theory are also described, followed by a discussion of the Raman spectrum of the materials examined

in this work and their interpretation.

Progress towards integrating LDMs into devices is also evaluated. Firstly, the most popular growth and

transfer schemes for LDM production are reviewed, with a focus on issues such as transfer residues and lowered

material quality which represent barriers to successful industrialisation of LDMs. Specific problems faced in

the incorporation of such layers into devices and implications for device reliability are also discussed. Progress

in the use of LDM layers for thermal management in devices is critically assessed, and the current limitations

hindering advancements in this field are emphasised. The environmental stability of LDMs and issues with the

deposition of conventional passivation layers for LDM-based devices are also reviewed. Finally, recent progress in

the application of LDMs, particularly GaTe, to photodetector devices is highlighted. The operating principles and

performance of hybrid graphene/LDM photodetectors similar to those developed in this work is also described.

2.1 Overview of Low-Dimensional Materials

Layered materials, or LDMs such as graphene have unique structural properties that enable thickness

reduction down to single atomic layers, leading to interesting physics as a result of quantum confinement effects.

Weak interlayer van der Waals (vdW) bonding allows the separation of atomic layers of material by simple

7
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methods such as mechanical peeling using Scotch tape.1 In general, the concept of low dimensionality refers

to the confinement of the electronic wavefunctions by reducing the material size in one or more dimensions.

Effects of reduced dimensionality in LDMs extend beyond just one atomic layer and beyond electronic properties

alone. Optical, mechanical and thermal properties in these materials are also significantly impacted by reduced

thickness.17

The unique properties conferred by reduced thickness in LDMs have gathered significant interest in recent

years for a variety of reasons. Firstly, the atomically thin nature of these materials has the potential for extending

Moore’s law beyond the physical limits of silicon (Si) based electronics. Difficulty in controlling short-channel

effects mean that demand for continued miniaturisation and greater packing densities is challenging to meet with

conventional materials.4 The ultra-thin nature of LDMs may offer a way around this issue. A particular strength

of LDMs is the preservation, or even enhancement of their properties for reduced sample thickness, and their

potential in a variety of electronic devices has yet to be fully explored.17 Additionally, the application of LDMs

to devices has the potential for enhanced flexibility and reliability under repeated mechanical stress.17,90,91 Such

properties could lead to novel devices exploiting new form factors and improved wearable electronics. Finally, a

major strength of LDMs is the high degree of tunability of their electronic, thermal and optical properties due

to the large surface-to volume ratio. In conventional three-dimensional (3D) or bulk materials, these attributes

cannot typically be controlled simply and instead are must be tuned by relatively complex processes such as

substitutional doping to tailor properties to specific applications. However, the properties of LDMs have been

shown to be highly sensitive to tuning by strain,13–16 electric field11,12 and doping by surface adsorbates9,10,92

among others. Stacking of individual LDM layers to create new material heterostructures with unique properties

and lower requirements for lattice matching compared with conventional material heterostructures also has great

potential for the exploitation of these materials in novel devices.22,23

Figure 2.1: The broad family of low-dimensional materials. Adapted from [93].
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Single layer graphene (SLG) was first isolated by Novoselov and Geim in 2004,1 generating huge interest in

the field of LDMs. However, the lack of an electronic bandgap in graphene94 limits its applications in electronic

devices, spurring significant research effort into the search for semiconducting or insulating materials beyond

graphene. The LDM family has since expended rapidly to comprise hundreds of members with a wide variety

of properties,17,20,21 and includes semi-metals (eg. graphene), metals (eg. TiS2) semiconductors (eg. MoS2) and

insulators (eg. h-BN). The following sub-chapters briefly outline the most relevant structural, electronic and

optoelectronic properties of graphene, h-BN and GaTe. However, the thermal properties of these materials are

not discussed here. Since the thermal characteristics of LDMs are a major focus of this work, they will instead

be discussed in greater detail in a dedicated later sub-chapter.

2.1.1 Graphene

Graphene is formed from a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal honeycomb lattice (space

group P63/mmc). Theoretical treatments of graphene as a single sheet of graphite in the basal plane had already

existed for some time95,96 prior to the first successful isolation of SLG in 2004.1 The graphene lattice, as shown

in Figure 2.2a, can be constructed by considering a two atom basis (labelled A and B) in a triangular Bravais

lattice defined by the basis vectors:96

−→a1 = a

(
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2
,
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3

2

)

−→a2 = a

(
−1

2
,

√
3

2

) (2.1)

where the lattice constant (a) has a value of a = 2.46 Å and is equivalent to the distance between two atoms

belonging to the same sublattice. Multi-layered graphene is typically arranged in the ’Bernal’ stacking arrange-

ment as shown in Figure 2.2b, where half of the atoms in successive layers occupy the space over the centre of

the hexagon of atoms in the previous layer. The remainder of the atoms are arranged on top of an atomic site

that is occupied by an atom belonging to the opposite sublattice, resulting in an A-B-A-B arrangement when

moving through successive layers. The vertical spacing between adjacent layers in the out-of-plane direction is

3.35 Å.97

The electronic properties of graphene have attracted significant attention due to the very high carrier

mobilities (up to 600,000 cm2V−1s−1) reported in the suspended material.3,98 The first Brillouin zone (BZ) and

electronic dispersion of SLG along high symmetry directions is shown in Figure 2.3a and b, respectively. The

corners of the hexagonal BZ define the inequivalent high symmetry points, K and K’, around which the dispersion

relation is linear in wavevector, i.e. E(k) = vF k, where vF is the Fermi velocity. Figure 2.3c shows the full

electronic dispersion relation across the whole BZ, with ’Dirac’ crossing points where the conduction and valence

bands meet at each K and K’ point. A consequence of the conical bandstructure around these K and K’ points

is that carriers in graphene are effectively massless and must be described relativistically since vF approaches

the speed of light (c).94 These effects give rise to the very high reported carrier mobilities. However, the lack of

a bandgap in SLG limits its potential applications in devices, since the material cannot be effectively switched
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off. A wide variety of strategies have been proposed to open a bandgap in graphene, including controlling the

stacking angle, strain or electric field.11,13,99 These will not be discussed in detail here, since bandgap engineering

in graphene is not a major focus of this work.

Figure 2.2: Structure and lattice parameters of single-layer and bilayer graphene. (a) Single-layer graphene with a hexagonal honeycomb
structure and two atom (A and B) basis. The lattice constant (a = 2.46 Å) and basis vectors −→a1 and −→a2 are also shown. (b) Bilayer graphene
structure showing the typical AB stacking arrangement (top) and interlayer separation, δ = 3.35 Å (bottom).

The Fermi level (EF ) in undoped SLG is situated at this band crossing point, where the density of states

is effectively zero. As a result of this, although graphene is semi-metallic in nature, being highly conductive but

lacking a bandgap which prevents the material from being ’switched off’ under an electronic bias, it differs from

metallic materials in that metals have a very large density of states (DOS) at EF . This low DOS, combined with

the surface-like nature of graphene mean that it is highly susceptible to shifts in EF by external perturbations

such as an electric field, contact with another LDM100 or surface decoration with impurities.92 The shift in EF

(and therefore, the doping level) can be readily detected by measuring the shift in the conductance minimum in

a graphene device.

Figure 2.3: Electronic dispersion of SLG. (a) Diagram of the first BZ of SLG. The irreducible BZ is highlighted in blue. (b) Electronic
bandstructure calculated from first-principles along high symmetry directions. Adapted from [101] (c) Full 2D dispersion relation showing
the conical bandstructure around the Dirac crossing points situated at the K and K’ points of the BZ. Reprinted with permission from [94].
Copyright (2009) by the American Physical Society.
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Figure 2.4: Reported conductivity (σ) of a graphene de-
vice as a function of applied gate voltage (Vg) under
different levels of exposure to NO2 gas molecules. Ad-
sorption of gas molecules on the graphene surface causes
p-type doping in the device, resulting in a shift of the
conductivity minimum towards positive Vg . Reprinted
with permission from [92]. Copyright (2007) Springer
Nature.

An example is shown in Figure 2.4 for SLG undergoing

surface p-type doping by adsorbed NO2 molecules.92. The ’V-

shaped’ symmetric nature of the curves is a consequence of the

ambipolar nature of transport in graphene, which arises from

the symmetry in the dispersion between the valence and con-

duction bands. The minimum in conductivity therefore defines

the gate voltage at which electronic transport in the graphene

layers switches between being dominated by electrons or being

dominated by holes. In the undoped material, the conductivity

minimum is situated at a gate voltage of Vg ≈ 0 V, corre-

sponding to the situation where EF is at the Dirac point. As

the concentration of p-type dopants increases, a shift in the

conductivity minimum further towards positive Vg is observed,

resulting from the fact that a larger positive gate voltage is now required before electrons become the majority

carriers in the graphene due to the increased hole population. Similarly, n-type doping in graphene leads to a

shift in the minimum towards negative Vg.

2.1.2 Hexagonal Boron Nitride

Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is a structural analogue of graphene, also belonging to space group

P63/mmc, with atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice as shown in Figure 2.5a. The in-plane lattice con-

stant, a = 2.50Å is also shown. The typical natural stacking arrangement in multi-layer h-BN (AA’) differs

slightly from graphene, where all B atoms are stacked directly on top of N atoms in successive layers and vice

versa. The interlayer spacing is 3.33Å (Figure 2.5b).32 Additionally, in contrast to graphene, h-BN is electrically

insulating, with a bandgap of ≈6eV. The electronic bandstructure of single-layer h-BN is shown in Figure 2.5c,

while the bulk bandstructure is presented in Figure 2.5d. The gap for the bulk material is around ≈ 0.5eV

smaller than in the single-layer case, and becomes indirect instead of direct when the number of atomic layers is

increased.102 Due to the nature of h-BN as an electronic insulator, it has attracted a great deal of interest for

incorporation as a gate dielectric in devices.31,53,103 Other advantages of h-BN for this type of application include

high thermal stability (up to 850◦C in air)104 and optical transparency, particularly in the visible light range.32

However, significant barriers remain to the incorporation of h-BN layers into electronic devices. Notably, the

growth of high quality monolayer or few-layer h-BN on the µm-scale suitable for such applications is extremely

challenging. Although epitaxially grown h-BN monolayers on Ni(111) substrates were first reported over 25 years

ago,105 there is still a heavy reliance on exfoliation-based ’Scotch tape’ methods to produce monolayer or few

layer h-BN which can lead to issues with poor yield and high sample-to-sample variability. This is largely as

a result of the challenges associated with direct growth of low-dimensional h-BN by methods such as chemical

vapour deposition (CVD) or molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Since the integration of LDM layers such as h-BN

into devices and the issues posed by limitations on growth and assembly processes are a major focus of this
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work, these are reviewed in more detail in a later dedicated sub-chapter. It is worth noting however, that even

the growth of bulk h-BN crystals is challenging, largely as a result of the high melting temperature of boron

(> 2000◦).106 Grown bulk samples are typically limited to a relatively small lateral size, on the order of a few

millimetres. The application and impact of different growth and assembly of heterostructures and devices on the

properties of h-BN are therefore vitally important issues to address to realise the full potential of this material.

Figure 2.5: Structure and electronic bandstructure of monolayer and bulk hexagonal boron nitride. Atomic structure of (a) single-layer h-BN
and (b) multi-layer h-BN in the typical AA’ stacking arrangement. The lattice constant (a = 2.50Å) and interlayer spacing (δ = 3.33Å) are
also shown. Electronic bandstructure of (c) single-layer h-bn and (d) AA’ stacked bulk h-BN. Adapted with permission from [102]. Copyright
(2018) American Chemical Society.

2.1.3 Gallium Telluride

The search for new semiconducting LDMs beyond graphene for device applications has lead to the iden-

tification of a new family of materials commonly referred to as the III-VI monochalcogenides. These materials

have the chemical formula MX where M = In or Ga and X = S, Se or Te.107 The majority of materials in

this group are hexagonal, but the Te-based compounds, such as GaTe, typically crystallise in a lower symmetry

monoclinic form (space group C2/m). The structure of monoclinic GaTe is shown in Figure 2.6. The thickness

of a single layer (1L) is estimated to be ≈0.75 nm.108 GaTe is highly anisotropic along the in-plane directions

which can be distinguished by the shape of the terminating edges as shown in Figure 2.6b, referred to as the

’zigzag’ (b-axis) and ’armchair’ (a-axis) directions. This anisotropic structure leads to high levels of in-plane

anisotropy in the optical or electronic properties of the material.56,109 Strong anisotropy in the optical properties

and Raman spectra of GaTe has previously been demonstrated,56 in addition to non-linear optical effects, such

as second harmonic generation, arising from low material symmetry.110
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Figure 2.6: Atomic structure of monoclinic (C2/m) layered gallium telluride. Structure is shown (a) along the in-plane direction (b-axis)
showing the layered structure of the material and (b) from a top-down perspective, where the ’armchair’ and ’zigzag’ in-plane directions can
be clearly seen.

The optical properties of GaTe are one of the key aspects that have generated interest in the material. Bulk

GaTe has a direct bandgap of ≈1.65 eV, as shown from the electronic bandstructure in Figure 2.7b. This, in

addition to the observed strong optical absorption,111 has made GaTe an attractive candidate for optoelectronic

devices. In particular, GaTe may have an advantage for optoelectronic applications over other popular LDMs

such as members of the transition metal dichalcogenide (TMDC) family, since the direct nature of the bandgap

in GaTe is independent of thickness.56,59 By contrast, a major problem with TMDC materials such as MoS2,

is that they have direct optical gaps only in their monolayer form as a result of quantum confinement effects

induced from reduced dimensionality.112 Reducing the number of layers in these materials to obtain a direct gap

reduces the incident light flux that can be absorbed by the material. Additionally, using a larger number of

layers reduces the efficiency of the conversion of incident light to electrical current in a photodetector device due

to the indirect nature of the bandgap. This is a problem that can therefore be circumvented in GaTe, where

there is greater flexibility in selecting multi-layered material, while retaining a direct bandgap, to maximise

device efficiency. Other materials in the III-VI monochalcogenide family, such as GaSe, also have the advantage

of a direct bandgap (≈ 2 eV) at increased layer numbers108 and have been incorporated successfully into high

performance photodetector devices.113,114 However, previous reports have shown that GaTe exhibits significantly

higher optical absorbance than GaSe and could therefore have the potential to improve upon the performance of

GaSe when incorporated into a photodetector device.111

GaTe also exhibits a high degree of mechanical flexibility which could prove beneficial for flexible opto-

electronic devices. The Young’s modulus of 10nm thick (13-14 L) GaTe has previously been experimentally

determined as one of the lowest values to date (25 ± 16 GPa) amongst LDMs,115 able to withstand a maximum

strain of up to 7%.58 This makes GaTe an appropriate candidate material to meet the requirements of stretch-

able and bendable electronic devices.116 The mechanical properties of GaTe nanosheets have also recently been
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demonstrated to be tunable by sheet dimension and thickness.117 Despite progress in the study of the mechanical

properties of GaTe, flexible GaTe devices have yet to be demonstrated and the impact of strain on other GaTe

properties such as mobility have yet to be investigated.

Bulk and few-layer GaTe is typically p-type in character, with a hole mobility of up to 20 cm2V−1s−1.118

However, in real devices, the carrier mobility of GaTe has not exceeded ≈5 cm2V−1s−1.59–61,119 The possibility

of employing improved dielectrics such as HfO2 or h-BN in the place of conventional SiO2/Si substrates with high

levels of trap states to improve the performance of GaTe devices has been raised but not yet demonstrated.60

An additional concern for device functionality is the low in-plane thermal conductivity of GaTe. Recent studies

within our research group have indicated that the thermal conductivity of GaTe is as low as ≈ 5 W/mK along

the zigzag directions and ≈ 3 W/mK for the armchair direction.120 This could limit the utility of GaTe-based

devices without proper strategies for thermal management that are compatible with the low-dimensional nature

of the material.

Figure 2.7: Proposed degradation process of gallium telluride in air. (a) Schematic showing the proposed degradation process proceeding via
intercalation of molecular O2 between GaTe layers. (b) First BZ and high symmetry points of monoclinic GaTe, reprinted with permission
from [121]. Copyright (2010) Elsevier. First-principles electronic bandstructure of (c) pristine GaTe and (d) GaTe-O2. Reprinted with
permission from [118]. Copyright (2016) John Wiley and Sons.

However, the major limiting factor for the realisation of GaTe-based sensing devices is the poor stability of

the material under ambient conditions.118,122 GaTe, similar to other materials in the III-VI monochalcogenide

family,123,124 degrades rapidly in air. A schematic of the assumed degradation process is shown in Figure 2.7a. O2

intercalates between the layers and forms bonds with highly reactive Te atoms, leading to a structural transition

to an oxide phase. This results in the loss of optical anisotropy122 and a change in electronic bandstructure.118

Figure 2.7(b-d) shows first BZ and first-principles calculated bandstructures of pristine GaTe and the GaTe-O2

oxide phase. As the material degrades, there is a transition from the direct 1.65 eV bandgap of pristine GaTe to

an indirect gap of ≈0.8 eV.118 The reaction is catalyzed by water and does not occur in dry air.118 Degradation

in GaTe has previously been characterised using Raman spectroscopy, photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy and
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energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).108,122 While the process can be partially reversed by annealing to

drive out adsorbed O2 between GaTe layers, strategies to effectively passivate the material to make it useful for

real devices are required.

2.1.4 Low-Dimensional Material Heterostructures

The previous sub-chapters have discussed some of the primary structural and electrical properties of the

individual materials examined in this work; graphene, h-BN and GaTe, in isolation. However, one of the key

strengths of LDMs is the ability to assemble heterostructures from combinations of different layers to manip-

ulate and enhance material properties.22,23 Devices typically constructed from heterostructures of conventional

materials (eg. FETs, photodetectors) can potentially be reconstructed in dimensionally scaled ultra-thin, all

LDM-based devices.4 A self-cleaning effect at some LDM interfaces has also been reported, whereby the vdW

forces between adjacent layers results in interfacial impurities and contaminants being ’pushed’ away from the in-

terface.23 Finally, the possibility of a heterostructure approach to passivation of environmentally unstable LDMs

with otherwise attractive properties has also been raised.33,66,67 Graphene and h-BN layers are highly imperme-

able to air and could therefore be used to encapsulate other LDMs, while simultaneously operating as a functional

layer in a device.

Despite these advantages, experimental exploration of LDM-based heterostructure properties is still rela-

tively lacking in the literature, particularly outside of the most popularly studied semiconducting materials such

as black phosphorus (BP) and the TMDCs. This may be due, in part, to current limitations on growth technolo-

gies which mean that typically LDM layers are generally individually exfoliated and stacked in a particular order

to assemble the heterostructure, rather than directly grown. Additionally, the wide range of materials available

within the LDM family mean that many different combinations of materials are available for experimentation,

and the identification of the most promising choices can be challenging.17,22 It is therefore important to test out

different LDM heterostructures experimentally to identify candidate material combinations for future devices. In

particular, emphasis should be placed on practically achievable performance and reliability of these assemblies

in devices in order to help inform further development of heterostructure growth and transfer schemes.

Previous studies involving encapsulation of unstable LDMs with graphene or h-BN66,67 have suggested that

a heterostructure approach to passivation could be viable for other environmentally unstable materials such as

GaTe. However, such heterostructures have not yet been demonstrated experimentally, so the efficacy of this

passivation approach for GaTe is unknown and the electronic properties of these junctions are yet to be confirmed.

No analysis has been conducted to date on the potential properties of GaTe/h-BN interfaces, although there

have been some theoretical investigations the electronic properties of GaTe/graphene.125,126 To understand these

results, it is necessary to first examine the nature of graphene-semiconductor contacts. Graphene-semiconductor

contact formation can be considered to be similar to metal-semiconductor contacts, with the key difference that

the DOS at EF for graphene is extremely low, as was discussed previously in Chapter 2.1.1. As a result, it can

be changed by doping from charge transfer between the graphene and semiconductor material when they are

brought into contact.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic showing formation of (a) a graphene-(p-type) semiconductor Schottky contact and (b) a metal-(p-type) semiconductor
Schottky contact under zero bias. Electrons and holes are represented in blue and green, respectively.

Figure 2.8 shows a comparison of Schottky barrier formation between graphene and a p-type semiconductor

(a) and between a metal and p-type semiconductor (b), where the work function of both graphene (φG) and the

metal (φM ) is smaller than that of the semiconductor (φS). Contact formation in both cases proceeds in the

same way, with electron transfer between the metal or graphene and the semiconductor. Since electrons are

minority carriers in the p-type semiconductor, this process is weak and the dominant contribution to the shift of

the Fermi level in the semiconductor is electron transfer from the graphene or metal into the semiconductor. In

a metal-semiconductor contact, the metal Fermi level (EF ) is fixed due to the large DOS, while band-bending

occurs in the semiconductor near the junction region as the Fermi level of the semiconductor equalises to that

of the metal. By contrast, in a graphene-semiconductor contact, the EF of the graphene is not fixed as it is

in the metal due to the low DOS around the Dirac point. In order to reach an equilibrium state in this case,

the graphene is slightly p-doped by the donation of electrons to the semiconductor, resulting in an increased

graphene work function compared with the un-contacted state (φ′G). In both cases, a Schottky barrier (φB) to

holes is formed. The susceptibility of graphene to Fermi level doping means that the charge neutrality point can

also be easily shifted by an applied bias. As a result, the Schottky barrier height in a graphene-semiconductor

junction is highly tunable.100

Olmos-Asar et al.125 suggested that a GaTe/graphene heterostructure would give rise to a Schottky contact

similar to that depicted in Figure 2.8a. The reported bandstructure calculated from first-principles is shown in

Figure 2.9a. The band alignment suggests that photoexcited electrons generated within the GaTe layer could be

spontaneously transferred into the graphene layer, while holes remain trapped in the GaTe due to the presence
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of the large Schottky barrier height (SBH) for holes (φBp) (n-type Schottky contact). If such a structure is

practically achieveable, it could help overcome the limitation of low carrier mobility in GaTe by exploiting the

ballistic electronic transport properties of graphene. However, from the electronic bandstructure presented in

Figure 2.9a, it can be seen that the Dirac point in graphene is shifted by interaction with the GaTe layer away

from the Γ point, and is offset from the band edges in GaTe. This effect was attributed to rippling of the graphene

as a result of lattice mismatch induced strain (≈ 2.6%),125 and if found in real GaTe/graphene heterostructures

would require phonon mediation for transport across the junction. Nevertheless, Olmos-Asar et al. suggested

that this would largely be compensated for by the superior photoresponse of GaTe, ensuring the generation of

very large numbers of photoexcited carriers.

Figure 2.9: Summary of previously reported first-principles calculations of GaTe-graphene heterostructure electronic dispersion. (a) Calcu-
lated bandstructure as reported by Olmos-Asar et al.125 Reprinted from [125] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b)
Evolution of the calculated bandstructure of a GaTe-graphene heterostructure in a varying external vertical electric field. (c) Tunability of
the Schottky barrier height for electrons φBn (black) and holes φBp (red) as a function of external field. Originally reported by Li et al.126

Reproduced with permission from [126]. Copyright IOP Publishing (2019).

More recently, Li et al.126 have also suggested that an unbiased GaTe/graphene junction would be n-type

in character, although there is some discrepancy between their calculations and the calculations by Olmos-Asar

et al. described above. The bandstructure calculated by Li et al. is shown in Figure 2.9b. One major difference

in their calculation is the opening of a small bandgap (≈ 13.5 meV) in graphene as a result of the interaction

with the GaTe layer. It should also be noted that in this case there is no offset of the Dirac point from the Γ.

These discrepancies can most likely be attributed to differences in the implementation of the calculations and

the potentials used, and experimental realisation of such heterostructures would likely be required to further

determine the which is the best approach for theoretical analysis of these materials. Li et al. also demonstrated

that the n-type Schottky barrier formed under equilibrium conditions between graphene and GaTe can be readily

tuned by the application of an electric field perpendicular to the junction. Their results are shown in Figure

2.9c. At large negative electric fields, a large SBH for holes is achieved (φBp), and they are therefore trapped

within the GaTe layer. As the electric field is increased, φBp is decreased while the barrier for electrons (φBn)

increases until a p-type Schottky contact is formed at a field of ≈0.05 VÅ−1. Experimental validation of these

observations is still required, particularly since certain effects, including the ubiquitous presence of p-type defects

in real GaTe crystals,127 in addition to factors such as transfer residues arising from heterostructure assembly

itself are not accounted for in these calculations.
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2.2 Thermal Transport in Low-Dimensional Materials

In addition to the promising electrical, optical and mechanical properties highlighted in the previous sub-

chapter, the thermal properties of LDMs have also received significant attention. The nature of thermal transport

in LDMs differs to thermal transport in their bulk counterparts as a result of several effects stemming from their

unique atomic structure and reduced dimensionality. Strong anisotropy arises from the difference in bond type in

the in-plane and out-of-plane direction, where the weak interlayer vdW bonds in the latter result in much slower

thermal transport compared with the in-plane direction. The low-dimensional nature also gives rise to increased

thermal conductivity in the in-plane direction with reduced thickness for many LDMs, as will be explained in

detail in this sub-chapter. Understanding and effectively tuning LDM thermal properties has potential for use

in a wide variety of applications, including thermal management in devices, improved thermoelectric devices and

thermal rectification. Of major importance for a variety of applications is an understanding of how extrinsic

factors can be used to control thermal conductivity in these materials as a result of their high sensitivity to

external manipulation.

In general, heat transport in solids is mediated by both electrons and quasiparticles which describe the

collective lattice vibration known as ’phonons’. Typically, electrons are the dominant contributors in metallic

materials only, where there is a large density of free carriers, while phonons dominate transport in semiconducting

and insulating materials. Additionally, in graphene and graphite, although both are semi-metallic in character,

heat conduction is also dominated by phonons as a result of the very strong nature of the sp2 covalent bonds in

the in-plane direction.128 As a result, in the case of LDMs in general, heat transport is dominated by phonons,

with only a negligible contribution from electrons to thermal conductivity. Therefore, this sub-chapter, and the

thesis in general, focuses exclusively on the lattice thermal conductivity of LDMs; that is, the contribution to

thermal transport made by phonons only. The most important aspects of thermal transport theory as applied

to this work are presented in the following. The sub-chapter begins with introduction of basic phonon theory as

a system of masses connected on springs and a discussion of Fourier’s Law of heat conduction. The semiclassical

treatment of different phonon scattering mechanisms within the framework of Boltzmann transport theory is also

described. Finally, thermal transport phenomena in graphene and h-BN as reported in the literature are reviewed

in detail. The limits of current understanding and concerns that remain to be addressed are also highlighted.

2.2.1 Phonon Theory

To understand the idea of phonons as quantised lattice vibrations, consider the model of a diatomic lattice

as a system of inequal masses (m1 and m2) connected by springs with a spring constant k, as shown in Figure

2.10. For simplicity, the discussion will be restricted the simple case of a one-dimensional (1D) chain of atoms.

The unit cell with lattice constant a contains one of each type of atom, separated by distance a/2 with the atoms

in their undisplaced positions. The equilibrium positions for the nth atom of each type are defined as un and vn,

respectively. By examining the forces exerted of each atom from the springs on the left and right side of both,
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the equations of motion for atom m1 and m2 can be written as:

m1ün = k [(vn − un)− (un − vn−1)]

m2v̈n = k [(un+1 − vn)− (vn − un)]

(2.2)

The equations of motion for all of the other atoms in the system take the same form and can be obtained trivially

by shifting the n index in the above equations. To solve the pair of Equations 2.2, we can substitute in trial wave

solutions of the form:

un = uqe
i(2qna−ωt)

vn = vqe
iq(2na+a)−iωt

(2.3)

Where uq and vq are the wave amplitudes, and q and ω are the wavenumber and frequency of the atomic vibration,

respectively. Inserting these trial solutions into the pair of equations in Equation 2.2 and cancelling common

factors yields:

 2k −m1ω
2 −2k cos (qa)

−2k cos (qa) 2k −m2ω
2


uq
vq

 = 0 (2.4)

The absence of any dependence on the index n in Equation 2.4 confirms that the wave-like treatment of

the lattice vibrations used above in the form of the trial solutions (Equation 2.3) is a valid approach. It is these

waves that are typically referred to as phonons.129

Figure 2.10: Model of phonons in a 1D diatomic lattice as a series of two unequal masses (m1 and m2) connected by springs with a spring
constant, k.(a) Shows the atoms in equilibrium positions. (b) Shows the atoms at displaced positions. The lattice constant a is also labelled.
Adapted from [129]
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Equation 2.4 has non-zero solutions for ω where the determinant of the left hand matrix is equal to zero.

Or, expressed mathematically, where:

m1m2

2k
ω4 − (m1 +m2)ω

2 + 2k(1− cos qa2) = 0 (2.5)

This expression is a quadratic equation in ω2 and can be solved to obtain the dispersion relation:

ω2
±(q) =

k

m1m2

[
m1 +m2 ∓

(
(m1 +m2)

2 − 4m1m2 sin (qa)
2
) 1

2

]
(2.6)

Figure 2.11: Phonon dispersion of a linear chain of atoms in a
diatomic basis.

The form of these two solutions are shown in Fig-

ure 2.11, where the upper and lower curves are com-

monly referred to as the ’optical’ and ’acoustic’ phonon

branches, respectively. Separate sets of acoustic and op-

tical branches arise for any lattice with more than one

’type’ of atom inside the unit cell. This can include differ-

ent atomic species and therefore atomic masses, or atoms

with different bonding strengths or bond lengths. The

obtained dispersion is periodic in q, repeating as q = nπ
a .

This unit defines the width of the Brillouin zone, which

is equivalent to the smallest repeating unit of the cell in

reciprocal space. In a more complex lattice, the solutions

also become more complex, but modes can still be sepa-

rated into optical and acoustic branches. These modes can be further categorised as ’longitudinal’ or ’transverse’,

depending on the direction of the oscillation in relation to the bond. In the case of the former, the phonon os-

cillation is in parallel to the direction of the bond, whereas for transverse modes it is perpendicular.

In the derivation of the normal modes above, we have assumed that the atomic vibrations can be treated

essentially as a series of uncoupled harmonic oscillators. In reality, this assumption is not completely valid, and

the inclusion of higher order anharmonic terms to describe interactions between phonons is necessary. Phonon-

phonon interactions as a result of this deviation from the harmonic approximation are an important mechanism

by which heat transport in solids is limited. These types of interaction are discussed in more detail later in this

sub-chapter. A fully harmonic approximation also cannot explain thermally induced expansion of the lattice.

Real crystals undergo changes in volume as a result of heating, which further leads to a change in the normal

mode frequencies, ω.129 The change in frequency with volume (V ) can be defined using the Grüneisen parameter

(γ) which provides a measure of the strength of the anharmonic effects in the crystal:

d(lnω)

d(lnV)
= −γ (2.7)
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2.2.2 Fourier’s Law

Macroscale heat conduction in solids can be described by Fourier’s law which relates the heat flow (Q̇) to

the material thermal conductivity (κ) and temperature gradient (∇T ):

Q̇ = −κA∇T (2.8)

Where the negative sign in the expression ensures that κ > 0 and that heat is always transferred from a high

temperature to a low temperature region in the solid. A is the cross-sectional area of the surface normal to the

direction of heat transfer. Often, κ is given as a scalar quantity, since the thermal conductivity of many materials

is isotropic. However, in an anisotropic medium, κ is more generally described as a second-rank tensor:

κ =


κxx κxy κxz

κyx κyy κyz

κzx κzy κzz

 (2.9)

Figure 2.12: Illustration of one-dimensional heat conduc-
tion through a cylinder. Egen is the heat generation rate
in an individual element, L is the length of the cylinder,
r is the radius and Q̇(r) is the rate of heat flow through
the shell. Adapted from [130].

The number of independent components in this tensor can

be reduced by the symmetry of the material under study. For

example, in single layer graphene and h-BN, only the in-plane

(x-y plane) part of the thermal conductivity tensor is relevant

κ =
[ κxx κxy
κyx κyy

]
. As a consequence of the two-dimensional (2D)

hexagonal symmetry of these materials, the off-diagonal com-

ponents reduce to zero, while for the remaining in-plane ther-

mal conductivity components κxx = κyy = κr. Throughout

this work κr is used to refer to the in-plane thermal conductiv-

ity of graphene or h-BN. For multilayered graphene or h-BN,

the out-of-plane thermal conductivity elements should, strictly

speaking, also be considered. However, given that the multilayer samples studied here are still very thin (11L

in the case of h-BN) and that the out-of-plane thermal conductivity is typically several orders of magnitude

smaller than κr, it is not necessary to employ a full three-dimensional formulation of Fourier’s law to describe

heat conduction in LDM nanosheets. Since heat transport occurs primarily in the in-plane direction in these

materials, and the in-plane thermal conductivity of graphene and h-BN is isotropic, a one-dimensional form of

this equation in cylindrical co-ordinates is sufficient:

Q̇r = −κrA
dT

dr
(2.10)

From Fourier’s law, the heat equation governing the heat flow in a graphene or h-BN nanosheet can be

derived. Consider a uniform long cylinder with inner radius r and outer radius r +∆r as shown in Figure 2.12.

A general heat source describing the rate of heat generation within a cylindrical shell element ∆r can be defined
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as Egen. The heat energy contained within each element is given by:

E = cmT (2.11)

where c is the specific heat capacity of the material, m is the mass of the element, and T is the temperature.

By considering energy conservation, an expression for the rate of change of energy content of element ∆r can be

derived as:
 Rate of heat

conduction at r

−

 Rate of heat

conduction at r + ∆r

+

 Rate of energy

generation inside element

 =

Rate of change of energy

content of element

 (2.12)

Or:

Q̇r − Q̇r+∆r + Egen =
∆E

∆t
(2.13)

By considering evolution between time t and t+∆t, ∆E can be expressed as:

∆E = Et+∆t − Et = mc(Tt+∆t − Tt) = ρcA∆r(Tt+∆t − Tt) (2.14)

where ρ is the mass density of the material and d is thickness. Further expressing the rate of heat generation

within a cylindrical shell area element in terms of heat generation per unit area (egen) via Egen = egenA∆r, then

substituting this expression and Equation 2.14 into Equation 2.13 gives:

Q̇r − Q̇r+∆r + egenA∆r =
ρcA∆r(Tt+∆t − Tt)

∆t
(2.15)

Dividing through by A∆r and taking the limit as ∆r → 0 and ∆t→ 0 leads to:

− 1

A

dQ̇

dr
+ egen = ρc

dT

dt
(2.16)

where the definition of the derivative lim
∆r→0

Q̇r+∆r−Q̇r

∆r = dQ̇
dr has been used. The cross-sectional area in the case

of the cylinder shown in Figure 2.12 is given by A = 2πrL. Using this, and applying Fourier’s law (Equation

2.10) leads to the 1D cylindrical heat equation for a homogeneous medium with a heat source egen:

1

r

d

dr

(
r
dT

dr

)
+ egen = ρc

dT

dt
(2.17)

When the system is in a steady state (dTdt = 0), as is the case for all thermal measurements presented in this

work, the equation reduces to:
1

r

d

dr

(
r
dT

dr

)
+ egen = 0 (2.18)

Here, a finite element analysis (FEA) approach will be used to solve this equation. The solution method,

relevant boundary conditions and mathematical form of the Gaussian laser heat source will be described further

in Chapter 3.1.3.
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2.2.3 Boltzmann Transport Equation

The consideration of Fourier’s law and the classical heat equation as outlined above does not give insight

into the phonon scattering processes that are essential for understanding nanoscale thermal transport in LDMs.

In the semiclassical regime, phonons can be treated as point-like particles as a result of frequent scattering

events. For LDMs, the phonon Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) is often used.5,131–133 The BTE provides

a semiclassical approach to phonon transport properties in LDMs and describes the distributions of phonons

driven by a thermal or chemical potential gradient, in presence of fields and scattering effects. In this work, the

phonon BTE is not solved directly, but comparisons between experimental results and previous first-principles

numerical solutions of the phonon BTE for single-layer graphene14 and multi-layer h-BN52 are made. Additionally,

numerical solutions to the BTE have been extremely important in understanding the nature of thermal transport

and phonon scattering mechanisms in LDMs, particularly regarding the role of flexural phonons97 and material-

substrate interactions.37 As a result, an overview of the main details of phonon Boltzmann transport theory as

applied to two-dimensional graphene and h-BN is included below.

Consider a distribution function Nq(r, t) which describes the number of phonons in a state q around a

position r. This distribution function in the region of r can be changed by several different mechanisms. Firstly,

by diffusion of phonons into and out of the region, with a rate proportional to the phonon group velocity (vq = δω
δq ),

which is driven by temperature and chemical potential gradients. The distribution function can also be changed

by the influence of external electric and magnetic fields, in addition to phonon scattering processes. There are

many different types of phonon scattering which will be discussed in more detail below, but consideration of the

general contribution of phonon scattering (Ṅq|scatt) in conjunction with phonon diffusion and the influence of

external fields can be combined to give an overall rate of change:

Ṅq = Ṅq|diff + Ṅq|field + Ṅq|scatt (2.19)

In the steady-state, the phonon flux must be conserved and so Equation 2.19 must be equal to zero. Making the

additional simplification that there are no external fields (i.e. −Ṅq|scatt = Ṅq|diff) and that the phonon diffusion

is driven by a temperature gradient only, as is the case for all studies carried out in this work, yields:

1

τ
Nq(q, r) = −δr

δt
· ∇Nq

= −vq · δNq

δT
∇T

(2.20)

Where the scattering term has been reduced to the phenomenological expression Ṅq|scatt = − 1
τNq(q, r) and

τ represents the overall phonon relaxation time of the combined scattering processes.131 We can further define

Nq = nq + n0q by separating the non-equilibrium part, nq and the equilibrium part of the distribution function

given by the Bose-Einstein distribution:

n0q =
1

exp(~ω/kBT )− 1
(2.21)
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This allows linearisation of the BTE by standard methods which will not be reproduced here for brevity.131 It can

be assumed that at small deviations from equilibrium (n0q), Nq relaxes back to n0q with a characteristic relaxation

time τ after the temperature gradient is removed. Applying this relaxation time approximation (RTA) leads

to Ṅq|scatt = −n/τ . The total phonon relaxation time τ in the BTE expression provides a route to extracting

the overall lattice thermal conductivity, κ. Considering phonon transport in two-dimensions only, it can be

shown37,86,97 that within the RTA framework κ is given by:

κ =
1

4πkBT 2d

∑
b

∫ qmax

0

[
(~ωvb)2τ(b, q)

e~ω/kBT

(e~ω/kBT − 1)2

]
qdq (2.22)

where the summation index b is over all phonon branches and d is the material thickness.

From Equation 2.22, it can be seen that κ is dependent upon the total phonon scattering rate (1/τ). This

rate contains contributions from multiple different types of scattering process, whereby phonons interact with

other phonons, electrons, boundaries and defects. In a perfect, defect-free crystal only phonon-phonon (Figure

2.13a), phonon-electron (Figure 2.13b) and phonon-boundary scattering (2.13c) contribute to the total scattering

rate. Phonon-electron scattering will not be discussed in detail here since the contribution of this process to the

lattice thermal conductivity of graphene or h-BN close to room temperature is negligible. Phonon-boundary and

phonon-impurity scattering (Figure 2.13d) will be dealt with later in this sub-chapter. Phonon-phonon scattering

is an important mechanism that limits graphene or h-BN thermal conductivity at high temperatures.52,97 The

most common phonon-phonon scattering processes involve three phonons and can be further divided into normal

(N) and Umklapp (U) processes (Figure 2.13a). In a N-process, the total phonon momentum is conserved, and

scattering takes place across one Brillouin zone (BZ) only. Mathematically, this can be represented as:

q1 + q2 = q3 (2.23)

Phonons q1 and q2 collide, resulting in a phonon q3 that exists within the first BZ. Since momentum is conserved

and the result of the scattering process is merely a linear combination of the two original phonon momentums,

N-processes do not limit thermal transport.131 By contrast, in an U-process scattering takes place across two

BZs, and the phonon momentum is changed. Phonons q1 and q2 scatter, creating phonon q3 outside of the

first BZ. The momentum of the outgoing phonon can be mathematically ’folded’ back into the first BZ by the

addition of the reciprocal lattice vector G:

q1 + q2 = q3 +G (2.24)

Since the phonon momentum is changed, U-processes contribute to the overall thermal resistance within

the crystal. In general, the phonon scattering rate contribution from U-processes for each phonon branch (b) can

be expressed as:95,134

1

τU,b
= γ2b

kBT

Mv2b

ω2

ωmax
(2.25)
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Where γb is the branch-dependent Grüneisen parameter, ωmax is the maximum frequency of the branch and

M is the mass of the unit cell. From the form of Equation 2.25, it can be seen that the Umklapp scattering rate

increases with temperature. This is a result of the phonon population increasing as a function of temperature

(Equation 2.21). At very high temperatures, there are many phonons available for phonon-phonon scattering

and Umklapp scattering processes dominate over other types of scattering, giving rise to a 1/T dependence

of thermal conductivity on temperature.131 However, the validity of the expression given in Equation 2.25 is

not confirmed for LDMs, particularly since its derivation assumes that the material is three-dimensional and

isotropic.95 In reality, this expression tends to significantly overestimate Umklapp scattering processes in LDMs,

and a full consideration of the specific three-phonon selection rules is required to achieve an accurate description

of phonon-phonon scattering in these materials.52,97

Figure 2.13: Schematic showing different phonon scattering mechanisms. (a) phonon-phonon (three-phonon) scattering, including normal
(N) and Umklapp (U) processes. The grey square represents the first Brillouin zone. (b) Phonon-electron scattering, (c) Phonon-boundary
scattering, where the diffusely (purple) and specularly (pink) scattered components are labelled. The edges of the white square represent the
sample boundaries with side length L. (d) Phonon-impurity scattering. The relevant scattering rates (τU , τB or τD) corresponding to the
processes considered in this work are also labelled. Adapted from [135]

Boundary or edge roughness scattering at material edges is typically very important in LDMs where in-

terface roughness or small sample size can limit thermal conductivity. This type of scattering dominates at low

temperatures and is particularly significant where the sample is smaller than or on the order of the phonon mean

free path (MFP), which can be defined via the relation:

κ =
1

3

∑
b

Cbvb l̄b (2.26)

where Cb is the contribution to the specific heat by phonons in branch b and l̄b is the phonon MFP. The MFP
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can be further expressed in terms of the branch relaxation time (τb) as l̄b = vbτb. This quantitative treatment

of phonon-boundary scattering was first given by Casimir in 1938136 and corresponds to the diffuse limit of

boundary scattering, where all phonons incident on the boundary are scattered with a random momentum that

is independent of the momentum of the incoming phonon. Typically, at low temperatures and for bulk materials,

Cb ∝ T 3, so the thermal conductivity of defect-free crystals tends to follow a T 3 dependence in this regime as a

result of phonon-boundary scattering, with a 1/T dependence at very high temperatures due to the dominance

of Umklapp scattering processes (Figure 2.14).131 More generally for LDMs, Cb ∝ T δ/α where δ is the number

of dimensions of the system and α depends on the dispersion relation for the branch, ωb ∝ qα.137

Figure 2.14: Expected form of lattice thermal conductivity as a
function of temperature for a defect-free bulk crystal. Boundary
scattering dominates at low temperatures, resulting in a κ ∝ T 3

dependence which follows the typical temperature dependence
of the specific heat (Equation 2.26). At high temperatures,
Umklapp scattering dominates and results in a κ ∝ 1/T depen-
dence of thermal conductivity on temperature. Adapted from
[131]

A more complex formalism for phonon-boundary

scattering where scattering events are not considered to

be purely diffuse was later developed by Ziman,131 intro-

ducing a specularity parameter p. The phonon scattering

rate due to boundary scattering limited by the smallest

dimension of the sample L can be expressed as:

1

τB
=
vb
L

[
(1− p)

(1 + p)

]
(2.27)

The case for p = 0 corresponds to the case where phonon

scattering at the boundary is assumed to be purely diffuse,

and recovers the relationship l̄b = vbτb defined from the

Casimir formalism given above where lb is equivalent to

L. If p = 1, phonon scattering at the boundary is purely

specular, that is, a phonon incident at the boundary is

reflected at an angle equal to the angle of incidence with

the normal to the boundary. This case is often assumed

for atomically smooth surfaces and results in zero contri-

bution of phonon-boundary scattering to the overall scattering rate. A single value for specularity is often chosen

to simplify calculations where boundary scattering is not considered to be the dominant scattering mechanism,

although in reality, p is momentum-dependent.138 Equation 2.27 when applied with a single value of p therefore

gives an effective boundary scattering rate which is appropriate only where the contribution of phonon-boundary

scattering to the overall scattering rate is not significant. This is the case in all of the work presented here, since

thermal conductivity measurements are carried out at room temperature on samples larger than the dominant

phonon MFP (<1µm) for both graphene6 and h-BN.139 Phonon-boundary scattering with both a specular and

diffuse component is illustrated in Figure 2.13c.

In imperfect 2D crystals, phonon-defect scattering can also occur with a rate described by:95

1

τD
= Γ

2πω3
b

ω2
max

(2.28)
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Where Γ is a measure of the strength of the point defect scattering proportional to the density of defects within

the material.140 The expression can be used to account for scattering from vacancy-type defects and isotopic

impurities, provided the size of the scatterer is much smaller than the phonon wavelength. Parameter Γ can be

expressed as:

Γ =
∑
i

fi(1−Mi/M)2 (2.29)

where fi is the fractional concentration of the ith impurity, Mi is the mass of the ith impurity, and M is the

average atomic mass of the system. In the 2D transport case given in Equation 2.28, the scattering rate scales

with ω3
b , whereas in bulk 3D materials the rate instead scales with the fourth power of phonon frequency.131 This

is a consequence of the 2D phonon DOS applicable to LDMs.95

Scattering rates from individual processes can be combined according to Matthiessen’s rule:131

1

τ
=

1

τU
+

1

τB
+

1

τD
(2.30)

The scattering process with the shortest relaxation time dominates the overall scattering and contributes

most strongly to the reduction in lattice thermal conductivity. The processes discussed above are those most

frequently used to describe phonon scattering in low-dimensional graphene and h-BN. However, certain other

phonon interactions by which LDM thermal conductivity is reduced are not fully accounted for by these ex-

pressions. For example, one very important effect that cannot be properly accounted for by the above is the

interaction of phonons in LDMs with supporting substrates, as well as polymer residues.

2.2.4 Thermal Properties of Graphene and h-BN

This sub-chapter discusses the application of the theory outlined above to low-dimensional graphene and

h-BN, highlighting major distinguishing thermal features of these materials compared with the bulk properties

of isotropic materials. A major component of this is the presence of out-of-plane, flexural phonons in layered

materials, in addition to the conventional longitudinal and transverse branches discussed in Chapter 2.2.1. The

layered structure and anisotropy between the in-plane and out-of-plane directions of these materials results in

the addition of acoustic and optical flexural phonon branches. The contribution of these branches to thermal

transport in the bulk materials, such as graphite, is considered to be unimportant as result of their small group

velocity and large Grüneisen parameter (γZA ≈ −1.5)95 which contributes to high Umklapp scattering rates

(Equation 2.25). Initially, the same was assumed to be true for single or multi-layers of material.141 However,

flexural phonons have since been found to play an extremely important role in thermal transport in graphene,97

h-BN52 and other LDMs.142,143

Figure 2.15 shows the first-principles derived phonon dispersions for monolayer graphene (Figure 2.15b)144

and h-BN (Figure 2.15c).145 Dispersions are calculated along the high symmetry directions shown in Figure 2.15a

and the transverse, longitudinal and flexural acoustic (TA, LA, ZA) and optical (TO, LO, ZO) phonon branches
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for each material are labelled. The general form of the dispersion in both cases is relatively similar as a result

of their structural similarities. Both materials exhibit linear dispersion in the TA and LA branches close to

the Γ point, while the ZA branches are approximately quadratic. Branch dependent acoustic phonon velocities

vb for the in-plane branches can be extracted as approximately vTA = 12.2 kms−1 and vLA = 19.5 kms−1 for

graphene144 and vTA = 11.6 kms−1 and vLA = 17 kms−1 for h-BN.145 The lower velocities for acoustic phonons

in h-BN can be attributed to the relative weakness of the B-N bonds in h-BN compared with the C-C bonds in

graphene. An additional consequence of this is that h-BN exhibits higher levels of phonon-phonon scattering as

a result of the lower frequency scale, as given by the highest optical phonon frequency,146 compared to graphene.

The intrinsic thermal conductivity of single-layer h-BN is therefore expected to be significantly lower (≈ 800

W/mK)52 for h-BN than SLG (≈3500 W/mK)97 at room temperature.

The contribution to thermal conduction in graphene and h-BN is primarily made by the acoustic phonon

branches as a result of the much higher group velocities compared with the optical modes. Initially, it was

also supposed that the contribution of the ZA phonon branch in these materials was negligible, as a result

of high predicted phonon-phonon scattering rates.134 However, several experimental studies revealed that this

assumption could not accurately explain thermal transport phenomena observed in supported SLG. The signif-

icant suppression of SLG thermal conductivity to ≈ 600 W/mK when supported on SiO2/Si, compared with

the freely suspended material (2000-5300 W/mK)2,34–36 could not be adequately explained assuming a minimal

contribution of the ZA phonon modes at room temperature.37 As a result, Seol et al.37 argued that ZA phonons

in fact dominate thermal transport in graphene due to the large density of ZA phonon modes and an addi-

tional three-phonon scattering selection rule for freely suspended single-layer materials resulting from reflection

symmetry.97

Figure 2.15: Phonon dispersion relations along high symmetry directions for single-layer graphene and hexagonal boron nitride. (a) Shows the
2D hexagonal Brillouin zone and high symmetry directions along which the dispersion was calculated. Phonon dispersion derived from first
principles for (b) single-layer graphene, from Falkovsky144 reprinted with permission from Elsevier and (c) single-layer h-BN, from D’Souza
et al.145, reprinted with permission from the American Physical Society. The dashed lines represent the best linear (LA, TA) or quadratic
(ZA) fits to the acoustic phonon modes near the Γ point.
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The phonon Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of the harmonic part (Hh), equivalent to the general

2D harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, and the anharmonic part (Ha), which is responsible for processes such as

three-phonon scattering:37

H = Hh + Ha (2.31)

The selection rule which restricts three-phonon scattering for flexural modes arises from considering the form

of Ha given the reflection symmetry of LDMs in single layer form. In general, the lowest order term in Ha

corresponding to three-phonon scattering can be written:37

Ha =
1

3!

∑
i,j,k

Φαβγ(i, j, k)uα(i)uβ(j)uγ(k) (2.32)

Where Φαβγ(i, j, k) are the third-order interatomic force constants (IFCs) and uα(i) is the αth component of

displacement for atom i in Cartesian co-ordinates. A flat, monolayer graphene or h-BN sheet lying in the x-y

plane has reflection symmetry around the z-axis. As a consequence of this, Ha must be invariant for z → −z.

This leads to the restriction that only scattering events involving an even number of out-of-plane phonons are

allowed, since events involving an odd number of z components of atomic displacements result in a change of

sign when z → −z. The allowed types of three-phonon processes for monolayer h-BN or graphene can therefore

be summarised as:97

As a result, only 8 possible scattering channels exist for out-of-plane phonons, as opposed to 20 that are

available for the in-plane modes. The number of Umklapp scattering events contributing to the overall thermal

resistance for out-of-plane phonons is therefore severely restricted by this rule for monolayer materials. In addition

to this selection rule, there is a significantly larger number of phonon modes per frequency for the ZA phonon

branch in graphene97 and h-BN145 compared with the LA and TA branches as a result of the quadratic dispersion

for ZA modes as shown in Figure 2.15. When these pieces of information are taken together, it can be concluded

that the majority of thermal transport in freely suspended single layer materials is mediated by ZA phonons, not

TA and LA phonons as previously predicted.134,141 ZA phonons are thought contribute up to 77% of the total

thermal conductivity at room temperature in graphene,97 as shown in Figure 2.16, or 86% in h-BN.145
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Figure 2.16: Individual phonon branch contribution to total accumulated thermal conductivity as a function of phonon mean free path for
a graphene nanoribbon of length L = 10 µm at temperature T = 300 K. Reprinted with permission from [14]. Copyright (2014) by the
American Physical Society.

2.2.4.1 Substrate Scattering

Typically, suspended LDM samples are used for thermal transport measurements, where the material is

free from any influence of a supporting substrate. However, potential applications of graphene and h-BN rely on

the material being supported by a substrate or embedded in another medium. It is therefore highly important to

understand how thermal transport of LDMs is impacted by interfaces with other materials, particularly typical

device substrates. Seol et al.37 measured thermal conductivity of single layer graphene (SLG) supported on

SiO2 substrate and found that thermal conductivity was significantly reduced by the influence of the support.

This large suppression suggests a strong impact on the low frequency flexural phonons since, as explained above,

they are the main contributors to SLG lattice thermal conductivity. Additionally, suppression of the ZA flexural

phonon modes was argued to explain the T 1.5 dependence of thermal conductivity in supported SLG at low

temperatures (.200 K). The dependence of specific heat discussed in the previous sub-chapter (Chapter 2.2.3),

combined with the SLG dispersion relation shown above (Figure 2.15a) gives CLA,TA ∝ T 2 and CZA ∝ T at low

temperatures.137 Due to the dominance of ZA phonons and large contribution of boundary scattering processes

(Equation 2.27) in this temperature range it would therefore be expected that the thermal conductivity follow

close to κ ∝ T dependence at very low temperatures. This can be seen from Figure 2.17 for the BTE calculated

thermal conductivity for suspended SLG. By contrast, placing SLG on an amorphous support (SiO2) leads

to the T 1.5 dependence of thermal conductivity also shown in Figure 2.17. This is due to the suppression of

the contribution of ZA phonon modes by the support layer, increasing the value of the temperature dependence

exponent to closer to the expected dependence in the case where LA and TA phonon branches were the dominant

contributors to thermal conductivity (κ ∝ T 2).

Seol et al. attributed the suppression of the ZA phonon contribution in supported SLG to scattering
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and transmission of phonons across the SLG-SiO2 interface. Since SiO2 substrates typically have high surface

roughness and graphene does not conform completely to the surface,147 they developed a model for phonon-

substrate scattering across a series of regular point contacts defined by contact diameter d and contact point

separation s. Their proposed phonon scattering rate as a result of substrate scattering (τ−1
sub) is given by:37

1

τsub
=

2πvp

Nc4cω2

(
Nc|Kfi/

√
MCMX |2ρSiO2(ω) + F (Nc, ω)|Kfi/MC |2ρgraphene(ω)

)
(2.33)

Where Nc is the number of contacts and Kfi is a spring constant which defines the coupling between the graphene

and SiO2 atoms. MC and MX are the mass of the carbon atom and the mass of the atom making contact on the

silica side (Si or O), respectively, while F is a factor which accounts for coherent effects as a result of the periodicity

of the graphene lattice. For small wavenumbers (qa << 1), F = N2
c , which decreases to F ≈ N2

c /(1 + 1.5qa)

with increasing qa. The terms ρSiO2 and ρgraphene are the phonon density of states for SiO2 and graphene.

p is the probability of a phonon-substrate scattering event occurring, which can be considered approximately

equivalent to the ratio of the contact size to contact separation (d/s). Good agreement between this model and

their experimental results (Figure 2.17) was found for KLA,TA = 0 and KZA = 0.73 N/m, where d = s = 30

nm in accordance with AFM observations. This suggests that it is strong phonon coupling to substrate modes

between the ZA modes and the support in particular that suppresses thermal conductivity in supported SLG.

Figure 2.17: Suppression and temperature dependence of thermal conduc-
tivity of single-layer graphene supported on SiO2. Produced using data from
[37]. Experimentally measured data for bulk highly ordered pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) is shown (black circles), along with the thermal conductivity of SLG
supported on SiO2 (blue squares) taken from three separate samples. Also
shown are solutions to the BTE as calculated by Seol et al.37 for suspended
SLG (purple line) and supported SLG (blue line) by incorporating the pro-
posed phonon substrate scattering rate (Equation 2.33), assuming s = d =
30nm and KZA = 0.73 N/m, KLA,TA = 0 N/m. At low temperatures, ther-
mal conductivity of supported SLG follows a T1.5 dependence as shown. Also
indicated are the slopes corresponding to κ ∝ T 1 and κ ∝ T 2.

Sadeghi et al.148 have further supported

this in their observation that the effect of sub-

strate suppression of thermal conductivity is

far less pronounced for multilayers of graphene

than for single layers. They suggested that

rough boundary type scattering could also be

a possible mechanism by which graphene ther-

mal conductivity is reduced by supporting ma-

terials, as had been earlier argued by Wang et

al..149 However, they concluded from their ex-

perimental results that the boundary scatter-

ing as a result of the roughness of the support

alone could not account for the observed tem-

perature dependence of the samples, due to

the apparent disproportionate impact of the

substrate on low frequency ZA phonon modes.

Instead, it was noted that the scattering rate

expression proposed by Seol et al. is depen-

dent upon the overlap of the phonon density of states at a given frequency. As a result, the scattering rate for

low frequency phonons would naturally be larger than for high frequencies due to the strong overlap with low
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frequency phonons in amorphous materials,150 and therefore can successfully account for the strong impact on

ZA phonon modes at low temperatures in particular. Another factor in the lowered thermal conductivity of

supported SLG is the breaking of the reflection symmetry that gives rise to the Umklapp scattering selection

rule discussed above. This increases the phase space available for three-phonon scattering events involving ZA

phonons, reducing the thermal conductivity. However, Seol et al.37 noted that this effect alone would also not be

sufficient to lead to the reduction of SLG thermal conductivity to values below that of highly ordered pyrolytic

graphite (HOPG) as shown in Figure 2.17.

Considering the important implications of thermal conductivity suppression by substrates for the potential

future applicability of graphene and h-BN to devices, there are relatively few studies dealing with this aside

from those already discussed above. Additional theoretical studies have been carried out by Ong and Pop,151

further supporting the idea of flexural phonon damping and highlighting the opportunity for potential tuning

of thermal conductivity by controlling the strength of the substrate-graphene interaction. This has never been

investigated experimentally, but a better understanding of how this could be achieved practically has the potential

to be highly important for maximising thermal conductivity in devices. Reports of the impact of a supporting

substrate on h-BN are currently lacking, but it can generally be assumed that a similar effect is likely to be

observed due to the similarities in material structure and thermal properties. However, molecular dynamics

simulations have indicated that h-BN could be a strong alternative substrate for SLG, potentially increasing the

thermal conductivity of SLG to ≈ 1350 W/mK,152 over double that reported for SiO2. Once again, this has

never been confirmed experimentally. Further practical investigation into how the thermal conductivity of LDMs

can be optimised when supported on various substrate materials is required to fully realise their potential for

thermal applications.

2.2.4.2 Dependence of Thermal Conductivity on Thickness and Lateral Size

While very high thermal conductivities are achievable for both single-layer graphene (2000-5300W/mK)2,34–36

and h-BN (750 W/mK),49 increasing the material thickness significantly lowers the thermal conductivity. This

is primarily a result of reflection symmetry breaking leading to increased channels for ZA phonon scattering. For

conventional bulk materials, very thin films of thickness L in the nm-µm range typically experience drastically

suppressed thermal conductivity compared with the bulk due to strong phonon-boundary scattering (Equation

2.27). For layered materials such as graphene and h-BN, the strong contribution of flexural phonons to thermal

transport which increases with reduced thickness leads to raised thermal conductivities for ultra-thin materials.

In the few-layer regime, it has been suggested that the atomically smooth quality of suspended few-layer graphene

(FLG) results in purely specular reflection from the out-of-plane boundary (p ≈ 1 in Equation 2.27), which has

no impact on the overall thermal resistance in the material.34

Ghosh et al.34 observed a decrease in the measured thermal conductivity of graphene between 1-4L from 2800

W/mK to 1300 W/mK (Figure 2.18a) which they attributed primarily to the increase in three-phonon scattering

channels for ZA phonons.153 A similar effect was later observed in few-layer h-BN, although experimental results

have found a weaker reduction for 1-3L h-BN (from ≈750 W/mK to ≈600 W/mK)49 than predicted by first-
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principles solutions to the phonon BTE (Figure 2.18d).52 For additional layers of each material, the number of

atoms in the unit cell increases as 2N , where N is the number of layers. The number of phonon branches increases

by a factor of N .34 While the LA and TA acoustic modes are mostly degenerate in both few-layered graphene

and h-BN at all q except for very close to the Γ-point, in general, the additional ZA branches deviate much more

strongly (Figure 2.18(b)-(c), (e)-(f)). This increase in ZA phonon scattering channels leads to a large reduction

in the ZA phonon contribution to overall thermal conductivity and therefore, reduces the thermal conductivity

significantly for increasing N . For both materials, thermal conductivity is expected to converge to the bulk value

for N < 5.52,153 Reported thickness dependences of thermal conductivity for both materials are summarised in

Figure 2.18.

Figure 2.18: Evolution of the thermal properties of graphene ((a) - (c)) and h-BN ((d) - (f)) with increasing layer number. (a) Thermal
conductivity of few-layer graphene as a function of the number of atomic planes. Blue diamonds are calculated values from first-principles
including all three-phonon scattering channels, the green triangles are calculated including additional extrinsic effects expected for thicker
films such as increased rough boundary scattering. The dashed lines indicate the reported range of bulk graphite thermal conductivities.
The corresponding change in the phonon dispersion when increasing the number of graphene layers from 1 to 2 is shown for q (b) between
the Γ and M points and (c) Very close to the Γ point. SLG dispersion is represented by the solid curves while additional branches in bilayer
graphene are shown by the dashed lines. ((a)-(c)) Adapted with permission from Springer Nature, Nature Materials [34], copyright 2010.
(d) Predicted and experimentally measured change in the thermal conductivity of h-BN with increasing layer number, produced using data
from [52] and [49], respectively. Predicted total thermal conductivity from first-principles (purple squares) is shown with the separated
contribution from each acoustic phonon branch. The dashed lines represent the predicted contribution from the ZA (green), TA (blue) and
LA (red) branches for the bulk material. Experimentally measured values for 1-3L h-BN are shown for comparison by the black hollow
squares. First-principles derived phonon dispersions for (e) 2L and (f) 3L h-BN are also shown, where the dispersion for the 1L material is
shown by the solid lines and additional branches due to increased layer number correspond to dashed lines. Reprinted with permission from
[49].

Both graphene and h-BN have long phonon MFPs at room temperature, on the order of almost 1µm.6,145

As a result, scattering from boundaries due to the limited lateral size of samples is an important factor in

optimising thermal conductivity, even for relatively large sheets. Additionally, the presence of small grain sizes

in polycrystalline samples can significantly limit thermal conductivity in a similar way.38–40 Sample or crystallite

size (L) is expected to limit thermal transport to the ballistic regime, where thermal conductivity is determined

only by boundary scattering, when L is smaller than the phonon MFP (L < l̄mfp). For graphene, the effective

(average) phonon MFP at 300K is reported to be ≈ 775 nm.6 However, analysis of the cumulative thermal

conductivity of SLG has revealed that the majority of heat is carried by phonons with a MFP up to 10µm.14
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Similar findings have been reported for h-BN.145 As a consequence of this, thermal conductivity for samples

with width, length or grain size below this value are expected to be reduced by boundary scattering. Nika et

al.154 predicted unusual non-monotonic dependence of thermal conductivity in SLG even for nanoribbons with a

length even on the order of several µm (Figure 2.19a). This dependence upon sample size even at large L has also

been confirmed experimentally.155 A possible explanation for this could be the dominance of low-frequency, long

wavelength phonons in graphene.134,154 Increasing sample size results in an increase in the population of long-

wavelength phonons available to contribute to heat conduction, leading to the observed strongly size-dependent

behaviour. A consequence of this is very large ribbon lengths (>100µm) are likely required to experimentally

determine SLG thermal conductivity not limited by sample size.155 Similar sample length dependence up to

large L has also been predicted theoretically for h-BN (Figure 2.19b).145 However, this has never been confirmed

experimentally, most likely as a result of the difficulty in achieving high quality growth of h-BN monolayers and

the current reliance on mechanical exfoliation methods as a means of obtaining ultra-thin samples.

Figure 2.19: Summary of the predicted size dependence of the cumulative thermal conductivity in graphene and h-BN nanoribbons. (a)
Dependence of graphene thermal conductivity on nanoribbon length for different ribbon widths (d) at room temperature with a specularity
parameter, p=0.9. Reprinted with permission from [154]. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society. (b) Dependence of thermal
conductivity on nanoribbon length for single-layer h-BN (SLBN), bilayer h-BN (BLBN), 5-layer h-BN (5LBN) and bulk h-BN at room
temperature. Reprinted with permission from [145]. Copyright (2017) by the American Physical Society.

2.2.4.3 Defect and Isotope Scattering

It is important to understand the impact of phonon-defect scattering on the thermal conductivity of

graphene and h-BN, in part because of current issues faced with the growth and transfer of these materials.

As will be discussed fully later in this chapter, the many schemes currently used to prepare and transfer single

or few-layer graphene in particular can often result in an elevated level of vacancy-type defects.44–46,48 Defects

induced in LDMs have attracted interest as a consequence of this and also because of the potential for tuning

thermal properties by controlled introduction of defects. Even so, few experimental studies exist on the impact

of defects on graphene and h-BN. Malekpour et al.86 examined the influence of introducing controlled levels

of defects via ion beam irradation on the thermal conductivity of suspended SLG sheets. In general, thermal
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conductivity was found to follow a similar trend to that predicted by the BTE when considering contributions

from Umklapp, boundary and defect scattering (Figure 2.20). Notably, the thermal conductivity suppression

at even relatively low defect densities (<5×1010 cm−2) is large, up to 40-50%, depending on the value of the

specularity parameter p. This has important consequences for potential graphene growth and transfer schemes,

since it suggests that defect density must be kept very low to optimise thermal transport properties of SLG.

Defect engineering in graphene has also been suggested as a potential route to controlling thermal conductivity

to fabricate devices such as thermal rectifiers.156 However, how defect density can be effectively controlled to

maximise thermal conductivity for different transfer techniques has yet to be explored.

Figure 2.20: Experimental and calculated dependence of SLG thermal
conductivity on defect density. Reprinted from [86] with permission
from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Phonon-isotope scattering is important in

both graphene and h-BN, allowing selective engi-

neering of the isotope concentration in both mate-

rials as a further path for optimisation and tuning

of thermal conductivity. Natural abundances of the

constituent atoms of a material dictate the natural

isotopic composition. Non-isotopically engineered

graphene typically contains mostly 12C and only a

small proportion of 13C (1.1%).84 For h-BN, the vast

majority (99.6%) of naturally occurring N atoms are
14N, with the other stable isotope 15Nmaking up the

remaining fraction. As a result of this, phonon scat-

tering from N-isotopes in natural h-BN is negligible

in comparison to the contribution from B-isotopes.

Natural h-BN consists of 19.9% 10B and 80.1% 11B, a significantly larger level of isotopic impurity than that

found naturally in graphene. This would initially suggest that phonon-isotope scattering may be more significant

in h-BN than in graphene, and that isotope engineering to reduce this scattering channel may have a greater

impact on overall thermal conductivity.

However, the phonon-isotope scattering rate (Equation 2.28) is also strongly dependent on the ratio of the

isotope mass to the average atomic mass (Mi/M), as well as the phonon frequency (ω). Since the B-isotopes

in h-BN are lighter than the C-isotopes in graphene, their contribution to the mass difference ratio is smaller.

Additionally, the bond strength in graphene between C atoms is considerably stronger than the B-N bonds in

h-BN.89 This leads to ’softer’, lower frequency phonons in h-BN relative to graphene, which in turn could result

in reduced phonon-isotope scattering rates due to the strong frequency dependence. Figure 2.21a and b shows the

predicted dependence of thermal conductivity on isotope concentration for SLG, in addition to single-layer (SLh-

BN) and bulk h-BN (Bh-BN), respectively. Experimentally obtained data from previous opto-thermal Raman

studies by Chen et al.84 for SLG and Cai et al.49,88 for SLh-BN, in addition to Yuan et al.89 for bulk h-BN are

shown for comparison.
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In agreement with the discussion above, the enhancement from isotope purification at room temperature

is predicted to be larger for SLh-BN than for SLG. However, the isotopic enhancement to thermal conductivity

for h-BN at temperatures greater than 300 K has not yet been studied theoretically or experimentally. It is

likely that the values for monoisotopic and natural material would converge more rapidly at higher temperatures

for h-BN than for graphene. Since the frequency dependence of isotope scattering in 2D materials scales with

the third power of frequency (Equation 2.28),95 higher frequency phonons undergo more efficient phonon-isotope

scattering. At room temperature, the higher relative proportion of isotopic impurities in SLh-BN would be

expected to lead to higher levels of isotope scattering and therefore, a larger predicted enhancement factor (≈38%)

in SLh-BN compared with SLG (≈24%). As the temperature increases, phonon-phonon scattering becomes the

dominant scattering mechanism in both materials due to the increased phonon population, so the influence of

isotopic scattering on the overall thermal conductivity wanes. However, the stronger bonds and resulting higher

frequency phonons in SLG lead to phonon-isotope scattering still having a large efficiency at relatively high

temperatures compared to SLh-BN. Therefore, it would be expected that the isotopic enhancement to thermal

conductivity at temperatures greater than 300 K is likely reduced in h-BN compared with graphene, although

this has yet to be confirmed experimentally.

Figure 2.21: Summary of theoretically predicted and experimentally determined isotopic effect on graphene and h-BN thermal conductivity.
(a) Comparison of temperature dependent thermal conductivity of natural (1.1% 13C) and isotopically purified (0.01% 13C) graphene.
Experimental data points shown are taken from Chen et al.84, solid lines represent first-principles calculations for natural (black) and
isotopically purified (red) graphene as reported by Fugallo et al.157 (b) Temperature dependent thermal conductivity for h-10BN (orange),
h-11BN (blue) and natural h-BN (black), with experimental results for the bulk material (solid points) from Yuan et al.89 and single-layer
h-BN samples from Cai et al.49,88 First principles calculations shown are for natural and h-11BN only, as reported by Lindsay et al.158

Some experimental demonstrations of the impact of phonon-isotope scattering on thermal conductivity

have been carried out for both graphene84 and h-BN,49,88,89 which are largely in agreement with the theoretical

calculations described above. Despite this, several outstanding questions remain. For example, it should be noted

that the temperature dependence of the isotopic enhancement for low-dimensional h-BN in the temperature range

above 300K is important to explore for technological reasons, since it is the expected operating temperature

for applications of h-BN such as thermal management in devices. Additionally, experimental studies of the

relationship between phonon-isotope scattering and material thickness have, in general, been lacking up to this

point. Some theoretical52 and experimental work on the isotopic effect on multilayered h-BN49,88 however, has

been carried out. Figure 2.22 summarises these results.
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Figure 2.22: Summary of literature results for the layer number depen-
dence of the isotopic enhancement factor in monoisotopic h-10BN and
h-11BN. First-principles calculation results for h-11BN are extracted
from Lindsay et al.52. Experimental data for 1-3L h-10BN (blue) and
h-11BN (red) are extracted from Cai et al.88 The dashed lines show the
enhancement factor for the corresponding bulk materials as reported
by Yuan et al.89

Theoretical predictions by Lindsay et al.52 had

expected the isotopic enhancement to thermal con-

ductivity to increase with reducing thickness, as

a result of the increased phase space for phonon-

phonon scattering leading to the dominance of this

type of scattering over the isotopic effect at lower

temperatures in thicker material.52 Contrastingly,

recent experimental work by Cai et al. found that

for 1-3L h-BN, the isotopic enhancement factor

at room temperature was not only reduced com-

pared with earlier measurements of the bulk ma-

terial (43%),89 but also increased with increasing

thickness from 28% - 38% for h-10BN. In their work,

this was attributed to previous underestimations of the importance of flexural optical phonons (ZO) in first-

principles calculations. They argued that the main impact of isotopic impurities is to increase scattering events

between ZO phonons and acoustic in-plane (LA or TA) phonons, whereas additional layers contribute a large

increase in ZA scattering events. Due to this, ZA phonons contribute a proportionally higher fraction of the

overall thermal conductivity in natural h-BN compared with the monoisotopic material. Therefore, the impact

of additional layers on the thermal conductivity of the natural sample is significantly larger than for monoiso-

topic h-BN, and the isotopic enhancement factor increases with increasing layer number. Confirmation of this

and additional experimental investigation of the effect of isotopic engineering in different thicknesses of h-BN is

warranted. It would be especially useful to clarify this in order to assess whether isotopic engineering in these

materials can offer a route to enhanced thermal conductivity in few-nm thick h-BN or graphene for thermal

management applications.

2.2.4.4 Scattering From Polymer Residues

One type of phonon scattering process that is not effectively accounted for with any of the expressions given

in Chapter 2.2.3 is scattering from polymer residues introduced from the transfer processes for LDMs.20 While it

has been previously reported that polymer residues have a detrimental impact on the thermal transport properties

of graphene43 and h-BN,51 the exact mechanism by which residues limit thermal conductivity is not yet fully

understood. Pettes et al.43 have suggested that polymer residues can potentially be considered in a similar way

to phonon scattering from a supporting substrate, as a result of their observation of the significant suppression

and T 1.5 dependence of suspended bilayer graphene thermal conductivity at low temperatures, similar to the

observations previously made by Seol et al. for graphene supported on SiO2.37 However, this has never been

investigated further, so it remains to be confirmed whether the reduction in thermal conductivity is primarily

a result of scattering and transmission of phonons across the residue-graphene boundary. For example, it is

also possible that rough boundary type scattering (Equation 2.27) from the residues on the graphene surface
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may contibute to the thermal conductivity suppression. An additional question surrounding the interaction of

phonons with polymer residues is how the quantity of residue impacts the thermal transport properties. As will be

discussed in a later sub-chapter dedicated to LDM growth and transfer schemes, these residues are very difficult

to fully remove.44 For the purpose of future growth and fabrication processes, it would be useful to determine

the level of residue at which a sufficiently high thermal conductivity can be recovered for specific applications,

such as thermal management in devices.

2.2.5 Thermal Boundary Resistance

While thermal conductivity is an important property to optimise in order to achieve effectively heat sunk

devices, it is also critical to understand the thermal transport properties at material interfaces. When heat flows

between two different materials, a small temperature difference, δT develops across the interface as a result of

thermal boundary resistance (TBR).159

TBR =
1

g
=
δT

Q
(2.34)

Where Q is the applied heat flux and the thermal boundary conductance g, equivalent to the inverse of TBR,

has also been defined. TBR exists even at atomically perfect interfaces, as a result in the difference in sound

velocity within the two materials. Therefore, even in the absence of imperfections at the interface, both energy

and momentum cannot be conserved simultaneously for all angles of phonon incidence, resulting in a temperature

drop (δT ) at the interface. Evaluation of TBR at LDM interfaces is particularly important, since their ultra-thin

surface-like nature means they are especially sensitive to interface properties. For conventional, bulk materials,

two separate models are typically applied for evaluating thermal resistance at interfaces; the acoustic mismatch

model (AMM) and the diffuse mismatch model (DMM). Further details of each are outlined briefly below. The

case of the AMM corresponds to purely specular reflection of phonons at the interface (a ’perfect’ interface), while

the DMM treats scattering as purely diffuse, analogous to the Casimir limit for boundary scattering described

in 2.2.3.159

The AMM predicts TBR at a perfect interface between two bulk materials by considering the transmission

probability of phonons across the boundary as a function of the acoustic impedances. In the AMM, the two

media on either side of the interface are treated as a continuum and phonons are considered plane waves, an

assumption which is most valid for phonons with wavelengths greater than the interatomic spacing. The AMM is

therefore more effective at predicting TBR at low temperatures where transport is dominated by long wavelength

phonons, and where the interface quality is very high. Within this assumption, and given that phonons are not

diffusely scattered at the interface, only a few results are possible when a phonon is incident at the boundary.

A phonon may be specularly reflected, reflected and transformed to a different mode, refracted, or refracted and

transformed to a different mode.160 The final state is therefore considered a superposition of these outcomes and

the transmission probability can be considered as the total fraction of energy transmitted across the interface.

In general, this depends upon the angle of incidence of the incident phonon and is complicated by the anisotropy

of solids, in addition to the presence of different phonon branches. The general expression for the transmission
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probability, α, as a function of incidence angle θ is given by:150

α1→2 =
4z1z2 cos θ1 cos θ2

(z1 cos θ1 + z2 cos θ2)2
(2.35)

Where zi are the acoustic impedances of the materials given by zi = ρici and ρ and c are the material density

and sound velocity, respectively. Assuming that the longitudinal and transverse speeds of sound in the media

are different, for frequencies below the Debye cut-off frequency (ωDebye
i ), the Debye density of states in medium

1 for each phonon polarisation, j is:

NDebye
1,j (ω, T )dω =

ω2dω

2π2c31,j [exp (~ω/kBT )− 1]
· (2.36)

TBR according to the AMM can therefore be expressed as:160

1

TBRAMM
=

1

2

∑
j

c1,jΓ1,j

∫ wDebye
1

0

~ω
dN1,j(ω, T )

dT
dω (2.37)

Where Γ1,j is an integral over transmission probabilities at angle θ:

Γ1,j =

∫ π/2

0

α1→2(θ, j) cos θ sin θdθ (2.38)

For non-ideal interfaces, the DMM can be used. This model assumes that all scattering at the interface

is completely diffuse, and therefore the incident phonons retain no ’memory’ of their initial state, scattering

isotropically at the interface with a transmission probability that is independent of the angle of incidence. As a

result, for this model, the transmission probability is dependent only on the overlap between the phonon density

of states in the two media. The requirements for a phonon to be transmitted are therefore lower for the DMM

than the AMM and the DMM generally predicts lower values of TBR than the AMM.160 The transmission

probabilities from side i to opposing side i′ in the DMM can be written as:160

αi(ω) =

∑
j ci′,jNi′,j(ω, T )∑
i,j ci,jNi,j(ω, T )

(2.39)

For both models, the overlap in the phonon density of states between the materials is a crucial factor in

determining the thermal boundary resistance. That is, a phonon will only be transmitted across the interface

provided there is a corresponding empty state for it to fill in the second medium. It should also be mentioned

that in practice, many experimentally observed values of TBR are not accurately determined by either model

individually, but rather results from the AMM and the DMM can be used as upper and lower limits for the true

TBR.159,160

These models however, cannot necessarily be applied to LDMs. There are conceptual issues with the

application of conventional interfacial thermal models since they assume that an extended volume of materials

is present on either side of the interface.161 The presence of flexural phonons in LDMs as described in Chapter
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2.2.3 also complicates heat transfer at LDM interfaces. As discussed in Chapter 2.2.3, phonon interaction with

amorphous support layers such as SiO2 or polymeric materials is not well understood. Alternative models

incorporating current understanding of flexural phonon transmission between LDMs and substrate materials

that do not rely on the assumption of an extended out-of-plane volume of material have been proposed162 but

further work is required to improve fundamental understanding of the phonon scattering mechanisms and find

ways of maximising the heat spreading potential of LDMs when supported on a device substrate.

As a result, direct, experimental measurements of TBR between different LDMs and/or 3D materials have

generally been relied upon to examine interfacial thermal transport. However, the majority of these measure-

ments to date have focused mostly on graphene.161 It is important to develop better understanding of these

interactions and to obtain measurements for different material interfaces because this may prove to be a lim-

iting factor for their utility in thermal management applications. Additional experimental exploration of TBR

at LDM interfaces will likely also further inform the development of more applicable models. Measurement of

these properties is can also be challenging, since thermal measurement techniques for LDMs in general would

benefit from further optimisation to improve accuracy.5,81 In particular, theoretical evaluations of TBR at LDM

interfaces have increasingly relied upon molecular dynamics or first-principles approaches, where vdW interaction

strengths between the LDM under investigation and the substrate or interface material are vitally important in

determining TBR.163 Therefore, improved thermal measurement techniques and fundamental understanding of

thermal transport in LDMs are likely required to further contribute to progress in the interpretation of TBR at

LDM interfaces.

2.3 Raman Scattering Theory

The Raman effect was theoretically predicted in 1923, and then further developed by C. V. Raman and

K. S. Krishnan, who first experimentally observed the effect in 1928.164 The effect has since been exploited

for measuring material properties via Raman spectroscopy, a vibrational spectroscopy technique based on the

inelastic scattering of light with matter. When a sample is illuminated, the majority of light-matter scattering

events that occur are elastic, that is, the incident photon causes an excitation to a higher virtual state, which is

followed by a relaxation of the electron back to the initial state via the emission of a photon of equal frequency to

the excitation photon. This is known as Rayleigh scattering. By contrast, an inelastic Raman scattering process

involves either the creation or annihilation of a phonon of frequency ωp following the excitation. Due to the

interaction of the excited electron with this phonon, the frequency of the outgoing scattered photon (ωf ) will be

greater, or less than ωi and the change in frequency (ωf - ωi) is referred to as the Raman shift. The former case,

where ωf > ωi corresponds to the anti-Stokes Raman shift, while in the latter scenario (ωf < ωi) it is known

as the Stokes shift. A schematic depicting this quantum mechanical view of Rayleigh and Stokes/Anti-Stokes

Raman scattering is shown in Figure 2.23.

Raman scattering is a weak effect at room temperature (1 in 10 million photons)165 since the vast majority

of photons are elastically (Rayleigh) scattered. Additionally, at this temperature, the intensity of the Stokes
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shift is much greater than the anti-Stokes shift, due to the high proportion of the phonon population present in

the ground state as governed by Bose-Einstein statistics (Equation 2.21). Therefore, the creation of a phonon

after excitation is much more likely than annihilation with a phonon already in an excited state. As a result, the

Stokes shift is more commonly measured in Raman spectroscopy, and throughout the remainder of this work the

term ’Raman shift’ refers to the Stokes rather than anti-Stokes shift.

Figure 2.23: Energy level diagram illustrating the quantum mechanical interpretation of Rayleigh and Raman scattering processes. Green
arrows represent photons, pink arrows indicate created or annihilated phonons. The reduced thickness of the arrows representing outgoing
photons in the Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scattering processes represent the lower probability of such a scattering event occurring relative
to Rayleigh scattering.

From a classical perspective, a particular transition is only Raman-allowed if it corresponds to a change in

the polarisability of the material under study. The electric polarisability describes the tendency of the charge

distribution in a medium to change under excitation and acquire a dipole moment (P). In general, the polar-

isability of an anisotropic medium is described by a second rank tensor (α) and can be related to the dipole

moment induced by the incoming electric field (E) via:

P = α ·E (2.40)

Or, expressed in matrix form: 
Px

Py

Pz

 =


αxx αxy αxz

αyx αyy αyz

αzx αzy αzz



Ex

Ey

Ez

 (2.41)

Assuming displacements are small, the polarisability tensor can be expressed by a Taylor expansion around the

normal co-ordinates of the lattice:

α = α0 +

(
δα

δQ

)
Q+ ... (2.42)

where α0 is the value of the polarisability component in the equilibrium position and Q are the normal modes
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associated with a vibration of frequency ωp.Treating Q as a harmonic vibration allows it to be written as:

Q = Q0cos(ωpt) (2.43)

Additionally, the real part of the electric field E can be expressed by:

E = E0cos(ωit) (2.44)

In which case, Equation 2.40 becomes:

P = α ·E0cos(ωit) (2.45)

Combining Equations 2.42, 2.43 and 2.45 results in the expression:

P = α0E0cos(ωit) +

(
δα

δQ

)
E0Q0cos(ωit)cos(ωpt) (2.46)

This can be simplified further using the standard trigonometric identity:

cos(ωit)cos(ωpt) =
1

2

[
cos
(
t(ωi + ωp)

)
+ cos

(
t(ωi − ωp)

)]
(2.47)

which results in:

P = α0E0cos(ωit) +
1

2

(
δα

δQ

)
E0Q0

[
cos
(
t(ωi + ωp)

)
+ cos

(
t(ωi − ωp)

)]
(2.48)

The three terms in Equation 2.48 represent dipole oscillations with three distinct frequencies. The first

term on the right hand side represents the elastically (Rayleigh) scattered component where the dipole frequency

is equal to the incident frequency ωi. The other two terms are the dipole radiation induced by the inelastically

scattered light, equivalent to the Stokes (ωi − ωp) and anti-Stokes (ωi + ωp) Raman shifts, respectively. By

inspection of Equation 2.48, it is clear that the second and third terms vanish in the case that δα
δQ = 0. This

leads to the basic selection rule for Raman spectroscopy; if any of the elements of the polarisability tensor (αij)

is changed during a vibration, then that vibration is Raman-active.

The classical treatment of polarisability above is sufficient to derive the basic requirement for a change

in polarisability during a vibration for that vibration to be Raman active. However, a quantum mechanical

description is required for quantitative analysis of Raman intensities and to derive the specific selection rule.

Although correct treatment requires the use of quantum electrodynamics, a semiclassical approach can be used

to obtain the selection rules. Raman scattering in a sinusoidally varying electric field as outlined above can be

treated in time-dependent perturbation theory. That is, it can be written:

i~
δψ

δt
= H ψ = (H0 + H ′(t))ψ (2.49)
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Where H ′ is the perturbation Hamiltonian and is equivalent to the transition dipole moment operator:

H ′(t) = −P ·E = −α ·E2 ≈ −α0E
2 − 1

2
E2

(
δα

δQ

)
Q+ ... (2.50)

where a Taylor expansion of α has been performed up to first order only. Once again, the zeroth order term

represents the Rayleigh scattered light, so considering only the matrix elements coupling to the first order term

yields:

〈ψf |H ′ |ψi〉 =
1

2
E2

(
δα

δQ

)
〈ψf |Q |ψi〉 (2.51)

Where |ψf 〉 and |ψi〉 are the harmonic oscillator wavefunctions associated with the final and initial electronic

states, respectively. The energy eigenvalues of a harmonic oscillator are given by:

E = ~ω
(
ν +

1

2
) (2.52)

where ν is the vibrational quantum number. In agreement with the classical treatment above it can be seen that

the Raman scattering contribution to the perturbation in Equation 2.51 is only non-zero if δα
δQ 6= 0 However,

Equation 2.51 also leads to the specific selection rule for vibrational Raman spectroscopy in the harmonic ap-

proximation (∆ν = ±1), since the matrix element 〈ψf |Q |ψi〉 must also be non-zero. The case where ∆ν = 1

corresponds to Stokes Raman scattering, while the ∆ν = −1 case represents anti-Stokes scattering.

Then intensity of the scattered Raman signal is proportional to the scattering probability.166 Since Raman

scattering is a weak effect, proper consideration of scattering transitions require 3rd order perturbation theory

to describe the interactions fully. Considering Stokes Raman scattering events that involve only a single phonon,

there are six possible processes which can contribute and these are usually represented using Feynman diagrams.

In these diagrams, excitations (phonons, photons, electron-hole pairs) are represented by lines and the interaction

between excitations by the intersection, or vertex, between the excitation lines. Interactions proceed sequentially

in time from left to right and diagrams for other possible processes can be simply derived from a single diagram

by rearranging the order of the vertices. Each process contributes a term to the overall scattering probability

which can be found from considering Fermi’s Golden rule for transition rates between the states involved. These

are not derived in detail here, but the six possible scattering processes and the term they contribute to the overall

scattering probability are shown in the summary table (Table 2.1).166 The total scattering probability can then

be assembled by summing the contributions from each vertex as:

Pph(ωs) =
2π

~

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n,n′

A+ B+ C+D+ E+ F

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

× δ(~ωi − ~ωf − ~ωp) (2.53)

Where ωi is the laser frequency, ωp is the phonon frequency and ωf is the scattered photon frequency. It

can be seen from the form of the terms in Equation 2.53 (Table 2.1), that the scattering probability diverges

under resonance conditions; that is, where the energy of the incident or scattered phonon is close to that of

a real electronic transition. This is known as ’resonant Raman scattering’, and can be exploited to maximise
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the Raman scattering intensity. By selecting an excitation wavelength with coincides with the energy of a real

electronic transition within the material the Raman scattering cross section can be increased by a factor of

102-106.165 It should be noted that under resonant scattering conditions it is sufficient to only consider a single

scattering process out of the possible six represented in the Feynman diagrams in Table 2.1, since once the

resonance condition is satisfied, the scattering probability diverges and this single term will dominate.166 As a

result, only the term corresponding to the first process (A), representing light absorption followed by electron-

phonon scattering and light emission, needs to be considered and the scattering probability under resonance can

be obtained as:167

Pph(ωs) =
2π

~

∣∣∣∣ 〈0|HeR(ωi)|a〉 〈a|He−ion|a〉 〈a|HeR(ωf )|0〉
[(Ea − iΓa)− ~ωi] [(Ea − iΓa)− ~ωf ]

+G

∣∣∣∣2 (2.54)

Where G is the background contribution from the other, non-resonant processes. An unphysical result arising

from the divergence of the denominator has been prevented here by considering that the resonant intermediate

state |a〉 has a finite lifetime (τa) which is related to the damping constant (Γa) which has been introduced via

Γa = ~/τa. The state energy Ea is therefore replaced by the complex energy term (Ea − iΓa) and Pph(ωf )

no longer diverges once the resonance condition is satisfied, although the scattering probability is increased for

increased resonant state lifetime, τa.

The finite lifetimes of excited states also explains why the measured Raman spectra of materials are not

perfect, δ-function like lines at specific mode frequencies. In general, the energy of an excited state (E) is related

to its lifetime (τ) by the uncertainty principle:

∆E∆τ ≥ ~
2

(2.55)

Since energy and frequency (f) are related by E = hf , the uncertainty in the phonon lifetime and its Raman

frequency are also linked by Equation 2.55, and as a result, the Raman mode frequency cannot be exactly

determined. Instead, broadening of the Raman linewidth, as a result of this uncertainty is observed. Therefore

the linewidth is proportional to the phonon lifetime; where the lifetime is reduced, for example by phonon-isotope

or phonon-defect scattering, the Raman linewidth is increased.

Raman spectroscopy primarily probes phonons close to the Γ-point of the Brillouin zone, that is, phonons

with wavevector q = 0. This is a direct consequence of the laser excitation wavelengths used for Raman mea-

surements. For example, in this work, the wavelengths (λ) used are 488 nm and 532 nm. This corresponds to

wavenumbers (1/λ) on the order of 105 cm−1. Since this is several orders of magnitude smaller than the typical

Brillouin zone widths of the materials, the light can only probe phonons close to the zone centre (Γ-point).

However, phonons away from this point can still be probed under certain conditions via second-order Raman

scattering. All of the processes described so far (Table 2.1) have been first-order scattering processes, involving

only a single phonon. In higher-order Raman processes, the light interacts with multiple phonons instead of

one. It is generally a weak effect, but in certain materials, such as graphene, second-order Raman scattering

processes represent a significant contribution to the spectrum. Second-order Raman scattering processes and

their importance in graphene in particular are discussed in further detail below.
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Feynman diagram Term contributed to overall probability

A =
〈i|HeR(ωf )|n′〉 〈n′|He−ion|n〉 〈n|HeR(ωi)|i〉
[~ωi − (En − Ei)] [~ωi − ~ωp − (En′ − Ei)]

B =
〈i|He−ion|n′〉 〈n′|HeR(ωf )|n〉 〈n|HeR(ωi)|i〉
[~ωi − (En − Ei)] [~ωi − ~ωf − (En′ − Ei)]

C =
〈i|HeR(ωi)|n′〉 〈n′|He−ion|n〉 〈n|HeR(ωf )|i〉

[−~ωf − (En − Ei)] [−~ωf − ~ωp − (En′ − Ei)]

D =
〈i|He−ion|n′〉 〈n′|HeR(ωi)|n〉 〈n|HeR(ωf )|i〉

[−~ωf − (En − Ei)] [−~ωf + ~ωi − (En′ − Ei)]

E =
〈i|HeR(ωf )|n′〉 〈n′|HeR(ωi)|n〉 〈n|He−ion|i〉

[−~ωp − (En − Ei)] [−~ωp + ~ωi − (En′ − Ei)]

F =
〈i|HeR(ωi)|n′〉 〈n′|HeR(ωf )|n〉 〈n|He−ion|i〉

[−~ωp − (En − Ei)] [−~ωp − ~ωf − (En′ − Ei)]

Table 2.1: Summary of the six possible one-phonon scattering processes which contribute to Raman (Stokes) scattering. The Feynman
diagram for each process is shown, where ωi is the laser frequency, ωp is the phonon frequency and ωf is the scattered photon frequency.
The term which each process contributes to the overall probability in Equation 2.53 according to Fermi’s Golden rule is also given. Adapted
from [166]
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2.3.1 Graphene

The optical normal modes of graphene (space group P63/mmc) at the Γ point are given by:168

Γvib
graphene = A2u ⊕B2g ⊕ E1u ⊕ E2g (2.56)

The A2u and E1u representations are plane translations, leaving only three optical vibrational modes in

graphene; B2g, which represents an optical phonon resulting from the out-of-plane motion of carbon atoms,

and the doubly degenerate E2g mode. The motion of atoms in the graphene lattice undergoing each of these

translations and vibrations is illustrated in Figure 2.24. The B2g mode is silent (Raman inactive). Therefore,

the only Raman active mode in SLG to first-order is the E2g mode.168 Figure 2.25 shows the Raman modes

of single layer graphene as measured with a 488nm excitation. Throughout this work, they will be referred to

as the G (≈1580cm−1), D (≈1350cm−1) and 2D (≈2700cm−1) bands. The G band corresponds to the E2g

optical mode and is therefore the only peak that originates from a normal first-order Raman scattering process

in graphene. The other two modes originate from more complex second-order processes, which will be described

in further detail below. The D peak emerges only in the case of defected graphene and is not present in perfect

or low-defect single crystals. The 2D peak is named as such because it is an overtone of the D mode, occurring at

approximately double the frequency. However, unlike the D mode itself it does not require defects for activation

and is present in both pristine and defected graphene. Typically, second-order Raman processes, involving the

scattering of the excited electron by two phonons, are extremely weak with a low cross-section. However, the

2D peak in single layer graphene is typically more intense than the G band. To understand this and explain

the origin of both the D and 2D Raman modes in graphene, it is necessary to consider the phenomenon of

double-resonant Raman scattering in graphitic materials.

Figure 2.24: Illustration of atomic vibrations corresponding to optical phonons around the Γ point in SLG in the in-plane direction (x-y
plane). Out-of-plane A2u and B2g vibrations corresponding to motion along the z-axis are shown using the symbols indicated. The E1u and
E2g modes correspond to two different translations or vibrations since they are doubly degenerate. The E2g mode is the only Raman active
mode when considering single phonon processes and results in the graphene Raman G band centered around ω ≈1580 cm−1. The E2g mode
corresponds to both atomic motions shown inside the dashed box. Adapted from [168].
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Figure 2.25: Raman spectrum of single-layer graphene.
The modes at ≈1350cm−1 (D), ≈1580cm−1 (G) and
≈2700cm−1 (2D) are labelled with the naming conven-
tion used throughout this work. The inset shows the
vibration of atoms in the graphene sublattice that give
rise to the E2g mode (G) at the Γ-point.

As discussed in Chapter 2.3, the largest scattering prob-

ability for a Raman process is obtained for the case where an

electron is excited to a real, as opposed to virtual, electronic

state before being scattered by a phonon. A resonant Raman

process is represented in Figure 2.26a, where the electron is

excited from initial state i in the valence band to real state a

in the conduction band, before undergoing non-resonant scat-

tering by a phonon. Solid (dashed) arrows denote resonant

(non-resonant) transitions. The case for the Raman D peak of

graphene is shown in Figure 2.26b. Firstly, an electron is ex-

cited from state i to the real electronic state a by an incoming

photon. The electron is then elastically scattered by a nearby

defect into another real state, b, before emitting or absorbing a phonon with frequency ωph to transition to

state c. Since this process involves two resonant transitions (from i to a and from a to b), it is referred to as a

double-resonant (DR) Raman scattering process.

Due to the defect-induced nature of the DR Raman scattering process that leads to the D peak in graphene,

the Raman scattering cross-section and therefore, the intensity of this peak, is proportional to the density of

defects contained within a graphene sample. As a result, the intensity ratio (ID/IG) of the D to G modes is

commonly used as an indicator of sample quality in single-layer graphene (SLG). Cançado et al.70 previously

demonstrated that this ratio can be approximately related to the defect density (ND) in cm−2 by:

ND =
(1.8± 0.5)× 1022

λ4

(
ID
IG

)
(2.57)

where λ is the excitation wavelength in nm.

The DR Raman scattering process which generates the graphene 2D peak is shown in Figure 2.26c. Following

resonant excitation of an electron to state a, it scatters with a phonon to real electronic state d. It then undergoes

non-resonant scattering by a second phonon to state e. The origin of the 2D peak in graphene is therefore a

two-phonon DR Raman scattering process that may occur in defected and defect-free crystals. The DR nature of

the scattering means that the intensity is much larger than would usually be expected for a second-order process,

accounting for the large measured 2D peaks in graphene Raman spectra. The intensity of the 2D peak is also

used as an indicator of disorder in graphene crystals; an I2D/IG ratio close to 2 is expected for high-quality

SLG,169 while lower values are typically reported for multilayer170 or defected monolayer71 samples.
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Figure 2.26: Illustration of resonant and double-resonant Raman scattering processes in graphene. (a) Resonant Raman scattering involving
the resonant excitation of an electron pair to real electronic state |a〉 followed by non-resonant scattering with a phonon. (b) Defect-induced
double resonant Raman scattering process that gives rise to the D mode of graphene. (c) Two-phonon double resonant Raman scattering
process that gives rise to the graphene 2D Raman peak. Solid (dashed) arrows indicate resonant (non-resonant) transitions. Adapted from
[168]

Aside from indicating sheet quality, the 2D Raman peak can also be used to confirm the thickness of

graphene sheets in the monolayer to few-layer regime. Figure 2.27a shows the evolution in the 2D mode with

increasing layer number for 1-3 layer graphene. Additional graphene layers lead to electronic band-splitting,72

which in turn impacts the conditions for DR Raman scattering in multilayer systems. While only one main DR

process contributes to the 2D peak in SLG, the lowered symmetry of multilayer graphene allows several different

possible DR scattering processes171. An example of this for bilayer graphene is shown in Figure 2.27b. Instead

of the single, linear bands meeting at the K and K′ point as seen in SLG (Figure 2.3b and Figure 2.26c), an

additional set of bands arise for the bilayer material due conduction and valence band-splitting as a result of

interlayer coupling. This splitting allows four distinct processes to contribute to the DR Raman scattering instead

of just one, leading the formation of four sub-bands in the Raman spectrum, as seen in Figure 2.27a. As a result,

the 2D band splits into several overlapping modes as the layer number is increased and the layer number can be

estimated by examining the 2D band lineshape. The presentation of the 2D band as a single peak can therefore

be used to distinguish monolayer graphene, whereas for bilayers, the 2D mode must be fitted as a superposition

of four Lorentzian functions.72 For 3+ layers, although the band-splitting phenomenon persists and technically

results in six sub-bands for 3 layers,172 the peaks overlap strongly and the 2D band can be effectively fitted more

simply to two broad overlapping Lorentzian lineshapes.173
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Figure 2.27: Evolution of the graphene 2D Raman peak with increasing layer number for 1-5 layers. (a) Fitted Raman spectra for 1-5L
graphene measured using a 488 nm excitation. Adapted from [174] (b) Schematic of bilayer graphene bandstructure at K and K′ showing the
four different processes contributing to the lineshape of the 2D band in bilayer graphene. Reprinted with permission from [172]. Copyright
(2013) John Wiley and Sons.

2.3.2 h-BN

Monolayer h-BN has only one Raman active intralayer (E2g) mode at ≈1360 cm−1, and the motion of the

atoms corresponding to this vibration is indicated in Figure 2.28. This vibration is fairly weak, and the large

bandgap of h-BN (≈6eV) makes it difficult to maximise Raman intensity via selecting an excitation wavelength

to conduct measurements under resonant conditions (Chapter 2.3).32,116,175 As a result, the Raman intensity of

few-layer or monolayer h-BN in particular is low relative to other LDMs such as graphene which exhibit a strong

Raman response. For multilayer samples, there also exists a low-frequency interlayer shear (E2g) mode at ≈52

cm−1 (Figure 2.28 and 2.29) in the bulk material. This mode is around 50 times weaker than the intralayer

vibration, but unlike the ≈1360 cm−1 peak176 it varies strongly with layer number.177 The frequency shift of

this mode for 2-8L samples has been previously used to determine flake thickness. This peak is shown alongside

the ≈1360cm−1 mode for multilayer h-BN in Figure 2.29a.177 Interlayer shear modes are a feature of multi-layer

LDMs and have been used for thickness determination for graphene,178 MoS2179,180 and black phosphorus.181

However, The low-frequency ≈50 cm−1 of these modes make them difficult to detect with conventional Raman

setups, typically requiring either a triple spectrometer or additional notch filters to resolve.177,178 This is even

more difficult in the case of h-BN where the Raman signal is especially weak and special care needs to be taken

to avoid sample heating which also contributes to the frequency shift.177 Therefore, in contrast to many other

LDMs, there currently exists no reliable, rapid method of estimating layer number for h-BN within standard

Raman spectroscopy set-ups. Thickness must be measured directly via AFM or through other techniques such

as optical contrast.182–185
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Figure 2.28: Illustration of the motion of atoms in h-BN corresponding to the Raman-active interlayer shear and in-plane E2g modes. The
B and N atoms in the lattice are labelled and the approximate Raman frequency of each mode is indicated.

Figure 2.29: Raman spectrum of h-BN and shift of in-plane Raman mode with varying B isotope composition. (a) Raman spectrum of
natural multilayer h-BN. The low-frequency interlayer shear (≈52 cm−1) and in-plane (≈1360 cm−1) E2g modes are shown. Adapted from
[177] (b) Shift of the ≈1360 cm−1 intralayer mode with varying B isotope concentration. Adapted from [89]

The intralayer E2g (≈1360 cm−1) mode is sensitive to crystal quality and isotopic composition, the latter

of which is a major focus of this work. The isotopic composition of the h-BN crystal significantly impacts the

peak position of the measured Raman spectrum as a result of the dependence of the normal modes of the system

on the atomic mass. Assuming the phonons can be approximated as a system of connected masses on springs

(Chapter 2.2.1), the normal frequencies of the lattice vibrations are given by the harmonic oscillator expression:

ω ∝
√
k

m
(2.58)

where k is the spring constant and m is the average atomic mass. Figure 2.29b shows the shift in peak position

resulting from differing isotopic composition in h-BN, as can be seen from Figure 2.29.89 The overall shift in peak

position (∆ω) for the monoisotopic 11B sample compared with 10B is approximately 35 cm−1. This is somewhat

smaller than the shift reported for pure 13C and 12C graphene by Chen et al.84 (∆ω = 64 cm−1). In agreement
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with Equation 2.58, this is due to the greater proportional mass difference in the C isotopes
(
12
13

)
compared with

the B isotopes
(
10
11

)
, where the Raman frequency scales with this ratio to the power of − 1

2 .
84 The quality of the

h-BN crystal in Figure 2.29b is also indicated by the peak FWHM. Isotopic disorder contributes to the broadening

of the phonon linewidth as a result of the mass difference scattering. The presence of isotopic disorder breaks

the translational symmetry of the crystal lattice, allowing elastic scattering of phonons with isotopic impurities,

which reduces the phonon lifetime and results in broader Raman peaks.

2.3.3 GaTe

GaTe has many Raman-active modes, most of which lie in the 100-300 cm−1 frequency range. Figure 2.30a

shows a typical Raman spectrum of a fresh GaTe flake. Freshly cleaved GaTe displays sharp peaks at ≈109cm−1,

≈115cm−1, ≈162cm−1, ≈176cm−1, ≈210cm−1, ≈276cm−1, ≈282cm−1.108,118,186 Of these, the majority of vibra-

tions have Ag symmetry and are symmetric under rotation about the b or ’zigzag’ axis, while only the mode at

≈162 cm−1 is an anti-symmetric Bg mode.56 The atomic motion of the GaTe atoms at the Γ point which have

been assigned to these experimentally measured Raman modes are shown in Figure 2.31. In addition to the

presence of these modes, there are two additional points of interest to note in the Raman spectrum of GaTe that

will be discussed in this sub-chapter. The first is the evolution of the Raman spectrum following degradation

of the material as a result of ambient exposure, which has been a subject of some controversy.56,108,118,122,186 In

this work, the Raman spectrum of the degraded material is considered to have the form shown in Figure 2.30b,

with two peaks at ≈129cm−1 and ≈144cm−1. Secondly, it has been previously reported56,120,122 that the Raman

spectrum of GaTe is highly anisotropic and can therefore be used to identify the orientation of exfoliated flakes.

Yang et al.122 also argued the transition of the measured polarised Raman spectra from anisotropic to isotropic

is itself a signature of degradation in GaTe. A full discussion of this and justification for the attribution of the

≈129cm−1 and ≈144cm−1 modes to the degraded GaTe-O2 phase rather than pristine GaTe in this work is given

below.

Some previously reported first-principles calculations have attributed the two peaks shown in Figure 2.30b at

≈129cm−1 and ≈144cm−1 to pristine GaTe.56,186 Huang et al.56 proposed that while no Raman active first-order

modes were predicted within this frequency range, these peaks could result from double-resonant two-phonon

scattering processes, similar to that which gives rise to the 2D mode in graphene (Figure 2.26c). However, other

groups have argued that these peaks only emerge in degraded GaTe and are therefore more likely attributed to

products of the oxidation process.108,118,122 This is supported by the similarities between the Raman spectrum

of amorphous TeO2 and aged GaTe.122 Additionally, these while these peaks are reported to emerge initially

following air exposure, they become stronger over time under ambient conditions before obscuring the pristine

GaTe modes entirely.118 In works which earlier reported the modes at ≈129cm−1 and ≈144cm−1 as part of

the Raman signature of GaTe, it should be noted that neither the sample preparation process, nor the Raman

measurements themselves were carried out in an inert atmosphere,56,59–61 so it is highly likely, given the poor

environmental stability of GaTe,108,118,122 that the material was already partially degraded upon characterisation.

These peaks are also typically relatively broad,122 again suggesting that they may be more reasonably attributed
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Figure 2.30: Raman fingerprint of a) pristine and b) degraded GaTe. Adapted from [187]

to amorphous degradation products. Nevertheless, additional confirmation and study of the evolution of these

peaks over time, and how changes correlate to other degradation signatures such as the reported transition from

direct ≈1.65 eV to indirect ≈0.8 eV bandgap118 discussed in Chapter 2.1.3 would be useful to allow rapid analysis

of the quality and level of oxidation of the material.

GaTe also displays high levels of in-plane anisotropy. The anisotropic dependence of the Raman mode

intensity on light polarisation has been previously reported for GaTe.56,120,122 Huang et al.56 first reported

anisotropy in polarised Raman spectra under three different excitation wavelengths (532 nm, 633 nm and 785

nm) and for two different flake thicknesses (58 nm and 136 nm). A summary of their results for the ≈109 (107)

cm−1, ≈115cm−1, ≈162 (161) cm−1, ≈210 (208) cm−1, ≈276 (268) cm−1 and ≈282 (280) cm−1 modes is shown

in Figure 2.32a. They did not report results for the ≈176cm−1 peak, since it was found to be too weak to

distinguish properly in their material. However, subsequent works have indicated that this mode displays similar

two-fold anisotropy at an excitation of 488 nm to that shown for the 115 cm−1, 208 cm−1 and 268 cm−1 modes

under 633 nm and 785 nm excitation, with two maxima aligned along the armchair (0◦) direction120,122 (Figure

2.32b). From Figure 2.32a, it can also be seen that all measured Ag modes display similar anisotropy under 633

nm and 785 nm excitation, whereas the single Bg mode at 161 cm−1 has a more complex four-fold anisotropy

with minima corresponding to the armchair and zigzag polarisations. In most cases (with the exception of the

161 cm−1 peak at 633 nm) a similar or lower degree of anisotropy was observed in the thinner GaTe flakes. This

was originally assumed to be primarily due to stronger optical absorption and birefringence in thicker flakes,

but upon re-examination it would seem likely that this effect could also be attributed to the partially degraded

nature of the samples studied, since significant peaks at 129 cm−1 and 144 cm−1 were also recorded. Figure

2.32b shows the evolution of the anisotropic Raman intensity of the 114 cm−1 and 177 cm−1 modes over a

period of 14 days as reported by Yang et al.122 A clear transition from anisotropic to isotropic polarised Raman
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Figure 2.31: Atomic motion of GaTe atoms at the Γ point corresponding to experimentally reported Raman modes as viewed along the
in-plane ’zigzag’ direction (b-axis). The corresponding assigned mode frequency from experimental Raman data is shown in black. The mode
symmetry is labelled in blue for Ag and red for Bg alongside the Raman frequency predicted from density functional perturbation theory
(DFPT) calculations. Adapted from [56].

signature was observed following prolonged air exposure. Given the proposed nature of the degradation process

in GaTe (Chapter 2.1.3, Figure 2.7), thinner samples are expected to degrade much more rapidly than thicker

ones, resulting in a faster reduction in Raman anisotropy, and apparent lower anisotropy in thinner flakes exposed

to air consistent with that seen in Figure 2.32a.

Additionally, Huang et al.56 noted that the major axis of anisotropy in their flakes was flipped along

the zigzag, as opposed to armchair direction, under an 532 nm excitation for many of the Ag modes. This is

unusual, since the anisotropic dependence would ordinarily be expected to be the same for modes of the same

symmetry regardless of excitation wavelength or thickness. Again, this effect was attributed to birefringence and

the larger optical absorption at 532 nm (2.33 eV) than at 633 nm (1.96 eV) or 785 nm (1.58 eV). The higher

energy excitation far above the bandgap energy can excite electrons to higher energy bands which have different

symmetries to lower lying states. Since the electronic states involved in the Raman processes are directly related

to the phonon energy (Chapter 2.3), they argued that the major axes of anisotropy under high energy excitation

can ’flip’ between 0◦ and 90◦ polarisation depending on whether the dominant Raman scattering process involves

intermediate states (|n〉 and |n′〉 in Table 2.1) with the same (no flip) or different (flip) symmetries. Despite

this, due to the air exposure of the samples measured here, it cannot be said for certain whether the observed

behaviour truly corresponds to GaTe, or to the degraded phase GaTe-O2. It should be noted that, as shown in

Figure 2.32b, where an even higher energy 2.54 eV (488 nm) Raman excitation is used, the intensity maxima lie

along the armchair axis, in agreement with the behaviour observed in Figure 2.32a for low energy excitations.

Similar dependence has also since been confirmed by a colleague at the University of Bristol for the remaining Ag

modes.120 In addition, the very low levels of Raman anisotropy in thin GaTe under 532 nm excitation could also
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potentially be attributed to accelerated degradation induced via exposure to above bandgap illumination, as also

reported by Yang et al.122 While further study to elucidate the exact relationship between thickness, excitation

energy and GaTe degradation would be useful, the confirmed polarisation dependences observed for samples in

inert atmospheres under 488 nm excitation120,122 can be exploited as a means of determining the orientation of

GaTe crystal flakes. However, due to the confusion in the literature outlined above, it remains to be seen whether

Raman spectroscopy can be used effectively as a means of monitoring levels of degradation in the material. Such

a method would be useful as a rapid way of determining material quality.

Figure 2.32: Reported in-plane anisotropy of GaTe Raman modes for different excitation wavelengths and over time. 0◦ polarisation is along
the armchair direction and 90◦ is along the zigzag axis. (a) In-plane anisotropy of angle-resolved Raman spectra under 532 nm, 633 nm and
785 nm excitation for flakes of two different thicknesses as reported by Huang et al.56 Reprinted with permission from [56]. Copyright (2016)
American Chemical Society. (b) Evolution of the anisotropy of the ≈ 115 cm−1 and ≈ 176 cm−1 Raman modes under a 488 nm excitation
over 14 days as reported by Yang et al.122. Republished with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry, from [122]; permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

2.4 Recent Progress on Low-Dimensional Material Integration in De-

vices

This sub-chapter briefly reviews topics relating to the current state of LDM growth and device fabrication

that are most relevant to this work. Firstly, the most popular materials growth or exfoliation schemes and

problems associated with these are highlighted. The transfer of as-grown materials to more appropriate device

substrates and the impact of these processes on the intrinsic material properties is also discussed. Current barriers

to high quality device fabrication are summarised and progress in the application of LDMs such as graphene

and h-BN to thermal management applications are reviewed. Concerns around the environmental stability of

certain LDMs such as GaTe, and the search for appropriate strategies to passivate these materials and LDM-

based devices are addressed. A discussion of key reliability issues in LDM-based devices is also included. Finally,

progress in the fabrication of GaTe-based photodetector devices is discussed, and the operation of hybrid graphene

photodetector devices which employ graphene as a charge transport layer in conjunction with a semiconducting

LDM photosensitiser are described.
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2.4.1 Growth and Transfer Schemes

A variety of LDM growth and transfer methods currently exist. These can be broadly divided into two

categories; bottom-up synthesis approaches, such as chemical vapour deposition (CVD) or epitaxial growth,

and exfoliation-based methods, which include the mechanical exfoliation (’Scotch tape’) technique first used to

isolate SLG,1 in addition to liquid-phase exfoliation. Exfoliation based approaches involve the removal of layers of

material from bulk crystal to generate LDM nanosheets, whereas bottom-up methods directly synthesise mono-

or few-layer materials on a growth substrate.

The ’Scotch tape’ method was the earliest production method for SLG1 and it is still widely used in re-

search laboratory-based studies of LDMs. In this approach, layers of material are peeled away from a bulk

crystal using a piece of Scotch tape. The thickness of the target material can be decreased further by successively

peeling away layers from previous exfoliations on other pieces of tape. This technique is made possible by the

relative weakness of the interlayer vdW forces. Targeted deposition and stacking of different LDM flakes on

top of one another to create heterostructures can also be achieved via this method through the use of transpar-

ent viscoelastic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamps to mediate the transfer process.188 However, the Scotch

tape method produces a heterogenous array of flake shapes, sizes and thickness which is extremely difficult to

control. In addition, it is typically only possible to produce only very small areas approaching atomic thick-

ness, which then require ’manual’ identification through Raman spectroscopy, AFM, or other characterisation

techniques.71–74,76–78,182,183,189,190 While novel, automated methods of rapidly determining flake thicknesses and

quality are an active area of research,68,191 mechanical exfoliation-based methods are typically only suited to the

fabrication of research devices and samples due to the poor scalability of the process.

Liquid phase exfoliation (LPE) methods have the potential to improve uniformity by allowing some degree of

separation by material thickness to be achieved pre-deposition. This class of techniques often involves sonication

of bulk LDMs in a solvent to obtain a stable dispersion of the material.20,192 Centrifugation can be carried out

to spatially separate dispersed LDM sheets by thickness.193,194 An example of this applied to WS2 is shown in

Figure 2.33. Repeated controlled centrifugation cycles can potentially be used to selectively improve the yield

of monolayer and few-layer flakes. Liquid phase methods are promising for the development of LDM coatings,

conductive inks and solution processed devices.61,90,195 However, material stabililty is highly dependent on solvent

choice, and the problem of small lateral size persists, as can be seen from Figure 2.33c where the resulting

nanosheets are < 100 nm in length.20,192 The flake yield is also relatively low, and the exact thickness of the

deposited material can still vary significantly, even after centrifugation. For example, in Figure 2.33e, although

the range of flake thicknesses has been significantly narrowed to just 1-6L as a result of successive centrifugation,

the optical and electronic properties of TMDC flakes still vary significantly in this range,196 which may prove

problematic for the scalable fabrication of devices.

Direct growth of LDMs on variety of substrates offers improved scalability, uniformity and the potential for

wafer-scale production. However, these methods still face a number of problems that need to be resolved in order

to facilitate industrial applications. Choice of growth substrate is extremely important for the resulting quality of

the grown film. Properties such as lattice mismatch and substrate crystallinity are key factors determining film
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Figure 2.33: Example of size selection of liquid phase exfoliated LDM flakes via controlled centrifugation. (a) Schematic showing an example of
an approach to refine selection of WS2 nanosheets by repeated centrifugation cycles. After sonication and exfoliation in n-methyl-pyrrolidone
(NMP) the samples are subjected to successive centrifugation at the speeds indicated, and the sediment is discarded at each stage to retain
only the thinnest nanosheets in the dispersion. Statistical analysis of obtained nanosheets is shown in (b)-(e). TEM analysis of nanosheet
length following (b) 1.5-2 krpm centrifugation cycle and (c) 7.5-10 krpm cycle. AFM measurements of sheet thickness for (d) 1.5-2 krpm and
(e) 7.5-10 krpm. Reprinted with permission from [194]. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society.

quality.20 For example, direct CVD graphene growth on to insulating substrates such as SiO2 typically leads to

poorer quality films and small grain sizes,197,198 whereas growth on highly crystalline metallic materials such as

Cu or Ni produces more uniform films with far larger grains.20,25 This is a problem for applications, particularly

for graphene, where a dielectric substrate is desirable as it would typically function as a conductive layer in

devices. It is therefore often necessary to transfer CVD-grown materials to more suitable substrates. Epitaxial

growth of graphene on silicon carbide (SiC) is capable of producing high-quality, large films without the need

for transfer to a more appropriate device substrate.199,200 However, SiC substrates are relatively expensive, and

the growth process temperature is typically very high (1200-1600oC).20 Additionally, epitaxially grown graphene

on SiC often has a high rate of wrinkles due to the lattice mismatch and cooling step after growth, degrading

the material quality.201 It is also possible to grow graphene directly on h-BN,202 which may offer a way forward,

although additional optimisation of h-BN layers for dielectric and heat spreading functionality is still required.
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While other substrate-based growth methods are still an active area of research, CVD growth of LDMs is currently

the most popular approach. CVD graphene growth in particular is ubiquitous, and high-quality SLG sheets grown

on Cu or Ni foil are now widely commercially available. As a result, much recent research has focused on the

issue of how to transfer CVD graphene to more desirable substrates.

Figure 2.34: Process steps for a general wet-etching based CVD
graphene procedure. Reprinted with permission from [203]. Copyright
(2015) John Wiley and Sons.

A typical CVD graphene transfer scheme

requires first coating the sheet with a sacrifi-

cial polymer scaffold layer such as Poly (methyl-

methacrylate) (PMMA) to protect the graphene

while the growth substrate is etched away. Follow-

ing transfer of the graphene layer to the target sub-

strate, the PMMA support layer is removed, either

using a solvent bath or annealing based methods. A

summary of the basic process steps is shown in Fig-

ure 2.34 and the specific version of this technique

used to produce samples in this work will be described in detail in the Experimental Methods chapter. Versions

of the PMMA-mediated method have also been widely adapted for other LDMs, such as h-BN,87 MoS2,204,205

and BP.206 However, this kind of transfer scheme is potentially problematic for industrial applications, due to the

inability to completely remove the polymer residue post-transfer, difficulty in transferring very large, wafer-scale

material, and the heavy reliance of the technique on the skill of the person performing the transfer procedure.

As a result, alternative schemes are an active area of research. For example, using alternative scaffold materials

to PMMA has been previously investigated with a variety of materials207–209 which are effective at reducing the

level of surface residues. Despite this, these methods remain relatively niche, possibly due to the wide availability

of PMMA resists in research laboratories and also because even with these adjustments, some level of residue is

still impossible to avoid. Dry transfer techniques, particularly those with ’roll-to-roll’,210 large-scale capability

have gathered significant interest. These methods typically rely on mechanical pressing of the graphene layers

onto the target substrate, assisted by heat and/or chemical functionalisation of the target surface. While these

techniques are highly scalable and residue free, graphene quality is usually degraded by an increase in defect

density and wrinkling of the sheets during transfer.46,48 Poor adhesion to target dielectric substrates can also be

an issue.211 Some novel solutions have been proposed to improve the quality of the transfer, such as adding an

Au mediation layer.212 However, the question of how best to achieve reliable, high quality, wafer-scale growth

and transfer of LDMs for specific applications remains an open one.

Direct growth of single or few-layer h-BN remains highly challenging and there is still a heavy reliance on

exfoliation based methods to produce high quality sheets for experimentation. Bottom-up growth approaches

suffer from the requirement for high processing temperatures, which in turn, induce high levels of defects within

the material.53 The high temperature requirement for growth also limits potential for popular scalable growth

techniques such as CVD. It has been previously reported that growth temperatures in excess of 1500◦C are needed

for to ensure sufficiently high quality growth in metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) grown h-
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BN.213 This is beyond the capability of most MOCVD systems, which typically have maximum processing

temperatures of around 1200◦C, although it has recently been shown that high temperature annealing (1600◦C)

after growth at lower temperatures (1050◦C) can improve sheet quality to some extent.213 Also of note is that

many reported growth approaches for h-BN involve the use of sacrificial foil substrates with good lattice-matching

such as Cu (a = 2.56 Å) or Ni (a = 2.49 Å).53 As a result, these processes face similar difficulties to CVD graphene,

where transferring the grown h-BN to more suitable substrates remains a significant problem.

Similar problems exist for h-BN growth via molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), which is a particularly im-

portant technique for practical applications since it allows for high quality, high precision deposition of layered

materials. MBE based growth of h-BN is hampered by the low vapour pressure of the boron in particular, mean-

ing there is difficulty in achieving efficient sources for h-BN deposition and very high growth temperatures (≈

1300◦C-1700◦C)214 beyond that of standard MBE systems (700◦C-900◦C) are required. Growth temperatures

below 1250◦C have been reported to result in degradation of material quality and optical properties as a result

of increased defect formation.106 Although significant progress has been made in enhancing grown film quality

through methods such as employing more efficient nitrogen sources215 and the prospect of using graphene or

graphite as a growth substrate has been demonstrated,214,216 MBE of h-BN remains an active area of research.

Figure 2.35: Epitaxially grown GaTe nanowires on (a) GaAs(111), (b) Si(111)
with a well defined orientation and (c) growth of flakes on sapphire substrates
with variable morphology and orientation. (d) An enlarged optical image of
two typical GaTe flakes grown on sapphire showing different morphologies and
relatively small lateral size. Reprinted with permission from [217]. Copyright
(2016) John Wiley and Sons.

Production of GaTe nanosheets is also

currently limited almost exclusively to me-

chanical exfoliation from bulk crystals. Aside

from problems with scalability and lack of con-

trol over layer number and size, mechanical

exfoliation techniques are particulary trouble-

some for materials with low ambient stability

such as GaTe. Even if exfoliation is performed

in an inert environment, transfer-induced con-

taminants such as tape residues could poten-

tially cause accelerated degradation. This has

not yet been investigated in GaTe, but needs

urgent clarification to fully understand the re-

quirements for development of an appropriate

growth and transfer process for the material. Solution-based deposition of GaTe nanosheets has recently been

demonstrated, indicating strong potential for GaTe-based printable electronics.61 Additionally, Cai et al.217 have

demonstrated epitaxial growth of GaTe on a variety of substrates, including GaAs(111), Si(111) and c-plane

sapphire. They observed that growth morphology is highly dependent on substrate choice, with GaAs and Si

resulting in the formation of GaTe nanowires, whereas sapphire substrates allowed the growth of larger flakes

with widely variable size and morphology. A summary of these results can be seen in Figure 2.35. These

observations were attributed primarily to the weak epitaxial relationship between GaTe and the sapphire sub-

strate as a result of the lack of dangling bonds on either surface. A significant number of defect states were
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also generated in sapphire-grown GaTe, leading to unusual PL emission below the band gap energy. Similarly,

GaTe and GaTe/GaSe heterostructures have also recently been grown by MBE on GaAs(001),218 although the

growth process has not yet been optimised to achieve high-quality materials and, as a result, no optical response

was observed from the GaTe/GaSe junction. Successful, high-quality growth of monoclinic GaTe has also been

demonstrated on mica via physical vapour transport (PVT).219 However, the size of the GaTe domains achieved

in all of the above works was still largely limited to similar lateral extent to that achieved with exfoliation meth-

ods, and the properties of the layers could not be readily controlled via the growth process, pointing to the need

for significant effort in optimising these methods for GaTe before scalable fabrication is a possibility.

To realise the full potential of LDMs and LDM-based heterostructures, it is likely that direct layer by

layer growth of heterostructures as an alternative to exfoliation based assembly will be required. How best to

achieve this on a large scale is currently an active area of research, but is practically very complex, since it

will ultimately involve an integrated approach to solving problems in individual material growth processes, a

thorough understanding of interfacial interactions between different LDMs, as well as robust characterisation

methods for achieving in-line quality control. Although substantial research effort is still required, there has

been significant progress in the direct growth of LDMs using other LDMs as substrate materials. Growth of a

variety of LDMs, including MoS2, TaS2 and WS2 on hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) has been realised, primarily

using CVD methods, but also via MBE.220 Direct fabrication of h-BN/graphene heterostructures has also been

explored,220–222 with promising results. Notably, the structural similarities and small lattice mismatch between

graphene and h-BN make h-BN a good choice of growth substrate for graphene and vice versa. Aside from the

directly grown GaTe/GaSe heterostructures described above,218 heterostructures of GaTe with other LDMs have

all been assembled via mechanical exfoliation. Additionally, heterostructures of GaTe with either graphene or

h-BN using any kind of fabrication process have not been demonstrated to date. However, promising directly

grown heterostructures with other III-VI monochalcogenides have been realised. For example, heterostructures

of GaSe and graphene with a GaSe thickness-dependent work function have been synthesised by CVD,223 while

PVT-based epitaxial growth of InSe on GaSe has also been reported.224

2.4.2 LDM Field-Effect Transistors

LDM based devices typically employ similar device structures to those used for conventional materials, of

which the field-effect transistor (FET) is one of the most commonly used. This sub-chapter gives a brief overview

of the basic operating principles of a FET, followed by a discussion of the main reliability issues reported in

LDM-based FET devices. The simplified structure of a FET is shown in Figure 2.36. FET devices have three

terminals; the source (S), the drain (D) and the gate (G). The source and drain electrodes form electrical contacts

to the channel, which typically consists of a highly doped semiconductor material. The gate electrode is isolated

from the source, drain and channel by an electrically insulating dielectric layer. In LDM-based FETs, the most

common gate dielectric is SiO2, since the usual substrate choice for these devices is SiO2/Si.
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Figure 2.36: Schematic showing the basic structure of a field-effect transis-
tor (FET). Source, drain and gate electrodes are labelled (S), (D) and (G),
respectively. Applied gate voltage (VG), drain voltage (VD) and the drain
current ID are also indicated.

Carriers are injected into the channel by

applying a voltage across the source and drain

electrodes (VD), while the gate electrode is

used to modulate the channel conductivity via

the applied electric field. Varying the gate

voltage (VG) therefore gives rise to changes

in the drain current (ID). Three main regimes

of FET operation are typically considered and schematics to illustrate these are shown in Figure 2.37a-c. The

corresponding output (ID versus VD) and transfer (ID versus VG) curves for the example case of an n-type

semiconductor are also shown in Figure 2.37d and e, respectively. The first case shown in Figure 2.37a depicts

operation in the cut-off regime, where the applied VG is less than the threshold voltage, VTH . Under negative

VG, for an n-channel device, electrons are repelled from the semiconductor/dielectric interface by the negative

charge supplied at the gate electrode. The channel is therefore depleted of free carrier electrons and the channel

resistance is maximised. For an ideal FET in this configuration, the device is in the off state, since no charge

can flow between the source and drain electrodes (ID = 0). This can be seen from the transfer characteristics

in Figure 2.37d. As VG is increased beyond the threshold voltage required to turn the device on (VG>VTH),

electrons are driven to accumulate at the semiconductor/dielectric interface, increasing the conductivity of the

channel and allowing a current to flow between the source and drain terminals. In this regime, provided the

applied VD does not exceed the saturation voltage of the device, the relationship between ID and VD is linear.

This case is depicted in Figure 2.37b and the linear response regime is highlighted in the output characteristics

shown in Figure 2.37e. For very large VD, ID is no longer dependent on VD and reaches saturation, as indicated

on the ID-VD curve in Figure 2.37e. A narrow depletion region is formed at the channel-drain electrode interface

as shown in Figure 2.37c, and the magnitude of ID is controlled only by varying VG.

FET type device architectures are especially popular for LDMs as a result of their ultra-thin nature. The

drive for faster, more powerful devices has resulted in aggressive down-scaling of device and channel dimensions

in line with Moore’s law. Conventional Si FETs are approaching the limit of miniaturisation.4 Reducing the

channel length further results in short-channel effects, whereby the device can leak current in the channel even

under zero applied VD, resulting in degradation of device performance and poor reliability. These effects could

potentially be mitigated through the use of LDM channels, since their ultra-thin nature limits short-channel

induced leakage currents as a result of the very small cross sectional area of the channel region.4 Despite this,

there are many problems associated with the employment of LDMs in FET type devices, beyond that involved

with optimising raw material properties. Numerous reliability and stability issues have been observed to date in

LDM-based FETs, many of which are related directly to growth and transfer issues and problems with the quality

of LDM/conventional material interfaces. A thorough understanding of reliability problems in LDM FETs and

strategies to mitigate these are required to fully realise device applications. An overview of these difficulties is

given below.
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Figure 2.37: Overview of the operating principles and characteristics of an n-type FET. Diagrams illustrating the three main operating
regimes; (a) cut-off, (b) linear and (c) saturation. Typical transfer (d) and output (e) characteristics of an n-type FET device. The various
operating regimes illustrated in (a-c) are labelled.

2.4.2.1 Reliability of LDM Devices

Currently, LDM-based FETs suffer from several major reliability issues that must be understood to produce

effective mitigation strategies. Notably, the gate transfer characteristics of LDM FETs are highly prone to

hysteresis and significant drifting when subjected to bias stress. These effects are both commonly attributed to

charge trapping at the LDM/dielectric interface.225–230 The presence of charged trap states can provide additional

modulation of the LDM channel conductivity, meaning that the charge transporting layer experiences a more

positive (in the case of hole trapping) or more negative (in the case of electron trapping) potential than due to

just the applied gate voltage alone. This causes a shift in the gate transfer characteristics towards more positive

(electron trapping dominated) or more negative (hole trapping) VG. Examples of this phenomenon in ambipolar

graphene FETs and n-type MoS2 can be seen in Figures 2.38 and 2.39, respectively. These traps typically have a

very broad spread of time constants which characterise the time taken for a trap to capture and emit a carrier,

ranging from microseconds and below to significantly longer periods, even on the order of days or weeks.225 As a

result, hysteresis and drift of the gate transfer characteristics can be observed both in the short term, and over

longer periods of time.

Typically, these kinds of effects in LDM-based FETs are most easily seen by performing sweeps of VG at

fixed VD and examining shifts in the transfer characteristics over time or with reversing sweep direction. In the

case of unipolar semiconductors such as MoS2 or GaTe, the shift is defined by examining changes in the threshold

voltage (VTH), whereas for bipolar graphene FETs (GFETs), the shift in the position of the conduction minimum

(VDirac) is more appropriate.226,228 Illarionov et al. investigated the reliability of GFETs,226 demonstrating that

effects such as hysteresis and shifting of VDirac following bias stress can be understood largely in the same

framework as that used for conventional Si technologies. This allows for the change in charged trap density
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(∆NT ) contributing to the VDirac shift (∆VDirac) to be estimated as:226

∆NT =
∆VDiracCox

q
(2.59)

where q is the electronic charge and Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area, given by:

Cox =
ε0εox
tox

(2.60)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity (8.85×10−12 Fm−1), and εox and tox is the dielectric constant and thickness

of the oxide, respectively. Typical values for single layer GFETs226 and MoS2228 FETs on SiO2 have been reported

to be as high as ∆NT ≈1012cm−2. This is significantly larger than for Si technologies (≈1010cm−2),226 and is

attributed to the poor interface quality typically present between LDMs and conventional oxide substrates as

a result of the atomically smooth nature of the former and presence of dangling bonds and trap states in the

latter.24,225,226,228,229 Similarly high densities of trap states have also been observed in GaTe FET devices on

SiO2/Si substrates.127 This highlights a need for the identification and development of improved LDM device

substrates and dielectrics.

Figure 2.38: Impact of bias stress and shift in VDirac for a GFET with both a top and bottom gate. Measurements were performed by
applying a top gate bias (VTG) for a certain amount of time (ts). (a) Typical example of a negative shift in VDirac and IDirac as a result of
top gate stress. (b) Time evolution and recovery of transfer characteristics at 25◦C and (c) 75◦C. Reprinted from [226], with the permission
of AIP Publishing.

MoS2 devices employing h-BN as the gate insulator in the place of SiO2 have been demonstrated, exhibiting

reduced shifts in VTH as a result of the reduction in trap states at the dielectric/LDM interface,228 although
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the reliability of the MoS2/h-BN devices was reduced with increasing temperatures as a result of the thermally

activated nature of charge trapping. This suggests an additional need for adequate thermal management solutions

compatible with LDM devices. The mobility of LDM channel materials has also been shown to be significantly

improved by the use of an h-BN gate dielectric relative to that measured using conventional oxide materials. For

example, Dean et al.103 showed that the mobility of SLG on h-BN substrates was almost an order of magnitude

higher than that achieved on SiO2, even approaching that of the freely suspended material. Similar effects have

since been observed in MoS2,231 InSe and GaSe67 among others.220 Despite these promising results, significant

improvements and additional characterisation of trap states in both h-BN and LDM channel materials are likely

still required to ensure future long-term reliability of LDM devices.225

Aside from improved dielectrics, another major factor limiting the reliability of LDM FETs is the presence

of adsorbed water and oxygen on the sensitive LDM surface. Many LDMs including graphene and MoS2 have

been observed to suffer significant problems resulting from environmental exposure under operational stress,

which leads to hysteretic effects and long term changes in device performance as a result of trap state formation

on exposed channel surfaces.24,227,228,230 Often, the presence of these kind of effects can be deduced from device

measurements by examining change in hysteretic effects following baking or annealing steps which may lead to the

evaporation of adsorbed water from the surface.228 Similarly, measurements performed under vacuum conditions

to eliminate any contribution of adsorbed oxygen have also been demonstrated.229 An example of hysteretic

behaviour in MoS2 FETs fabricated with and without an Al2O3 encapsulating layer is shown in Figure 2.39.

Unencapsulated devices show greatly increased hysteresis as a result of adsorbent type trapping sites, such as

water molecules from the atmosphere, on the MoS2 surface.227. However, there are numerous issues with direct

deposition of conventional passivation layers such as Al2O3 on LDMs and identifying passivation layers which

are more compatible with LDM devices is an active area of research. It is worth noting that the majority of

reliability studies to date have been conducted on graphene or MoS2, with very little examination of long term

characteristics of more unstable LDMs such as black phosphorus (BP), primarily as a result of a lack of effective

passivation approaches for these materials.225

Several aspects of LDM-based device reliability are strongly impacted by issues and limitations of device

fabrication processes. For example, the quality of the interface between the active LDM layer and gate dielectric

is a highly important contributing factor in determining the device performance and long term stability.31 In

addition to the detrimental effect of polymer residues on fundamental electronic and thermal transport, residues

from fabrication and processing steps could further degrade performance by reducing interface quality. Enhance-

ment in individual material quality via improved growth processes could also prove important in achieving better

reliability for LDM devices. Optimising thermal conductivity in LDMs is likely to be a vital way of maximis-

ing the lifetime of heterostructure devices, since the performance and reliability is closely linked to the thermal

properties of the individual layers.5,24 Ultimately, standardisation of growth and transfer procedures is needed

to minimise the variability between similarly produced devices. This is a significant challenge due to the high

degree of sensitivity of LDM layers to differences in morphology, interface quality and contamination.24 As a

result, it is highly important to develop robust characterisation approaches so that quality can be effectively
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Figure 2.39: Example of hysteretic behaviour in unencapsulated MoS2 devices. (a) ID-VG characteristics of exfoliated MoS2/SiO2 FET
(channel length, L = 1.5 µm, width W = 7 µm) and CVD-grown MoS2/SiO2 devices with (L = 8 µm, W = 20 µm) and without (L = 6
µm, W = 10 µm) Al2O3 encapsulation. The current has been normalised by W. (b) ID-VG characteristics of these devices in both sweep
directions with a constant sweep rate of S = 0.02 V/s. (c) Normalised hysteresis widths as a function of measurement frequency f . Copyright
(2017) IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [227]

monitored for future large-scale device fabrication. In general, the stability and reliability of LDM-based devices

is under-explored and significant research effort is required to provide valuable information on the main failure

mechanisms and reliability issues, variability between devices and the impact of morphological differences on

performance.24

2.4.3 Device Fabrication

Much research effort has been focused, in this and other works, on addressing the challenges relating to

fundamental growth and transfer of LDMs, since this is the first step of device production. However, many other

issues with the fabrication of LDM-based devices remain to be addressed. For example, the deposition of high

quality ohmic contacts for LDMs that avoid parasitic effects is a key concern. Efficient interfacing of LDMs

with conventional 3D metal contacts is non-trivial, and can often result in high contact resistances.27,28 Metallic

contacts are technically complex to deposit onto LDM surfaces as a result of the lack of dangling bonds to

facilitate adhesion. The sensitivity of LDM quality and properties to harsh lithographic processing also presents

a challenge. Various novel strategies to improve contact resistances have been presented, including the deposition

of 1D edge contacts232 and the use of metal via contacts patterned directly into material encapsulation layers, as

shown in Figure 2.40.233 This process enables the active layer to be contacted effectively without exposing the

channel material to harsh processing, with the added benefit of improving stability by encapsulating the LDM

layer with h-BN.
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Figure 2.40: Schematic showing the process of via contact fabrication and device assembly. (a) Via contact fabrication process to embed
contacts into an h-BN flake. (b) Application of the via contacts to target 2D material layer. (c) False colour SEM image (yellow = Au, green
= SiO2, red = h-BN) showing the formed via contacts on top of monolayer NbSe2. The dashed black line shows the edge of the NbSe2 flake.
Reprinted with permission from [233]. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.

Contact deposition strategies are also limited by the current progress of dry etching solutions for LDMs.

Controlled etching processes are required to achieve more complex device structures, including, for example, side

contacts to LDM devices. Atomic layer etching (ALE) processes, where materials can be etched with atomic layer

precision via self-limiting reactions,29,30 are a key technology in this area. While significant advances have been

made for a variety of LDMs234–236 and novel solutions to achieve self-limiting etching have been proposed,237 more

research in this area is still required to achieve scalable high quality device fabrication. Additionally, integration

and discovery of dielectric substrates and passivation layers appropriate for LDM devices remains a challenge.

While the use of SiO2 as an oxide layer is ubiquitous due to its stability, recent advances in high-k dielectrics

such as HfO2, ZrO2 and Al2O3 have led to advances beyond the original scalability limits of Si electronics due

to high breakdown voltages and a low density of interface states. However, deposition of high-k dielectrics and

passivation layers on LDMs presents numerous problems, primarily as a result of the lack of dangling bonds at

LDM surfaces which hinders high quality, homogeneous deposition. A variety of solutions have been proposed

to solve this problem, such as the deposition of seeding layers,124,238,239 surface functionalisation240–242 or the

replacement of dielectric and passivation layers with h-BN.66,67,103,123 Each of the issues outlined above demand

further research to fully realise high quality LDM-based devices on an industrial scale.

For research purposes concerning the analysis of fundamental properties and viability of devices, simple

and rapid assembly methods for devices are desirable. Transfer of LDMs to pre-patterned device substrates has

become a popular method of rapidly fabricating devices for test in laboratory settings.243 These methods are

fully compatible with the combined mechanical exfoliation and targeted viscoelastic stamp based flake deposition

techniques mentioned above, and described in further detail in Chapter 3.4.2, that remain popular in LDM

research. Substrates pre-patterned with contacts, typically Cr/Au on SiO2, are first fabricated using standard

lithographic techniques. LDM flakes can then be deposited directly onto the pre-patterned substrates, allowing
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quick device assembly without the need for exposing the materials to additional harsh processing which may

negatively impact their fundamental properties. Care must be taken to select flakes of appropriate thickness,

size and quality prior to transfer, and the process yield is relatively low. As a result the technique is currently

only suitable for testing research devices.

2.4.4 Thermal Management

Increasing microelectronics packing densities driving faster, more powerful devices has led to problems with

excessive self-heating.5,54,163,244 This is a major issue to be addressed in electronics to prolong device lifetimes

and improve efficiency. One solution is to incorporate heat spreading layers which channel heat away from the

active device regions, reducing the operating temperature. To make an effective heat spreading layer, materials

with high thermal conductivities that can be successfully integrated into complex device structures are required.

As discussed in Chapter 2.2.3, the in-plane thermal conductivity of LDMs exhibit unusual thickness dependence,

whereby thermal conductivity tends to increase as thickness is reduced, in contrast to conventional materials

where phonon-boundary scattering strongly limits thermal transport for thinner layers.131 As a result, LDMs

may offer significant benefit as heat spreading layers in next-generation devices, since they are compatible with

the scaling down of device size. Since heat spreader efficiency generally improves when the material thermal

conductivity is maximised, optimising LDMs such as graphene or h-BN for thermal management applications

has become an active area of research.

Successful experimental demonstrations of the application of LDMs to heat spreading layers in real devices

are still lacking, most likely in large part due to issues with growth, transfer and the formation of efficent thermal

interfaces between LDMs and other materials, as will be discussed further below. Despite this, some promising

results have been achieved that point to the potential for heat spreading using graphene or h-BN. Yan et al.7

reported that exfoliated few-layer graphene ’quilts’, with variable thickness were capable of reducing the hot-

spot temperature in a AlGaN/GaN heterostructure FET by ≈20◦C when the device was operated at a power

density of 13 Wmm−1. They noted that such a reduction could represent an order of magnitude increase in the

mean time to failure in this type of device. Similar results have been achieved for graphene heat spreaders on

platinum (Pt) test chips.245,246 However, demonstration of graphene heat spreaders in particular is complicated

as a result of the highly conductive nature of the material, making h-BN a more natural choice to reduce hot

spot temperatures and avoid shorting the devices.

Several studies have highlighted the potential for h-BN heat spreaders in devices. Bao et al.247 demonstrated

liquid phase exfoliated (LPE) h-BN nanosheets, and h-BN-graphene composite nanosheets, as effective heat

spreaders on Pt test-chips. The composite material was shown to have superior thermal management capabilities,

reducing hot spot temperature by 8-10◦C at a heat flux density of 1000 W cm−2, compared with only 3-5◦C for

the plain h-BN counterpart. However, Choi et al.8 demonstrated an even larger effect employing LPE h-BN on

graphene on SiO2/Si and graphene on flexible Willow glass (WG) devices (Figure 2.41). A 2.2 times reduction

in the hotspot temperature for the former device using 80 nm thick h-BN was achieved, while a reduction by

a factor of 4.1 was obtained for graphene on WG device with 35 nm h-BN. More recently, 11 nm thick h-
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BN layers have been incorporated into InGaN/GaN quantum well LEDs,248 achieving faster heat dissipation

upon switching off the device (35s cooling time) compared with the h-BN free reference device (265s). While

these results are promising, it should be noted that the h-BN layers employed here are relatively thick and can

likely be considered to be within the bulk or close to bulk regime that may not be compatible with continued

miniaturisation of electronics or for incorporation into flexible devices. It is therefore important to assess the

Figure 2.41: Hot-spot temperature reduction in graphene devices using h-BN heat-spreading layers on SiO2/Si and flexible glass substrates.
Scanning thermal microscopy images of graphene devices on (a) SiO2/Si, (b) h-BN (80 nm)/SiO2/Si, (d) flexible WG (e) h-BN (35 nm)/WG.
Horizontal line scans of the temperature rise across the hot spot regions (marked with ”o” and ”x”) are shown in (c) for samples (a) and (b),
and in (f) for (d) and (e). An expanded view of (c) is shown in the inset for clarity. In each case the power density is 2000 Wcm−2, with the
exception of (d) where a lower power density of 1600Wcm−2 was used. The open square in (a) is a different hot-spot, with a line scan shown
as the solid red line in the inset of (c). The blue to yellow colour bars range from 0 to 7 K for (a, b) and 0 to 45 K for (d,e). Reprinted with
permission from [8]. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.

capabilities and limitations of thinner material (a few layers to a few nm) in terms of the potential for thermal

management applications.

Figure 2.42: Joule heating of a graphene device with grain boundaries and
wrinkles. (a) Surface thermo-mechanical expansion (∆h) measured by scan-
ning Joule expansion microscopy. (b) Surface topography measurement. Sim-
ulated (c) ∆h and temperature rise (∆ T) in the device showing strong re-
sistive heating at the grain boundary. Reprinted with permission from [249].
Copyright (2014) AIP Publishing.

Issues with the quality of current growth

and transfer processes limit the performance

and utility of LDMs as heat spreading layers in

devices. As highlighted in Chapter 2.2.3-2.2.4,

the presence of defects, grain boundaries and

polymer residues can severely limit the achiev-

able thermal conductivity in materials like

graphene and h-BN. Graphene in particular is

highly prone to forming wrinkles either during

cooling phases following epitaxial growth due

to lattice mismatch, or as a result of transfer

processes or deposition of the material on sub-

strates with high surface roughness.201 These

types of imperfections have also been reported to contribute to thermal management problems in devices where
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graphene itself is the active layer. Heat generation does not tend to take place uniformly over full active region of

devices, but rather localised hotspots form preferentially at defect sites such as wrinkles and grain boundaries.249

An example experimental observation of this effect is shown in Figure 2.42. As a result, failure to achieve LDM

layers with high thermal quality could lead to the premature failure of LDM-based devices.

Thermal properties at interfaces are vitally important in LDMs as a result of their surface-like nature. For

example, cross-plane coupling and the interaction with supporting substrates is a key factor in heat dissipation

in devices incorporating LDMs. Unlike conventional materials where thermal conductivity of the active region

or heat spreader material is the most important factor, in LDMs the thermal coupling of the material to the

substrate has been shown to be critical.250,251. However, for many LDMs, the thermal properties at interfaces

with 3D materials, or even with other LDMs, are not yet well characterised. In part, this is due to a deficiency in

theoretical understanding of the thermal properties of these interfaces and a lack of valid mathematical models

to interpret them, as discussed in Chapter 2.2.5.161 Studies of interfacial thermal conductance between different

LDMs are also currently limited. Improved thermal characterisation methods and analysis procedures would

likely assist in achieving reliable experimental data on the interfacial conductance between LDMs since the main

issues involve accurate temperature measurement and determination of individual layer properties such as optical

absorption.80,81

Figure 2.43: Thickness independent energy dissipation and heat trans-
fer pathways in graphene devices. (a) Schematic showing the possible
heat flow paths in the measured graphene devices (red arrows) (b)
Temperature rise as a function of displacement from the center of the
channel measured via Raman thermometry under different applied elec-
tric fields. (c) Measured temperature of the channel center (T ) versus
electrical input power density per unit volume (P ) for 1-4L graphene
and graphite (20 nm thick). (d) Energy dissipation per unit volume, G
as a function of layer number. Reprinted with permission from [252].
Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society.

While, as discussed in Chapter 2.2.4, the ther-

mal conductivity of LDMs varies strongly with

layer number, the implications of this for thermal

management applications in real devices are not

yet clear. Interfacial thermal transport between

LDMs and substrates or other LDMs will likely

prove an important factor in determining this. Re-

cently, despite decreases in the thermal conductiv-

ity of graphene with increasing layer number, it

was demonstrated that thickness-independent heat

dissipation could be achieved in graphene devices

supported on Si/SiO2 as a result of variation in

the coupling strength between the graphene layer

and the substrate with thickness.252 A consistently

high energy dissipation per unit volume (≈ 6×1012

Wm−3K−1, Figure 2.43) was achieved for 1-4L

graphene and bulk graphite, which was attributed to the different pathways for heat transfer away from the

active region. Out-of-plane transfer from the graphene to the substrate was found to be the dominant route in

monolayer and bilayer graphene, whereas for thicker samples, in-plane transport towards the metallic contacts

was favoured (Figure 2.43a). This was attributed to the relatively higher in-plane thermal conductivity of the

thicker material as a result of the reduced influence of phonon-substrate scattering. On the other hand, strong
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coupling between the substrate and graphene in 1-2L samples results in efficient heat transfer from the graphene

layer to the support. This suggests that out-of-plane coupling of LDMs to substrate materials or contaminants

may be vitally important to understand in order to maximise LDM-based heat dissipation for thermal manage-

ment applications. Such an approach by tuning LDM-substrate type interactions has already been suggested

theoretically but not yet explored experimentally.162

Despite high thermal conductivities in LDMs such as graphene and h-BN, there may be limits on how

much heat they can physically conduct away as a result of their ultra-thin nature. The thermal conductivity,

κ, as defined by Fourier’s law (Equation 2.8), is an intensive quantity which does not depend on the mass or

volume of material. However, the heat flow itself (Q̇) depends on the cross-sectional area (A) in the direction

perpendicular to the transport direction. For LDMs, this area is very small as a result of the atomic scale

thickness of the material, potentially reducing the efficiency of thermal dissipation.253 Alternatively, from a

phonon perspective, the number of phonons available to participate in thermal transport is limited by the

reduced quantity of the material in the out-of-plane direction. Due to the complex relationship between thermal

conductivity and thickness in LDMs, and unusually high thermal conductivities of monolayer materials, the

efficiency of thermal dissipation as a function of layer number should be carefully investigated. For example,

potential routes to maximising the thermal conductivity in slightly thicker LDMs through methods such as

isotopic engineering largely remain to be explored.

2.4.5 Environmental Stability

A large number of LDMs that are ’stable’ in monolayer form have been identified to date,21 although

not all of these have been successfully isolated experimentally.17 From a theoretical perspective, the stability

of a potential LDM is typically defined in the context of thermodynamic stability, that is, whether or not it is

energetically favourable for a particular structure to form.254 However, despite demonstrating thermodynamic

stability, a large number of LDMs are environmentally unstable, reacting strongly with oxygen or water in

the atmosphere, degrading their intrinsic properties. This is a major barrier to overcome for certain materials

in the LDM family, which have desirable properties but require highly effective passivation to be successfully

incorporated into real devices. Additionally, although materials such as graphene or MoS2 are environmentally

stable, their performance may still degrade when operated as part of a device, leading to hysteresis or long-term

changes to the transfer characteristics of the device.227,228,230 While these effects are largely a result of trapping

sites such as water molecules228,230 on the material surface rather than an intrinsic property of the material itself,

finding strategies to reduce these effects will likely prove particularly critical for LDM-based devices due to their

exceptionally strong sensitivity to external perturbations. This sub-chapter briefly reviews current issues with

environmental and operational stability and potential strategies to address this in LDM devices.

Graphene displays high environmental stability and is stable up to 450oC in ambient conditions. Failure of

Joule heated devices initiates at temperatures greater than this, where the graphene is etched by oxygen in air.255

h-BN nanosheets have demonstrated even greater thermal stability and are capable of withstanding temperatures

up to 850oC before reacting with ambient O2.104 Other LDMs such as MoS2, WS2 and WeS2 have slightly lower
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thermal stability, and tend to be strongly impacted by atmospheric species under operation in a device, but

are generally thought to be stable and unreactive in ambient conditions.33 However, many other materials with

promising qualities exhibit extremely poor stability in air, degrading as a result of room temperature ambient

exposure on a timescale of weeks, days, or even a few hours.

Figure 2.44: Reported degradation process and rate of degradation in BP. (a) Time-evolution of topography and (b) near-field third harmonic
optical amplitude of a 27nm BP flake as measured by scanning near-field microscopy. Visible bublles of phosphoric acid are formed on the
flake surface over time. (c) Total bubble volume as a function of time, calculated from imaging as shown in the inset diagram. The solid line
represents a sigmoid (S-shaped) fit to the data. Adapted from [256] with permission from John Wiley and Sons.

LDMs are especially prone to environmental instability due to their high surface area to volume ratio.

While some materials, as discussed above, are relatively stable under ambient conditions, others such as BP,

InSe, GaSe and GaTe degrade rapidly in air.33,67,118,123,124,257 To date, BP has been the most widely studied

ambiently unstable LDM. As a result, the degradation process in BP is well-characterised and a wide variety of

passivation strategies have been proposed.33,63,66,257,258 The reaction between BP and air proceeds mainly via

photooxidation, with a rate that is dependent on flake thickness, oxygen concentration and illumination power.259

Rate of degradation in BP has also previously been shown to be impacted by choice of substrate258 and is

accelerated after initial chemical adsorption of O2 molecules which render the surface increasingly hydrophilic.33

The oxidation of BP results in the formation of bubbles of phosphoric acid as a degradation product on the

sample surface, as shown in Figure 2.44a and b. The change in volume of the formed bubbles, as measured via

scanning near-field microscopy, has been previously used as a means of monitoring the degradation stage in BP.

As shown in Figure 2.44c this results in an ’S’-shaped degradation rate profile, as the process accelerates following

initial adsorption of O2, before eventually reaching a saturation point where the material is almost completely

degraded.33 Similar oxidation processes have been proposed as the mechanism for InSe and GaSe degradation,

although this has yet to be demonstrated conclusively.33

As discussed in Chapter 2.1.3, the proposed degradation mechanism for Tellurium-based layered compounds

such as GaTe involves the intercalation of O2 molecules between material layers (Figure 2.7a, Chapter 2.1.3).

Bonds are formed with the highly reactive Te atoms, leading to a structural transition to an oxide phase referred

to as GaTe-O2.118 The degradation mechanism in this material appears less focused on the interaction of the

uppermost exposed surface with air, since unlike observations made in BP degradation where the surface rough-

ness of flakes increases significantly with degradation due to bubble formation,257 it has been reported that there
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is only a very small change in measured surface roughness in degraded GaTe.108,122 Studies of GaTe exposure

to different gaseous species have revealed that it is atmospheric H2O as opposed to O2 that is the primary

contributor to the degradation process, and that the same reaction does not occur in dry air.122 However, it has

similarly been shown that GaTe submerged in water with different oxygen concentrations degrades more slowly

when the level of dissolved oxygen is reduced.118 Additionally, Yang et al.122 showed that the Raman spectrum of

degraded GaTe bears a striking resemblance to the Raman spectrum of other oxidised Te containing compounds,

and to the Raman spectrum of TeO2. Combining these findings, it therefore seems reasonable to assume that

although the degradation can be attributed to the intercalation and chemisorption of molecular oxygen on Te,

the presence of H2O is required to catalyse the reaction.118

Several open questions remain regarding the degradation process in GaTe. For instance, it is not yet clear

what impact flake illumination has on sample degradation. While Yang et al. noted that above bandgap (>1.65

eV) excitation of GaTe accelerates degradation in H2O rich atmospheres, it is unknown whether this is primarily

a result of laser-induced heating or a similar surface photo-oxidation to that described in BP. Photoexcitation of

BP is known to efficiently generate singlet oxygen,260 which then reacts strongly with the sample surface. It is

important to fully understand the degradation process under photoexcitation in GaTe so that viable strategies

to mitigate this can be developed. The role of the sample substrate in GaTe degradation has also not yet been

examined, and could have important implications for the fabrication of future GaTe-based devices. Similarly,

the extent to which degradation is impacted by the presence of transfer residues would be useful to assess.

Additionally, while the degradation process in GaTe can be partially reversed by annealing to drive out adsorbed

O2 between GaTe layers,118 effective strategies to prevent ambient degradation of the material in the long term

are required.

Improvements to the environmental stability of some unstable materials, particularly BP, using conven-

tional oxides such as Al2O3
108,124,225,261 have already been achieved. Despite this, there are several outstanding

problems associated with the deposition of these layers on LDMs. The lack of dangling bonds at LDM interfaces

may necessitate the inclusion of a seeding layer or pre-treatment124,238,239 to facilitate nucleation, while the de-

position process itself has been found to be a cause of increased degradation at the surface in very thin samples.63

Additionally, due to the extreme sensitivity of LDM materials to external perturbations, these passivation layers

can alter the intrinsic electronic properties of the target materials significantly262 and prevent access to novel

materials engineering capabilities via surface modification.64,65 Al2O3 passivation may also limit applications for

LDMs in optical electronics and wearable devices by adversely impacting their mechanical flexibility and optical

transparency.257 For example, previous studies of MoS2 FETs employing h-BN as a dielectric have exhibited

stable performance under mechanical strain of up to 1.5%,263 whereas similar devices with Al2O3 showed a sig-

nificant change in transfer characteristics under just 0.07%.264 Molecular functionalisation has also been proposed

as a alternative strategy to slow degradation processes, with some degree of success.122

As a result of the difficulties associated with the deposition of oxide layers on LDMs, encapsulation with

other vdW materials has emerged as a possible alternative to conventional passivation. This strategy involves

capping or sandwiching the unstable material layer between a more stable LDM with a high degree of air
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impermeability such as graphene or h-BN.66,67,123 Interfaces between the LDMs are atomically sharp and can,

in some cases, be self-cleaning, allowing contaminants between the layers to be effectively repelled from the

interface on contact.23 Van der Waals passivation in this way also has the advantage that the capping layer could

be selected to enhance the desirable qualities of the material while simultaneously acting as a protective layer.

This has previously been realised for BP and graphene or hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) based devices (Figure

2.45a, b).66 More recently, few-layer GaSe and InSe have been stabilized under ambient conditions via capping

with h-BN.67,123 However, the application of this approach to many other air-unstable LDMs has yet to be

explored, and the limitations of these methods, particularly when applied to devices, require further exploration.

Figure 2.45: Examples of van der Waals passivation of unstable low-dimensional material layers with graphene or h-BN. (a)-(b) AFM scans
of a 5 nm BP flake partially encapsulated with graphene after (a) 10 minutes ambient exposure and (b) 24 hours. The area covered by the
graphene flakes is indicated by the white dashed lines and the central region of the BP flake is uncovered. Adapted with permission from
[66]. Copyright (2015) Springer Nature. (c)-(e) Full van der Waals encapsulation of a InSe devices achieved by the via contact method. (c)
Schematic showing the assembly process and structure of the h-BN/InSe/h-BN device. Change in photoluminescence response of InSe in (d)
a h-BN/InSe/h-BN device and (e) a plain InSe device. Adapted with permission from [67]. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.

Additionally, this type of passivation strategy is highly compatible with certain alternative contact de-

position methods discussed in Chapter 2.4.3, such as the via-contact method. For example, measurements of

InSe and GaSe sandwiched between h-BN passivation layers and contacted using the via-contact method were

recently shown to be stable over an extended period of time when undergoing operation in ambient conditions. A

summary of the fabricated devices and their long term photoluminescence properties is shown in Figure 2.45.67

Contacts can be an issue for successful passivation of highly unstable materials because a break in the encapsu-

lation layer is usually required to deposit the contact. Direct growth of a few LDMs, including graphene, MoS2,

WS2 and TaS2 on h-BN have also been demonstrated.220 If similar direct processes on h-BN could be successfully

applied to other environmentally unstable LDMs this could both eliminate the need for complex material transfer

procedures and improve stability through vdW passivation.

Measurements of LDM-based devices with low environmental stability are often conducted in inert atmo-

spheres in order to assess the electronic properties of the undegraded material. However, since such environments

are not practical for real world usage, it is important to gain an understanding of the behaviour of these materials
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under operation when exposed to air, whether they are fully passivated, or not. As described above, degradation

rates can often be accelerated by factors such as increased illumination or heating, both of which could be in-

duced by device operation. Therefore, testing a passivation approach by operation of a device in air is necessary

to fully evaluate its effectiveness and applicability. It would also be useful to correlate levels of degradation in

these materials with reductions in device performance. To date, such measurements of GaTe have not yet been

performed.

2.4.6 Photodetector Devices

Photodetectors are a key component for many contemporary applications in electronics including image

sensors, biomedical imaging and optical communications. Sensors and photodetectors are expected to be one

of the first fully realised application of LDMs due to lower requirements for material quality and scope for

improvements over existing silicon-based technologies such as flexible detectors and broader spectral range.17

There are several different types of photodetector with different structures and operating principles, which have

been successfully demonstrated using a wide variety of LDMs. This sub-chapter will focus only on previously

reported photodetectors incorporating GaTe, which will be briefly summarised below. Special attention will also

be paid to describing the operation of hybrid graphene-based photodetectors, since one of the aims of this work

is to demonstrate such a device employing GaTe as the photosensitive layer.

To date, photodetectors fabricated with mechanically exfoliated GaTe with high photoresponsivities (104

A/W), fast photoresponse times (6 ms) and detectivities (1012 jones) exceeding those of even commercial InGaAs

detectors265 have been demonstrated.59,60 The potential for scalable, low-residue solution-processed GaTe devices

has also recently been reported, achieving photoresponsivities as high as 2 × 106 A/W.61 A summary of the key

performance metrics of reported GaTe nanosheet photodetector devices is given in Table 2.2. The measured

hole mobility (µh) of the p-type GaTe is given where reported, in addition to the response time, which describes

the time taken for the detector to respond in a change in illumination with reference to a square input pulse.

Other commonly reported performance metrics for GaTe-based devices shown are the responsivity (Rλ), specific

detectivity (D*), external quantum efficiency (EQE) and gain (G). Responsivity is a measure of the electrical

signal output from a detector in response to a given incident power density (Pin):266

Rλ =
Iph
Pin

(2.61)

where Iph is the photocurrent, calculated as Iph = Ilight − Idark. Responsivity is closely linked to the external

quantum efficiency (EQE) of the detector, given by:267

EQE =
Iphhν

qPin
=

Iph
qφin

(2.62)

where q is the electron charge, h is Planck’s constant and ν is the absorbed photon frequency. The incoming

photon flux φin is defined as φin = Pin/hν. Through this, it can be seen that the responsivity is also highly
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dependent on the incident illumination frequency (ν) or wavelength (λ). As a result, the λ at which reported

responsivity was measured is also recorded in Table 2.2. Specific detectivity is given by:267

D∗ =

√
A ·BW
NEP

(2.63)

where A is the area of the photoactive region, BW is the detector bandwidth and NEP is the noise equivalent

power, which is defined as the signal power (in units WHz− 1
2 ) where the signal-to-noise ratio is equal to 1.

Material & Device Thickness µh Response Rλ λ Pin D* EQE/G Measurement Degraded Ref.
Fabrication Method Type (nm) (cm2V−1s−1) Time (A/W) (nm) (mW/cm−2) (Jones) %/% Conditions Raman? (Year)

GaTe 3-terminal 3 4.6 50-150ms 274.3 490 0.29 1012 -/- Room temperature No [59]
Mechanical exfoliation Air (2014)

GaTe 3-terminal < 5 0.2 6ms 104 532 10−5 - -/- Room temperature Yes [60]
Mechanical exfoliation Air (2014)

GaTe 3-terminal 33 0.1 0.3s >800 473 1.44 - />2000 77K No [127]
Mechanical exfoliation Vacuum (2014)

GaTe 3-terminal 20-65 0.2 2-8s 2×106 516 10−3 - -/- Room temperature Yes [61]
Liquid exfoliation Vacuum (2018)

n-Si/GaTe 2-terminal 15-89 - 20µs 5.73 532 1.1 1.8×1012 1335/- Room temperature Yes [268]
Mechanical exfoliation Air (2021)

n-Si/GaTe 2-terminal 8 - 22µs 0.32 632 - - 62/- Room temperature Yes [269]
MBE Air (2015)

GaTe/MoS2 3-terminal 4.5 (GaTe) 1.8 <10ms 1.365 514 100 - 266/- Room temperature Yes [270]
Mechanical exfoliation 3.5 (MoS2) Air (2016)

GaTe/MoS2 3-terminal 14.1 (GaTe) - <7ms 21.83 473 65.1 8.4×1013 61.68/5737 80K Yes [119]
Mechanical exfoliation 5.5 (MoS2) Vacuum (2015)

GaTe/InSe 3-terminal 18 (GaTe) - 20µs 0.0138 405 0.16 - 4.2/- Room temperature Yes [271]
Mechanical exfoliation 10 (InSe) Vacuum (2018)

Table 2.2: Summary of previously fabricated GaTe-based photodetectors reported in the literature.

The gain in a photodetector device is dependent upon the photocurrent generation mechanism. Most

commonly, this is either a photovoltaic (PV) or photoconductive (PC) mechanism, schematics of which are shown

in Figure 2.46a and 2.46b, respectively. For PV current generation, a p-n semiconductor junction or Schottky

(eg. semiconductor-metal) junction is required. An incident photon with energy greater than the semiconductor

material bandgap is absorbed by the device, generating an electron-hole pair. The built-in potential at the

junction separates charges after excitation and the carriers move towards their corresponding electrodes. Since

the charge separation occurs as a result of the intrinsic properties of junction materials, this effect can be observed

where no external bias is applied. By contrast, the PC effect arises from changes in the free carrier concentration

as a result of photoexcitation, which alters the conductivity of the semiconductor channel material. Under above

bandgap illumination, electron-hole pairs are excited and then separated by the applied bias (VDS). This results

in an increase in the the density of free carriers in the channel material giving rise to a current (Ilight) that is

larger than the dark current (Idark), where the generated photocurrent can be written as IPC = Ilight− Idark. In

this configuration, photoconductive gain can arise where the lifetime (τlifetime) of one type of carrier is prolonged

relative to the transit time of the free carriers (τtransit). Photoconductive gain (G) can be calculated as:266

G =
τlifetime

τtransit
=
τlifetime

L2
µVDS (2.64)

where L is the channel length and µ is the carrier mobility. This effect is commonly a result of trap states
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in the material localising one carrier type while the other is free to move between the source and drain. In

LDM-based devices, where the channel material is very thin, this gives rise to the ’photogating’ effect, shown

schematically in Figure 2.46c. The trapped carriers act as an additional gate, causing localised modulation

of the channel conductance. Since detrapping is typically very slow, τlifetime can be very long, and carriers

can circulate many times before recombination, resulting in extremely high gain. By contrast, in PV type

photocurrent generation, G, is typically limited to 1 since the built-in potential at the junction region prevents

the recirculation of carriers that leads to gain. As a result, photoconductive devices can be used for applications

which require higher sensitivity, although the response time is slower than that of photodiodes due to the long

lifetime of the trapped carriers.

Figure 2.46: Schematic outlining the photovoltaic (PV), photoconductive (PC) and photogating (PG) mechanisms in photodetector devices.
Electrons are depicted in pink, holes are blue. Above bandgap illumination is represented by green arrows. (a) Examples of the PV effect
originating from a Schottky barrier and a P-N junction. (b) The PC effect with and without illumination. (c) The PG effect under dark and
light conditions for the cases of both hole and electron trapping. Reprinted with permission from [272]. Copyright (2018) John Wiley and
Sons.

The type of device structure fabricated, either 2-terminal or 3-terminal, is also shown in Table 2.2. Some

photodetectors, notably the Si/GaTe heterostructures reported in [268] and [269], are operated simply as 2-

terminal devices, in this case consisting of a vertical p-n junction between a source and drain electrode. However,

a 3-terminal architecture, often referred to as a ’photo-FET’, is the most popularly employed type of photodetector

device fabricated from LDMs, corresponding the majority of those detailed in Table 2.2. These devices, when

fabricated from a single semiconductor material, are similar in structure to photoconductive detectors, but with

the addition of a gate electrode to modulate channel conductivity as is seen in a FET. Most commonly, and in the

case of all of the 3-terminal devices shown in Table 2.2, these devices are back-gated via the SiO2/Si substrate.

This type of device design is particularly effective for LDMs since the ultra-thin nature of the channel material

allows highly efficient depletion for operation at very low dark currents.266 Multiple photo-FET devices employing

GaTe as the channel material have been demonstrated as shown above.59–61,127 A second sub-type of this LDM

device structure, the p-n junction photo-FET, is also popular among LDM research devices, including those

fabricated using GaTe.119,270,271 In this kind of device, a photosensitising material in which the photoexcited

carriers are generated (in this case GaTe) is combined with a charge transporting layer with opposite doping
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characteristics. Due to the built-in potential at the p-n junction one type of carrier is readily transferred into the

charge transport material, while the other is trapped in the GaTe photosensitising layer. The spatial separation

of the carrier types prevents problems with carrier recombination that can be an issue in single LDM photo-FETs

due to high non-radiative recombination rates.266 Additionally, excitons in LDMs can have very high binding

energies as a result of confinement in the z direction (300-900 meV in MoS2),266 meaning very high electric fields

can be required to efficiently separate carriers. This can be improved in the p-n junction photo-FETs with the

assistance of the junction potential. As a result, faster response times are typically observed in these types of

devices compared with a plain single LDM device, as can be seen from Table 2.2, while a high gain may be

maintained due to the trapping of one carrier type in the photosensitiser material.114,266 The photogating (PG)

effect, as illustrated in Figure 2.46c can also contribute to increased efficiency in the transfer of one carrier type

to the charge transport layer via modulation of the conductivity due to trapped carriers of opposite type in the

sensitising layer.

A wide spread in individual performance metrics, even between similar devices such as those reported in

Refs. [59] and [60] is evident from Table 2.2. This could be partially due to issues in material quality, as it

should be noted that the majority of literature reports of GaTe-based devices to date have presented Raman

spectra from their devices that are in fact consistent with the degraded material as opposed to pristine GaTe,

due to a lack of clarity regarding the Raman fingerprint of undegraded crystal, which was discussed in Chapter

2.3.3. In fact, only two of the reports have presented Raman spectra from pristine GaTe, where no substantial

≈129 cm−1 and ≈144 cm−1 Raman peaks were visible.59,127 Additionally, only one of these performed their

device measurements under conventional (ambient) operating conditions appropriate for real-world devices (Ref.

[59]), and neither work discussed the stability of the device or the material itself. As a result, although the

change in bandgap in GaTe as a result of oxidation has been previously reported,118 the change in the material

performance with degradation when used as part of a device such as a photodetector is not yet clear. None of

the devices presented in Table 2.2 employed any kind of encapsulation or passivation layer to protect the GaTe

from degradation, so the performance and stability of an encapsulated device has not yet been investigated.

The intrinsic p-doped character of GaTe in these devices has also been well reported,59–61 and is attributed

to the presence of thermally activated Ga vacancies in the material.127 By contrast, the majority of previously

studied LDM semiconductor materials are naturally n-type or ambipolar in character.273 This opens up the

possibility that GaTe could be a strong candidate for the fabrication of p–n heterojunction devices combined with

n-type LDMs. The GaTe-MoS2 and GaTe-InSe heterostructure photodetector devices reported in Table 2.2 have

previously be demonstrated to this effect,119,270,271 displaying extremely high detectivities (8.4 × 1013 Jones)119

and fast response times (< 10 ms). However, heterostructure devices employing other LDMs in combination

with GaTe have not been tested, and the potential for the incorporation of GaTe in such a device remains

under-explored. In addition, performance metrics such as the photoconductive gain and response time are

dependent on device mobility, which is apparently low in plain GaTe-based devices (Table 2.2). This could

potentially be improved by the selection of a more appropriate LDM gate dielectric, such as h-BN, similar to

reported improvements for graphene, MoS2, InSe and GaSe among others.67,103,231 However, this has not yet
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been demonstrated experimentally. Additionally, the possibility of combining a GaTe photosensitising layer

with a graphene charge transport layer to improve mobility in a graphene-hybrid device structure such as those

described in the next sub-chapter has also not yet been investigated.

2.4.6.1 Hybrid Graphene Photodetectors

One emerging class of LDM-based photodetector device is the hybrid graphene photodetector.266,267,274

These kinds of detector exploit the high carrier mobility of graphene to achieve high gain and responsivity.275

They consist of a graphene charge transport layer combined with a photosensitising material such as quantum

dots (QD), perovskites, or LDM layers such as MoS2,276 black phosphorus,277,278 GaSe114 or ReS2.279 Typical

device structures are shown in Figure 2.47a and b. Architectures with the LDM sensitiser as the top-layer of

the vertical heterostructure114,276,279 (Figure 2.47a) and with graphene as the top-layer277,278 have both been

demonstrated. The optical transparency of graphene allows both types of structure to be successfully employed,

although the latter is of particular interest for environmentally unstable sensitisers such as BP,277,278 since it

allows the graphene to be used simultaneously as a charge transport and passivation layer. Operation of the

devices also exploits the photogating principle, where photogenerated carriers locally modulate the carrier density

in the conductive channel (Figure 2.46c). Photogating works extremely well in graphene because of high mobility,

high tunability and low density of states at the Fermi level, meaning the channel resistance is extremely sensitive

to extra carriers.275

The general operation of a graphene hybrid photodetector is similar to that described above for the p-n

junction photo-FET, with the difference that the oppositely doped semi-conductor charge transport layer is re-

placed with semi-metallic graphene. It proceeds as follows and as illustrated by Figure 2.47c. Electron-hole pair

generation occurs primarily in the photosensitiser layer (process 1) as a result of light with energy hν > Eg

incident on the device. Due to the rectifying behaviour of the Schottky barrier (φB) created at the graphene-

photosensitiser junction, one type of carrier is spontaneously transferred to the graphene charge layer, while

the other is trapped inside the photosensitiser. The case illustrated in Figure 2.47c is for an n-type Schottky

contact made with a p-type semiconductor, where holes are trapped inside the photosensitiser and electrons flow

freely into the graphene layer. Photoexcited carriers can also be generated in the graphene layer and contribute

to the photocurrent as indicated in process 2. This process only dominates where φB < hν < Eg. Due to

the high carrier mobility of graphene, carriers in graphene can typically circulate multiple times before recom-

bination, resulting in high photoconductive gain. The transfer of one type of carrier to the graphene layer is

made even more effective by the photogating effect. As a result these types of detectors have reported very high

gain,114,276 since gain is proportional to channel mobility and carrier lifetime (Equation 2.64). The tunability of

the Schottky barrier height also offers the potential for efficient photodetection over a broad spectral range.100,278

However, the long carrier lifetimes can result in decreased operation speed, meaning that these types of

detectors are generally best suited to lower temporal bandwidth applications such as video imaging.275 Hybrid

graphene photodetectors are also likely to find application in high sensitivity photodetection, for example in
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Figure 2.47: Typical structure and operation of a hybrid graphene photodetector using a LDM sensitiser layer. (a) Device structure where
the LDM sensitiser is the top-layer in the vertical heterostructure and (b) where graphene is the top-layer. Both cases typically employ a
Si back-gate and SiO2 gate dielectric. (c) Example operation of a graphene-LDM hybrid detector under bias and above bandgap (photon
energy hν > Eg) illumination. The LDM layer in this case is a p-type semiconductor and the biasing conditions are such that a Schottky
barrier to holes of height φB is formed at the graphene-LDM interface. Two mechanisms for producing photocurrent are present. The first
is the dominant mechanism under normal operating conditions (process 1), whereby electron (purple) - hole (green) pairs are excited in the
LDM layer and electrons can be readily transferred into the graphene layer due to the lack of potential barrier to electrons. Photoexcitation
of electron-hole pairs in graphene can also contribute to the photocurrent provided the holes have sufficient energy to be transferred across
the barrier into the LDM layer (process 2). If the incident photon energy satisfies the relationship φB < hν < Eg , then this process will be
the dominant mechanism.

remote sensing, gas sensing, and biomedical imaging, as a result of high photoconductive gain, low operating

voltages and broad sensitivity range.267,274,275 A key challenge to overcome is the very high dark current resulting

from the use of semi-metallic graphene as a charge transport layer. This could potentially be addressed by

graphene bandgap engineering9–11,13 or special read-out circuitry.275

Hybrid graphene-LDM photodetectors have already been demonstrated using MoS2,276 ReS2,279 BP277,278

and GaSe114 among others. Employing other LDMs in these device structures as opposed to alternative sensitis-

ers such as QDs has proved successful in achieving response times to as low as 10 ms,114 potentially as a result

of the superior interface quality between the graphene and LDM layers. However, despite the strong optical

properties of GaTe and demonstration of promising GaTe-based photodetector devices in the literature as out-

lined above, a hybrid graphene-GaTe device has never been demonstrated practically. Previous first-principles

calculations,125,126 as discussed in Chapter 2.1.4, have predicted the formation of a tunable n-type Schottky

barrier between graphene and GaTe, where photoexcited electrons are readily transferred to the graphene layer,

and holes are trapped in the GaTe (Figure 2.9). A major benefit of employing this kind of detector structure

with GaTe would be the possibility of achieving greater device stability by simultaneously utilising graphene as

the charge transport layer and capping layer to protect GaTe from ambient exposure, provided this is first shown

to be an effective method of passivation.



Chapter 3

Experimental Methods

This chapter describes the experimental methods used throughout this work, including the characterisation

tools used and the sample or device fabrication processes. Raman spectroscopy was used to characterise material

properties, qualities and for opto-thermal Raman based measurement of thermal conductivities. An overview of

the key features of the Raman spectrometer are given. Raman analysis was complemented by photoluminescence

(PL) spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM) which were used to probe the optoelectronic properties

of GaTe and to measure sample thickness, respectively. Both techniques were also used to estimate levels of

polymer residue contamination of transferred samples. The operating principles of each characterisation tool is

briefly described as it was applied to the measurements carried out in Chapters 4-6. The final part of the chapter

outlines the sample and device fabrication methods used.

3.1 Raman Spectroscopy

A Renishaw inVia spectrometer was used for all Raman measurements presented in this work. A schematic

showing the spectrometer structure and main features is included in Figure 3.1. Due to the weakness of Raman

effect compared with Rayleigh scattering, a focused monochromatic light source such as a laser and efficient

filters to reject the reflected and Rayleigh scattered light are key components of the system. A frequency-doubled

Nd:YAG 532nm laser and a 488nm Argon ion laser were used as light sources in the experiments presented here.

Samples were mounted on a Prior xyz motorised stage, enabling them to be positioned with 0.1 µm precision.

Various stages with temperature control capabilities could be additionally mounted onto this where required.

A Leica microscope and white light bulb were used to view and illuminate samples. The systems used in this

work include a charge coupled device (CCD) mounted onto the microscope allowing the sample to be viewed and

photographed in the Wire 2.0 software provided by Renishaw.

The light enters the spectrometer from behind mirror 1, as shown by the green path in Figure 3.1. Adjustable

neutral density (ND) filters are placed between the laser source and mirror 1 to control laser power. The laser

then passes through a computer controlled beam expander which is comprised of two lenses with the same focal

point. The beam expander is used to adjust the beam waist, expanding the diameter to fill the back aperture of

79
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Figure 3.1: Photograph and overlaid schematic diagram of main Renishaw InVia internal components. Laser light enters the spectrometer
behind mirror 1. The green beam path represents light incident on the sample from the spectrometer and the yellow path is the light scattered
back from the sample into the spectrometer.

the microscope while ensuring that the beam remains collimated. The expanded beam is directed by the second

adjustable beam steering mirror (mirror 2), before being further directed into the microscope and onto the sample

surface. Scattered light from the sample is indicated in Figure 3.1 by the yellow beam path. This enters the

spectrometer through the ’Rayleigh’ filters, which block the elastically scattered components of the light, allowing

only the Raman scattered portion through. The Raman scattered light is focused and transmitted through a

slit using the pre-slit lens. This slit is designed to improve the confocality of the light passing through to the

spectrometer, preventing stray light from outside of the focal spot from being transmitted and improving the

spectral resolution of the system. The post-slit lens serves to collimate the beam and the light is then reflected by

the prism onto a grating. The grating consists of a ridged surface, where adjacent ridges are separated by distance

d. It allows the different wavelengths of incoming Raman scattered light to be spatially separated according to

Bragg’s law:

λ = d sin θ (3.1)

where constructive interference occurs at each angle (θ) which satisfies this relationship. The line density of the

grating controls the spectral resolution and bandwidth of the measurement. All Raman measurements in this work

were performed using a 3000 lines/mm grating, while a 1200 lines/mm grating was used for photoluminescence

(PL) measurements of GaTe (discussed in Chapter 3.2). Finally, light is focused onto the CCD by the focusing

lens.

The CCD is made up of an array of coupled capacitors which convert photons incident on each pixel to

an accumulated charge via the photoelectric effect. At the start of a measurement, the CCD shutter is opened

allowing the spectrally separated light to strike the detector. The shutter remains opened for a length of time

(integration time) that can be adjusted by the Wire 2.0 software. Once the measurement is complete, the
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shutter is closed and the total charge accumulated on each pixel is measured. Since increasing the integration

time increases the number photons incident on the CCD, it also increases the overall Raman signal detected by

the spectrometer. However, if the integration time is too long, the detector reaches the limit of the amount of

charge that can be stored on the capacitor and the Raman signal saturates. Sometimes, particularly in the case

of GaTe Raman measurements in this work where there are many Raman peaks that differ greatly in intensity

(Chapter 2.3.3) the signal may saturate before certain weaker modes are sufficiently well resolved. In this case, it

is desirable to instead repeat the measurement multiple times with a shorter integration time and aggregate the

signal. Signal-to-noise ratio is improved by thermoelectric cooling of the CCD to -70◦C using a Peltier element

to minimise the influence of thermally activated carriers on the measurement.

Prior to measurement, a calibration procedure must be performed to adjust the wavenumber corresponding

to each CCD pixel. This is achieved using a silicon reference sample, which has a well defined Raman mode

at 520.3 cm−1. The signal is calibrated by ensuring that the Raman peak position is fixed at this frequency

by adjusting the position of the grating motors. This can be done within the Wire 2.0 software. The software

also has peak-fitting capability so that the peak position can be rapidly determined from the obtained Raman

spectrum. Both single-point and mapping measurements can be carried out, with the latter allowing a series of

identical Raman measurements over a large area of a sample to be automated by controlled movement of the

Prior xyz stage. The particular conditions such as the incident laser power, integration time and number of

accumulations for the measurement are set in Wire 2.0.

The diffraction-limited lateral resolution of the Raman measurements can be defined by the Rayleigh cri-

terion:

r0 =
0.61λ

NA
(3.2)

where the laser wavelength in nm (λ) used in this work is either 488nm or 532nm and the numerical aperture

of the objective lens (NA) is either 0.5 or 0.6. The value of r0 can be considered equivalent to the minimum

achieveable (diffraction-limited) spot size focused onto the sample. However, in practice, the resolution may

be decreased by laser scattering and interaction with sample interfaces. In the graphene and h-BN thermal

conductivity measurements presented in Chapters 4 and 5, the laser spot radius was an important parameter for

the thermal model. As a result, it was necessary to directly determine the spot size in each case with a reasonable

level of accuracy. A ’knife-edge’ method was used, which involves performing a Raman line map over a cleaved

Si edge. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.2a. This enables measurement of the spot size by detecting the

sudden reduction in the intensity (I ) of the 520.3 cm−1 peak as a function of lateral position (x) over a sharp

edge. The cleaved edge is coated with Au to suppress any Raman signal contributed by roughness in the edge

region. Once the intensity profile over the edge had been measured, taking the derivative of the intensity with

respect to position (dI/dx) allows the curve to be fit to a Gaussian function (e(r/r0)2) to determine the spot size

(r0). Results of this procedure for 0.5 and 0.6 NA objectives with a 488nm excitation, as used in the graphene

Raman measurements (Chapter 4) and with a 532nm excitation used for the h-BN measurements (Chapter 5) are

shown in Figure 3.2d-e and b-c respectively. The depth resolution of the Raman measurements is not considered
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Figure 3.2: Determination of laser spot size using a ’knife-edge’ method. (a) Optical image of cleaved Au-coated Si edge and Raman line scan
area. Spot size measurements for a 532 nm laser excitation with a (b) 0.5 NA objective and (c) 0.6 NA objective. Equivalent measurements
for the 488 nm excitation with (d) 0.5 NA objective and (e) 0.6 NA objective.

here, since the samples measured are sufficiently thin that they can be effectively considered surfaces for this

purpose.

Raman spectroscopy is a particularly powerful technique for the characterisation of LDMs. Since it is

non-destructive, requires no specific sample preparation and has high spatial resolution, it can be used for

rapid determination of the fundamental material qualities at the nanoscale. Lineshape, width, peak position,

intensity can all be used to provide valuable information for Raman metrology of LDMs. This can be important

for understanding material properties, for determining nanosheet quality68,70,75 and also for estimating sample

thickness.71–74,76–78 All of these advantages mean that it has been a popular tool for quality control and analysis of

fundamental properties in both lab and mass-production settings. An additional strength of Raman spectroscopy

is in the application of the system to opto-thermal Raman methods for determining the thermal properties of

material. A description of the opto-thermal Raman measurement technique as applied to LDMs in this work is

given below.
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3.1.1 Opto-thermal Raman Measurements

An opto-thermal Raman measurement method was used to determine the thermal conductivity of SLG and

h-BN in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. As discussed in Chapter 2.2.1, phonons in solids can be modelled as masses

on connected springs, with a spring constant that is proportional to bond strength and length. Changes in the

temperature of the system result in changes to the bond length and therefore, to the measured Raman frequency.

With careful calibration, the Raman shift can be used as a ’thermometer’ to probe the local temperature of

a sample. In opto-thermal Raman measurements, the laser illumination of the Raman system acts both as a

temperature probe and heat source for the experiment, allowing the temperature (T) as a function of absorbed

heating power (Q) to be directly measured by varying the incident laser power, provided the optical absorption

of the sample is known. Change in temperature as a function of absorbed power can be related to the thermal

conductivity via Fourier’s law (Equation 2.8).

Figure 3.3: Measurement setup for opto-thermal Raman measurements
of graphene and h-BN.

This technique is particularly applicable for

thermal characterisation of LDMs for a number of

reasons. Firstly, since Raman spectroscopy is an es-

pecially important characterisation tool for LDMs,

the opto-thermal Raman method has the benefit of

being able to probe additional material properties

such as disorder, quality and strain during thermal

measurements. Additionally, LDM flakes can be

transferred relatively easily to be freely suspended

over holes or trenches in substrates, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.3. This reduces the complexity of the measurement by removing interactions with underlying substrates

from consideration and enabling direct assessment of optical absorption through the nanosheets. In-plane ther-

mal conductivity can be simply determined, since out-of-plane heat transport in LDMs is typically poor as a

result of the relatively weak vdW interactions between layers. The substrate material in the experiment is

usually selected to be a metal with high thermal conductivity (eg. Au) to act as a heat sink at the material

edges. In this work, graphene and h-BN were measured by this method, fully suspended over holes in Al and

Au-coated Si or Si3N4 substrates, respectively. The experimental setup as shown in Figure 3.3 allows absorption

to be measured directly by placing a laser power meter underneath the suspended membranes in situ. The

opto-thermal Raman technique has been successfully applied to thermal conductivity measurements of LDMs

such as graphene,2,6,34–36,38,69,82,84–86 h-BN,49,87,88 transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs)204,205,280–282 and

others.206

One of the major advantages of the opto-thermal Raman method is that no special preparation is required

aside from transfer of the material from the growth substrate or bulk crystal to the support. Other methods that

have previously been developed to measure the thermal conductivity of thin films such as the 3-omega (3ω)283,284

and time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR)285,286 techniques are usually not appropriate for few- or mono-layer

materials because of the need to deposit electrodes or thin metallic layers on the surface. In contrast to the
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opto-thermal Raman technique applied in this work, both of these methods can be considered transient (time

dependent), rather than steady state, and rely on pulsed heating to deduce thermal properties. Thermal pulses

in both cases are delivered via the deposited metallic layers. In the case of the 3ω technique, the deposited

metallic strip is driven by an alternating current (AC) with frequency ω to induce periodic Joule heating within

the sample. The temperature change is detected by changes in electrical resistivity and there is a delay in the

thermal reponse to the electrical signal which is determined by the thermal properties of the material under

investigation. Recording this phase delay and amplitude as a function of ω allows the extraction of thermal

conductivity. TDTR similarly relies upon heating of the metallic layer, but in this case heating is generally

delivered by pulsed laser illumination from a ’pump’ laser source. A secondary, ’probe’, continuous wave laser is

used to monitor changes in reflectivity that arise within the metallic layer as a result of the periodic heating, which

can further be used to determine thermal conductivity. However, due to the sensitivity of LDMs to the presence of

contaminating residues and structural damage, subjecting the samples to the additional processing steps required

to deposit the metallic layers needed for these techniques has the potential to detrimentally impact the thermal

conductivity. This makes it extremely difficult to measure the intrinsic properties of very thin materials with

these approaches.

The micro-bridge technique is an alternative method developed specifically for LDMs. It involves the

placement of the material under investigation onto two suspended membrane islands, typically made of Si3N4

or SiO2. A metal resistor is deposited under each membrane and a direct currect is applied to one in order to

induce Joule heating within the sample. The other resistor acts as a sensor and is connected to four Pt leads

to allow for a four-point probe measurement configuration of the electrical resistance. The sample temperature,

and ultimately, thermal conductivity, can then be deduced from the change in electrical resistance. This class of

technique has been used for a variety of LDM thermal measurements43,51,287–289, but is extremely sensitive to

sample contamination by transfer residues43,51 and as shown by the schematic in Figure 3.4 the device fabrication

processes required are complex.289 For these reasons, opto-thermal Raman measurements remain arguably the

most popular class of techniques for thermal measurements of LDMs.

Figure 3.4: Example schematic showing the fabrication of a bilayer graphene (BLG) device for microbridge measurements. (a) Exfoliation
of BLG onto PMMA coated Si, (b) attachment and alignment of a microresistance thermometer device to BLG using IPA, (c) electron beam
exposure and patterning of PMMA near the two central islands, and (d) BLG fully suspended between to microthermometer islands after
exposure to methyl isobutyl ketone and acetone. Reprinted with permission from [43]. Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.
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To make use of the Raman modes of a material as a ’thermometer’, it is first necessary to calibrate the

Raman frequency response of the material to changing sample temperatures. This is typically carried out by

measuring the shift of the Raman modes over a range of controlled sample temperatures. In this work, a Linkam

THMSG600 temperature-controlled stage was used for the calibration process and temperatures were varied in

the 20-100◦C range. The thermally induced change in Raman frequency in this temperature range for both

graphene and h-BN can be considered approximately linear and can be described by the relation:

ω = ωi − χT (3.3)

where ωi is the Raman frequency at 0◦C and χ is the first-order Raman coefficient of the Raman mode of

interest. For both sets of thermal conductivity measurements presented here, the shift of the E2g Raman mode

was used; the ’G’ peak of graphene at ≈1580cm−1 and the h-BN mode at ≈1360cm−1. Since the laser excitation

itself induces heating in the measured sample, very low excitation powers are used in the calibration process

to minimise the influence of laser-induced heating on the Raman shifts. Sufficiently low laser powers can be

identified by successively lowering laser power until no change in the Raman frequency of measured peaks with

power is observed. An example of this power convergence procedure as applied to suspended SLG samples in

this work is shown in Figure 3.5. In the case of h-BN, as measured in Chapter 5, the very low Raman scattering

cross-section and weak Raman signal makes it practically difficult to calibrate the temperature response using

this standard procedure. As a result, a modified technique was used which allowed the use of higher laser powers

in the calibration process, increasing the accuracy of the determination of the ωi and χ coefficients. Further

details of the modified calibration procedure are outlined in Chapter 5.1.

Figure 3.5: Example of the power con-
vergence procedure to minimise laser
heating during thermal calibration of
samples. In this case, the variation of
the Raman shift of the SLG G peak with
decreasing laser power was studied to
identify a sufficiently low absorbed laser
power to use for thermal measurements
(<20µW).

The incident laser power can be varied while keeping the sample at a

fixed ambient temperature to measure the Raman shift (ω) as function of

heating power (Q). Equation 3.3 can then be used to convert the measured

ω to local sample temperature (T) to obtain the change in temperature with

heating power (T(Q)). The measured T(Q) can be used to solve for thermal

conductivity (κ) via Fourier’s law (Equation 2.8). Most commonly for LDMs,

this is solved analytically, by employing the 1D cylindrical heat equation for

a homogeneous medium derived in Chapter 2.2.2. However, in this work,

Equation 2.8 is solved numerically via finite element analysis (FEA) in AN-

SYS Mechanical Research 19.1. This method was used to facilitate simple

variations of parameters within the thermal modelling, in order to evaluate

the impact of certain factors, such as thermal boundary resistance (TBR)

or the temperature dependence of κ itself. As discussed in Chapter 2.2.5 and Chapter 2.2.3 respectively, these

effects are both real phenomena observed in all materials and material boundaries, but their impact is often not

considered in opto-thermal Raman measurements of LDMs. A brief review of sources of measurement uncertainty

in these methods, and the extent to which they have so far been addressed in the literature, is included below.
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3.1.2 Measurement Uncertainty

The primary drawback of opto-thermal Raman based techniques is the relatively high measurement uncer-

tainty that can be induced from uncertainties in parameters such as optical absorption, or from poor treatment

of factors such as thermal boundary resistance in the heat conduction model. As a result, there is a significant

spread in the values of thermal conductivity measured for LDMs in the literature. While this variation can

often be attributed to differences in sample preparation, inconsistency in the application of the heat model in

extracting thermal conductivity is also a significant contributing factor. Table 3.1 below summarises the thermal

conductivity of graphene and h-BN thin films as determined by opto-thermal Raman methods using various

preparation techniques in the literature. The sample growth, geometry, and preparation methods are indicated

in each case, in addition to the number of layers and whether the measurements included corrections for various

parameters known to significantly impact the measurement uncertainty.81

Major sources of error in opto-thermal Raman based thermal conductivity measurement include uncertainty

in the optical absorption of the material and error in the measured temperature as a result of the calibration

process and frequency resolution of the system. Since the Raman laser is used as both as the temperature probe

and the heat source for the measurement, it is important to determine the proportion of the incident laser light

that is absorbed in the sample as accurately as possible. As described above, the measured sample temperature as

a function of absorbed heating power Q is required to solve Equation 2.8, so uncertainty in the optical absorption

can have a significant impact on the final result. Uncertainty in the measured sample temperature can also

be significant, since this depends on the frequency resolution of the Raman system and how accurately ω can

be determined for each temperature point during calibration. Temperature resolution in opto-thermal Raman

measurements is therefore typically limited to around 1 K.81

Additionally, a variety of factors that can significantly impact the measurement result, including strain

resulting from thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) mismatch, TBR and the temperature dependence of thermal

conductivity, as shown in Table 3.1, are often neglected from the thermal model.81 In this work, a full consideration

of these factors has been included for measurements of both SLG and h-BN, in order to evaluate their significance

and make recommendations on how opto-thermal Raman measurement procedures for LDMs can be improved.

For example, measured Raman frequencies are highly sensitive to the presence of strain in the material.176,290

Strain can be induced by interaction with substrates due to TEC mismatch and must be decoupled from the

calibration measurements to achieve accurate ωi and χ coefficients. Although all the materials measured in

this work were freely suspended over holes in support membranes, it is still necessary to correct for strain

contributed from the supported regions of the samples which are directly connected to the suspended areas. This

contribution has been shown to be significant even in fully suspended LDM samples such as those measured

here,291 particularly due to the negative TECs of graphene and h-BN (-8.0×10−6/◦C292 and -2.9×10−6/◦C)293

in contrast with the positive TECs of the metal supports. Despite this, as can be seen from Table 3.1, corrections

to the thermal model as a result of TEC mismatch induced strain on the extracted thermal conductivity has

never previously been incorporated in any measurements of graphene or h-BN.
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The impact of TBR on thermal conductivity measurements of graphene or h-BN has been considered more

frequently throughout results presented in the literature, although it still has not been incorporated in all cases.

Notably, no thermal study of h-BN to date has incorporated this correction into their thermal modelling, and the

impact on the measured thermal conductivity in these cases is therefore unknown. The effect of TBR increases

with reduced contact area, so the impact of this on measured thermal conductivity is likely larger for small

suspended sample sizes.81 From Table 3.1, it can be seen that the majority of previous opto-thermal Raman

measurements of graphene and h-BN have been carried out on samples with a length or diameter of much less

than ≈ 10 µm. It should also be noted that the measurement uncertainty induced from neglecting TBR from

the thermal model has been reported to be particularly large (up to 30%)81 for materials with high thermal

conductivity. This is a result of the TBR contributing a higher proportion of the overall measured thermal

resistance in such materials. Reported thermal conductivities of graphene and h-BN are typically very high,

suggesting that TBR should not be omitted from the thermal analysis in this case.

Additionally, solving Equation 2.8 numerically in ANSYS allows for the temperature dependence of the

thermal conductivity to be properly accounted for, which can contribute a significant proportion of the overall

measurement uncertainty,81 particularly if the temperature rises in the sample induced by the laser source are

relatively large. As shown in Chapter 2.2.3, thermal conductivity typically varies strongly with temperature, due

to competition between different phonon scattering effects. Consequently, assuming that the thermal conductivity

is fixed throughout the extent of a material undergoing laser heating can lead to large errors, since in reality,

the thermal conductivity in the material varies spatially depending on the thermal profile in the sample. In

opto-thermal Raman measurements, the extracted spectra give data on the local temperature within the spot

region alone, which is at the peak of the thermal distribution. The Raman measured temperature is therefore

somewhat higher than the average temperature throughout the whole sample. Assuming measurements are

being conducted at room temperature and above, as is the case in this work, thermal conductivity decreases with

increasing temperature in this regime due to high levels of Umklapp scattering (Chapter 2.2.3). The measured

temperature at the peak of the thermal distribution therefore usually corresponds to the minimum of thermal

conductivity. Assuming that thermal conductivity is independent of temperature can therefore lead to significant

overestimation of the value of κ at the measured local sample temperature, since a greater proportion of the

heat dissipation is contributed by the cooler portion of the sample away from the laser spot region. However,

accounting for this effect is not straightforward, and it cannot be achieved using the analytical models commonly

used in the literature.

3.1.3 Finite Element Analysis

FEA is a valuable tool for numerically solving partial differential equations over complex geometries. The

method relies on the division of the calculation geometry into individual elements of a mesh. Relevant equations

are solved at the nodes where mesh elements intersect, and the results at discrete nodes are interpolated to

obtain an approximate solution over the entire geometry. In the case of steady-state thermal analysis presented

here, ANSYS solves Fourier’s law (Equation 2.8) for a given heating profile and thermal conductivity at each
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node. The closeness of the FEA approximated solution to the ’true’ solution depends on the closeness of the

node spacing; a finer mesh will result in a truer approximation than a coarser discretisation. However, the

denser the mesh, the more computationally expensive the analysis becomes. Therefore, the FEA mesh should be

optimised to achieve the most accurate solution possible in a reasonable computation time. Here, the mesh in

each case was optimised by varying the element size in the spot, membrane and support regions until the mean

spot temperature no longer varied significantly (<0.1oC) with element size. An example mesh used for analysis

of a suspended graphene membrane is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Example of a converged ANSYS mesh for h-BN
analysis in the suspended region of the sample. The laser spot
boundary is marked by the white line.

In this sub-chapter, the general setup of the FEA

model used to obtain thermal conductivities in Chapters

4 and 5 is outlined. The precise setup in each case varied,

and is described further in the relevant results chapters,

but the general principles remained the same. Suspended

regions of graphene or h-BN were defined to match the

shape and dimensions of the real samples. The support-

ing substrate area in each case was specified to be arbi-

trarily large so that there was no impact on the solution

as a result changing the exact dimensions. The temper-

ature of the support (heat sink) was set to the ambient

or thermal-stage controlled temperature. Thermal con-

ductivities of the supporting areas were defined within ANSYS and the thermal boundary conductance at the

suspended/supported interface was also defined to account for the TBR. The thermal boundary conductance (the

inverse of TBR), g, was either measured directly (Chapter 5) or taken from previous literature results (Chapter

4). Specific details can be found in the relevant results chapters. For graphene, some of the suspended sheets

studied were broken on one side and thus disconnected from the heat sink. An adibatic boundary condition was

applied at that edge, since heat transfer between the rough broken edge and surrounding air can be considered

negligible due to strong boundary scattering of phonons. The Raman laser spot can be modelled by discretised

concentric rings to reproduce the Gaussian beam profile. Volumetric heating in the laser spot region can be

defined according to:

q̇(r) = (1− ρ)q′′e−2r2/r20 (3.4)

where r is the radial distance from the laser spot centre, r0 is the spot radius and ρ is the reflectance of

the sample. The peak absorbed heat flux, q′′, is given by q′′ = 2αP
πr20

, where α is the measured optical absorbance

of the material and P is the incident laser power. For clean SLG or h-BN nanosheets, ρ ≈ 0.294,295 However, for

heavily PMMA contaminated graphene, ρ > 0. Details of reflectance measurements for residue covered graphene

are given in Chapter 4.1.1.

The in-plane thermal conductivity (κr) of SLG or h-BN was left as an adjustable parameter which was varied
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in order to match the temperature profile in the laser spot region generated in ANSYS to the experimentally

measured sample temperature (T ). Using a FEA approach allowed the use of a temperature dependent thermal

conductivity in the model. For SLG, the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity was input into the

ANSYS model by the simple power law expression:

κr(T ) = κ300

(
300

T

)γ

(3.5)

where κ300 is the thermal conductivity at 300K, T is the sample temperature in K and γ is a dimensionless

coefficient. The value of γ was fixed for each sample, while κ300 was varied to achieve the appropriate temperature

distribution in the spot region. Further details can be found in Chapter 4.2.3.1. In the case of h-BN, κr variation

for each sample over the range of recorded Tm was minimal, so thermal conductivity could reasonably be assumed

to be temperature independent in the model.

The temperature rise (Tm) in the laser spot region was extracted from the ANSYS model using a weighted

average integrated over the spot area:

Tm =

∫ R

0
Tsim(r)e−2r2/r20rdr∫ R

0
e−2r2/r20rdr

(3.6)

where Tsim is the temperature of an individual element in the ANSYS model.

The potential impact of convective and radiative heat losses in graphene and h-BN samples were considered

and ultimately neglected from both thermal models since they were found to be very small in both cases. For SLG,

radiative heat loss was considered using the approximation for the radiative transfer coefficient hrad = σ∆T 3

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and ∆T was the maximum temperature rise in the SLG experiments

(≈300 K).36 This gives an extremely small hrad < 5 W/m2K. The maximum contribution to the heat flux from

convective transfer for SLG was estimated via qc = hc∆T , where hc is the convection coefficient for graphene,

previously reported as 10 W/m2K.296 Convective losses for SLG in the experiments presented here were therefore

on the order of 103 W/m2K. Similarly, for h-BN, the convective heat transfer coefficient has been previously

reported to be around 3475 W/m2K.49 Combining this with the expression for radiative heat losses and the

maximum temperature excursion in the h-BN thermal experiments (≈ 80 K) gives total combined radiative and

convective losses on the order of 105 W/m2K. Although this is somewhat larger than in the case for SLG, both

values are several orders of magnitude smaller than the peak absorbed laser flux (q′′), which is typically on the

order of 108 W/m2K for our experiments.

3.2 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

Another popular non-destructive materials characterisation technique used in this work is photolumines-

cence (PL) spectroscopy. The Renishaw InVia Raman system can be used for PL in addition to Raman measure-

ments, and the setup is the same as that described in Figure 3.1. PL spectroscopy also relies on photo-excitation

of electrons to a higher energy state, however the incident laser energy in this case must be selected to allow
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excitement to a real electronic state in the material. The energy of the incoming photons is given by E = hf ,

where h is Planck’s constant and f is the photon frequency. Electrons can be excited either from the valence band

to the conduction band, or to a higher energy defect state in the crystal. The initial excitation is followed by

relaxation back down to the ground state with the emission of a photon. Photons are emitted with energy equal

to the band gap energy in the case of excitation of a valence band electron to the conduction band, making the

technique sensitive to changes in electronic structure of semiconductor materials. PL is also used to probe defect

states.297 In the case where an electron is excited to a defect state and then relaxes back down to the ground

state, emitted photons have energy that is equivalent to the difference between the defect state and valence

band energy. PL spectroscopy has been widely used to characterise LDMs, probing electronic structure,15,16,298

thickness299,300 and defects.301–303 In this work, PL was used to probe the change in GaTe photoresponse and

bandstructure (488 nm excitation), as well as to detect residues on h-BN sample surfaces (532 nm). The Prior

xyz motion-controlled stage allowed PL mapping measurements to be performed over large sample areas.

In the case of h-BN, the electronic bandgap is very large (≈6eV), so probing the bandgap energy with PL

would require wavelengths in the deep UV range. For this reason, for h-BN PL spectroscopy is often used to

probe defects rather than electronic bandstructure.304,305 Here, PL mapping measurements of h-BN are used to

assess the cleanliness of transferred nanosheets. Recently, Gasparutti et al.306 have shown that polymer residue

contaminated h-BN exhibits a strong PL response around 2-2.2eV, which can be used to detect relatively thin,

continuous layers of residue that may not be detectable via other means, such as AFM topography scanning.

Further details can be found in Chapter 5.1.

PL spectroscopy was also used to characterise GaTe flakes. Pristine GaTe crystals have a bandgap of

≈1.65eV and exhibit a very strong PL response.57,108,118 However, the degradation process under ambient condi-

tions has previously been observed to lead to a change in electronic structure from the direct gap 1.65eV pristine

material to an indirect gap of ≈0.8eV in the degraded phase.118 PL in this material therefore provides a simple

way of probing these changes in electronic structure and monitoring the degradation process.

3.3 Atomic Force Microscopy

G. Binnig and H. Rohrer were awarded Nobel Prize in Physics in 1986 for scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM), which enabled surface imaging at an atomic level by exploiting the tunneling current between the con-

ducting sample surface and an electronically biased sharp probe tip through a vacuum gap.307 Atomic force

microscopy (AFM) was developed to overcome the primary limitation of STM; the inability to image non-

conducting or semiconducting surfaces.308 AFM works on the principle that short range forces exerted on a

cantilever with a sharp probe tip can be mapped by measuring the deflection of the cantilever away from the

sample surface. The cantilever exhibits spring-like behaviour in its interaction with the sample surface, and the

deflection (∆z) can be described by Hooke’s law:

∆z =
∆F

kc
(3.7)
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where ∆F is the change in force on the cantilever and kc is the cantilever spring constant. The AFM probes used

in this work were made of silicon nitride with a tip radius of < 10 nm and spring constant of 2 N/m. The back

side of AFM probe cantilevers are coated with highly reflective Al and the deflection from the sample surface

can be detected by the positioning of a laser spot reflected by the back side of the tip onto a four-quadrant

photodetector array. The tip is connected to a feedback loop which can control the position and deflection of

the cantilever to monitor and adjust the force or distance from the surface as appropriate. A schematic of the

main components and operation of an AFM measurement system is shown in Figure 3.7a. The type of force

(attractive or repulsive) experienced by the cantilever tip in different operating regimes of the AFM are shown in

Figure 3.7b and further details of the main operating modes are given below. AFM is a highly effective method

of imaging surface topography, with achievable resolution around 1000 times greater than the optical diffraction

limit.

There are three main types of AFM measurement. The simplest of these is contact mode, where the

cantilever is dragged across sample surface and the topography is measured via the feedback signal required to

keep the cantilever position fixed. However, this method has the potential to damage the tip or sample due to

the requirement for mechanical contact between the two. For this reason, either tapping or non-contact modes

are usually preferred for topography analysis of LDMs. These modes require the cantilever to be driven at, or

near to, its resonant frequency to detect surface forces. In tapping mode, the cantilever driving frequency is kept

constant. Small changes in the oscillation amplitude as the tip moves closer to the surface are detected by the

photodetector array. The height of the tip above the sample is adjusted by the feedback loop in order to maintain

the set oscillation amplitude. Tapping mode is therefore named as such due to the intermittent contact of the

tip with the sample surface. In non-contact mode, the tip does not touch the surface at all, and the cantilever is

again driven to oscillate vertically close to resonant frequency, but with a larger average tip-sample distance to

operate within the attractive force regime. Van der Waals or other long-range (few nm) forces exerted on the tip

by the surface act to decrease the resonant frequency of the cantilever. The feedback loop maintains a constant

oscillation frequency and amplitude in response to this by adjusting the tip-sample distance, which is in turn

used to reconstruct the surface topography.

One of the primary uses of AFM in this work was to measure the thickness of exfoliated graphene, h-

BN and GaTe flakes. Determination of flake thickness using topographical AFM measurements is a widely

used method for estimating the number of layers present in a particular LDM flake,20 typically by examining

the variation in height profile extracted over the flake and supporting substrate using AFM image processing

software. However, some concerns have been raised over the accuracy of this technique, particularly for very thin

layers.190 Uncertainty in AFM thickness determination can be contributed by a range of effects, including the

influence of surface residues or debris, the presence of water adlayers between the flake and supporting substrate,

and surface roughness effects.309 Uncertainty can therefore be significantly reduced by ensuring that the LDM

surface to be measured is as clean and residue-free as possible, while the influence of water adlayers is generally

significant only for ultra-thin (< 3L) samples and can be successfully mitigated by careful selection of AFM

operating parameters.190 However, the uncertainty contributed by the variation in height caused by flake or

substrate roughness can be relatively large and difficult to avoid.
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Figure 3.7: Operating principles of an atomic force microscope (AFM). (a) A schematic showing the main operational features of the AFM.
(b) Force-distance curve for the three main operating modes; contact, tapping and non-contact.

Figure 3.8: Example of an AFM height profile
measurement for a graphene flake. The location
from which the height profile was extracted is in-
dicated by the dashed red line and the dashed
white line indicates the average flake height (≈
1.3 nm) given small height variations as a result of
surface roughness. Republished with permission
of IOP Publishing, from [190]; permission con-
veyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Typically, although the exact flake height varies spatially due

to surface roughness, an average flake thickness can be extracted by

assuming an average step height over the measured line profile, as

illustrated by the example shown in Figure 3.8. However, the uncer-

tainty on this mean value contributed by flake roughness can often

be on the order of a few angstroms or even larger,190 making ac-

curate determination of thickness in few-layer samples particularly

challenging.309 For example, for SLG, the uncertainty contributed

by surface roughness even for optimised measurements has been re-

ported as between 0.1 - 0.3 nm,190 which is similar in magnitude to

the reported interlayer spacing of graphite (0.335 nm).97 As a result,

Raman spectroscopy is typically used in the place of AFM, as out-

lined in Chapter 2.3.1, for more precise determination of layer number

in 1-3L graphene. The uncertainty of AFM thickness estimation in

thicker, few-nm scale samples is typically reduced as a result of the surface roughness being significantly smaller

than the sample thickness itself, and as a result of the smaller influence of thin water adlayers between the sample

and the substrate.309 For this reason, in this work AFM is used only to measure the thickness of samples in this

thicker regime (> 3 nm) and all AFM measured flake thicknesses referred to throughout represent an average

thickness or layer number extracted as outlined in the example above. In Chapter 4, where confirmation of

the single-layer nature of the graphene sheets under study was required, Raman spectroscopy was used instead

of AFM profile measurements due to limitations in the accuracy of the technique for ultra-thin samples. For

the work presented in Chapter 6, the thickness of all flakes studied was greater than at least 7 nm and precise

determination of the number of layers present in each sample was not necessary, so it can be assumed that the

uncertainty in the AFM thickness measurements was relatively unimportant here. In Chapter 5 however, a more
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accurate assessment of the thickness of few-nm thick h-BN and a corresponding estimate of average layer number

was required. The uncertainty on these measurements and the steps taken to reduce it are discussed in further

detail in Chapter 5.1.

A Bruker DimensionEdge AFM system was used in peak force tapping mode to examine the topography

and surface roughness of all samples measured in this work. All AFM scans generated were processed and

analysed using Gwyddion 2.54 open source software.310 The thickness of LDM flakes were determined via AFM

measurements, by measuring a step profile across the flake edge using the processing software. In addition, AFM

topography scans of SLG were used to characterise levels of polymer residue on the sample surface after transfer.

AFM measurements are a common way of detecting the presence of surface residues on LDM sheets.41,42,207,311 In

this work, a series of scans were obtained and analysed to relate levels of residue to changes in thermal properties

of the nanosheets. Further details of this can be found in Chapter 4.1.1.

3.4 Sample Fabrication

This sub-chapter outlines the methods used to isolate and transfer LDM samples to target substrates.

The specific transfer techniques developed in this work; a wet-etching process for CVD SLG and mechanical

exfoliation procedures for graphene, h-BN and GaTe flakes, are described in detail. Considerations regarding

adapted transfer techniques for h-BN in particular are outlined, and rapid, optical contrast based methods for

thickness estimation used to identify appropriate h-BN and GaTe target flakes for heterostructure assembly

are presented. The fabrication and assembly of GaTe-based heterostructure devices on SiO2/Si pre-patterned

substrates are also briefly discussed.

3.4.1 Wet Etching Transfer Methods for CVD Graphene

The wet etching method used to transfer CVD graphene in this work is shown in Figure 3.9. Commercial

CVD-grown monolayer samples were obtained from Graphenea (San Sebastian, Spain), with dimensions 1cm x

1cm grown on 18 µm Cu foil and pre-coated with 60 nm PMMA. Ammonium persulfate ((NH4)2S2O8, Sigma

Aldrich) was used as the etchant solution in this work rather than the more commonly used Iron (III) Chloride

(FeCl3) in order to minimise metallic contaminants left on the graphene surface.312,313 The sample was floated

on top of a 50 mL bath of 0.1 M ammonium persulfate solution Cu side down. Once the Cu substrate was visibly

fully etched, the graphene/PMMA stack was scooped up with a concave glass and carefully transferred to a bath

of water to remove excess etchant.

The stack was then carefully transferred to a clean target substrate by slowly bringing the substrate into

contact with the graphene surface from below. Samples were left to dry for at least 24 hours. In order to remove

the PMMA support layer, the transferred graphene was submerged in a toluene bath at room temperature for up

to 4 hours. In the case of the suspended SLG discussed in Chapter 4, this step was carried out by gently adding

the solvent drop by drop until the sample was completely covered to prevent membrane breakage. The remaining

solvent was then carefully added on top to make a total of 40 mL. The majority of graphene wet-transfer schemes

described in the literature that employ a solvent-based PMMA removal method typically use acetone.41,314–316

However, toluene is a more effective solvent of PMMA,317 allowing shorter rinsing times to be used.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the wet etching transfer method for suspended graphene developed in this work. The Cu foil substrate is etched
away from the bottom of the graphene, the stack is cleaned in a bath of water, scooped onto the target substrate and left to air dry for 24
hours. The PMMA support layer is then removed by submerging the sample in toluene.

In the literature, a typical rinse time for a sample in acetone is usually at least 12 hours. In this work,

it was confirmed that rinse times under 12 hours in acetone often result in levels of PMMA residue that are

high enough to be detected by optical inspection alone. Figure 3.10b shows the typical ’cloudy’ appearance of

a sample rinsed in acetone for only 4 hours, compared with a cleaner, more optically transparent membrane

subjected to a 12 hour acetone rinse (Figure 3.10a). By contrast, rinsing in toluene leads to effective residue

reduction after only a few hours (Chapter 4). This was found to be beneficial to graphene layer quality, since

longer rinse times in acetone appears to correspond to an increase in defect density (Figure 3.10c). Samples

rinsed in toluene consistently display a virtually undetectable D peak in the Raman spectrum, indicating a very

low defect density. The use of chloroform as a solvent for PMMA removal in this process was also tested but

proved unsuccessful. It was observed that suspended graphene membranes were more prone to breakage when

using chloroform, most likely due to the high density of this solvent.318 After the initial PMMA removal step in

toluene, samples were further cleaned in a bath of isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and then air dried.

Figure 3.10: Optical appearance of transferred graphene rinsed in acetone for (a) 12 hours and (b) 4 hours. (c) Raman spectrum comparison
of acetone samples with 4 and 12 hour rinse times and a toluene 4 hour rinse sample. Calculated ID/IG ratios are also shown.
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The method developed here is capable of reliably producing extremely large suspended SLG membranes.

An example of one of the samples fabricated in this way is shown in Figure 3.11. Chapter 4 discusses membrane

quality, defect density and role of polymer residues in more detail. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the

samples presented here are some of the largest suspended SLG areas fabricated to date. The majority of previous

opto-thermal Raman measurements on SLG have been carried out on suspended samples with a width smaller

than 10 µm (Table 3.1). However, such small sample sizes could lead to inaccurate measurements of intrinsic

thermal conductivity as a result of edge scattering, since previous calculations14,319 have indicated that over 90%

of the total thermal conductivity at room temperature is contributed by phonons with mean free paths (mfps)

below 10 µm. A more detailed discussion of the potential size effects on SLG thermal conductivity is included in

Chapter 4.3.1.

Figure 3.11: A large-area (220µm by 30µm) suspended SLG membrane transferred using the wet etching transfer method developed in this
work. A 4 hour rinse in toluene was used to remove PMMA from this sample. The membrane edge and portion of the substrate hole that is
covered by the membrane have been highlighted for clarity.

3.4.2 Mechanical Exfoliation

The mechanical exfoliation processes used in this work are all mediated by the use of optically transparent

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) viscoelastic stamps as first reported by Castellanos-Gomez et al.188 The benefit

of this method is that it allows targeted deposition of flakes on substrate, with a high level of control over flake

position, so that heterostructure stacks can easily be assembled, or the flakes can be aligned with substrate

features such as trenches or pre-patterned electrodes.243,320 Additionally, unlike wet transfer methods where

PMMA is usually used to mediate, it typically leaves a cleaner surface, with fewer residues.306

PDMS was fabricated from Sylgard 184 elastomer kits (Sigma-Aldrich) by mixing the base and curing agent

in a 10:1 ratio by mass and depositing the mixture in thin layers at the bottom of a plastic petri dish. The PDMS

mixture was then placed in a vacuum desiccator for 20 minutes to remove air bubbles, before being transferred to

an oven to be baked at 70oC for 3 hours. Prepared PDMS was cut into small stamps using a scalpel as needed.

The bulk single crystals used to prepare samples in this work were:

1. Highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), purchased from Alfa Aesar

2. Natural h-BN (≈ 78% 11B, 22% 10B) and isotopically pure h-10BN (≈ 99% 10B), provided by Jiahan Li

and James H. Edgar at Kansas State University (United States)

3. GaTe, provided by Sefaattin Tongay et al. at Arizona State University (United States) and Tao Wang et

al. at Northwestern Polytechnical University (China)

The natural and isotopically pure h-BN were grown using a metal flux growth method as previously de-

scribed by Liu et al.321 In this method, the precursor materials (nitrogen gas and isotope enriched boron powders)
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are dissolved into the ’flux’ or solvent, before being cooled slowly to encourage the precipitation and crystalli-

sation of the desired substance out of the flux material. In this case, a Ni-Cr flux was used. Powdered Ni, Cr

and B were placed into an alumina crucible in the ratio 48:48:4 percent by weight. For the monoisotopic 10B

crystal, isotopically enriched 10B powder was used, while for the natural h-BN, pure 10B and 11B were mixed in

an 20:80 ratio to achieve close to natural isotopic composition. N2 and H2 gas was flowed through the growth

chamber at rates of 125 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) and 5 sccm, respectively. The N2 gas

provided the N elements required for h-BN crystal growth, while the H2 reduced the concentration of oxygen

and carbon impurities in the resulting crystals. The growth chamber was heated to 1550◦C for 24 hours before

cooling to 1525◦C at a rate of 0.5◦C per hour. During the cooling phase, h-BN precipitates out of the mixture

and crystallises on the flux surface. This method has been demonstrated to be capable of producing high-quality

natural and isotopically enriched h-BN with crystal domain sizes on the order of millimetres.321 To date, and to

the best of the author’s knowledge, no other research group have presented a reliable alternative growth method

for the production of bulk h-BN with tunable isotopic composition, so the crystals provided by Edgar et al. are

representative of current leading h-BN growth technologies.

The bulk GaTe was grown via a Bridgman method using high purity gallium (99.9999%, Alfa Aesar)

and tellurium (99.9999%, Alfa Aesar) powders mixed in a 1:1 stoichiometry. In the Bridgman growth scheme,

polycrystalline mixed Ga and Te powders are heated to above the melting point (>900◦C). The melt is then

slowly cooled starting from one end of the furnace where a seed crystal is located, inducing a spatially varying

temperature gradient along the length of the container. As a result, a single crystal with the same crystallographic

orientation as the seed crystal is formed. The Bridgman technique is a relatively simple approach to GaTe growth

and is capable of producing large ingots with centimetre-scale dimensions. The Tongay and Wang groups are the

leading growers of GaTe bulk crystals, and many of the major publications on low-dimensional GaTe to date have

used their crystals for experimentation.117,118,122,186,270 The Bridgman growth technique employed to produce

the crystals studied in this work is currently the main method of bulk GaTe growth reported in the literature.

Figure 3.12(a) shows the general setup for viscoelastic stamping of mechanically exfoliated flakes using a

micromanipulator to load and position the materials over a substrate affixed to a thermal chuck. The outline of

the full transfer procedure is shown in the schematic in Figure 3.12(b). Exfoliation of the bulk crystals (step 1)

was carried out by peeling layers of material using Scotch tape (3M). Repeated exfoliations (exfoliating from one

piece of tape to another) were typically required to obtain thinner samples. For graphene and GaTe samples,

flakes were then transferred directly from the tape to a freshly cut PDMS stamp pressed onto a glass slide (step

2-3). For h-BN transfer, the process of transferring flakes to PDMS ready for stamping was complicated by poor

adhesion of h-BN to PDMS. As a result, additional procedures were used to perform this step for h-BN which

are discussed further in Chapter 3.4.2.1. Appropriate candidate flakes for transfer were identified by checking

shape, size and Raman spectra as appropriate. Details of how flake thickness was estimated to identify suitable

transfer targets are given in Chapter 3.4.2.2. The PDMS stamp was then pressed, flake side up, onto a glass

slide, which was affixed to the micromanipulator arm, while the target substrate was stuck to the thermal chuck

of the Raman system using Kapton tape. The previously identified candidate flakes were located on top of the

PDMS stamp and aligned with substrate features or previously deposited flakes using the x-y axis positioners
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Figure 3.12: Mechanical exfoliation of bulk crystals and targeted transfer to arbitrary substrates. (a) Photograph of setup for viscoelastic
stamping of mechanically exfoliated flakes. (b) Schematic of the general mechanical exfoliation and transfer process used in this work. Steps
1-6 were carried out as follows: 1. Bulk crystals were exfoliated using Scotch tape. 2. The tape was pressed onto a fresh piece of PDMS
affixed to a glass slide. 3. The tape was carefully peeled away to transfer flakes from the tape to the PDMS stamp. 4. The PDMS stamp and
glass slide were attached to the underside a micromanipulator arm with the exfoliated flakes facing downwards towards a target substrate.
The target substrate was fixed to the thermal chuck using Kapton tape. The x-y axis positioners of the micromanipulator arm were used
to align flakes with substrate features or previously deposited flakes. 5. The micromanipulator arm was lowered carefully using the z-axis
controls until the flake was pressed onto the target substrate. 6. The micromanipulator arm was carefully raised back up, peeling away the
PDMS layer and leaving the flake deposited on the target substrate. Further details of each step are given in the main text. (c) Example
image of exfoliated graphene flakes on PDMS before the stamping process and (d) after the stamping process onto a SiO2/Si substrate.

and by switching the microscope focus between the PDMS and substrate surface (step 4). An example image

of an exfoliated graphene flake on PDMS taken during this step is shown in Figure 3.12(c). Once aligned, the

micromanipulator arm was lowered carefully using the z-axis controls until the flake was pressed onto the target

substrate (step 5). In some cases, moderate heating was used to encourage the deposition process. Details of this

are given in the relevant results chapters. Finally, the micromanipulator arm was slowly raised again, peeling

away the PDMS layer and leaving the flake deposited on the target substrate. An example of graphene flakes

deposited on SiO2/Si in this way is shown in Figure 3.12(d). For heterostructure stacks, deposited flakes were

cleaned successively in acetone and IPA to remove stamp or tape residue before the procedure was repeated to

deposit the next layer. Additional details and examples of heterostructure assembly are given in Chapter 6.1.1.

3.4.2.1 Adapted Transfer Procedures for h-BN Flakes

The mechanical exfoliation procedures for the h-BN samples fabricated in Chapters 5 and 6 were adapted

slightly from the scheme outlined for graphene and GaTe crystals above (Figure 3.12) due to the difficulty in

transferring h-BN directly from Scotch tape to PDMS. Exfoliated h-BN flakes were found to adhere far more

strongly to the Scotch tape than to the PDMS stamp, making it extremely difficult to transfer them ready for

targeted stamping. Two different solutions to this problem were employed as outlined below.
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Figure 3.13: Transfer scheme used for opto-thermal Raman studies of isotopically engineered h-BN. a) Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was
placed on top of the h-BN exfoliated on a SiO2/Si substrate; (b) the PDMS/h-BN/SiO2/Si stack was placed in a 1% hydrofluoric acid
(HF) solution; (c) after approximately 10 minutes, the SiO2 was etched away so that the PDMS layer with the h-BN was detached from the
substrate; (d) h-BN was aligned on top of the target substrate (Au-coated holey Si3N4 support membrane); (e) PDMS with h-BN was pressed
against the substrate; (f) PDMS was peeled off and the nanosheet was left suspended over a hole of the Si3N4 membrane. Processes (d) to
(f) were carried out as shown in steps 4-6 of the general dry transfer scheme described in Figure 3.12(b). Reproduced from my published
work322 with permission from the American Chemical Society ©2020.

For thermal conductivity measurements of h-BN described in Chapter 5, a transfer method which enabled

easy determination of flake thickness prior to transfer to the holey support membranes, while also minimising

levels of surface residues was desired. The transfer method developed is shown in Figure 3.13 and was carried out

by Dr. Chao Yuan. Exfoliated h-BN flakes were transferred directly from Scotch tape onto SiO2/Si substrates.

Sufficiently thin (few-layer) flakes were then easily identified via AFM measurements. Once an appropriate flake

with few-layer thickness was successfully located, a fresh PDMS stamp was pressed onto the SiO2/Si substrate

and the sample stack was heated to 120oC to improve adhesion between the h-BN and PDMS (Figure 3.13(a)).

Following this, the SiO2 layer was etched using a 1% hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution for 10 minutes to detach

the h-BN/PDMS stack from the substrate (Figure 3.13 (b)-(c)). The floating h-BN/PDMS was picked up using

tweezers and dried in N2, before being mounted onto a clean glass slide and loaded into the micromanipulator

setup ready for transfer as described for the graphene and GaTe samples above (Chapter 3.4.2). Full details of

samples transferred using this method and a full assessment of surface cleanliness are discussed in Chapter 5.1.

For the assembly of GaTe/h-BN heterostructures described in Chapter 6, a slightly simplified method was

used to transfer the h-BN to PDMS stamps. This could be done since it was less important to achieve an accurate

target thickness measurement prior to deposition. A schematic of the adapted process is shown in Figure 3.14(a).

The h-BN flakes were instead exfoliated onto pieces of Scotch tape, which were then fixed flake-side up to the

thermal stage as shown in Figure 3.14. The tape was heated to 80oC and a fresh PDMS stamp mounted onto

the micromanipulator arm was lowered onto target flakes identified on the tape surface. Heating of the tape
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overcomes the poor adhesion between the h-BN and PDMS. After being left in contact for around 5 minutes,

the PDMS stamp was carefully raised with the h-BN successfully transferred. An example of the appearance of

flakes on the tape surface and following transfer to PDMS are shown in Figure 3.14(c) and (d).

Figure 3.14: Alternative method to transfer h-BN flakes from Scotch tape to PDMS. (a) Schematic of the tape stamping procedure to transfer
exfoliated h-BN tapes to PDMS. Steps 1-3 were carried out as follows, with the temperature of the thermal chuck fixed to 80◦C: 1. h-BN
flakes were exfoliated onto a piece of Scotch tape which was then affixed to the thermal chuck using Kapton tape. A fresh piece of PDMS
supported on a glass slide was mounted on the micromanipulator arm, PDMS side down. The PDMS stamp was aligned with the target
flakes on the tape surface using the x-y axis positioners. 2. The micromanipulator arm was lowered using the z-axis controls until the PDMS
stamp was fully contacted with the h-BN flakes on the tape. The PDMS and h-BN flakes were left in contact for 5 minutes to ensure effective
transfer. 3. The micromanipulator arm was carefully raised back up using the z-axis controls, with the h-BN successfully transferred to the
PDMS stamp. Further details of individual steps are given in the main text. (b) Photograph of experimental setup showing PDMS stamp
on a glass slide mounted onto the micromanipulator arm and Scotch tape with exfoliated h-BN affixed to the Raman thermal chuck with
Kapton tape. (c) Image of h-BN flakes exfoliated onto Scotch tape before, and (d) after being picked up with PDMS.

3.4.2.2 Optical Estimation of Target Flake Thickness

For all of the work presented here, it was important to at estimate approximate flake thicknesses prior to

transfer in order to identify appropriate candidate flakes for each specific experiment. All flakes transferred to

PDMS were examined for shape, size and approximate thickness. While the ratio of 2D to G peak is often used

to establish approximate thickness in ultra-thin graphene samples as described in [72], this does not work well for

thicker, multilayer graphene (5+ layers). However, it is well established that the optical transparency of graphene

is dependent on flake thickness.182,294 As a result, thinner graphene flakes could be readily identified by their

relative transparency on PDMS as shown in Figure 3.15a. The layer numbers (L) shown on the image correspond

to those obtained via AFM following transfer of the flake to a SiO2/Si substrate. By repeating this procedure,

and comparing optical appearance of exfoliated flakes with those previously transferred it was possible to rapidly

identify flakes of appropriate thickness (≈ 20L) required for the assembly of GaTe-graphene heterostructures as

described in Chapter 6. Similarly, h-BN flake thicknesses were also estimated via this method. The example in

Figure 3.15b shows an h-BN flake which was chosen to serve as a buffer layer between the SiO2 dielectric and

GaTe flakes in a heterostructure device. Thicker flakes (≈ 50 nm) were chosen for this purpose to ensure good

protection of the GaTe from substrate-related degradation effects and to match thicknesses commonly selected
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for employment of h-BN as a dielectric layer in devices. The h-BN thicknesses are therefore labelled in nm here

rather than layer number since this is a more meaningful measure of thickness in this range.

Figure 3.15: Approximate estimation of flake thicknesses by optical contrast. (a)
Graphene flake on PDMS. The number of layers as measured by AFM after transfer
to SiO2/Si is indicated. (b) h-BN flake on PDMS prepared for use as a buffer layer in
a GaTe heterostructure device. Approximate thicknesses are given in nm. (c) Raman
shift of 115cm−1 and 210−1 GaTe modes as a function of measured flake thickness.
Peak position for flakes <15L are not measureable under ambient conditions due to
rapid degradation of ultrathin flakes in air. (d) GaTe flake containing regions of
various thicknesses labelled in nm. Approximate thickness can be estimated due to
the strong colour variation of flake regions.

Rapid estimation of GaTe flake

thickness prior to deposition was also

important for the work carried out in

Chapter 6, since flakes with a consistent

target thickness (≈ 200 nm) needed to

be quickly identified and transferred for

measurement before they were degraded

by air exposure. Layer numbers needed

to be kept approximately consistent be-

tween different samples due to the de-

pendence of the GaTe degradation rate

on material thickness. To date, no sim-

ple method such as Raman characteri-

sation or optical contrast techniques for

estimating GaTe flake thickness has been

reported in the literature. Therefore, in

order to find a rapid thickness estima-

tion approach, transfer of multiple GaTe

flakes of various thicknesses to SiO2/Si

substrates was carried out. Raman spectra of freshly transferred flakes were collected and compared, and their

thicknesses were determined with AFM. Figure 3.15c shows results of Raman characterisation of the 115 cm−1

and 210 cm−1 modes as a function of thickness. These two modes were found to be the most sensitive to changes

in thickness and the difference in peak position between these two modes appeared to decrease somewhat with

decreasing layer numbers below 25L. However, Raman peak data could not be extracted for very thin (< 15

layer) samples due to rapid degradation leading to the disappearance of these two modes (Chapter 2.3.3) upon

contact with the SiO2/Si substrate. The mechanism behind this rapid degradation upon substrate contact is

discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.3.

Since substrate-induced degradation was a significant problem in thinner GaTe samples, flakes with a

thickness of ≈ 200 nm were targeted for the work presented in Chapter 6 to allow the degradation process to

be observed on a longer timescale. Raman spectroscopy is not a useful indicator of thickness in this range, so

an alternative solution for rapid thickness estimation was sought based on the optical contrast method outlined

above for graphene and h-BN. It was noted that the optical appearance and colour variation of GaTe flakes

on PDMS corresponded well to particular material thicknesses. Figure 3.15d shows an image of a GaTe flake

comprising of multiple different thickness regions to illustrate this. For a target thickness of 200 nm, optically

’pink’ flakes were chosen for transfer.
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3.4.3 Device Fabrication and Characterisation

Figure 3.16: Optical images of pre-
patterned Cr/Au contacts on a SiO2/Si
substrate.

The GaTe-based heterostructure devices fabricated in this work were

assembled on pre-patterned substrates using the mechanical exfoliation

and viscoeleastic stamping methods described above. Pre-patterned SiO2

(85nm)/Si substrates were fabricated by Dr. Yan Zhou with Cr/Au con-

tacts using standard procedures. Crystal flakes were exfoliated, identified

and deposited as described for each material in Chapter 3.4.2. Through this

procedure, GaTe, GaTe/graphene, and h-BN/GaTe/graphene heterostruc-

ture devices were constructed. Characterisation of the assembled devices

was performed by Markus Wohlfahrt using Keithley a 4200A-SCS param-

eter analyser in the back-gate configuration discussed in Section 2.4.6. Ra-

man spectroscopy was used to monitor the degradation of the GaTe active

layer. A ASB-Xe-175 tunable fibre optic light source was used to investi-

gate the performance of devices under illumination. Further details of device fabrication and characterisation

can be found in Chapter 6.5.



Chapter 4

Impact of Polymer Residues on

Graphene Thermal Conductivity

The exceptionally high thermal conductivity of graphene (2000 - 5300 W/mK)2,34–36 has spurred significant

interest in its application for thermal management in devices. Increases in microelectronics packing densities

mean that thermal management represents a major challenge to overcome to ensure the reliability of state-of-

the art devices. However, strategies for how to maximise the thermal transport properties of graphene that

are compatible with practical material growth and transfer schemes remain a serious issue. In particular, the

presence of polymer residues on the surface of transferred graphene is a major bottleneck to be overcome for

graphene industrialisation.17,20 While chemical vapour deposition (CVD) graphene growth represents the most

popular bottom-up fabrication approach, the transfer of graphene to arbitrary substrates for application in devices

typically requires the use of a sacrificial polymer support layer such as poly (methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA).

Such layers are difficult to remove effectively post-transfer and remaining residues have been shown to have a

detrimental impact on the electrical41,42 and thermal properties43 of the material. The use of harsher cleaning

methods or polymer-free transfer schemes are effective at reducing or eliminating polymer residues but can induce

additional defects which further impact thermal transport.44–48

Figure 4.1: Illustration of different phonon scattering mechanisms in suspended single-layer graphene.
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A summary illustration of the expected phonon scattering processes present in suspended single-layer

graphene (SLG) is shown in Figure 4.1. While the effect of defect density, impurity and boundary scatter-

ing on thermal conductivity have previously been quantified,84,86,154,323,324 the extent of the effect of varying

levels of polymer residue on the thermal conductivity of graphene has, until now, never been investigated. It

is important to understand how clean a graphene surface must be to recover the high (>2500 W/mK) thermal

conductivities previously reported for clean polycrystalline SLG. This information could be vital to informing

future growth and transfer schemes that are compatible with thermal management applications, particularly due

to the trade-off between achieving cleaner, low-residue graphene and maintaining sheet quality. It also remains

to be seen whether deliberate contamination with PMMA could be used as a method for controlling thermal

conductivity.

In this chapter, the first study to correlate the level of residue contamination to the magnitude of the ther-

mal conductivity suppression in SLG is presented. By varying the amount of time suspended SLG samples are

rinsed in toluene, effective control over the quantity and distribution of residues is demonstrated and confirmed

by AFM and optical characterisation. The in-plane thermal conductivity (κr) of SLG sheets with varying levels

of PMMA contamination are measured using an opto-thermal Raman method, with a thorough consideration

of potential sources of measurement error and uncertainty, such as thermal boundary resistance (TBR), strain,

optical absorption, and the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity. The presence of polymer surface

residue has a significant impact on the thermal properties of SLG, with the most heavily contaminated sample

exhibiting a κr as low as (905 +155/-100) W/mK. Even without complete eradication of surface residues, a

thermal conductivity as high as (3100 +1400/-900) W/mK was recovered where the separation between adjacent

clusters was large enough (>700 nm) to recover the intrinsic mean free path (mfp) for phonons at room temper-

ature. The proportion of the SLG surface covered by residues and the mean separation distance between clusters

were found to be key factors in determining the level of κr suppression. By analysing these results in the context

of previously reported first-principles calculations for individual phonon branch contributions to cumulative κr

as a function of mfp,14 supporting evidence for the theory that the primary mechanism for reduction in thermal

conductivity by residues or supports is via out-of-plane acoustic (ZA) phonon leakage across the interface, as

discussed in Chapter 2.2.4.4 is provided.37,43 Finally, the trade-off between achieving a cleaner graphene surface

and desire to avoid inducing extra defects with polymer-free transfer or harsh cleaning methods is addressed. Im-

plications for scale-up of graphene manufacture are evaluated and the possibility of nanopatterning with PMMA

to manipulate thermal conductivity for thermoelectric applications is also discussed.

The work presented in this chapter is largely reproduced, with permission, from my published research arti-

cle: E. Mercado, J. Anaya, and M. Kuball, “Impact of polymer residue level on the in-plane thermal conductivity

of suspended large-area graphene sheets,” ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, vol. 13, pp. 17 910–17 919, 15 2021.

Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society. The chapter was authored by the candidate with input provided

by co-authors and the supervisor equivalent to that expected of a conventional thesis chapter. E. M., J.A., and

M.K. initiated the project and designed the experiments. E.M. prepared and performed thermal measurements

on the samples. Data was analysed by E.M. under the guidance of J.A. and M.K. M.K supervised the project.
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4.1 Controlling PMMA Residue Level

To examine the impact of varying levels of residual PMMA on graphene thermal conductivity, it was

necessary to control the degree of surface contamination using the developed transfer method descibed in Chapter

3.4.1 (Figure 3.9). Annealing and plasma treatment based methods were considered unsuitable techniques for

PMMA removal in this study, since annealing at higher temperatures or for longer periods of time to achieve

progressively cleaner SLG surfaces would, in turn, likely increase the graphene defect density.44,45,311 Since

phonon-defect scattering is known to have a significant impact on graphene κr,86,131,323 the defect level in this

work had to be kept consistently low to ensure that any observed changes in κr could be attributed primarily due

to the change in residue level. As a result, a gentler, solvent-based PMMA removal method was chosen. Toluene

was selected as the PMMA remover here since, as described previously in Chapter 3.4.1, using a conventional

acetone removal method led to an increase in defect density between samples with longer rinsing times. The

use of toluene as a PMMA solvent allowed the level of surface residue to be controlled by varying the length

of time that the SLG was submerged in toluene while preventing increases in defect density. Defect density

was measured via Raman spectroscopy and determined using Equation 2.57. All samples were found to have a

defect density below 2×1010 cm−2, so defects are unlikely to contribute significantly to the variation in thermal

conductivities with rinse time measured here. Low defect density also ensures that the residues are physisorbed

and not chemisorbed on the surface since bonding of residues to the SLG occurs primarily at vacancy-type defect

sites.44

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the dissolution of PMMA in toluene. Blue lines are the PMMA chains and the orange dots represent
the toluene solvent molecules. The stages of dissolution can be understood as follows: (a) PMMA in solid state immediately after the
addition of the solvent, (b) PMMA swells under the influence of the solvent and the chains begin to spatially separate, (c) solvated PMMA
is dispersed into spatially separated aggregates. Adapted from [326]

Complete removal of the PMMA sacrificial layer in solvent is extremely difficult.207 However, the nature of

the dissolution process in toluene allows some degree of control over the level and distribution of surface residue.

In contrast to non-polymeric materials, polymer dissolution in a solvent is a relatively slow, non-instantaneous

process. It usually proceeds in two stages.326 Firstly, the network of polymer chains swells due to diffusion of

solvent molecules into the material. During the second stage, the polymer chains are driven to disentangle and

disperse into the solution. A schematic representation of the dissolution process is shown in Figure 4.2. Initially,

the PMMA forms a continuous film across the SLG surface (Figure 4.2a). Curing of the PMMA layer after

deposition results in strong cross-linking of the polymer chains. As a result, prior to the dissolution process the
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PMMA chains are tightly coiled and linked together. Exposure to the toluene solvent causes the polymer network

to swell. Chains begin to uncoil and the interactions between the chains weaken as solvent molecules diffuse into

the empty space between loosened chains (Figure 4.2b). The polymer chains begin to disentangle and disperse

into the solution (Figure 4.2c). Fully solvated polymer molecules, along with the solvent molecules that fill the

empty space between the loosened parts of the chain, can be considered to occupy a spherical or elliptical volume

known as the hydrodynamic volume.326 It should be noted that the two dissolution phases (Figure 4.2b and c)

do not necessarily proceed in completely distinct stages, largely due to the variation in the length of chains of

any particular polymer.

This gives insight into why it is extremely difficult to fully remove PMMA from the surface of SLG with

solvent-based cleaning methods, since the full process can take a very long time to complete. Additionally, even

once the PMMA is fully solvated, it is unlikely that the sample can be removed from the polymer-solvent solution

without leaving behind some level of surface residue. If the dissolution process is disrupted before the PMMA is

fully dispersed, it is reasonable to assume that different levels of SLG surface residue coverage can be achieved by

shortening the solvent rinse time. Truncating the rinse time should also lead to different distributions of residue

clusters across the surface. For example shorter rinse times would be associated with larger, more continuous

patches of residue with small spatial separation, whereas longer rinse times are expected to result in small residue

clusters separated by large clean areas of SLG.

4.1.1 AFM and Optical Characterisation

Changes in the level of PMMA residue as a function of rinse time were confirmed using AFM topography

measurements to directly examine the graphene surface. Scans were taken in the supported regions of the samples

in order to avoid accidental breakage. A minimum of 3 scans were taken for each rinse time to confirm that

residue coverage was relatively uniform. Typical scans for toluene rinse times ranging from 30 minutes to 240

minutes are shown in Figure 4.3a-e. As expected by considering the nature of the dissolution process described

above, the level of PMMA surface residue decreases with increasing rinse time. The initial 30-minute scan shows

that the submergence of the sample in toluene for this length of time has little impact on the PMMA support

layer, and so it remains almost continuous at this stage. After 120 minutes, the long polymer chains of the

continuous support layer have been effectively disentangled by the solvent and the surface residue resembles a

network of closely packed small globular aggregates. At increasing rinse times, the separation distance between

these aggregates increases, until after 240 minutes the separation distance is large, and extended areas of ’clean’

graphene are found between clusters (Figure 4.3e).

UV-Vis transmittance measurements of the graphene sheets at a variety of rinse times were carried out using

a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 UV-Vis spectrometer. Results are shown in Figure 4.3f. SLG was transferred to clean

glass slides using the transfer method outlined in Chapter 3.4.1 and exposed to toluene for between 0 and 240

minutes. The light power transmitted through these layers was compared to that of a blank glass reference slide.

A clear increase in transmitted power at 200-220nm with increasing rinse time was observed. There is a peak

in the absorption of PMMA at this wavelength,327 so these changes were attributed to the reduction in polymer
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residue levels in samples cleaned for longer periods of time. The transmitted power for the 0- and 30-minute

rinse graphene was virtually the same, suggesting that 30 minutes is insufficient to break up the polymer support

layer, confirming the conclusions from the AFM results. The largest change in transmission occurs for samples

cleaned for between 60 and 120 minutes, while there was little difference between the 180- and 240-minute rinse

SLG. Based on optical characterisation alone, this would suggest that effective decontamination of the graphene

surface was achieved after just 180 minutes exposure to toluene, despite the AFM data showing the presence of

significant levels of residue even after this rinse time (Figure 4.3d and e).

Figure 4.3: Characterisation of surface PMMA residue level by AFM and optical measurements. AFM topography of transferred CVD
graphene surfaces rinsed for (a) 30, (b) 60, (c) 120, (d) 180 and (e) 240 minutes in toluene. (f) UV-Vis transmittance spectra of
PMMA/graphene stacks transferred to glass for samples rinsed in toluene for between 0 and 240 minutes.

4.1.1.1 In Situ Absorbance and Reflectance Measurements

Further assessment of the optical properties of the SLG sheets was conducted to find values of in situ

absorbance and reflectance for thermal conductivity calculations. As a result of the 2D, conical electronic

dispersion relation in SLG, for ideal graphene, the optical properties such as the transmittance (T ) and reflectance

(R) can be defined solely by fundamental constants.294 Reflectance can be related to the transmittance by

R = 1
4π

2a2T , where a ≈ 1/137 is the fine structure constant. In the theoretical limit, this results in a reflectance

of SLG close to 0%. However, the presence of residues on the sample surface can potentially modify the optical

properties. To estimate the relative reflectance of the graphene sheets the camera mounted on the Raman system

was used to capture images of the laser spot reflected from the sample surface. Figure 4.4 shows the result

of calibration of this method by comparing the brightness of the laser spots reflected from a mirror (>99%

reflectance) for a range of incident laser powers. The light reflected over the image areas was detected using

processing software (ImageJ)328 and the sum of the individual pixel values (0-255) over the image area was used

as a measurement of reflected light intensity. The calibration process confirms that the CCD response can be

considered linear with power in this intensity range.
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Figure 4.4: In situ SLG reflectance measurements using the Raman mounted CCD. (a) Calibration of linear CCD response using measured
total pixel intensity measured in ImageJ as a function of the laser power reflected from a mirror (>99% reflectance). Images of the reflected
laser spot with corresponding total pixel intensities from (b) a mirror, (c) an empty hole in the substrate and (d) a graphene membrane
(60-minute rinse time)

Images of the laser spot focussed on each sample were compared with images of the spot reflected from a

mirror (>99% reflectance). Stacks consisting of a set of three images for each sample were created in ImageJ

and the mean pixel intensity (I) over the image area was extracted. The proportion of the incident laser power

reflected from the sample surface could then be estimated from:

Isample − Ibackground/Imirror × 100% (4.1)

After determining the reflected laser power, the optical absorption of the graphene sheets under thermal

measurement conditions could be extracted by considering the power transmitted through the membranes. This

was achieved by placing a laser power meter (Coherent LaserCheck) beneath each sample as shown in the

measurement set-up schematic in Chapter 3.1.1 (Figure 3.3). The power transmitted through a SLG covered

substrate hole (PSLG) was related to the power transmitted through an empty hole (Pempty) by:

PSLG = Pempty − a−R (4.2)

where a is the power absorbed by the SLG and R is the power reflected from the sample surface.
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Figure 4.5: SLG optical absorbance and reflectance as a function
of rinse time. The dashed line shows the reference value for
optical absorption of a clean CVD SLG at 488 nm.329

Results of the measurements of the in situ re-

flectance and absorbance measurements are shown in Fig-

ure 4.5. The error bars represent the standard error on

the mean of at least three measurements. The dashed

line represents the previously reported absorption of poly-

crystalline CVD graphene at 488nm from the literature

(3.2%).329 Increased absorption values were found for

graphene with the shortest rinse times, most likely as a

result of excess PMMA on the surface. For cleaner sam-

ples, the measured absorption converged roughly to the

expected value of 3.2%. This is consistent with the ob-

served variation in transmittance of SLG sheet on glass

discussed above (Figure 4.3f). Shorter rinse times also led to an increase in membrane reflectance due to higher

levels of PMMA residue. For the 30-minute rinse time, where the residue layer could be considered to be al-

most continuous (Figure 4.3a), the large measured reflectance (≈9%) is similar to that reported for PMMA thin

films.330,331 The value converges to �0% with increasing rinse time, consistent with the negligible reflectivity

predicted for clean graphene.294

4.1.1.2 AFM Residue Coverage Analysis

In addition to the basic observation of AFM residues on the sample surface conducted above (Figure 4.3),

a more detailed analysis of the PMMA residue coverage, cluster size and distribution as a function of rinse time

was carried out to find a useful metric for the level of residue contamination in our samples. A series of large-area

atomic force microscopy (AFM) topography scans were taken in the supported region of the SLG sheets with

different toluene rinse times. The resulting images were processed in Gwyddion 2.42.310 The significant height

variation caused by surface residues allowed selective masking of the scan area by threshold height to cover only

areas where residues were present. Examples of an unmasked scan and a scan masked using this procedure are

shown in Figure 4.6a and 4.6b, respectively. The percentage area covered by residues for each sample was then

determined by comparing the total projected area of the scan to the projected area of the masked region. The

results of this procedure for each sample set are shown in Figure 4.6c, where the error bars represent the standard

error on the mean calculated from at least 3 separate AFM scans.

However, examining the dependence of thermal properties on the percentage residue coverage alone would

not necessarily give full insight into the role of PMMA residues in influencing κr. For example, it would not

reveal whether the specific arrangement or size of residue clusters across the sample surface impacts thermal

transport. To investigate this further, the residual PMMA was approximated as a lattice-like arrangement of

circular clusters with mean diameter (d) and mean separation (s). The treatment of residues in this model is

similar to that previously described by Seol et al.37 for SLG supported on amorphous SiO2. It was assumed that

given the large size of the samples and the relatively large number of residue clusters present on the surface, it
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was possible to approximate the PMMA as a regular lattice-like arrangement of circular residue characterised

by s and d as shown in Figure 4.6e. The Gwyddion software enables extraction of data on the projected area of

individual clusters, where an individual ‘cluster’ was defined as a continuous area of the height threshold mask.

An example histogram for a 120-minute rinse sample is shown in Figure 4.6d.

Figure 4.6: Detailed PMMA residue characterisation with AFM. a) Example 50 µm × 50 µm AFM scan (120-minute rinse time) (b) with
a mask applied by threshold height to cover the residue sites. (c) Mean percentage area of sample covered by residue as a function of
toluene rinse time for full set of scans (d) Distribution of projected surface area of residue clusters extracted from processed example scan
in Gwyddion. (e) Schematic showing approximation of a regular lattice of PMMA residue cluster sites with separation, s and diameter, d
on a graphene surface. Lx is the length of the AFM scan in the x direction and Nx

clusters is the number of cluster columns in the lattice
arrangement as shown in Equation 4.4. (f) Mean cluster diameter, d and mean separation distance, s in nm as a function of toluene rinse
time for all scans.
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Typically, the distributions were heavily skewed towards smaller cluster areas as seen in the example. The

distributions were used to extract an effective mean for cluster area (Acluster). The characteristic cluster diameter,

d could then be calculated assuming residue clusters could be considered approximately circular:

d = 2

√
Acluster

π
(4.3)

To find the mean cluster separation s, it was necessary to first estimate the mean number of clusters along one

edge of the scan. In the case of square scan areas this could be trivially calculated from the square root of the

total number of clusters (Nclusters), extracted directly from the cluster statistics in Gwyddion. By considering

that each cluster of mean diameter d must be separated from the next by the separation distance, s could be

estimated using:

s = Lx − (d×Nx
clusters)

Nx
clusters

(4.4)

where Lx is the length of the AFM scan in the x direction and Nx
clusters is the number of clusters in the first row

of the scan along the x-direction (the number of cluster columns in the lattice arrangement). The extracted s and

d for each rinse time are shown in Figure 4.6f. As expected from considering the nature of PMMA dissolution

in toluene (Chapter 4.1 and Figure 4.2), residue clusters generally both reduce in size and increase in separation

as rinse time is increased.

4.2 Opto-thermal Raman Thermal Conductivity Measurements

Opto-thermal measurements were performed on all SLG samples using a 488 nm laser excitation as described

in Chapter 3.1.1 and processed as described below. The calibration procedure was performed with low absorbed

laser power (>10 mW) to reduce the impact of laser-induced heating on the samples. While it was necessary to

extract Raman coefficients (χ and ωi) in the suspended sample regions, the same calibration process was also

carried out in the connected supported areas in order to assess the contribution of TEC mismatch induced strain

to the Raman shift. Details of how this was accounted for are given in the following subsection (Chapter 4.2.1).

In this case, the impact of TEC mismatch induced strain was found to be negligible and was left out of the

final κr evaluation. Following the extraction of the suspended Raman coefficients for each rinse time, separate

measurements of the local sample temperature in the suspended region as a function of absorbed heating power

(T (Q)) were taken as presented in Chapter 4.2.2. Finally, κr for each sample were extracted using a FEA method

(Chapter 3.1.3), the details of which are described in Chapter 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Strain

The potential impact of strain as a result of TEC mismatch between the SLG and Al support was considered

here, in order to account for any additional contribution to the measured Raman shift from this effect. TEC

mismatch induced strain has been found to impact Raman shift measurements even on fully suspended areas of

graphene and other 2D material samples due to the influence of the connecting supported regions,291 but it has
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not previously been accounted for in any opto-thermal Raman measurements of SLG or h-BN (Table 3.1). The

general process for estimating strain contributions to suspended area measurements is described below and is

identical to that followed for h-BN thermal measurements discussed in 5.2.2.

The overall Raman shift includes contributions from the intrinsic effects of lattice expansion (∆ωE(T )) and

anharmonicity effects (∆ωA(T )) in addition to strain (∆ωS(T )), which can be combined as ∆ω = ∆ωE(T ) +

∆ωA(T )+∆ωS(T ).292 The strain contribution ∆ωS(T ) in the substrate supported region can be expressed by:291

∆ωS(T ) = β

∫ T

T0

[αsub(T )− αLDM (T )] dT (4.5)

where αsub(T ) and αLDM (T ) are the temperature-dependent TECs for the substrate material and low-

dimensional material, respectively, and β is the biaxial strain coefficient of the measured Raman band. In this

case, the room temperature TECs for Al (αsub(T )) and SLG (αLDM (T )) were taken from the literature291,332

as 23×10−6/◦C and -0.4×10−6/◦C, respectively. The biaxial strain coefficient of the SLG G band has been

previously determined to be approximately -70±3 cm−1/% at room temperature.292 The contribution of TEC

mismatch induced strain on the suspended regions is given by:

∆ωS(T ) = βRrel

∫ T

T0

αsub(T )dT − β

∫ T

T0

αLDM (T )dT (4.6)

where Rrel is a weighting factor defining the relative contribution of the TEC mismatch strain from the

substrate to the suspended area of the sample. This factor can be approximated291 using a ratio of the Raman

frequency shift as a function of temperature in the suspended and supported regions. Once ∆ωS(T ) has been

calculated, the measured shifts in the suspended parts of the sample can be corrected for the influence of strain

to extract strain-adjusted values for the parameters χ and ωi in Equation 3.3.

The Rrel weighting factor was determined by comparing the suspended and supported region shifts as

described above. Results of the Raman shift calibration as a function of temperature for the supported parts

of the SLG samples are shown in Figure 4.7a. The blue-shift of the G peak position with increasing rinse time

can likely be attributed to a reduction in the strain experienced by the SLG layer as a result of a decrease in

PMMA residue. PMMA films have a relatively high (positive) TEC (≈5×10−5/◦C - 10×10−5/◦C),333 whereas,

as discussed above, the TEC of graphene is negative.291,292 As a result, controlled heating of the samples induces

an additional tensile strain due to TEC-mismatch between the PMMA and graphene, leading to lowered G

band frequencies for samples with higher levels of residue.292 Extraction of the Rrel weighting factor for each

sample is shown in Figure 4.7b. After calculating the correction to the suspended region shifts using Equation

4.6 and performing a linear fit to the corrected values to extract χ and ωi, the magnitude of the correction to

these parameters in all SLG samples was found to be minimal, <1%. As a result, it seems unlikely that TEC

mismatch induced strain in the suspended area of the samples is a significant contributor to the measured Raman

shifts here, and it can therefore be reasonably neglected in this case. This is most likely a result of the size of

the suspended sheets produced. To confirm the negligible impact of TEC mismatch induced strain here, a full

discussion of how this corrective factor influences the final extracted κr values for SLG is included in Chapter

4.3.2.
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Figure 4.7: Opto-thermal Raman characterisation of the supported regions of SLG for the purpose of thermal expansion coefficient mismatch
induced strain analysis. (a) Raman shift measurements as a function of controlled thermal stage temperature in supported SLG regions for
samples with varying sample rinse times. (b) Extracted Rrel, calculated from the ratio of the suspended to supported region Raman shift as
a function of temperature for each sample.

Rinse time χ ωi

(minutes) (cm−1/oC) (cm−1)

30 -0.0523±0.0010 1583.48±0.06
60 -0.0444±0.0012 1584.30±0.08
120 -0.0459±0.0014 1585.67±0.11
180 -0.0478±0.0016 1586.41±0.08
240 -0.0424±0.0008 1586.81±0.06

Table 4.1: Extracted χ Raman temperature coefficients and Raman frequencies of the G peak at 0◦C (ωi) as a function of rinse time for
supported SLG.

4.2.2 Extraction of first-order Raman temperature coefficients from graphene G

peak

Figure 4.8a shows the results of Raman temperature calibration to extract the first-order Raman coefficients

(χ) for the suspended sheets. A linear fit to the data using Equation 3.3 was performed in order to calculate χ and

ωi (Raman shift at 0◦C) for all samples. Extracted χ and ωi for suspended SLG are shown in Table 4.2. Values

for χ and ωi for the cleanest (240-minute rinse) sample were found to be -0.0180 ± 0.0009 cm−1/◦C and 1583.55

± 0.05 cm−1 respectively, in line with previous literature reports for suspended SLG.291,334 The magnitude of χ

increased with decreasing rinse times, with the largest values of -0.0259 ± 0.0007 cm−1/◦C and -0.0262 ± 0.0007

cm−1/◦C recorded for 30-minutes and 60-minutes respectively. The decrease in χ with longer rinse times can

be explained by considering the potential influence of strain from TEC mismatch between the excess PMMA

residues and the SLG. Similar to described above for substrate-sample interactions, controlled heating of the

samples induces an additional tensile strain due to TEC-mismatch between the PMMA and graphene, which

here increases the size of the Raman frequency downshift between consecutive temperature points and therefore,

the magnitude of χ for more heavily contaminated samples. This effect is much stronger for the suspended region
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of the samples, since in the supported areas the contribution from the PMMA-SLG mismatch is far outweighed

by the Al-SLG TEC mismatch, which dominates the supported calibration results (Figure 4.7a).

Figure 4.8: Opto-thermal Raman measurements of suspended SLG with varying levels of residue. (a) Temperature calibration procedure.
Raman shifts of suspended graphene samples with temperature controlled by a thermal stage are shown along with the corresponding linear
fits to Equation 3.3. Absorbed laser power was kept at ≈10 µW or below during the calibration procedure to minimise self-heating effects. (b)
Dependence of Raman G band position on absorbed laser power for SLG with a variety of rinse times. Linear fits to the data are also shown.
Error bars in (a) and (b) represent the standard error on the mean of at least 5 measurements. (c) Measured local sample temperature, T as
a function of absorbed laser power for suspended SLG. Also shown are corresponding linear fits to the data where the intercept has been fixed
to the ambient (heat sink) temperature for each measurement set (see Table 4.3 for details). Error bars include the contribution from the
uncertainty in the measured Raman peak positions and the calibration procedure calculated using a standard square root sum propagation
method.

The lack of substrate influence in the suspended region calibration results can be further seen from the

more complex relationship between rinse time and ωi (Table 4.2) compared with the supported area 0◦C shift.

While supported ωi show a monotonic increase with increasing rinse time, some suspended ωi are red-shifted

with respect to the 240-minute rinse time value and others are blue-shifted to higher frequencies. This can likely

be explained by considering the competing effects of TEC-mismatch induced strain and p-type doping, both

as a result of the PMMA residues. P-type doping induced by physisorbed residual PMMA is a well-reported

phenomenon in graphene,42 and both p- and n-type doping are known to contribute to a blue-shift in the Raman

frequency of the G band,335 while increased tensile strain results in a red-shifted G band.292 After rinsing for only

30 minutes in toluene, the polymer support network is still relatively intact (Figure 4.3a) and the TEC-mismatch
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induced strain between the PMMA-graphene contributes strongly to the measured Raman shift. This is balanced

by an additional strong contribution from p-type doping due to high residue levels, which causes an increase in

the measured Raman frequency. Therefore the frequency upshift and downshifts are effectively cancelled out

relative to the 240-minute rinse value. For the 60-minute rinse time sample, ωi is shifted to higher frequency

(1586.57 ± 0.05 cm−1) relative to the 30-minute sheet (1583.90 ± 0.04 cm−1) as a result of the decrease in strain

due to the break up of the polymer layer. However, since a large quantity of PMMA residue is still present on

the surface, p-type doping leads to a significant blue-shift of ωi compared with the value for the cleanest sample

(1583.55 ± 0.05 cm−1). Extending the rinse time beyond 60 minutes results in a progressive shift to lower ωi as

a result of increased residue removal and a reduction in p-type doping. As discussed above, strain still partially

impacts the coefficient measurements at these longer rinse times and increases the magnitude of χ relative to

the cleanest sample value. This likely explains why ωi decreases between 180 and 240 minutes; the reduction in

TEC-mismatch induced strain outweighs the reduction in p-type doping resulting in a net blue-shift of ωi.

Rinse time χ ωi

(minutes) (cm−1/oC) (cm−1)

30 -0.0259±0.0007 1583.90±0.04
60 -0.0262±0.0007 1586.57±0.05
120 -0.0200±0.0008 1584.50±0.05
180 -0.0185±0.0008 1582.73±0.04
240 -0.0180±0.0009 1583.55±0.05

Table 4.2: Extracted χ Raman temperature coefficients and Raman frequencies of the G peak at 0◦C (ωi) as a function of rinse time for
suspended graphene.

Opto-thermal Raman measurements of each SLG sample were carried out at room temperature using

different incident laser powers in the range 0.32 mW-3.16 mW with the laser beam focused on the centre of the

suspended region. The total laser power absorbed by the SLG for each sample (Q) was determined as described

above (Chapter 4.1.1.1). Measured Raman shifts (ω) as a function of Q are shown in Figure 4.8b. The first

order Raman coefficients (χ) and Raman shifts at 0◦C (ωi) given in Table 4.2 were used to convert the ω(Q)

measurements shown in Figure 4.8b, to local sample temperature (T ) as a function of the absorbed heating power

(Q) using the relationship ω − ωi = χT . Results of this procedure are shown in Figure 4.8c. A linear fit was

performed on the extracted T (Q) data to establish the mean temperature rise as a function of increasing heating

power. The intercepts were fixed to the measured ambient temperature at the time of the experiment. Details

of the measured ambient temperature for each sample are given in Table 4.3.

4.2.3 ANSYS Thermal Conductivity Extraction

To extract the thermal conductivity of each sample from the experimental data, the heat flux generated

by the laser beam and the local temperature rise in the SLG can be related by Fourier’s law (Equation 2.8). A

FEA approach was used to solve this equation in ANSYS Research Mechanical 19.1. The finite element solution

method allows for easy reproduction of the Gaussian laser spot profile, specific sample size and geometry, as well
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as simple consideration of the temperature drop at the boundary due to thermal boundary resistance (TBR)

and the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity. General principles of this solution method have been

previously described in Chapter 3.1.3, but specific details of the ANSYS setup relevant for these experiments are

given below.

Figure 4.9: Example ANSYS setup geometry for the case of (a) suspended SLG completely covering the substrate hole, contacted to the
substrate on all four sides (b) suspended SLG broken on one side, with only three sides in contact with the heat sink. Boundary conditions
applied at the SLG edges are highlighted, where the blue edges represent an interface boundary condition characterised by the interfacial
thermal conductance at the SLG-Al interface (gSLG−Al = 45 MW/m2K)336 and the thermal conductivity of the supporting substrate (κAl

= 237.5 W/mK). The red line for the non-contacted edge in (b) represents the application of an adiabatic boundary condition between the
broken SLG and surrounding air (dT/dx = 0). The profile of the discretised laser spot in the SLG centre is also shown (Figure 4.9a inset)

The holey Al support was simulated as a large square section of 600 µm × 600 µm with thickness 2.5

µm. Since the substrate area was much larger than the measured suspended membranes these dimensions were

chosen to be arbitrarily large so that the exact numerical solution did not depend on their specific values. For

our experiments, three differently sized rectangular holes were present on the substrates used; 28 µm × 500 µm,

50 µm × 500 µm and 90 µm × 500 µm. The appropriate hole size was reproduced in the FEA model, according

to the particular sample under study. Table 4.3 shows the measured suspended SLG sizes as used in the FEA.

The nature of the boundaries at the suspended SLG edge is also indicated in Table 4.3, with fully covered holes

indicated by �. The � symbol represents the case where the membrane was broken on one side. Examples of

the sample geometry in ANSYS for these two cases are shown in Figures 4.9a and 4.9b. The optical absorption

and laser spot size values were determined as shown in Figure 4.5 and 3.2, respectively.

Rinse Time Dimensions Ambient Temperature Boundaries Absorption Laser Spot Size
(minutes) oC % µm

30 28 µm x 150 µm 20.8 � 4.47±0.17 0.72
60 90 µm x 150 µm 19.7 � 3.44±0.26 0.72
120 90 µm x 500 µm 19.9 � 3.29±0.31 0.6
180 50 µm x 440 µm 14.8 � 3.27±0.31 0.6
240 28 µm x 500 µm 20.0 � 3.22±0.23 0.6

Table 4.3: Suspended graphene sample parameters for ANSYS simulation. For boundary conditions, � represents the case where three sides
of the suspended sheet are contacted with the substrate and the fourth is unconnected, while � represents the case where the suspended
region is contacted to the substrate on all four sides.
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Figure 4.10: Example ANSYS thermal distribution on suspended SLG for 240-minute rinse sample with κ300 = 3100 W/mK, heat sink
temperature 20oC and 0.08 mW absorbed laser power. The inset shows the thermal distribution in the laser spot region only.

To account for the possible effects of TBR at the membrane boundaries, the interfacial thermal conductance,

g (the inverse of TBR) at the suspended area edges was set equal to the previously reported value for a single

layer graphene/Al interface (45 MW/m2K).336 The thermal conductivity of the Al support was set to 237.5

W/mK, according to built-in reference data in ANSYS. A description of how boundary conditions were applied

for fully-covered (�) and partially covered membranes (�) is given in Chapter 3.1.3. The substrate (heat sink)

temperature was set according the corresponding temperature at the time of the measurement as shown in Table

4.3. The in-plane thermal conductivity of the suspended SLG, κr(T ), was left as an adjustable parameter,

varied as appropriate to match the thermal distribution as a function of absorbed heating power achieved in the

experiment (Figure 4.8c). An example thermal distribution obtained from the ANSYS model for the 240-minute

rinse sample is shown in Figure 4.10. Since thermal conductivity is a temperature dependent quantity, κr(T )

was input as a function of temperature in the ANSYS model using the power law described in Equation 3.5. A

discussion of how appropriate values of the temperature coefficient γ were extracted for the power law model is

given in the following subsection.

4.2.3.1 Modelling Temperature Dependent Thermal Conductivity

As highlighted in Chapter 3.1.1, the temperature dependence of κr itself is rarely considered in opto-

thermal Raman measurements of LDMs (Table 3.1). This can be a significant source of uncertainty,81 which is

particularly large if, as in the case of SLG, there is a large variation of κr with temperature across the thermal

range of the measurement. In this work, the FEA approach allows direct modelling of temperature dependent

thermal conductivity via the simple power law expression given in Chapter 3.1.1 (Equation 3.5). This also allows

the uncertainty induced from erroneously assuming that κr is temperature dependent to be quantified.
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Rinse time s γ
(minutes) (nm)
30 45 0.21
60 160 0.45
120 410 0.63
180 655 0.72
240 935 0.79

Figure 4.11 & Table 4.4: Estimation of γ power law coefficient for modelling temperature dependent thermal conductivity in SLG (Equation
3.5). Figure 4.8 shows values of γ taken from the literature (Jhon et al.337, Gu et al.80 and Fugallo et al.157) as a function of effective phonon
scattering length, Leff . The dashed line is a guide for the eye. Table 4.4 shows γ interpolated from the literature values by approximating
the mean cluster separation (s) as Leff for the samples measured in this work.

The expression given in Equation 3.5 contains two adjustable parameters which define the temperature

dependent thermal conductivity κr(T ); the thermal conductivity at κ300 and the exponent γ. The latter is

known to vary significantly as a function of the effective phonon mfp and is therefore limited by grain boundaries,

defects, or other imperfections which act as scattering centres for phonons.80 For pristine SLG with a 20 µm

average grain size, γ ≈ 1.45, according to previous reports.80 In this work, all of the samples measured have

some level of residue contamination which, as discussed in the Chapter 2.2.4.4, can contribute to significant

phonon scattering in SLG. Therefore, to identify appropriate values of γ to be used for the samples measured

here, the mean residue cluster separation (s) determined in Chapter 4.1.1.2 was used to approximate the effective

scattering length (Leff ). This is a valid assumption for the case where residue scattering effects are strong, as

has previously been reported in the literature.43 Then, the variation of γ as a function of sample size or Leff in

various reports from the literature was examined as shown in Figure 4.11. These values were interpolated to find

γ for corresponding values of s for each sample (Figure 4.6f). The results of this procedure are shown in Table

4.4. The value of κ300 was an adjustable parameter which was varied within the FEA model to reproduce the

appropriate temperature profile (T (Q)) for each sample (Figure 4.8c). In most previous opto-thermal Raman

measurements of SLG (Table 3.1), the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity has not been considered.

Since the change in local sample temperature induced by laser heating in this work, and others, is typically up

to ≈300◦C, the assumption that κr is temperature-independent across this range could otherwise be a significant

source of error.
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4.3 Results and Discussion

The measured SLG thermal conductivity, κr, at 300 K for suspended SLG samples rinsed in toluene for

30, 60, 120, 180 and 240 minutes is shown in Figure 4.12. For the cleanest sample (240-minute rinse time), a

κr as high as (3100 +1400/-900) W/mK was achieved, despite the clear presence of remaining residues on the

sample surface as detected by AFM characterisation (Figure 4.3e). This value is in line with previously reported

values of thermal conductivity of clean CVD SLG.36,83,84,338 The range of reported values in the literature is

represented by the shaded region in Figure 4.12 for comparison. In particular, it is very similar to those reported

by Yoon et al.338 (≈ 2430 W/mK) and Chen et al.84 (≈2790 W/mK). In both of those studies, residue-free

or mostly residue-free SLG was achieved using either a PMMA-free transfer process338 or laser cleaning of the

sample surface.84 The result shown here therefore suggests that high thermal conductivities, matching that of

clean graphene can be achieved even without complete removal of polymer residues.

Figure 4.12: Thermal conductivity of suspended SLG at room temperature as a function of sample rinse time in toluene. Error bars include
the contribution to uncertainty from optical absorption measurements, opto-thermal Raman calibration procedure and interfacial thermal
conductance, calculated as described in Chapter 4.3.2. The shaded region represents the range of previously reported values for CVD SLG
in the literature.36,83,84,338

For rinse times shorter than 240 minutes, SLG thermal conductivity was found to be heavily suppressed

by polymer residues. The κr was below ≈1500 W/mK in all cases, representing a greater than 50% reduction

compared with ‘clean’ SLG. It should be noted however, that even the smallest thermal conductivity measured

for the 30 minute rinse time, (905 +155/-100) W/mK, was still relatively large, particularly compared with

the thermal conductivity of SiO2 supported graphene (≈600 W/mK).37 While only relatively small changes
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in κr were detected when the rinse time was varied between 30 and 180 minutes, a large increase from (1500

+435/-310) W/mK to (3100 +1400/-900) W/mK occurred between 180 and 240 minute rinse times. This is

particularly interesting, since the AFM and optical characterisation of these samples (Figure 4.3d-f) revealed

relatively little difference between the two in terms of optical properties and surface morphology. Both AFM

topography41,42,207,311 and optical transmission339,340 are commonly used as indicators of graphene quality and

surface cleanliness. The lowered thermal conductivity demonstrated in this work for 180-minute rinse times,

despite the minimal differences in the optical and AFM characterisation, suggests that these methods alone may

not be sensitive enough to establish membrane quality. Direct measurement of thermal properties may in fact

be a more reliable way of confirming sufficiently low residue levels in SLG.

To accurately assess the impact of polymer residue on SLG thermal conductivity, it was necessary to ensure

that other factors that could potentially contribute to a lowered κr, such as defect density of the SLG and finite

sheet size, were accounted for. For the SLG sheets measured in this work, it has been assumed that both of

these effects have only a negligible impact on measured κr and that variations between samples are primarily

a result of the strong impact of surface polymer residues on thermal transport in graphene. The justification

for this is given below (Chapter 4.3.1). In addition, thorough consideration to potential sources of error was

required, particularly since, as discussed in Chapter 3.1.2, temperature calibration and absorption uncertainty

can be major limiting factors on measurement accuracy. A full discussion of these effects, detailing how the error

bars presented in Figure 4.12 were calculated, in addition to the impact of strain, temperature dependent κr and

TBR on the final thermal conductivity results are given in Chapter 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Size and Quality Effects

The thermal conductivity of SLG has previously been shown to be strongly dependent on defect level and

graphene quality.86,323 Therefore, in this work, it was important to keep the defect densities of transferred sheets

low to avoid difficulties in deconvoluting the contribution from phonon-defect scattering to lowered thermal con-

ductivity. Additionally, graphene quality needed to be kept consistent between samples to prevent a variation

in measured κr that could be attributed to factors other than the presence of PMMA residues. Raman spec-

troscopy was used as a rapid, non-destructive characterisation tool for assessing sample quality. As discussed in

Chapter 2.3.1, the intensity of the defect-activated168 Raman D peak (≈1350cm−1) of graphene is known to be

proportional to the number of defects present in the graphene layer, and the relative intensity of the D peak to

the G peak (≈1580cm−1) can be related to the density of defects (ND) in the sample by Equation 2.57. The 2D

peak of SLG (≈2700cm−1) and the intensity ratio of this peak compared to the G peak (I2D/IG), were also used

as described in Chapter 2.3.1 as an indicator of sheet quality.

Sets of at least 20 Raman spectra were collected across the suspended regions of each SLG sheet. The mean

ratios of the D peak to G peak intensity (ID/IG) and 2D peak to G peak intensity (I2D/IG) were calculated after

fitting spectra to a Lorentzian function. Results of this procedure are shown in Figure 4.13a. Using Equation 2.57

to estimate ND from ID/IG, it was estimated that all SLG sheets measured in this work have a defect density

of less than 2×1010cm−2. Previous studies (Figure 2.20) have shown that in this regime the defect density is
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unlikely to account for any large variation in thermal conductivity.86 The large (>2) (I2D/IG) ratios also suggest

high quality suspended SLG. There is no apparent correlation between sample rinse time and (ID/IG), providing

further evidence that toluene rinsing method used here to remove PMMA does not introduce additional defects

to the sample with increasing rinse time. Due to the high quality achieved and lack of variation in defect density

significant enough to explain large changes in thermal properties between samples, these factors can be discounted

from contributing to the measured κr here.

Figure 4.13: Assessing the impact of sample size and defect density on measured SLG thermal conductivity. (a) Ratios of the integrated
area of the Raman D to G peak and 2D to G peaks as a function of toluene rinse time. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean
extracted from at least 20 spectra. (b) Reduction in thermal conductivity as a function of rinse time from our experimental data, compared
with the reduction in thermal conductivity expected due to size variation of the suspended SLG, as reported by Nika et al.154

The length and width of graphene ribbons has been reported as an important factor impacting lattice ther-

mal conductivity.140,154,155,157,341,342 Size effects can remain important for even relatively large samples as a result

of the exceptionally long phonon mfp (≈775 nm at room temperature)34,137 in SLG. Previous calculations97,319

have indicated that over 90% of the total thermal conductivity at room temperature is contributed by phonons

with mfps below 10 µm. However, many previously reported SLG thermal conductivity measurements have been

performed on suspended samples considerably smaller than this (Table 3.1). The suspended monolayers achieved

in this work using the transfer method described above are some of the largest ever reported, each measuring

in excess of 150 µm by 28 µm (dimensions of each sample measured are shown in Table 4.3). As a result, it is

expected that this large size should be sufficient to mitigate potential impact of variable sheet dimensions on

these measurements.

However, since the suspended SLG size cannot be precisely controlled during the transfer process, a more

detailed assessment of the potential impact of size effects is warranted. Nika et al.154 previously reported unusual,

non-monotonic dependence of SLG thermal conductivity on nanoribbon size (Figure 2.19a). For ribbon length

L < 100 µm, L was the primary factor determining the upper limit of κr. For L > 100 µm, κr approaches a finite

value that is independent of L, depending instead upon the ribbon width (w).154 The range of w for samples

measured in this work was between 28 µm and 90 µm, while L varied between 150 µm and 500 µm. Due to the
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large value of L, we would therefore expect w to be the dominant factor contributing to any potential variation

in κr due to sample size. Even so, it should be noted that Nika et al.154 reported little variation in κr connected

with changes in w at this length scale (150-500 µm), further supporting that size effects are likely less important

for the large sample sizes achieved here.

To illustrate this, Figure 4.13b shows a comparison of the reduction in thermal conductivity as a function

of rinse time measured in this experiment with predicted changes to thermal conductivity at room temperature

matched to specific sample dimensions as reported by Nika et al.154 Thermal conductivity in each case is given

as a fraction of the maximum value for each dataset. The reduction in κr resulting from size effects in the Nika

model is only around 12% for the 30- and 60-minute rinse samples, far below the actual reduction measured

in our experiment of ≈70% in both cases. In addition, virtually no difference (<1%) between 120-, 180- and

240-minute rinse samples would be expected as a result of sample size variation according to the Nika model,

whereas we report an extremely large reduction in κr compared with the maximum achieved after a 240-minute

toluene rinse (≈35% and ≈44% respectively). It should also be pointed out that the model154 does not include

the scattering contribution from non-ideal sample effects such as grain boundaries. Given that CVD-grown SLG

is polycrystalline in nature, with the additional contribution from these effects, it is likely that the impact of

sample size variation would be even lower than predicted by the Nika model, due to grain boundary scattering

at a much smaller length scale (≈20 µm grain size) than the sample dimensions. For these reasons, it can be

concluded that at room temperature, size effects can be safely neglected and are not the cause of the measured

variation in SLG thermal conductivity in this work.

4.3.2 Uncertainty

Proper consideration of sources of uncertainty is particularly important for opto-thermal Raman methods

due to issues with accurate temperature calibration and measurement.81 Additionally, as discussed in Chapter

3.1.2, factors such as TEC mismatch induced strain, TBR and the temperature dependence of thermal conduc-

tivity are typically left out of opto-thermal Raman measurements of graphene (Table 3.1). Therefore, in the

following, the impact of neglecting these factors in the measurements presented here is examined in detail, to

make the case that generally, these factors should always be considered in opto-thermal Raman measurements

of SLG.

Although thermal conductivity is a temperature dependent quantity, thermal conductivity measurements

of graphene have often (Table 3.1) assumed fixed values of κr in the thermal model due to the difficulty of

incorporating the temperature dependence in the analytically calculated solutions. One of the advantages of

employing a numerical FEA solution method is that the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity

can be easily incorporated in the model.81 The temperature dependence of κr for SLG here was input into the FEA

simulation using the power law Equation 3.5 and the values of the exponent γ shown in Table 4.3. The value of κr

at 300K (κ300) was then adjusted to match the T (Q) profiles shown in Figure 4.8c. These results were compared

with the κr extracted by assuming a fixed thermal conductivity at each temperature for each sample in the

FEA model to determine the measurement error resulting from assuming a temperature-independent κr. Figure
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4.14a shows the difference in values of κr at room temperature extracted from the FEA model when assuming

temperature dependent or independent κr. Assuming a temperature independent κr leads to an underestimation

of the final extracted value of between 10-20%. The temperature dependence of other quantities, such as the

optical absorption, may also impact the measurement. However, it has previously been demonstrated that the

change in the optical absorption of SLG at this wavelength (488 nm) across the maximum temperature change

induced by the laser (≈300◦C) is <0.5%.343 This is on a similar order to the error in the optical absorption

measurement itself which, as discussed below, is already accounted for in the overall measurement uncertainty,

so the impact of the temperature dependence of optical absorption here is considered to be negligible.

Figure 4.14: Impact of the temperature dependence and the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch induced strain on thermal conductivity
measurements of SLG. a) Comparison of values extracted from the FEA model assuming temperature-dependent and temperature-independent
κr. b) Impact of TEC mismatch induced strain on thermal conductivity measurements of SLG. The example shown is a comparison of original
data for sample temperature as a function of absorbed laser power, with data incorporating strain correction calculated from the procedure
outlined by Tian et al.291 for the 240-minute rinse sample. Thermal conductivities extracted from the FEA model corresponding to original
and strain-corrected data are also indicated.

As discussed in Chapter 4.2.1, the potential influence of TEC mismatch induced strain was also considered

here, by measuring the Raman shift with temperature in the supported region of the samples (Figure 4.7a). The

magnitude of the correction to the suspended shifts and calculated χ in the case of each rinse time was found to be

minimal, <1%. To confirm the small influence of TEC mismatch induced strain on SLG thermal conductivity, a

strain-corrected κr was evaluated by matching the strain-corrected temperature profiles (uncorrected data shown

in Figure 4.8b) to the FEA model. Results of this procedure for the 240-minute rinse time are shown in Figure

4.14b. The inclusion of the strain correction had a minimal impact on the resulting κr at 300 K, increasing the

value only slightly from 3100 W/mK to 3150 W/mK. This represents an error of less than 2% and is far smaller

than the calculated uncertainty due to other factors. For other rinse times, the impact was found to be much

smaller still, typically on the order of 0.5%. The minimal impact of TEC mismatch induced strain here is most

likely due to the very large size of the suspended SLG. It should be noted however, that typical sample sizes for

these experiments are usually at least an order of magnitude smaller than those measured here (Table 3.1), so it

is likely that the impact of strain-induced TEC mismatch should still be considered in most cases.

Another factor frequently neglected from opto-thermal Raman characterisations of LDMs is the impact of
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TBR. Often it is assumed that the interface between the LDM and supporting substrate is perfectly conducting,

with zero TBR, but this is rarely valid, particularly given the small size of conventional suspended samples.81

In this work the temperature drop at the interface has been accounted for by including interfacial thermal

conductance (g = 45 MW/m2K) between the SLG and the Al support as described in Chapter 4.2.3. Figure

4.15a shows the impact of assuming zero TBR (infinite interfacial thermal conductance) on the calculated κr

in our FEA model. The largest impact is on the 240-minute rinse sample, where the neglecting TBR leads to

an underestimation of κr by more than 30%. This is a consequence of the proportionally larger contribution

of TBR the total measured thermal resistance in samples with very high thermal conductivity. Even for the

remaining samples, neglecting TBR in these cases was found to result in underestimations of κr on the order of

10-20%, suggesting that even in the case of large, suspended areas such as those measured here, TBR can rarely

be reasonably neglected from the thermal model.

Figure 4.15: Impact of the variation of TBR between SLG edges and Al support layer on the results of the FEA thermal model. a) Comparison
of calculated thermal conductivity values extracted assuming interfacial thermal conductance, g = 45 MW/m2K and assuming infinite g (no
TBR). b) Calculated thermal conductivity of 240-minute rinse sample as a function of varying g. The blue data point corresponds to the
value obtained using our original FEA model assuming g = 45 MW/m2K. Shaded regions show ±10%, 20% and 30% (red, yellow and green
respectively) variation in g from the originally assumed value. The dashed blue lines represent ±10% variation in the calculated thermal
conductivity.

The value of SLG-graphene interfacial conductance (g) used in this work (45 MW/m2K) was based on

previously reported values for these materials in the literature.336 The impact of varying this value on the final

κr calculation was further investigated for the 240-minute rinse sample to evaluate the effect of uncertainty

in TBR on thermal conductivity. Figure 4.15b shows the calculated thermal conductivity for the 240-minute

rinse sample as a function of g. The variation in measured thermal conductivity with g is relatively small, with

deviations from the assumed value of up to 30% corresponding to a change in κr of around 10%. Again, the

impact of changes in the value of g is even smaller for the samples with shorter rinse times. An uncertainty of 30%

in the reported literature value of g used was incorporated into the total calculated uncertainty for all samples

in this work, combined with other factors as described below. Unless the deviation in g from the assumed values

is extremely large (>30%), variation in this factor has a relatively small impact on the calculated κr.
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Figure 4.16: Contribution to thermal conductivity measurement uncertainty from Raman coefficient calibration, absorption measurements
and assumed interfacial thermal conductance, g (±30%) to the total combined uncertainty. In each case uncertainty was obtained by using
the upper and lower bounds for the relevant parameters in the FEA model.

The main contributions to measurement uncertainty in this work are the uncertainty in the opto-thermal

Raman calibration coefficients (χ, ωi) and the uncertainty in the measurement of SLG optical absorption. Un-

certainties in these measured values are shown in Table 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. The impact of the calibration

uncertainty was assessed by assuming the upper and lower bounds of χ and ωi to convert the measured ω(Q)

(Figure 4.8b) to a minimum and maximum temperature profile (T (Q)) using the equation ω − ωi = χT . These

temperature profiles were then matched to the thermal profile obtained in the ANSYS model as described in

Chapter 4.2.3 to determine the upper and lower bounds of κr as a result of uncertainty in the calibration pro-

cedure. Similarly, to quantify the effect of optical absorption uncertainty on the results, the upper and lower

bounds of total absorbed laser power were applied to the FEA model via the discretised Gaussian laser spot

profile shown in Figure 4.16. The lower bound of κr due to absorption uncertainty corresponds to the lower

bound of absorbed laser power and vice versa. The impact of a ±30% uncertainty in the assumed value of g on

all samples is also shown.

The total combined uncertainty from the influence of these three effects was obtained by applying the

upper/lower bound absorbed laser power to the FEA model and matching the obtained thermal profile to the

measured profile extracted by using the upper/lower bound calibration factors and g values. Shaded regions in

Figure 4.16 represent the spread in the measured values as a result of the uncertainty in these parameters. The

y-axis error bars shown in the κr results throughout the remainder of this chapter represent the total combined

uncertainty from these three contributions.
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4.3.3 Impact of Residue Coverage Level and Cluster Distribution

It would be useful to understand how the level of residue and the distribution of clusters impacts κr to

determine how to practically optimise SLG for thermal management applications in a way that is compatible with

current growth and transfer schemes. This is particularly relevant considering the potential trade-off between

increasing defect density and reducing surface contamination. Additionally, although it is well reported that

polymer residues effectively reduce the κr of LDMs,43,51 the impact of this has not yet been correlated to residue

level in order to determine how clean the sample surface must be to recover high κr. As discussed in Chapter

2.2.4.4, it has been suggested that the primary mechanism of κr reduction by surface residues in LDMs is most

likely damping of the out-of-plane acoustic (ZA) phonon modes,37,43 as opposed to roughness-type scattering.131

However, further evidence to clarify this is needed. These concerns are addressed in the following section, by

considering the variation of κr as a function of percentage residue coverage, mean cluster separation (s) and

mean cluster diameter (d).

In order to determine the impact of the level of residue coverage and cluster distribution on κr, the variation

as a function of percentage residue coverage, as calculated in Chapter 4.1.1.2, was examined. Figure 4.17a shows

the variation of SLG thermal conductivity with the percentage of the total sample area contacted by residues.

Large increases in κr were associated with only small changes to percentage coverage, particularly in the 0-10%

range. By contrast, a relatively modest increase in κr, from (905 +155/-100) W/mK to (1020 +170/-120) W/mK

was achieved by decreasing percentage coverage from approximately 50% to less than 20%. It is worth noting

that recently it has been shown that AFM scans may underestimate the levels of PMMA residue on 2D material

surfaces by not properly accounting for continuous film-like layers on the surface.306 Nevertheless, the percentage

coverage determined in this way provides a simple qualitative measure to compare the levels of contamination

between samples. The clear modulation of thermal conductivity with percentage coverage confirms that PMMA

residues dominate phonon scattering in SLG at sufficiently high levels.

The primary impact of surface residues is likely on the low frequency out-of-plane acoustic (ZA) phonon

modes that dominate thermal transport in graphene. Although early reports assumed that the contribution made

by ZA phonons to overall thermal conduction was negligible at room temperature,134 more recently they have been

predicted to contribute as much as ≈75% of overall lattice thermal conductivity37,97 as a result of a symmetry-

based selection rule which reduces the available phase space for ZA phonon scattering in SLG (Chapter 2.2.4).

The most likely mechanism of κr reduction in SLG by polymer residues is coupling to residue sites leading to

phonon leakage across the SLG/PMMA interface.43,148 This is the same mechanism, discussed in Chapter 2.2.4.1,

found to be largely responsible for the reduction in thermal conductivity of supported SLG.37,151 Coupling of the

SLG phonon modes to residues is strongest for low frequency ZA phonons that dominate thermal transport in

SLG, due to the large overlap with the low frequency vibrations in polymers and amorphous solids.344,345 While

surface roughness type scattering at the graphene-residue interface could also potentially lead to a reduction

in κr, this type of scattering is more effective for higher frequency phonons (Equation 2.27),131 and so it is

unlikely to be sufficient to account for the level of suppression of thermal conductivity (> 70%) in PMMA

contaminated samples reported here. This is further supported by previous observations148 that roughness type
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scattering cannot properly account for the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity observed in

residue contaminated graphene43 or h-BN.51 Therefore, the modulation of κr by residue level in this work can

be attributed primarily to the coupling of the ZA phonon modes in SLG to surface residues.

Figure 4.17: Thermal conductivity of suspended SLG as a function of residue level. a) Dependence of thermal conductivity on percentage
sample area covered by residues. b) Variation in thermal conductivity as a function of mean cluster diameter (d) and c) mean separation
distance (s). Also shown is data extracted from a first-principles calculation reported by Lindsay et al.14 by assuming that the mfp for ZA
phonons is limited by the mean cluster separation. The dashed line indicates the reported intrinsic mfp at 300K.6 Error bars on the x-axis
in all cases represent the standard error on the mean of at least 3 AFM scans, while the y-axis error bars correspond to the uncertainty
calculated as described in Chapter 4.3.2.

To further understand the influence of PMMA surface residues on κr, the individual dependence on the

mean cluster diameter (d) and mean cluster separation (s), deduced as described in Chapter 4.1.1.2, are shown

in Figure 4.17b and 4.17c, respectively. In general, κr increases with increasing s and decreases with increasing

d. Relatively small changes were seen in d for longer rinse times, but these changes corresponded to a large

variation in κr. From this, it can be inferred that thermal transport in the SLG is only weakly affected by cluster

diameter. On the other hand, a steady rise in thermal conductivity is achieved for changing cluster separation,

s, in the 0 – 650 nm range, suggesting that there is strong dependence on the amount of ‘clean’ area between

residue sites, rather than the size of the contaminated areas themselves. A large increase in thermal conductivity

from (1500 +430/-310) W/mK to (3100 +1400/-900) W/mK occurred as s was increased from ≈650 nm to ≈950

nm.

Lindsay et al.14 have previously shown that the majority of the overall thermal conductivity in SLG is

contributed by ZA phonons with a mfp of greater than 1µm at 300K (Figure 2.16). As discussed above and

in Chapter 2.2.4.4, surface residues on SLG are expected to have a disproportional impact on these phonons,

only minimally affecting other phonon branches. To investigate this further, data has been extracted from the

calculation by Lindsay et al.14 based on the assumption that the mfp for TA and LA phonons is relatively

unaffected, while the mfp for ZA phonons is strongly limited by the presence of residues to values close to

the characteristic mean cluster separation, s. Thus it has been assumed that the contribution for the TA

and LA branches to the overall thermal conductivity is constant and equivalent to the maximum contribution

where phonons of all mfps are considered (≈ 750 W/mK), while the contribution from the ZA branch can

be determined by setting the maximum mfp for these phonons equivalent to s. Based on these assumptions,
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reasonably good agreement with the calculation is obtained, particularly up to s ≈ 650 nm, supporting that the

main factor contributing to lowered κr here is a shortened mfp for ZA phonons due to scattering from residues.

Extrinsic phonon-residue scattering dominates thermal transport in this regime and relatively efficient PMMA-

SLG coupling at residue sites leads to significant phonon leakage across the interface. There is some deviation as

s increases, where the measured κr is somewhat larger than would be predicted by the calculation. This could

be partially explained by considering that the cluster diameter d is also reduced with increasing rinse time. The

reduction of the PMMA-SLG contact area likely contributes to a reduction in interfacial thermal conductance

between the SLG and PMMA at the residue sites, reducing the efficiency of the PMMA-SLG coupling for

these samples. It should also be noted that the experimentally determined average mfp for phonons at room

temperature has been previously reported as ≈775 nm.6 It would follow that provided s is sufficiently larger than

this value, phonon-residue scattering no longer dominates the thermal transport characteristics, allowing high

values close to intrinsic CVD SLG κr to be recovered (≈ 3100 W/mK).

The recovery of high thermal conductivity (3100 +1400/-900) W/mK in SLG for sufficiently low levels

of residue has important implications for the fabrication of devices and scale-up of CVD graphene transfer

and manufacturing. In particular, it is important to consider the trade-off with defect density, which can be

increased as a consequence of more thorough PMMA removal.44,45 Although strong suppression of κr due to

PMMA contamination has been observed, highly effective residue removal schemes such as high temperature

annealing processes can induce additional defects that have a similarly detrimental impact on κr. For example,

it has previously been shown that temperatures greater than 400oC are required for annealing in Ar/H2 to be an

effective PMMA removal strategy.45 However, graphene displays large increases in the ID/IG ratio (>0.25) at such

high temperatures, corresponding to defect densities in excess of 5×1010cm−2.70 The reduction in κr at similar

defect densities has recently been reported to be as high as 30-60% compared with pristine SLG values.86 This is

similar in magnitude to the reduction in κr demonstrated in this work as a result of excess residues, negating the

potential positive impact of removing the additional contamination. Although other studies have suggested that

alternative annealing processes such as vacuum annealing lead to lower increases in defect density,346 increases

are still typically observed and are more probable when the process is carried out for longer periods of time or at

higher temperatures.44,45,311 The detrimental impact on the electrical properties of graphene from these processes

may also be a concern, depending on the intended application.41,42 Therefore, the work presented here exposes

the need for careful consideration of polymer removal schemes in regard to the trade-off between graphene quality

and residue contamination.

The modulation of κr achieved here by controlling the polymer residue level and cluster separation also

raises the possibility of tuning thermal transport in graphene by deliberate nanopatterning with PMMA. A

crude version of this has been achieved here by varying the rinse time in the PMMA removal solvent, but it could

likely be refined using existing lithographic processes. While the maximisation of κr is important for thermal

management applications, reducing κr in graphene could be beneficial for a variety of other uses, such as in

thermal rectifiers347 or thermoelectric (TE) devices. This approach could be especially promising for TE device

applications, since maximising the TE figure of merit (ZT), requires the simultaneous maximisation of electrical
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conductivity and minimisation of thermal conductivity.348 While electrical conductivity in graphene has also been

found to be significantly impacted by excess polymer residues,41 in reports where this effect has been studied, the

separation between residue clusters appears to be quite small (s ≈ 100-200 nm), as judged from AFM topography

scans.41 By contrast, in this experiment, a greater than 50% reduction in κr is achieved for even relatively large

s, for example with a 180-minute rinse time (s ≈ 650 nm). By adjusting s to just below the threshold where

high κr is recovered, it is possible that a large reduction in κr could be achieved, with a smaller impact on the

electrical conductivity. While more work is needed to relate the electrical conductivity suppression to differing

levels of residue and their distribution, the results presented here may open up a multitude of avenues to explore

in terms of tuning properties by PMMA nanopatterning or deliberate contamination with residues.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, a simple solvent-based method for controlling the level of PMMA residue on the surface

of CVD SLG was presented and impact of different PMMA residue levels on the thermal conductivity, κr, of

suspended SLG was investigated via opto-thermal Raman measurements. Effective modulation of κr to between

≈30-50% of the maximum value by controlling the percentage residue coverage and distribution of residue clusters

was demonstrated. Other potential contributions to lowered κr in these results such as changes in defect level

and size effects were ruled out by additional Raman analysis and by ensuring a very large transferred sample

size, respectively. It was also shown that provided that the mean separation between adjacent clusters (s) is

sufficiently large, it is possible to recover high value of κr ((3100 +1400/-900) W/mK) similar to that reported

for clean CVD graphene.84,292 This result raises the possibility of deliberate nanopatterning with PMMA to

manipulate SLG thermal conductivity for a variety of applications. While further work should be conducted to

fully explore and quantify the impact of residue level on electrical conductivity, initial evidence presented here

suggests that PMMA nanopatterning could provide a viable route to graphene-based thermoelectric devices with

high figures of merit.

To properly appraise the potential of graphene and other LDMs for thermal management applications,

thermal conductivity must be measured as accurately as possible, without altering the intrinsic property of

the material under investigation. As a result, several improvements to opto-thermal measurement model have

been incorporated into the measurements carried out here. Using FEA to extract κr allowed the temperature

dependence of the thermal conductivity to be directly accounted for, and neglecting this from the model was

found to result in an underestimation of the final value by 10-20%. The impact of including thermal boundary

resistance (TBR) on the model was also investigated, where neglecting it from the calculation led to a further

underestimation of κr of up to 30% for the highest thermal conductivity sample. The magnitude of these corrective

factors suggest that it is rarely justified to overlook them in the calculation of SLG thermal conductivity, despite

other earlier opto-thermal Raman measurements from the literature largely failing to consider these effects (Table

3.1). The possible impact of thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) mismatch induced strain from the connecting

supported regions of the sample was also considered and found to be negligible in this case. However, it should
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be noted that the samples measured here are atypically large compared with the suspended areas frequently

examined by opto-thermal Raman measurements (< 10µm radius) and it is likely that smaller sheets would

suffer from increased impact of strain on the overall measurement.

The results presented here also provide additional evidence to support the theory that the change in κr can

be attributed primarily to the suppression of the out-of-plane acoustic (ZA) phonons which dominate thermal

transport in SLG at room temperature. Other possible scattering mechanisms, such as roughness-type scattering,

are unlikely to impact these low frequency phonons strongly enough to account for such a large reduction in

thermal conductivity (up to 70%) in PMMA contaminated samples. By approximating s as ZA phonon mfp,

a simple comparison to an earlier first-principles calculation examining the individual branch contributions to

cumulative thermal conductivity has also been made to support the presented results for κr as a function of s.

Reasonably good agreement with the calculation was found, particularly up to s ≈650 nm.

While polymer residues have a strong impact on κr, the results presented here suggest that the effect may be

weaker than the impact of additional structural defects that have previously been shown to be induced by harsh

PMMA removal methods such as high temperature annealing, highlighting the trade-off between achieving low

levels of surface contamination and low defect densities in SLG. This work therefore has important implications

for future industrial growth and transfer schemes, where defect level and residue contamination must be carefully

balanced to optimise the thermal properties of graphene. Harsh annealing treatments which increase the defect

density in SLG are often applied to reduce residues after an initial solvent based PMMA removal phase. The

results presented here indicate that it may be better to avoid these extra treatment steps in favour of extended

solvent rinsing in order to maximise thermal conductivity.



Chapter 5

Isotopically Enhanced Thermal

Conductivity in Few-Layer Hexagonal

Boron Nitride

Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) has been identified as a highly promising material for thermal manage-

ment applications,5,247,248,349 with a very high reported in-plane thermal conductivity in monolayer form (≈750

W/mK).49 Crucially, h-BN may offer an advantage over graphene due to its dielectric properties; h-BN is electri-

cally insulating, meaning it is better suited as a substrate material for electronic devices. While much research has

focused on the properties of ultra-thin h-BN layers (1-3L),49,88,288 recent work has suggested that few-nm thick

h-BN (> 5L) may be more useful for real-world applications due to increased dielectric stability and reliability.53

Additionally, scalable fabrication of ultra-thin h-BN remains a major challenge20,32,53 and as demonstrated in

the previous chapter, the thermal properties of extremely thin layers of material are highly sensitive to external

perturbations such as surface residues. These problems could be partially mitigated by utilising few-nm thick

h-BN in the place of 1-3L material. However, the thermal conductivity of h-BN reduces with increasing layer

number, due to increased interlayer phonon scattering (Chapter 2.2.4).52 As a result, finding effective methods

of optimising the thermal conductivity of few-nm thick h-BN is of great technological interest.

As discussed above, the thermal properties of few-nm thick h-BN are expected to be less sensitive to surface

transfer residues. However, the impact of such residues can still be significant in 5-11L h-BN, as highlighted by

previous literature reports. Only a handful of studies have focused on measuring the thermal conductivity of few

layer h-BN, but most of the experimental results to date are far below the predicted value. Jo et al.51 reported

a κr of ≈250 W/mK and ≈360 W/mK for 5L and 11L h-BN, measured by built-in resistance thermometers on

which the h-BN nanosheets were pre-patterned with the aid of PMMA. An even lower value (≈240 W/mK was

131
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reported for CVD grown 9L h-BN,87 measured by an opto-thermal Raman method where a PMMA-mediated

wet-transfer process was also used. These results are below even the value recently measured for bulk h-BN, 408

W/mK.89 Accurate measurement of few-layer (5-11L) h-BN using a lower residue transfer method compatible

with the current general fabrication process of LDM heterostructures53,103,116,231 is required to confirm the

practically achieveable thermal conductivity in the few-nm thick material. Without this, it is still not clear

whether few-layer (5-11L) h-BN could have an intrinsic thermal conductivity as high as, or higher than that of

bulk crystal.

Enhanced thermal conductivity has been experimentally observed in the B isotope purified cubic boron

phosphide (c-BP),350 cubic BN351 and recently, in h-BN bulk materials.89 As highlighted in Chapter 2.2.4.3,

previous calculations have also suggested that the isotope enrichment effect on thermal conductivity could be

even larger in low-dimensional h-BN nanosheets than in the bulk.52 However, recently the opposite effect was

observed experimentally in 1-3L monoisotopic 10B and 11B h-BN.88 The enhancement factor was reported as

only 28% for 1L monoisotopic 10B h-BN compared with 1L natural h-BN, somewhat lower than the enhancement

factor measured in the equivalent bulk crystals (43%).89 This factor was also shown to increase with increasing

layer number, and an isotopic enhancement as high as 38% was recorded for 3L 10B h-BN over the equivalent

natural h-BN sample. Further study of the enhancement effect in few-layer h-BN of thickness >3L would be

particularly advantageous for additional insight into the interplay between thickness and isotopic effects in this

material. From a technological perspective, if an increased isotopic enhancement of thermal conductivity can

be achieved in few-nm thick h-BN, it may offer a practical route to optimising h-BN as a thermal management

material in devices.

In this chapter, the possibility of using isotopic engineering to enhance the thermal properties of few-nm h-

BN is investigated. The in-plane thermal conductivity (κr) of 11L natural (22% 10B, 78% 11B) and monoisotopic

(>99% 10B) h-BN flakes is determined via a modified opto-thermal Raman method across the temperature

range 30◦C - 100◦C. Reduced levels of transfer residues are achieved via the modified PDMS mediated transfer

procedure detailed in Chapter 3.4.2.1, as confirmed by PL mapping. Direct measurement of the supported

material thermal conductivity and interfacial thermal conductance is made for each sample in order to account

for the effect of thermal boundary resistance in the model (TBR). Both TBR and thermal expansion coefficient

(TEC) mismatch are found to have a significant impact on the measured κr. At room temperature, κr values

were as high as (630 +90/-65) W/mK for monoisotopic h-10BN and (405 +87/-65) W/mK for natural h-BN,

corresponding to an isotopic enhancement of close to 56%. Both measured thermal conductivities either match or

exceed previously reported values for bulk crystals, while the isotopic enhancement factor is approximately 30%

higher for the isotopically enriched thin crystal compared to the equivalent bulk materials.89 Interestingly, the
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enhancement factor is also larger than that reported for ultra-thin (1-3L) h-BN (≈ 30%).88 An explanation for

the larger enhancement factor compared with both bulk and ultra-thin h-BN here is provided by consideration

of phonon scattering theory and selection rules for h-BN using previously reported first-principles calculations.52

Additionally, the κr extracted here for monoisotopic h-10BN is close to that previously reported for 1-3L natural

h-BN (≈600-750 W/mK),49 suggesting that isotopically engineered few-nm thick h-BN could present a more

electrically robust alternative to the ultra-thin material, while still retaining high thermal conductivity values.

The work presented here demonstrates isotopic engineering as a viable route to increased thermal conductivity

in few-nm h-BN, making it an outstanding platform material for thermal management in next-generation device

applications.

This chapter is adapted with permission from my published research article: E. Mercado, C. Yuan, Y.

Zhou, J. Li, J. H. Edgar, and M. Kuball, “Isotopically enhanced thermal conductivity in few-layer hexagonal

boron nitride: Implications for thermal management,” ACS Appl. Nano Mater., vol. 3, pp. 12 148–12 156, 12

2020. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. The chapter was authored by the candidate with input

provided by co-authors and the supervisor equivalent to that expected of a conventional thesis chapter. E.M.,

C.Y., Y.Z., and M.K. initiated the project and designed the experiments. C.Y. prepared the samples for thermal

analysis and performed the AFM measurements presented in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. All other h-BN transfer

and measurements including AFM, Raman, and PL presented in this chapter were carried out by E.M. E.M.

performed the thermal measurements and analysed the data with assistance from Y.Z. J.L. synthesised the h-BN

bulk crystals under the direction of J.H.E. M.K. supervised the project.

5.1 Sample Preparation and Characterisation

Samples were exfoliated as described in Chapter 3.4.2.1 and initially transferred to SiO2 (Figure 5.1a and

b) for identification and AFM thickness characterisation (Figure 5.1c and d). The relevant bulk crystals for these

experiments and their source are described in Chapter 3.4.2. The crystals used here have been previously studied

as bulk materials by Yuan et al.89 with B isotope compositions of >99% 10B and 22% 10B. The h-BN nanosheets

exfoliated from these samples are referred to as ‘monoisotopic’ and ‘natural’ h-BN respectively throughout the

remainder of this work. Figures 5.1e and 5.1f show a transferred few-layer natural and monoisotopic 10B h-BN

flake suspended over the 5 µm holes of the support membrane (Au-coated Si3N4).

Average flake thicknesses were determined as ≈3.7 nm and ≈3.5 nm for the natural and monoisotopic 10B

h-BN nanosheets, measured via AFM. The standard error on the mean step height as a result of surface roughness

in each case was found to be < 0.1 nm, which is relatively small compared to overall flake thickness. Since the

thickness of an h-BN monolayer is ≈0.33 nm,51 the average number of atomic layers in both the monoisotopic
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10B and natural nanosheets was estimated to be 11 (11L). The relatively small influence of surface roughness here

suggests that the uncertainty on the average layer number value is small and is assumed to be no greater ±1L.

Since it is expected that h-BN thermal conductivity largely converges toward the bulk material value for layer

numbers greater than 5 (Chapter 2.2.4), such a small uncertainty is unlikely to significantly influence the results

presented here, and the average layer number of both flakes can be reasonably assumed to be approximately

the same. Uncertainty in the AFM height profile measurements was reduced by ensuring that polymer residues

from the transfer process were minimised. Such residues can contribute significantly to overall measurement

error, largely by increasing surface roughness.309 A thorough assessment of the surface cleanliness and residue

contamination level of the transferred flakes is included in the following sub-chapter.

Figure 5.1: Transfer and thickness characterisation of 11L natural and monoisotopic 10B flakes. Optical images of (a) natural and (b)
monoisotopic h-BN flakes on SiO2. AFM height profiles of (c) natural and (d) monoisotopic flakes. Optical images of natural (d) and
monoisotopic (e) h-BN flakes after transfer to the holey Au-coated Si3N4 support.
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5.1.1 Cleanliness Assessment and Residue Analysis

Transferring low-dimensional materials to arbitrary substrates without introducing organic residues during

the transfer process remains a major challenge for measurements of fundamental material properties and in device

fabrication. Previous measurements in the literature have shown reduced thermal conductivity in few-layer (5-

11L) h-BN compared with the bulk material,51,87 which can likely be attributed to transfer residues. The process

used in this work to fabricate suspended h-BN flakes attempts to partially address this problem by avoiding the

use of difficult to remove polymer scaffolds, such as PMMA, which as highlighted in the previous chapter (Chapter

4), is difficult to effectively remove and can cause a large reduction in κr. PDMS stamp-based transfer methods,

such as the approach used in this work have been highlighted as capable of achieving much cleaner samples,

with fewer detectable surface residues.188 However, it has recently been shown that PDMS-mediated transfer

processes can also lead to appreciable unwanted surface residues that are difficult to detect with conventional

AFM topography measurements due to their continuous, film-like nature.306 It is therefore necessary to assess

how clean the transferred h-BN flake surfaces are, particularly in comparison to the PMMA-mediated processes

previously used for few-layer (5-11L) flakes in the literature. The residue and cleanliness analysis presented in this

sub-chapter was conducted via AFM topography measurements, in conjunction with PL mapping, as described in

Chapter 3.2. This approach allows examination of both isolated residue clusters that present as height variations

in AFM topography analysis, and smoother, film-like residue layers that can only detected by PL306.

AFM topography maps of the suspended monoisotopic and natural h-BN flakes were examined for possible

residues introduced during the transfer process. Scans are shown in Figure 5.2a and 5.2b respectively, where

the edge of the membrane used for thermal conductivity measurements in each case has been highlighted by

the dashed lines. Virtually no height variations that could be attributed to transfer residues are present on the

surface, with the exception of the bright dots on the substrate surface of the natural h-BN sample (Figure 5.2b).

In the suspended regions where the thermal measurements were performed, there were no visible surface residues.

Figure 5.2: AFM topography scans of the transferred suspended a) monoiso-
topic h-10BN and b) natural h-BN 11L flakes used for thermal conductivity
measurements. The dashed lines indicate the edges of the membranes.

However, it has recently been demon-

strated that despite the appearance of a clean,

atomically flat surface in AFM topography

maps, thin layers of residue from the trans-

fer process may still be present on the sample

surface.306 Therefore, to further examine the

cleanliness of transferred flakes, PL mapping

across the sample surface was performed to de-

tect additional transfer residues. The details

of how this was performed have been given in Chapter 3.2. Results of mapping across a typical transferred

natural h-BN flake are shown in Figure 5.3. Peak intensity is in arbitrary units and was calculated by fitting the

hydrocarbon PL peak at ≈2.16 eV to a Gaussian function. Mapping over the suspended region revealed a thin

layer of hydrocarbon residues not detectable by any other means (optical microscopy, AFM topography). Despite

this, the PL signal was fairly weak and relatively uniform across the suspended region. A higher PL intensity
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was recorded around the edge of the substrate hole. This can be attributed primarily to the reflection of the

incident laser light back through the h-BN flake by the Au-coated Si3N4 grid, effectively increasing the measured

PL intensity in these regions due to increased absorption of the incident light. By contrast, the measured PL

intensity over the suspended portion of the flake was comparatively low due to the incident light passing through

the sample only once.

Figure 5.3: PL map of a typical natural h-BN flake transferred to an Au-coated Si3N4 grid using the transfer procedure outlined in 3.4.2.1.
The overlaid false colour map represents the peak intensity in arbitrary units of the hydrocarbon peak at ≈2.16 eV obtained via fitting
spectral data to a Gaussian function. The inset shows an example spectrum and fit to the experimental data.

Although a thin layer of transfer residues could be detected by PL mapping in the suspended region of

the transferred flakes, these residues were not detectable by any other means. By contrast, previous thermal

conductivity measurements for h-BN transferred using a PMMA-mediated method51,87 have shown residues

that are relatively easily detectable (eg. via AFM topography). This suggests that despite some minimal

contamination by surface residues, the transfer method presented here is capable of producing significantly

cleaner samples than those measured in previous works51,87 where a PMMA-mediated transfer process was used.

To examine this further, contamination levels of additional h-BN flakes over a much larger area exposed to both

PDMS and PMMA were compared via PL mapping. These flakes were not transferred to holey substrates as

in the thermal measurements, but simply exposed them to the different polymer supports in a way analogous

to that used in a typical transfer procedure while leaving them in tact on the SiO2/Si support. This enabled

better comparison between the methods since PL maps of the full flake could be easily carried out and considered

without the added complication of regional variations in PL intensity due to substrate reflections.

The PDMS-exposed sample was first covered with a fresh piece of PDMS and heated to 120oC to replicate

the conditions of the first part of the transfer process (Chapter 3.4.2.1). Then, instead of etching in hydrofluoric
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acid (HF) to detach the h-BN/PDMS stack, the PDMS was carefully removed, ensuring that the h-BN flake was

left intact on the sample. For the PMMA-exposed flake the h-BN/SiO2/Si stack was spin-coated with 950k A4

PMMA resist (1000 rpm, 60s). The PMMA was then removed by submerging in acetone for 16 hours.

Figure 5.4: Comparison of surface residues from PDMS and PMMA exposed h-BN flakes. Optical images of a) PDMS and b) PMMA exposed
natural h-BN on SiO2/Si substrates. AFM topography maps of c) PDMS and d) PMMA exposed flakes. The dashed line represents the area
from which the step height profile was taken to determine flake thickness (≈15 nm). PL maps of e) PDMS and f) PMMA exposed h-BN.

Flakes of similar thickness (10-15 nm), with a large surface area were used to examine the level of residue

contamination across large regions, as opposed to small areas only such as those used for opto-thermal Raman
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measurements. Figures 5.4a and b show optical images of the selected PDMS-exposed and PMMA-exposed flakes

after treatment with the appropriate polymer layer. AFM characterisation was carried out over 30 µm × 30 µm

areas and is shown in Figure 5.4c and d. Bright patches of residue were visible in parts of both scans. However,

the PDMS-exposed sample appeared cleaner, with large clean regions between clusters of residues. The RMS

roughness for the PDMS-exposed flake was 7.75 nm, whereas the value for the PMMA-exposed h-BN was higher,

at 9.15 nm. This suggests that exposure of the samples to PDMS leads to cleaner surfaces than the use of a

PMMA scaffold. Some of the observed contamination on the sample surfaces may also be tape residue. For

example, the large cluster seen in the top left of Figure 5.4a is attributed to tape residue, as it was present before

and after contact of the sample with PDMS.

For a more thorough comparison of residue levels in both samples, PL mapping measurements were per-

formed on both flakes, as shown in Figure 5.4e and f. PL intensity shown by the false-colour overlaid map has

been normalised to the highest measured intensity across the two samples. While it is apparent that both samples

were somewhat contaminated, the PL intensity across the PMMA-exposed sample appeared to be consistently

higher than the PDMS-exposed flake. With the exception of some areas, notably at the edge of the flake, the PL

intensity of the PDMS-exposed sample was relatively low, suggesting reduced contamination with hydrocarbon

residues using this method when compared with PMMA-mediated techniques previously used in the literature.

5.2 Opto-thermal Raman Measurements

The full procedure for extracting the thermal conductivities of both monoisotopic and natural h-BN involved

a variety of different steps performed on several sets of measurements. A modified calibration method is used

here to extract the first-order Raman coefficients (χ) required by performing multiple sets of measurements at

different temperatures and incident laser powers, to extrapolate the temperature dependence of the Raman shift.

This is in contrast to the typical procedure used in Chapter 4 and outlined in Chapter 3.1.1, where very a

fixed, low incident laser power is selected to minimise sample heating during calibration. The adapted procedure

instead allows higher incident powers to be used to compensate for the weak Raman response of h-BN which was

highlighted in Chapter 2.3.2. Additionally, while only a single set of suspended region opto-thermal measurements

were taken using a 0.6NA objective, two sets with different objectives (0.5NA and 0.6NA) were taken for the

supported region of both h-BN samples in order to determine the contribution from TEC mismatch induced

strain and to measure the interfacial thermal conductance between the h-BN and Au-coated support.

To clarify the procedure, an outline of these steps is shown in Figure 5.5. Each of these is discussed in further

detail in the following sub-chapters. The three starting elements represent three different datasets for Raman

shift as a function of absorbed laser power at a variety of sample temperatures. The first two are measured in

the suspended and supported regions using a 0.6NA 50× objective and the final supported region measurement

was carried out using a 0.5NA 50× objective in order to achieve a different laser spot size on the sample. The full

procedure in Figure 5.5 was carried out independently for one 11L natural h-BN flake and one 11L monoisotopic

h-10BN flake.
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Figure 5.5: Flowchart outlining the measurement and calculation process used to determine h-BN thermal conductivity in this work. The
dashed box indicates that the elements in this section are repeated for each discrete temperature. The full procedure was carried out
independently for natural h-BN and monoisotopic h-10BN.
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5.2.1 Extraction of Supported and Suspended Raman Coefficients

For accurate calibration of χ, conventional approaches, such as that described for SLG in Chapter 4.2.2,

require the relative shift of the peak, or peaks of interest as a function of temperature to be obtained at incident

laser powers low enough to avoid significant localized heating of the sample.79 However, the Raman signal of h-BN

has been previously reported to be very weak at room temperature.51,177 This is the case even for relatively high

laser powers due to the low Raman scattering cross-section at typical excitation wavelengths (Chapter 2.3.2).352

This was also found to be the case for both natural and monoisotopic samples in this work using an excitation

wavelength of 532 nm. Therefore, to avoid excessively long integration times and to maximise the Raman signal,

measurements were instead taken using four relatively high incident laser powers (1.86 mW, 3 mW, 3.75 mW

and 5.92 mW) at each point across the whole temperature range. The incident laser powers were converted to

absorbed power by considering the optical absorption of each material per pass of the laser beam, which were

measured in situ to be 3.39±0.65% for natural h-BN and 3.92±0.51% monoisotopic h-BN, respectively. This is

consistent with values previously reported for natural h-BN samples using the same technique.87 Incident powers

were therefore multiplied by factors of 0.0339 for natural and 0.0392 for monoisotopic samples to calculate the

power dissipated in the h-BN layers. The contribution to the shift due laser heating in the flakes was then

eliminated by extracting the intercept of the Raman shift at 0 W incident power at each temperature.

Figure 5.6: Measured peak position versus absorbed laser power for (a) monoisotopic and (b) natural h-BN under controlled heating in the
30◦C-100◦C range. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean of at least three trials.

The shift in the Raman peak position with increasing laser power was measured over a range of sample

temperatures for monoisotopic h-10BN and natural h-BN. As shown in Figure 5.6a and 5.6b, a linear fit was

performed at each temperature to extract the intercepts, which are equivalent to the Raman shift with 0W

incident power at each fixed sample temperature (ω0). These intercepts were plotted as shown in Figure 5.7. A

linear fit to ω0- ωi= χT was performed, where ωi is the measured Raman shift at 0◦C and 0W absorbed power

and T is the sample temperature, to determine χ for both sets of samples. Initial χ values were determined to

be -0.0195±0.0008 cm−1/◦C and -0.0168±0.0007 cm−1/◦C for natural and monoisotopic flakes respectively.

The calibration procedure outlined above does not account for the potential influence of TEC mismatch
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induced strain. As discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter 4.2.1), the impact of this factor on the measured

Raman shift can be significant even for fully suspended samples, particularly if the suspended area is small, as is

the case for these h-BN nanosheets. It should also be noted that up until now, this effect has not been accounted

for in any previous opto-thermal Raman measurements of h-BN thermal conductivity (Table 3.1). During recent

measurements49 suspended h-BN has been observed to hang down over the edge of the hole creating a larger

contact area for the h-BN and support, potentially releasing excess strain. However, without accounting for TEC

mismatch induced strain directly, even in the case of larger contact area as reported by Cai et al.,49 it cannot

necessarily be concluded absolutely that no influence of strain is present. Additionally, it should be noted that

the effect reported by Cai et al.49 at the suspended region boundary was not observed in the samples studied in

this work, so a full consideration of TEC mismatch induced strain was necessary.

Figure 5.7: Extracted intercepts for suspended natural and monoisotopic h-BN samples prior to strain correction. The data has been fitted
to ω0 − ωi = χT to extract the first order thermal coefficient χ.

5.2.2 Strain Correction

To calculate the contribution of TEC mismatch induced strain to the Raman shift, the Raman shift as a

function of laser power was measured on an adjacent supported area of the same flakes, following the procedure

outlined by Tian et al.291 which was described in detail in Chapter 4.2.1. Additionally, for the purpose of

calculating the supported thermal conductivity (κs) and the interfacial thermal conductance (g) (calculation

details are shown in the next sub-chapter), the Raman shift in the supported region using a different laser spot

size was also measured.36 This was achieved by repeating the measurement using a second 50× objective with a

0.5NA. Results of these supported region measurements for natural and monoisotopic h-BN are shown in Figure

5.8. Absorbed laser power for supported samples was assumed to be double that of the suspended region, since

most of the laser light is reflected back through the h-BN from the Au-coated substrate.
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Figure 5.8: Raman shift temperature calibration curves for the supported regions of the (a),(b) monoisotopic and (c),(d) natural h-BN
samples. Full sets of measurements were carried out using two 50× objectives with different numerical apertures, 0.5NA and 0.6NA. Lines
show the result of linear fitting to extract the Raman shift with temperature for 0W incident laser power.

The relative contribution to the Raman shift from strain induced by TEC mismatch (∆ωS(T )) was es-

timated using Equation 4.6. The the biaxial strain coefficient of the E2g band (β) was taken from existing

literature reports.176 The temperature dependent TECs of Au (αAu) and h-BN (αhBN ) were also taken from

the literature293,353 and assumed to be 13.9×10−6/◦C and -2.9×10−6/◦C at room temperature, respectively.

Although no experimental measurement of the TEC for monoisotopic h-10BN has been reported, it was assumed

that the TECs for natural and monoisotopic h-BN are approximately the same, based on previously reported

calculations.354 The same modified procedure to extract χ in the supported regions of the samples using a 0.6NA

objective was followed as outlined in the preceding sub-chapter and the results are shown in Figure 5.8a, c. When

supported by a substrate, we found χnatural = -0.0261±0.0064 cm−1/◦C and χh10BN = -0.0270±0.0032 cm−1/◦C

for the 0.6NA objective, as shown in Figure 5.9a. The calculated Rrel weighting factors for natural h-BN and

h-10BN are shown in Figure 5.9b. The measured frequency shifts obtained in Figure 5.7 were adjusted for the

strain contribution using Equation 4.6 and the Rrel weighting factors shown in Figure 5.9b. The results of this

procedure are shown in Figure 5.9c. Revised suspended χ coefficients were obtained as χnatural = -0.0197 ±

0.0008cm−1/◦C and χh10BN = -0.0167 ± 0.0007 cm−1/◦C.
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Figure 5.9: Strain correction procedure for the suspended region Raman shift calibration. (a) First-order Raman coefficients extracted from
the supported region of the samples, taken with both a 0.6NA and 0.5NA objective. (b) Ratio of measured Raman shifts in the suspended
and supported regions (Rrel) of the monoisotopic and natural samples. The same objective (50×, 0.6NA) was used for both supported and
suspended measurements here. (c) Strain-corrected Raman shift as a function of temperature as measured in the suspended portion of the
flakes. A linear fit to the data using ω0- ωi= χT has been performed to extract first-order Raman temperature coefficients (χ)

5.2.3 Calculation of Supported Thermal Conductivity and Interfacial Thermal

Conductance

To obtain an accurate measurement of h-BN thermal conductivity, the effect of TBR at the suspended region

boundary must be accounted for in the finite element analysis (FEA) model. This effect has not been previously

considered in any earlier opto-thermal Raman measurements of h-BN (Table 3.1). There are currently no reports

investigating the interfacial thermal conductance (g) between few-layer hBN and Au, so it is not possible to use

a literature reference value here as it was in the case of single-layer graphene (Chapter 4). Instead, the following

sub-chapter describes how the g and the supported h-BN thermal conductivity (κs) was extracted directly from

opto-thermal Raman measurements in the supported region of the samples using two different laser spot sizes

(Figure 3.2b and c.), following a method previously described by Cai et al.36

It can be assumed that the heat flow in the supported h-BN occurs primarily in the in-plane direction as a

result of the very low cross-plane thermal conductivity of h-BN.89 The in-plane heat flow can thus be described

by the diffusion equation in cylindrical co-ordinates, as outlined in Chapter 2.2.2. It can therefore be expressed,

accounting for the laser heat source and the effect of TBR, as:

1
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where Tm is the measured sample temperature (Equation 3.6), T0 is the heat sink temperature, r is the radial

position as measured from the center of the laser beam, d is the h-BN thickness and q̇(r) is the volumetric

optical heating in the laser spot region, given by Equation 3.4. The second term accounts for TBR and the third

represents the laser heat source. Equation 5.1 can be transformed using the change of variables θ = (Tm − T0)

and z = (g/κsd)
1/2r as:
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Where q′′ is the peak absorbed laser power as described in Section 3.1.1. The general form of the solution to
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Equation 5.2355 is:

θ(z) = C1I0(z) + C2K0(z) + θp(z) (5.3)

where I0(z) and K0(z) are the zero-order (α = 0) modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind:355

Iα(z) =

∞∑
m=0

(−1)m

m!Γ(m+ α+ 1)

(x
2

)2m+α

(5.4)

and

Kα(z) =
π

2

I−α(z)− Iα(z)

sin(απ)
(5.5)

Where Γ(n) = (n− 1)! is the Gamma function. The particular solution can be obtained by:355

θp(z) = I0(z)
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I1(z) and K1(z) are the first-order (α = 1) modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind.355 Constants C1

and C2 in Equation 5.3 can be deduced by considering appropriate boundary conditions at the laser spot centre

(z = 0) and far from the spot centre (z → ∞). Enforcing
(
δθ
δz

)
|z=0 and θ(z → ∞) = 0 yields C1 = − lim

z→∞
θp(z)
I0(z)

and C2 = 0. Where z is arbitrarily large, C1 approaches a constant value.

The measured thermal resistance of the h-BN membranes can be expressed as Rm = θm/Q where Q is the

total absorbed laser power acquired from integrating the peak absorbed laser heat flux, q′′ (Equation 3.4) over

the spot surface area:

Q =

∫ ∞

0

q′′ exp

(
−2r2

r20

)
2πrdr = q′′πr20 (5.7)

Therefore by combining Equations 3.6 and 5.7 the expression for Rm in the supported region can be obtained

as:
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Figure 5.10: Example of procedure to extract supported thermal conductivity (κs) and interfacial thermal conductance (g) for natural h-BN
with a heat sink temperature of 60◦C. (a) Measured temperature rise in supported region (θm) as a function of absorbed heating power (Q) as
measured with the 0.5NA and 0.6NA objectives. Linear fits used to extract the relevant Rm values are also shown. (b) Calculated R0.5/R0.6

ratio as a function of κs/g. The red line is a guide for the eye and the dashed black line shows the approximate κs/g ratio corresponding
to the experimentally measured R0.5/R0.6. (c) Individual Rm as a function of κs. The black and red dashed lines show the experimentally
determined R0.5 and R0.6, respectively, corresponding to a calculated κs value of ≈200 W/mK. The value of g was then determined using
the κs/g ratio from (b) and found to be ≈10.5 MW/m2K.
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Experimentally determined Rm were extracted from supported measurement results by plotting measured

sample temperature θm vs Q and performing a linear fit for both sets of samples as shown in the example in

Figure 5.10a. Using two different spot sizes allows two Rm values to be extracted; R0.5 and R0.6 for the 0.5 and

0.6 NA lenses, respectively. According to Equation 5.8, the ratio of R0.5/R0.6 depends only on κs/g. Equation

5.8 was solved numerically in Maple for discrete values of κs/g and an iterative scheme was used to identify κs/g

values that reproduced the appropriate R0.5/R0.6 ratios extracted from Figure 5.10b. Once the correct κs/g was

found, Equation 5.8 was again solved numerically for κs, keeping κs/g fixed by varying g proportionately. In

this way, the values of g and κs could then be determined individually using one set of Rm values. The mean g

and κs in this temperature range were found to be 22±7 MW/m2K and 285±43 W/mK for h-10BN, and 12±4

MW/m2K and 190±26 W/mK for natural h-BN respectively (Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.11: Calculated values of (a) supported thermal conductivity, κs and (b) interfacial thermal conductance, g for monoisotopic and
natural h-BN. The mean values calculated over this range are represented by the solid blue (monoisotopic) and red (natural) lines.

The values of g extracted here are somewhat smaller than the value assumed for the interfacial thermal

conductance at the SLG/Al interface in Chapter 4 (45 MW/m2K),336 indicating a larger TBR here. The impact

of TBR on the final result is also expected to be increased in this case for h-BN compared with the graphene

results, since the sample size used is considerably smaller. For smaller sample sizes, the radial distance between

the laser spot region and the material boundary where the temperature drop δT occurs (Equation 2.34) is smaller,

and so the influence of TBR on the Raman measured sample temperature is increased relative to large suspended

samples.81 However, it should also be noted that the expected κr values for h-BN in the work presented in this

chapter are significantly smaller than that measured for the cleanest graphene sample in Chapter 4. This will

reduce the contribution of TBR to the overall measurement uncertainty, since it represents a smaller proportion

of the total measured thermal resistance than in SLG.81
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5.2.4 ANSYS Thermal Conductivity Extraction

The strain-corrected Raman thermal coefficients determined above were used to convert the measured

frequency shifts in the suspended regions of the samples to local temperature in the laser spot region, (Tm) as

a function of absorbed laser power (Q). The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 5.12a and 5.12b.

Straight lines represent the result of weighted linear regression, where the intercept in each case has been fixed

to the heat sink temperature.

General details of how ANSYS FEA was used to extract thermal conductivity measurements from the

Tm(Q) profiles shown in Figure 5.12 are provided in Chapter 3.1.3. The specific setup and parameters used for

the experiments here are given below. The Au-coated Si3N4 support grid was simulated as a large square section

with a thickness of 2.5 µm. The lateral extent of the support layer (heat sink) was chosen to be arbitrarily large

(300 µm by 300 µm) such that the exact dimensions had no impact on the temperature distribution in the region

of interest. A circular hole with a radius of 5µm was created in the center of the support layer and covered with

a h-BN membrane. The suspended region was surrounded by an area of supported h-BN, where it was assumed

that the extent of the supported region on all sides matched the pitch of the support grid (5 µm). Based on

observations from the measurements, this is a reasonable assumption given that the entire h-BN flakes measured

were significantly larger than the suspended region only. A schematic showing the simulation geometry of the

model is provided in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.12: Local sample temperature as a function of absorbed power for suspended (a) monoisotopic and (b) natural h-BN (measured
with 50× 0.6NA objective). Temperatures indicated to the right of the fitted curves denote the heat sink temperature for the measurement.
Lines show a linear fit to the data where the intercept is fixed at the heat sink temperature.

Table 5.1 shows the relevant parameters used for the ANSYS FEA.Whether these parameters were extracted

via direct measurement or by using reported literature values is also indicated. Optical absorption of each sheet

was measured using the procedure outlined in Chapter 4.1.1. Reflectivity of the sheets was also checked using

the process shown in Figure 4.4 and confirmed to be approximately 0%, in line with literature reports.295 The

initial temperature of the support region was adjusted to match the atmospheric temperature fixed by the

thermal stage for each measurement set. The interfacial thermal conductance between the h-BN and support
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grid and the supported h-BN thermal conductivity was also fixed to the calculated g and κs values from the

previous sub-chapter (Figure 5.11). The thermal conductivity of the suspended h-BN region (κr) was a variable

parameter, adjusted to achieve a thermal distribution in the laser spot region that matched the measurements

shown in Figure 5.12. Thermal conductivity was adjusted along the in-plane directions of the h-BN only. Since

the samples are still very thin and the out-of-plane thermal conductivity of both natural and monoisotopic h-BN

has been previously shown to be much smaller than the in-plane thermal conductivity, it was assumed that the

majority of heat dissipation occurred primarily along the in-plane direction. Therefore, the value for out-of-plane

thermal conductivity was fixed according to previous measurements for bulk crystals (≈3.5 W/mK).89 For the

purpose of these calculations, κr at each temperature point was input into the ANSYS model as a single thermal

conductivity, assuming no temperature dependence. Justification for this can be provided by considering that a

much smaller local sample temperature rise was induced by laser heating here than in the SLG measurements

presented in the previous chapter. Additionally, earlier calculations and reports have also suggested that the

temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of h-BN in this range is much weaker than for graphene in this

temperature range.52,89 Nevertheless, a full discussion and evaluation of the impact of this assumption on the

results is included in Chapter 5.3.1.

Figure 5.13: ANSYS FEA for extracting thermal conductivity of h-BN. (a) Setup geometry for simulation, showing a 5 µm diameter circular
section of h-BN suspended over a hole in the Au-coated Si3N4 support grid. The suspended region is connected on all sides to the remainder
of the h-BN flake which is in contact with the support grid. The inset shows the discretised laser spot enlarged for clarity. (b) Example
calculated thermal distribution for a monoisotopic sample at heat sink temperature of 50◦C, 0.23 mW absorbed power and in-plane suspended
thermal conductivity of 512 W/mK. The laser spot area and the edge of the suspended membrane have been highlighted.

Parameter Natural Monoisotopic (10B) Source

Au thermal conductivity 315 Wm−1K−1 315 Wm−1K−1 Ref. [353]
h-BN out-of-plane thermal conductivity (kz) 3.5 Wm−1K−1 3.5 Wm−1K−1 Ref. [89]
Supported h-BN thermal conductivity (ks) 190±26 Wm−1K−1 285±43 Wm−1K−1 Measured (Figure 5.11a)
Interfacial thermal conductance (g) 12±4 MW/m2K 22±7 MW/m2K Measured (Figure 5.11b)
Laser spot radius (r0) 0.65µm 0.65µm Measured (Figure 3.2c)
Optical absorption (a) 3.39 ±0.65% 3.92±0.51% Measured
Reflectivity (ρ) ≈0 ≈0 Ref. [295]

Table 5.1: Material parameters for ANSYS FEA simulation used to calculate h-BN thermal conductivity
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5.3 Results

Figure 5.14 shows the in-plane thermal conductivity (κr) results for the two 5-µm-diameter suspended

h-BN nanosheets obtained from fitting the experimental data to results of the FEA using ANSYS. The sample

temperature along the x-axis was taken as the mean sample temperature in the simulation. Also shown are

reported κr calculation results for monolayer and few-layer h-BN based on an exact numerical solution of the

Boltzmann transport equation (BTE, Chapter 2.2.3) incorporating three-phonon, phonon–isotope and boundary

scattering processes.52 At 30◦C, the κr of monoisotopic and natural samples was measured to be (630 +90/-65)

W/mK and (405 +87/-65) W/mK, respectively. Good agreement with the calculation results for 5L h-BN close

to room temperature was found. There are a few small discrepancies between the model parameters52 and the

experiment performed here. Firstly, the size (5 µm) of these suspended samples was less than the grain size (10

µm) assumed for the boundary scattering calculation in model. However, this is unlikely to have a significant

effect on the interpretation of the results presented here since the size effect on κr becomes negligible when it

is larger than the dominant phonon mean free path (<1 µm).139 Secondly, due to the excessive computational

demand caused by increasing the number of layers, few-layer samples with a layer number greater than 5, such as

those measured here, were not considered in the theoretical calculation.52 Despite this, it should be noted that in

Ref [52], the calculated κr converges to the 5L value as the number of layers increases. As a result, the calculated

value from 5L h-BN in Ref. [52] was used to make an approximate comparison to the κr for the few-layer

h-BN studied in this chapter. Finally, the calculated values for monoisotopic h-BN shown are for material with

100% 11B isotopic composition, rather than 10B as discussed in this work. However, at room temperature, it

has been previously reported that the difference in thermal conductivity between monoisotopic h-BN comprised

of 10B and 11B isotopes is negligible,89 so these calculations can be considered a reasonable approximation to

the material under investigation here. Since the first-principles calculations consider defect-free h-BN with an

effective boundary length exceeding the measured sample size, the good agreement with the experimental results

suggests there are no significant defects in these samples, neither from within the material itself nor resulting

from the transfer process.

Figure 5.14: Measured thermal conductivity of 11-layer monoisotopic and natural h-BN. (a) Extracted thermal conductivities alongside
first-principles calculations for single layer and 5-layer natural h-BN and monoisotopic h-11BN taken from Lindsay et al.52 (b) Comparison of
room temperature thermal conductivities measured in this work and in the literature.49,51,87–89,288 Bulk values are indicated by the dashed
lines and approaches using PMMA-mediated and PMMA-free transfer techniques are highlighted.
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Figure 5.14b compares the measurements with literature reported results at room temperature. The κr of

the monoisotopic nanosheet calculated here was slightly larger than the value previously reported for the raw bulk

crystals.89 Recently, it has been demonstrated experimentally that thinning natural h-BN to monolayer thickness

achieves superior thermal conductivity,49 which can be attributed primarily to the symmetry-based selection rule

for phonon scattering in 2D crystals (Chapter 2.2.4).52 However, the fabrication processes currently required to

achieve monolayer or bilayer h-BN are particularly challenging, with very low sample yields.288 Strikingly, the

κr achieved here for isotopically engineered h-BN is comparable to the highest values for extremely thin (1-

2L) h-BN,49,288 demonstrating the potential to achieve superior thermal conductivity even in multilayer h-BN.

Previous calculations52 have suggested κr can be driven to even higher values (>1100 W/mK) with an even larger

enhancement factor if monoisotopic h-BN can be reduced to monolayer thickness. However, recently Cai et al.88

(Figure 5.14b) reported an enhancement of only 28% for 1L monoisotopic 10B h-BN, significantly lower than

both the bulk value (43%)89 and 11L value (56%) presented here. Cai et al.88 also observed an increase in the

isotopic enhancement with increasing layer number, contrary to earlier predictions.52 A more detailed analysis of

this in relation to the findings presented in this work is presented in a later sub-chapter (Chapter 5.3.2). While

further work is likely required to fully clarify the interplay between thickness and isotopic effects in h-BN, it

seems that the benefit of isotopic engineering in h-BN is greater in the thicker material (11L) compared with

ultra-thin monolayer h-BN. Here, κr for the 11L nanosheet with natural B isotope composition is approximately

in line with previous reports for bulk natural h-BN,89,139 and larger than all previously reported values for h-BN

of similar thickness (5-11L),51,87 as shown in Figure 5.14b.

The data presented in Figure 5.14b also highlights the large spread in measured h-BN thermal conductivity

values between different reports. While this can often be attributed to differences in sample preparation or

measurement technique,5 variations in measured thermal properties may also arise due to inconsistent treatment

within the heat conduction model.81 Here, additional corrective factors, such as TEC mismatch induced strain and

finite thermal boundary conductance (g), have been incorporated into the model. These factors are inconsistently

applied in experimental studies of low-dimensional materials (LDMs); they are incorporated in some cases, but

not in others. Previous measurements of h-BN thermal conductivity using an opto-thermal Raman technique

have not included these effects,49,87 so their impact on the final values is not yet fully understood. A detailed

analysis of the impact of these factors, in addition to other potential sources of error in our measurement is

included in the next sub-chapter. The uncertainty in optical absorption was the dominant factor contributing to

measurement error. Therefore, y-axis error bars shown in Figure 5.14a correspond to the thermal conductivity

values obtained using the upper and lower bounds for absorption. Error bars on the x-axis were calculated using

a standard square root sum propagation method, including the uncertainty in the Raman peak positions and

from the thermal calibration.
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5.3.1 Uncertainty

Optical absorption uncertainty is often regarded as largest source of error in opto-thermal Raman measure-

ments.81 This is because of the difficulty in accurately measuring the local absorption under the conditions of the

experiment. Figure 5.15a shows the thermal conductivity error margin due the uncertainty in measured optical

absorption in this work. These were obtained from the FEA, setting the optical absorption equal to the measured

upper and lower bounds for absorption for both materials. The results using the mean measured absorption value

are plotted, while the shaded regions correspond to the full range of thermal conductivity values between the

upper and lower absorption bounds. These shaded regions are large, and the calculated error was approximately

12% for the monoisotopic samples, and up to 20% for natural h-BN. The error was considerably higher for the

natural samples, despite the error from optical absorption uncertainty scaling with thermal conductivity. This is

attributed to the larger uncertainty associated with the measured absorption for the natural sample compared

with the monoisotopic sample (Table 5.1). The error resulting from this is much larger than other sources of

measurement uncertainty in the experiment. For example, the uncertainty of the measured sample temperature

was estimated to be approximately ±1◦C, corresponding to an error of roughly 5% in the resulting thermal

conductivity.

Figure 5.15: Thermal conductivity error bounds resulting from (a) optical absorption uncertainty, (b) neglecting the effect of TEC-mismatch
induced strain and (c) neglecting the impact of interfacial thermal resistance at the suspended sample edges. The shaded regions correspond
to the range in possible values obtained from calculations using the upper and lower optical absorption in (a), and by the values obtained
with and without the applied corrections in the case of (b) and (c).

Contributions to the measured Raman shift resulting from TEC-mismatch induced strain have been pre-

viously shown to be an important factor to consider in opto-thermal Raman measurements of thin films.81,291

This has been found to be the case for single-layer graphene (SLG) samples of a similar size to the h-BN flakes

studied here, even where the sheet can be considered fully suspended over a hole or trench due to contributions

from the connecting supported regions.291 In Chapter 4 it was found that for the SLG thermal measurements,

the contribution of TEC mismatch induced strain was extremely small (<2%). However, the suspended h-BN

samples examined here are much smaller in size and therefore the influence of strain, as discussed in Chapter

5.2.2, is likely larger. To examine whether the corrections made to the measured Raman shift to account for this

effect have had a significant effect on the h-BN results, κr has been calculated for both natural and monoisotopic

samples with and without the strain correction, as shown in Figure 5.15b. Although the magnitude of the Raman

shift adjustment was relatively small, the correction to the final thermal conductivity result was as high as 5-6%
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for both samples. The relatively high corrective factor here can likely also be attributed to the size of the TEC

mismatch between h-BN and Au. As discussed in Chapter 5.2.2, h-BN has a negative expansion coefficient, and

so this mismatch is likely to be large when partially supported on any conventional material with a positive

expansion coefficient. Neglecting the strain correction procedure leads to an overestimation of the thermal con-

ductivity, due to the negative biaxial strain Raman coefficient in h-BN producing an artificially lower measured

local sample temperature.176 Although the change to the measured thermal conductivities is still a smaller po-

tential source of error than other factors such as the optical absorption uncertainty, this nevertheless suggests

that TEC-mismatch induced strain is an important aspect to consider when conducting similar measurements.

The other major adjustment to the model made in this work was to consider the temperature drop at the

boundary of the suspended flake due to the TBR at the h-BN/Au interface. This effect has been accounted

for in the work presented here by measuring the inverse of TBR, the interfacial thermal conductance (g), at the

boundary (Chapter 5.2.3) and applying it within the ANSYS simulation. Often, thermal conductivity calculations

from opto-thermal Raman measurements are made based on the assumption that the boundary of the suspended

region can be considered to act as a perfect heat sink (infinite g). However, this is not necessarily valid, especially

where the interface area is small. Since in this work and for similar measurements of suspended LDM flakes are

typically on the order of only a few microns in size, this suggests that TBR should not be neglected in most

cases. To confirm this, the impact of this effect on these results was analysed by repeating the FEA assuming

that the temperature at the boundary of the suspended flake was fixed at the ambient temperature inside the

measurement stage and the Au support acted as a perfect heat sink (Figure 5.15c). The variation between the

two models was extremely large, reducing the measured thermal conductivity by approximately 20-30% for both

samples. This factor is similar to the underestimation of κr found for SLG in Chapter 4 and further supports

that TBR should not be neglected in the analysis of LDM opto-thermal Raman measurements.

Figure 5.16: Comparison of mean laser spot temperature measured during opto-thermal Raman experiments (Tm) with the mean simulated
spot temperature in the ANSYS model assuming h-BN thermal conductivity follows the temperature dependence extracted in Chapter 5.3
for (a) natural and (b) monoisotopic h-BN. The dashed line represents the case where Tsim = Tm which corresponds to ideal reproduction
of the experimentally measured mean spot temperature. Error bars were calculated by assuming the upper or lower bounds of temperature
at each κr shown on the x-axis of Figure 5.14a

Other effects contributing to measurement uncertainty are the potential temperature dependence of ther-
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mal properties such as the interfacial thermal conductance, g and the h-BN thermal conductivity itself. For

measurement purposes, it has been assumed that the h-BN thermal conductivity is constant across the range of

local temperatures measured in the samples throughout the experiment. Here, this is approximately 30 – 180◦C

(Figure 5.12). The actual extracted thermal conductivity at each temperature point represents an ‘average’ value

across the whole range of local temperature rises induced during measurement, introducing a potential additional

source of measurement error.81 However, since the thermal conductivity of both samples tends to converge to

approximately 375 W/mK above 70◦C, assuming constant thermal conductivity across this range was expected

to be only a small potential source of error here. To verify this, the extracted κr(T ) profile (Figure 5.14) was

input back into ANSYS, and the simulated mean temperature in the laser spot region (Tsim) was compared with

the actual measured temperature during the experiment (Tm). The results of this procedure for the highest (5.92

mW) incident laser power for the monoisotopic and natural h-BN are shown in Figure 5.16a and b, respectively.

The dashed line indicates the case where the measured and simulated temperature are equal (Tm = Tsim), that

is, where a perfect reproduction of the measured temperature profile is achieved for the assumed κr temperature

dependence. Deviation of Tsim from the measured Tm value is expected to be largest for high laser powers where

the induced temperature rise is the greatest.81

The deviation of Tsim from Tm was only minimal for the natural sample as expected, displaying weaker

temperature dependence compared with monoisotopic h-BN. Despite this, there is still reasonable agreement

between Tsim and Tm for monoisotopic h-BN. All simulated temperature points are within <4% of the measured

values, which is largely accounted for within the error bounds shown in Figure 5.16. The error bars were calculated

by assuming the upper and lower bound temperatures for each κr(T ) point from the x-axis in Figure 5.14a. This

suggests that the measured temperature dependence extracted for h-BN in this work can be considered fairly

accurate, with only minimal error resulting from the assumption constant κr at each discrete temperature point

in the original model.

Figure 5.17: Thermal conductivity values obtained for monoisotopic h-10BN using a range of different values of (a) κs and (b) g. The shaded
area represents the range of values contained within the upper and lower uncertainty bounds of these two parameters.
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To determine whether the temperature dependence of the interfacial thermal conductance, g and the sup-

ported thermal conductivity, κs could be a significant source of error in the model, the temperature dependence of

the calculated values (Figure 5.11a, b) was examined. No obvious temperature dependence was found, but since

the uncertainty associated with these calculated values was relatively large, the impact of the possible variation

in g and κs on the measured suspended thermal conductivity was investigated further. The results of applying

various values of g and κs in the FEA for the monoisotopic sample are shown in Figure 5.17a, b. In both cases,

the error resulting from this uncertainty was small, typically on the order of approximately 1%. Results for the

same procedure performed on natural h-BN are not shown as the uncertainty was even smaller in this case. This

suggests that temperature variations in g and κs across the measured thermal range would have to be extremely

large to impact the measurements significantly.

5.3.2 Discussion

This section provides an interpretation of main result shown in Figure 5.14a in context of h-BN thermal

transport theory (Chapter 2.2.4). Particular attention is paid to the interplay of thickness and phonon-isotope

scattering, since the results presented here reveal a potentially more complex relationship between the two than

previously predicted52 when moving from the ultra-thin (1-3L) to few-layer to bulk regimes. The implications of

this work in practical thermal management strategies for devices and as a potential route to engineering higher

thermal conductivity in thicker LDMs for improved functionality is also discussed.

At room temperature, the κr enhancement due to isotope purification is 56%, demonstrating a large isotopic

effect in few-layer h-BN. This is larger than the enhancement (≈43%) recently reported for the bulk crystals at

this temperature.89 The increased enhancement factor measured here could be a result of the decreased thickness

of the material. It has been well reported for both graphene and h-BN that the room temperature thermal

conductivity is heavily modulated by layer number.34,49,52,97 This effect is primarily the result of the increased

cross-plane phonon coupling and availability of additional phase space for phonon-phonon scattering in multi-

layered materials. Since increasing the sample thickness increases phonon-phonon scattering rates, it follows that

the importance of this type of scattering dominates in thicker flakes over phonon-isotope scattering. Therefore,

the influence of isotopic mixing on the thermal conductivity likely decreases with increasing thickness, up until

a critical thickness where bulk thermal properties are recovered. Consistent with this, calculations based on

a first-principles Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) solution approach have previously revealed a reduction

in the isotope enhancement for multilayer samples,52 indicating that the relative importance of phonon-isotope

scattering is diminished when thickness increases.

Despite this, recent reports have shown the opposite trend, revealing an increase in the enhancement for an

increasing number of layers for 1-3L samples.88 As discussed in Chapter 2.2.4.3, this discrepancy can potentially

be explained by the underestimation of the importance of optical phonons to phonon-isotope scattering in earlier

calculations.52 Cai et al.88 argued that isotope mixing primarily increases acoustic-optical scatterings between

out-of-plane optical (ZO) and longitudinal or transverse acoustic (LA or TA) phonons, whereas the out-of-

plane acoustic (ZA) phonons that otherwise dominate transport at room temperature are disproportionately
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affected by the presence of additional atomic layers. As a result, ZA phonons contribute a greater proportion

of the overall thermal conductivity in natural h-BN, so the detrimental impact of additional atomic layers is

larger. Therefore, the percentage decrease in κr with increasing layer number is smaller for monoisotopic h-BN

than natural h-BN, which leads to an increased enhancement factor for thicker crystals. However, these results

show an enhancement factor greater than that reported for both 1-3L88 and bulk h-BN,52 suggesting that at

some critical thickness >11L, the thermal conductivity of monoisotopic h-BN is further suppressed, likely by

additional interlayer scattering, reducing the enhancement factor to bulk levels. Further work is required to fully

understand the complex relationship between thickness and phonon-isotope scattering in h-BN highlighted by

the results presented here.

Relatively few reports have dealt directly with the thickness dependence of h-BN thermal conductivity.

Those that have measured thicker (>5L) few-layer flakes have found that their experimental results display the

opposite trend51,87 to theoretical predictions52 where the κr of few-layer h-BN is expected to be greater than that

of the bulk material. However, the results in these early experiments can likely be attributed to the larger impact

of surface residues on thinner samples.51 As demonstrated in Section 5.1.1, the transfer method reported here can

produce cleaner suspended areas than those used in previous works,188 contributing to the much higher intrinsic

thermal conductivities achieved. In this case, the results suggest that the thermal conductivity of 11L h-BN is

higher than, or at least converges to that of the bulk crystal,89 following the suggested thickness dependence

in Ref. [52]. In conventional materials reducing thickness leads to a decrease in thermal conductivity due to

phonon-boundary scattering, limiting utility for thermal management in ultrathin devices. By contrast, the

unusual thickness dependence of the thermal conductivity of van der Waals materials presents an opportunity for

their application in such cases. The results presented here further highlight this advantage in layered materials,

since it was possible to achieve very high thermal conductivities, comparable to, or even exceeding that of the

bulk materials in films only 3.5 nm thick.

At temperatures above 30◦C, the influence of isotopic disorder on phonon scattering in h-BN diminishes and

the thermal conductivity for both the monisotopic and natural h-BN converges to approximately 375 W/mK. This

can be attributed to the increasing importance of phonon-phonon scattering processes at elevated temperatures

in competition with the phonon-isotope scattering.131 A similar effect was observed by Chen et al.84 in monolayer

graphene. An isotopic enhancement of 58% was achieved in graphene at room temperature despite a lower level

of isotopic mixing in natural graphene (�1.1% 13C and 98.9% 12C) than natural h-BN. The enhancement was

significant even above 200◦C, whereas for h-BN the enhancement effect is negligible at temperatures greater

than approximately 70◦C. This discrepancy can be explained by considering the relative strength of the in-plane

bonds in graphene and h-BN. The B-N bonds in h-BN are considerably weaker than the C-C bonds in graphene,

as reflected in the drastically different Debye temperatures of the two materials (140 ◦C for h-BN356 and 1640
◦C for graphene357). This results in ‘softer’, lower velocity phonons in h-BN compared with graphene, leading

to a significant reduction in isotope scattering rates due to their strong dependence on frequency.131 Recently

it was reported that isotopic enhancement of thermal conductivity is strong in cubic boron nitride (c-BN) even

at temperatures greater than 200◦C.351 Again, this discrepancy can most likely be attributed to the higher
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bond strength in cubic versus hexagonal BN and an increased presence of high frequency phonons for isotopic

scattering. Since phonon-isotope scattering is reduced in h-BN compared with graphene and c-BN, it would

follow that the temperature at which the enhancement effect ceases to be significant is likely below that of these

materials, as confirmed here.

The thermal conductivity of natural h-BN varies minimally with temperature in the measurement range

examined here (30 - 100◦C), despite the expectation that it should decrease due to increased phonon-phonon

scattering at high temperatures.131 By contrast, κr for monoisotopic h-BN is reduced significantly as a result

of increasing temperature. A larger decrease in monoisotopic thermal conductivity in this temperature range is

expected from theoretical predictions,139 since the increased phonon-phonon scattering at higher temperatures

contributes a higher proportion of the overall scattering rate compared with the isotopically disordered sample.

The overall expected reduction in thermal conductivity for the natural sample is only around 100 W/mK,139 so it

is likely that it was not possible to fully resolve the temperature dependence of natural h-BN in this temperature

range, leading to the appearance of a largely temperature-independent κr here.

The results presented here demonstrate that isotopic engineering can increase 11L h-BN in-plane thermal

conductivity (κr) to as high as 630 W/mK. A recent study8 has experimentally shown that adding thin layer of

natural h-BN between a graphene device and a SiO2/Si or flexible glass substrate can greatly reduce the hot-spot

temperature in the device. The enhanced κr observed here in the monoisotopic h-BN nanosheet provides a

route to an even more effective heat-spreading material for graphene and other next-generation LDM electronic

devices via isotopic engineering. In addition, the thin-film transfer technique presented is capable of fabricating

relatively clean samples while retaining compatibility with the general fabrication process of h-BN supported

heterostructure electronics.53 Therefore, the high intrinsic thermal conductivity of h-BN can be maintained in

research devices using this thin-film approach, which is not currently possible with PMMA-mediated wet-transfer

processes.51,87 Apart from LDM thin-film technology, enhanced h-BN thermal conductivity has the potential to

also revolutionize thermal management for traditional 3D and 2.5D integrated circuits (ICs) where the nanosheets

can either be stacked together as a heat spreader substrate247,248,349 or be used as thermally conductive particles

in the thermal interface and encapsulation composite materials.358,359 The isotopic enhancement of h-BN thermal

conductivity in layers of similar thickness to those studied here may be particularly advantageous due to their

increased suitability and reliability as a dielectric substrate and heat spreading layer in devices compared with

ultra-thin materials.53

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the effect of isotopic disorder on the thermal properties of few-layer h-BN was investigated

by measuring the thermal conductivities of few-layer natural (22% 10B, 78% 11B) and monoisotopic (99% 10B)

h-BN using a modified opto-thermal Raman method. At 30◦C, values as high as (630 +90/-65) W/mK and

(405 +87/65) W/mK were extracted for monoisotopic and natural h-BN, respectively. This 56% enhancement

in thermal conductivity in the monoisotopic h-BN thin film close to room temperature is larger than observed in

previous studies of the effect of h-BN isotopic disorder in both bulk89 and 1-3L88 crystals. By consideration of
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the nature of phonon scattering in multi-layered h-BN, this can potentially be attributed to larger suppression

of κr in natural h-BN compared with monoisotopic h-BN as a result of the greater contribution of ZA phonon

scattering to the overall scattering rate when additional material layers are added. While further work is likely

needed to fully elucidate the interplay between h-BN thickness and phonon-isotope scattering, the work presented

here highlights a more complex relationship between these two effects than previously thought.

Thorough consideration of potential sources of uncertainty in the opto-thermal Raman method, and strate-

gies for reducing their impact have been applied to this work. A modified opto-thermal Raman calibration

approach was used to circumvent issues with weak h-BN Raman signal reduce calibration uncertainty, and as a

result this uncertainty was found to be only around 5%. The most significant source of uncertainty was found

to be the optical absorption uncertainty, at 20% and 12% for the natural and monoisotopic sample respectively.

This highlights the need for the development of improved approaches to measure in situ optical absorption for

opto-thermal Raman measurements. Measurement error was also reduced by careful consideration of the effects

of TBR and TEC mismatch induced strain. Neglecting TBR in this calculation was found to lead to an underes-

timation of h-BN thermal conductivity by as much as 20-30%, while ignoring TEC mismatch produced a smaller,

but still significant overestimation of 5-6%. The effect of TBR in particular was very large, most likely as a result

of the small contact area between the suspended nanosheets and the support substrate both in this work, and in

typical opto-thermal Raman measurements (Table 3.1). This result suggests that these factors cannot typically

be justifiably ignored in this type of thermal conductivity measurement as they have routinely been previously.

At temperatures higher than ≈70◦C, the thermal conductivities of both monoisotopic and natural h-BN

converge to approximately 375 W/mK, as anharmonic scattering processes dominate thermal transport. The

dominance of anharmonic scattering at elevated temperatures means that proportional impact of phonon-isotope

scattering is weaker that at room temperature, reducing the isotopic enhancement factor. The results presented

here suggest that the temperature at which isotopic enhancement is reduced to zero in h-BN is markedly lower

than in other materials such as graphene84 and c-BN351 (>200◦C) as a result of the weaker in-plane atomic bonds

in h-BN. However, the enhancement demonstrated at temperatures below 70◦C likely still offers some benefit in

real devices. For example, it may be possible to achieve a larger reduction in device hot spot temperatures than

previously reported for the natural material.8,247,248 Additionally, direct measurement of the interfacial thermal

conductance between the h-BN and Au interface presented here has shown that the contact resistance between

these two interfaces may be reduced in the monoisotopic material compared with the natural sample. Further

work is needed to confirm the effect of isotopic engineering on the contact resistance between h-BN and other

materials, but decreased contact resistance between active device layers and h-BN heat spreaders could offer

additional enhancements in h-BN based thermal management.247

The room temperature thermal conductivities of these few-layer materials are close to those reported for

bulk crystals, further demonstrating the potential for application of few-layer h-BN to the thermal management

of devices. In conventional bulk materials, thermal conductivity is typically decreased as a result of increased

phonon-boundary scattering as the thickness is reduced. This presents a problem for continued miniaturisation in

electronics, since thinner heat spreading layers have lowered thermal conductivity and are therefore less effective at

reducing device temperatures. However, if bulk thermal conductivity values can be maintained or even exceeded

for nm-thick h-BN, as this work demonstrates, isotopic engineering of h-BN could present an extremely promising

route to enabling heat-sunk next-generation devices.



Chapter 6

Passivation of Gallium Telluride Using

Graphene and Hexagonal Boron Nitride

The work in the previous two chapters highlights the desirable thermal properties of both graphene and

h-BN in relation to their potential application as heat spreading layers for devices. These features, combined

with the stability and impermeability of few-layer graphene and h-BN also make them strong candidates as

alternative, van der Waals (vdW) passivation layers for other, more unstable layered materials.

Here, the potential for vdW encapsulation of unstable layered semiconductor gallium telluride (GaTe) is

investigated. The use of both graphene and h-BN as capping layers is considered as a means of slowing the rapid

degradation of GaTe under ambient conditions. Firstly, the degradation process itself is characterised, to find

the rate of oxidation in flakes of a particular thickness (≈175 nm) and confirm the use of Raman spectroscopy

as a means of monitoring degradation. The ratio of the ≈115 cm−1 GaTe peak intensity to the ≈129cm−1

GaTe-O2 peak is found to be a reliable metric for monitoring degradation level. Degradation is found to initially

proceed very quickly, over a period of a few hours, and then to slow considerably, with the flake exhibiting no

photoluminescence (PL) response and a Raman spectrum attributed to pure GaTe-O2 after only 2 weeks.

Double encapsulation, where the GaTe is sandwiched between layers of graphene and/or h-BN is shown

to lead to a superior reduction in degradation rate compared with the use of a top capping layer alone. The

influence of substrate choice and wetting properties on the rate of degradation is examined in detail to explain this

phenomenon. The double encapsulated heterostructures exhibit the greatest longevity under ambient exposure,

with minimal degradation of GaTe optoelectronic properties even after several weeks. Prevention of laser-induced

degradation of GaTe via the use of h-BN or graphene heat spreading layers is also discussed, where a graphene

top-layer is found to be the most beneficial. The effect of transfer residues on the degradation rate is also

addressed. Finally, these results are tested out in real photodetector devices, where it is found that the substrate

choice is vitally important in preventing rapid GaTe degradation under operating conditions. The active GaTe

layer can only be preserved effectively under double encapsulation conditions, within a h-BN/GaTe/graphene

heterostructure, although improvements to the transfer process so that it may be carried out fully in an inert

157
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environment are likely required to properly stabilise the material. The fabricated heterostructure device exhibits

very high responsivity (4×106 A/W) and external quantum efficiency (EQE) (9×108%) under 0.9 W/m2 532 nm

illumination.

Parts of this chapter are reproduced with permission from from my published research article: E. Mercado,

Y. Zhou, Y. Xie, Q. Zhao, H. Cai, B. Chen, W. Jie, S. Tongay, T. Wang, and M. Kuball, “Passivation of

layered gallium telluride by double encapsulation with graphene,” ACS Omega, vol. 4, pp. 18 002–18 010, 19 2019.

Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. The chapter was authored by the candidate with input provided

by co-authors and the supervisor equivalent to that expected of a conventional thesis chapter. The results

presented in Chapter 6.4 onwards are new additions which have not previously been published elsewhere. E.M.,

Y.Z., and M.K. initiated the project and designed the experiments. E.M. performed experimental measurements

and analysed the data. Y.X., Q.Z., H.C., B.C., W.J., S.T., and T.W. grew the bulk crystals. The electrical

characterisation of heterostructure devices presented in Chapter 6.5 was performed by Markus Wohlfahrt and

the data was analysed by E.M. M.K. supervised the project.

6.1 Methods

6.1.1 Sample Fabrication

The general procedure for exfoliating and transferring GaTe or graphene flakes, in addition to details of the

bulk crystals used in this work are outlined in Chapter 3.4.2. The adapted transfer procedure used for all of the

natural h-BN flakes reported in this chapter is given in Chapter 3.4.2.1. For characterisation of the degradation

process and rate in GaTe, relatively thick GaTe flakes (≈175 nm) were targeted. Since thicker samples degrade

less rapidly, selecting samples of this thickness allowed for long-term monitoring of the degradation process over

a period of a few weeks. Very thin samples in the conventional low-dimensional regime (<15 nm), were found to

degrade extremely quickly on transfer to most substrates and were therefore not suitable for study in this work.

Additionally, the flake yield for GaTe of ≈175 nm was found to be relatively high compared with much thinner

flakes. Details of how GaTe thickness was estimated by optical contrast to identify appropriate target flakes for

this work are given in Chapter 3.4.2.2.

An example of the full assembly process for a GaTe flake double encapsulated with graphene is shown

in Figure 6.1. The same procedure, as outlined by the schematic in Figure 6.1a, was applied to assemble all

double encapsulated flakes presented in this chapter. Optical images, AFM topography, and height profiles for

each layer in an example graphene/GaTe/graphene structure are shown in Figure 6.1b–d, e–g, and h–j for steps

1–3, respectively. Both single encapsulation, with just a top capping layer of graphene or h-BN, and double

encapsulation, where the GaTe was sandwiched between graphene or h-BN layers, were investigated in this work.

For single encapsulated flake fabrication, the same process was followed starting from step 2, with the deposition

of GaTe directly onto the SiO2 surface. Similarly, for the substrate-dependent degradation study which will be

described in Chapter 6.3.2-6.4.1, only steps 1-2 were carried out. Graphene flakes were chosen so that their

thicknesses measured approximately 7-12nm in each case for consistency. While it was possible to exfoliate
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of GaTe heterostructure assembly procedure. (a) Outline of deposition process. Flakes were exfoliated onto a
viscoelastic poly-dimethyl siloxane (PDMS) stamp before being loaded into a micromanipulator. The stamping process was carried out in the
order shown in the schematic using the procedure described in Chapter 3.4.2. (b), (e), (h) Optical images of a typical graphene/GaTe/graphene
structure after step 1, 2 and 3 respectively. AFM topography of structures following step 1 (c), 2 (f) and 3 (i). Blue dashed lines show
locations of height scans of the most recently added layer as shown in d), g), j).

thinner flakes, these were typically much too small in lateral extent to fully cover the GaTe and were therefore

not suitable for use as an encapsulating layer. The thicknesses of the h-BN flakes chosen varied depending on

the use of h-BN as a top or bottom encapsulant. Details and full justification for this are given in the relevant

sub-chapter (Chapter 6.4). The target SiO2/Si base substrates in for each sample were cleaned in advance of

flake deposition by sonication in acetone and isopropyl alcohol (IPA).

6.1.2 Characterisation of GaTe Degradation Process

In order to characterise the effectiveness of vdW passivation applied to GaTe, it was necessary to first

develop a reliable metric with which the level of degradation within the material could be monitored over time.

Additionally, as discussed in Chapter 2.4.5, the rate of ambient degradation in a particular material can be used

to infer details about the nature of the degradation process in that material.256 It would therefore be useful

to track the degradation of an un-passivated flake over an extended period of time to determine if the nature

of the process is consistent with that previously proposed in the literature,118 where samples degrade due to

the progressive intercalation of ambient water and oxygen molecules, resulting in the formation of a GaTe-O2

oxide phase (Chapter 2.1.3). While various methods of detecting GaTe degradation have been reported in the

literature, including photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), and

Raman characterisation,108,122 complete tracking of the degradation rate over time has never been reported. As
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discussed in Chapter 2.3.3, confirmation that the Raman 129 cm−1 and 144 cm−1 peaks emerge in GaTe only as

a result of the degradation process is also needed to clarify the interpretation of the spectra in the literature. In

particular, it is desirable to determine a useful metric for degradation monitoring to allow the level of oxidation

to be correlated to changes in bandstructure and opto-electronic properties of the material.

Characterisation of unencapsulated GaTe flakes was carried out over a period of a few weeks via AFM,

PL and micro-Raman spectroscopy. All GaTe flakes were exfoliated as described in Chapter 3.4.2 from the

bulk crystal and transferred to SiO2/Si substrates. Initial measurements of the fresh material were carried out

immediately after transfer. Raman and PL measurements were carried out using a 488nm laser excitation at

regular time intervals to monitor changes in the spectra. In all cases, the incident power was kept below 0.1mW

to minimise laser-induced sample degradation. Figure 6.2a shows an example of one of the flakes characterised.

The evolution of pristine to aged GaTe is evident from the loss of PL signal over time (Figure 6.2b). Freshly

exfoliated samples exhibit a strong photoresponse centered at 1.66eV, which is consistent with the reported

bandgap of GaTe.360 The peak intensity decreased with longer ambient exposure times leading to a complete loss

of signal after around two weeks. This is reflective of a transition from a direct gap material to the indirect gap

oxide phase,118 as discussed in Chapter 2.1.3. AFM topography scans comparing freshly exfoliated and one week

old GaTe are shown in Figure 6.2c and d, respectively. A small increase in root mean square (RMS) roughness

from 0.4nm to 0.6nm was observed resulting from the transition to the degraded phase. The optical appearance

of the flakes was unchanged. These findings are consistent with previous reports and suggest that unlike other

unstable layered materials such as black phosphorus (BP),66 surface roughness is not a good indicator of the

level of sample degradation in GaTe.

Figure 6.2: PL and AFM characterisation of the degradation of a 183 nm GaTe flake over time. (a) Optical image of a typical exfoliated
183nm GaTe flake transferred to SiO2/Si (b) Photoluminescence spectra of freshly exfoliated GaTe and after 5, 7 and 14 days ambient
exposure. AFM topography of (c) fresh and (d) fully degraded sample after 7 days. Blue dotted line in (c) shows location of flake height
profile shown in (e) and white dashed lines show the position of roughness profiles in (f).
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Figure 6.3a shows the evolution of Raman spectra over time for a 183nm thick GaTe flake in air. The

freshly cleaved sample shows prominent peaks at 109 cm−1, 115 cm−1, 162 cm−1, 176 cm−1, 210 cm−1, 270

cm−1, 283 cm−1 in good agreement with previous reports.108,118,186 After only a few hours peaks at 129cm−1

and 144cm−1 began to appear, of which the 129cm−1 mode was the most pronounced. As the flake aged further,

a marked increase in the intensity of the 129cm−1 and 144cm−1 peaks was observed in addition to a reduction

in intensity of the originally present modes. After 7 days, almost all of the initial GaTe peaks had disappeared

and only the peaks at 129cm−1 and 144cm−1 remained. Coupled with the loss of PL signal after this time, this

indicates a transition to the degraded GaTe phase. These observations are also consistent with the prevailing

interpretation in the literature that the 129cm−1 and 144cm−1 peaks appear in GaTe as a result of degradation

and the formation of a GaTe-O2 oxide phase,118,122 since they only emerge following ambient exposure and

increase progressively over time.

Figure 6.3: Evolution of the Raman spectrum of a 183nm GaTe flake in ambient conditions over time. (a) Measured Raman spectra at
various ambient exposure times. Spectra have been normalized to 115cm−1 mode peak intensity for clarity. (b) Comparison of I115/I129,
I162/I129, I115/I144 and I162/I144 peak intensity ratios as a function of ambient exposure time.

Since the changes in the Raman spectrum of GaTe with ambient exposure are the most significant sign

of degradation, it is possible to use Raman spectroscopy to probe the degree of sample degradation over time.

Through studying the integrated intensity ratios of the Raman peaks attributed to GaTe and the oxide phase over

time, it was possible to develop a metric for the degree of sample degradation. Figure 6.3b shows a comparison of

I115/I129, I162/I129, I115/I144 and I162/I144 peak intensity ratios as a function of ambient exposure time. Smaller

ratios indicate a greater degree of degradation. A rapid decrease in all ratios was observed during the first few

hours of ambient exposure, followed by a slower progression to complete oxidisation, indicated by an intensity

ratio of zero, after several days. This is suggestive of saturation of the GaTe layers with chemisorbed O2 with
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increasing ambient exposure. Although each ratio displayed the same trend, I115/I129 was identified as the best

metric for sample comparisons. The 115cm−1 peak is the strongest and last GaTe mode to disappear with

degradation, while the 129cm−1 oxide peak emerges earlier in the oxidation process than the 144cm−1 mode.

The I115/I129 ratio is therefore a clearer indicator of the levels of degradation over the full range of exposure

times.

The change in degradation rate over time in GaTe is somewhat different to that previously reported for other

unstable materials, such as BP, where an S-shaped curve has been observed.256 The sigmoid degradation rate

curve in BP is caused by initial slow degradation while O2 adsorption on the exposed surface occurs, rendering

it more hydrophilic. The increased hydrophilicity results in an acceleration of the degradation process which

eventually saturates as the material approaches full degradation. By contrast, GaTe degradation proceeds very

quickly in the first few hours, before gradually slowing and reaching saturation. As suggested above, this is further

evidence in support of the proposed degradation process in GaTe, where oxygen is able to rapidly intercalate

and react with Te atoms very quickly in the initial stages, before slowing as the sample approaches a complete

transition to the degraded phase.

6.2 Single and Double Encapsulation of GaTe with Graphene

Two types of GaTe-graphene encapsulation were tested to determine whether graphene is an effective

passivation layer for GaTe. The sample assembly process was carried out as described in Chapter 6.1.1 and

Figure 6.1. Single encapsulated samples were capped by a single graphene flake (7nm) transferred on top of

≈175nm GaTe in such a way that the GaTe layer was completely covered. Double encapsulated structures were

fabricated in the same way, but with the addition of an extra graphene layer (7nm) underneath the GaTe flake.

The stacking order for both of these arrangements are shown in Figure 6.4. Sample degradation over time was

monitored using Raman spectroscopy and the evolution of optoelectronic properties with ambient exposure was

confirmed using PL spectroscopy.

Figure 6.4: Schematic showing the flake stacking order in the double and single encapsulation arrangements.

Optical images of the single and double encapsulated samples are shown in Figure 6.5a and b, respectively.

The thicknesses of all layers were confirmed in each case using AFM. Raman spectra for graphene layers (Figure

6.5c) in each case agree well with literature reports for multilayer graphene72 and the absence of the defect-

activated D peak suggests high material quality.168 The Raman spectra as a function of ambient exposure time
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for single and double encapsulated samples are shown in Figure 6.5d and 6.5e. Both samples showed reduced

degradation compared with bare GaTe which was fully degraded after 7 days. By contrast, both graphene

encapsulated samples still exhibit GaTe Raman modes at 115cm−1 and 162cm−1, suggesting that neither were

fully degraded even after 2 weeks. The single encapsulated sample showed a much higher level of oxidation than

the double encapsulated flake, with a mean I115/I129 ratio of 0.22±0.06 after 2 weeks. However, the double

encapsulated flake seemed relatively unaffected even after this time, as only very small 129 cm−1 and 144 cm−1

peaks were observed. After 2 weeks the mean I115/I129 ratio was measured as 1.71±0.17, nearly 8 times larger

than the single encapsulated flake given the same exposure time. Compared with unencapsulated flakes, this

ratio was larger than the average measured for even freshly transferred samples (Figure 6.3b). This suggests that

some level of degradation occurs upon contact with SiO2/Si for the unencapsulated material.

Figure 6.5: Comparison of degradation rates for single and double encapsulated GaTe. Optical images of (a) single encapsulated, and (b)
double encapsulated GaTe flakes. (c) Typical Raman spectrum of multilayer graphene samples used for encapsulation. (d) PL measurements
of fresh and 2-week-old GaTe single and double encapsulated with graphene. Double and single encapsulation spectra have been normalised
to the peak intensity of the fresh samples for the purposes of comparison. Raman spectra evolution over time for GaTe (e) single encapsulated
and (f) double encapsulated with graphene, normalised in each case to the peak intensity of the 115cm−1 mode.
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The superior passivation properties of double versus single graphene encapsulation of GaTe can also be

seen from the PL spectra presented in Figure 6.5d. The photoresponse of the single encapsulated flake was

reduced by around 60.4±0.6%, while the double encapsulated sample experienced only a 17.6±0.4% intensity

loss after 2 weeks. This represents a significant improvement over unencapsulated GaTe flakes which exhibit

no photoresponse after this time. The origin the large difference in degradation rate for single and double

encapsulation is not immediately clear. Since the top interfaces of both the double and single encapsulated flakes

are identical, it seems reasonable to assume that it must be due to the difference between the bottom GaTe

interfaces with either graphene or SiO2 respectively. Although some influence of supporting substrate choice on

the degradation rate of BP has been previously reported,258 similar effects have not yet been observed in GaTe.

6.3 Dependence of Degradation Rate on Substrate

To investigate the effect of substrate choice further, ≈175nm GaTe flakes were transferred onto various

substrates to compare the resulting rates of degradation. Bare SiO2/Si and Al-coated SiO2 were chosen as

primary substrates, and CVD graphene monolayers were transferred onto both using the method described

in Chapter 3.4.1 to determine the impact of the addition of bottom graphene layers on the degradation rate.

Acetone rather than toluene was used in this case as the PMMA removal solvent, since the faster dissolution of

PMMA in toluene was found to have a detrimental effect on the uniformity of the transferred graphene when

fully supported by relatively rough substrates such as SiO2. Each graphene sample was submerged for 12 hours

in acetone following transfer, before being rinsed in IPA for 10 minutes and dried in N2.

Optical images of flakes on each of the substrates tested are shown in Figure 6.6. SiO2/Si was chosen due

to its popularity as a substrate in LDM device fabrication, while the smoother Al-coated substrate was used as a

means of investigating potential roughness effects. As shown in Figure 6.6(e-h), the RMS roughness of SiO2/Si

and Al-coated SiO2/Si substrates were measured as 0.21 nm and 0.13 nm, respectively. Given the proposed

degradation mechanism of GaTe, increased substrate roughness could lead to poor contact between the GaTe

flake and the substrate, allowing for increased diffusion of O2 and moisture from air along this interface. In

this case a faster degradation rate on substrates with higher surface roughness would be expected. Figure 6.7a

shows Raman spectra of monolayer graphene on SiO2/Si and Al-coated SiO2/Si substrates. The presence of the

D peak at ≈1375cm−1 in both samples indicates some degree of structural disorder in the graphene layers. As

highlighted in Chapter 2.3.1, the intensity ratio of this peak to the G peak (≈1580 cm−1) intensity can be used

as an indicator of the defect density in graphene. Here, the D to G peak intensity ratios indicate that the defect

level is still relatively low in both samples70 (ID/IG = 0.15 for SiO2/Si, ID/IG = 0.14 for Al). The monolayer

character of graphene transferred to both substrates was confirmed by the single Lorentzian lineshape of the 2D

Raman peak (≈2700cm−1) and small G to 2D peak intensity ratios (IG/I2D = 0.21 for SiO2/Si and IG/I2D =

0.29 for Al).70,72
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Figure 6.6: Images of GaTe supported on different substrates and charactersiation of substrate roughness using AFM. Optical images of
GaTe flakes supported on (a) SiO2/Si, (b) Al/SiO2/Si, (c) graphene covered SiO2/Si and (d) graphene covered Al/SiO2/Si substrates. AFM
topography scans of (e) SiO2/Si and (f) Al/SiO2/Si. White dashed lines correspond to roughness profiles for SiO2/Si and Al/SiO2/Si shown
in (g) and (h) respectively.

A comparison of the I115/I129 peak intensity ratio for all substrates is shown in Figure 6.7b. The degradation

rate for SiO2/Si and Al substrates was virtually identical and GaTe flakes transferred onto these surfaces were

fully degraded after 1 week, consistent with the results monitoring the GaTe degradation rate in the previous

sub-chapter (Chapter 6.1.2). This suggests that substrate roughness is not a significant factor in GaTe sample

degradation. Placing a graphene buffer layer between the substrate and GaTe led to a slower transition to the

oxide phase on both substrates. Again, the rates for graphene/SiO2/Si and graphene/Al are not significantly

different. It was noted that the intensity ratios of fresh flakes transferred to the bare substrates were significantly

lower than the fresh flakes on graphene, again suggesting that some degree of oxidation had occurred on contact

with SiO2/Si or Al substrates. Additionally, the 115cm−1 peak was still visible for the graphene/SiO2/Si sample

even after 3 weeks, suggesting that the lifetime of a GaTe flake and potential GaTe-based devices can be extended

simply by a careful choice of substrate.

Figure 6.7: Comparison of the degradation rate of GaTe on different substrates. (a) Raman spectra of graphene monolayers on SiO2/Si and
Al/SiO2/Si substrates showing D, G and 2D peaks at ≈1375cm−1, 1580cm−1 and 2700cm−1 respectively. (b) I115/I129 intensity ratios as a
function of time for SiO2/Si, Al-coated SiO2/Si, graphene on SiO2/Si and graphene on Al-coated SiO2/Si.
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6.3.1 Substrate Wettability

One possible explanation for the increased degradation rates on non-graphene covered substrates is the

difference in their wetting properties. The proposed degradation mechanism in GaTe as outlined in Chapter

2.1.3 involves intercalation of molecular oxygen between layers of GaTe and subsequent bonding of O2 to Te

sites. This reaction has been shown to be catalysed by water,118 and so it seems reasonable to suggest that the

relative ease with which water can diffuse across the substrate surface towards the GaTe flakes likely plays a

significant role in the degradation rate. To test this, contact angle measurements were carried out for each of

the substrates tested above. The contact angle is the angle formed between a liquid droplet and solid surface at

a three-phase boundary where a liquid, gas and solid intersect. In the case studied here, it is the angle formed

between a droplet of water and the substrate surface at the air-water-substrate boundary. The water contact

angle provides a measure of the ease with which water spreads across the substrate surface and is dependent

upon the balance of cohesive and adhesive forces between the water molecules and the water and the substrate,

respectively.361 Figure 6.8 shows how the contact angle (θ) between water-substrate surfaces allows the substrates

to be classified as hydrophobic (θ > 90◦) or hydrophilic (θ < 90◦). The extreme cases of non-wetting (θ ≈ 180◦),

where the droplets are strongly repelled from the surface, and perfect wetting (θ ≈ 0◦), where the water droplets

spread out effectively over the surface, are also shown.

Figure 6.8: Hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity of a substrate surface as defined by the water-substrate contact angle, θ

Graphene is generally considered to be hydrophobic under ambient conditions, although a wide variation in

water contact angles have been measured. This has been reported to be largely a result of sensitivity to external

factors such as the properties of the supporting substrate and chemical doping in graphene.362 Therefore, it

was necessary to directly measure the water-substrate contact angle for each of the substrates studied here to

confirm their individual wetting properties. A droplet of deionised water was deposited onto the substrate to be

tested and the solid-liquid interface was imaged with a digital camera. The image was processed in ImageJ using

the open-source DropAnalysis plugin361 to extract the contact angle. The contact angles extracted represent

the mean of 3 trials for each substrate. Figure 6.9(a-d) shows the obtained contact angle measurements for

substrates covered and uncovered with graphene. SiO2/Si and Al substrates are both hydrophilic (θSiO2 =

61.51◦±0.19◦ and θAl = 68.37◦±0.35◦ respectively) in agreement with previous literature reports.363,364 It is well

known that hydrophilic surfaces lead to the formation of water adlayers under ambient conditions.365 Therefore,

it is likely that adsorbed water on the SiO2/Si and Al substrates is trapped at the interface after deposition of

GaTe, resulting in progressive degradation due to the presence of dissolved O2. As observed from direct transfer
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of GaTe to these substrates, this can result in some level of immediate oxidation on contact for fresh flakes.

Diffusion of water adlayers along LDM/SiO2 interfaces has been previously demonstrated with graphene.366 The

mechanism is such that even if only a small amount of water is trapped initially, the volume may increase after

flake deposition due to capillary forces attracting water molecules from surrounding areas. Over time, it is

therefore possible for additional adsorbed moisture and O2 to be drawn along the substrate surface under the

GaTe flake, degrading the sample even further.

It is likely that the addition of a graphene buffer layer between the GaTe and the substrate causes the

water layer to instead be trapped at the substrate-graphene interface, avoiding contact with the GaTe flake.

The contact angle measurements show that deposition of a graphene monolayer on the bare substrate surfaces

renders them both hydrophobic (Figure 6.9b, d). Although recent experiments have shown that it is possible

for water to be adsorbed on hydrophobic surfaces under ambient conditions,367 particularly at defect sites, the

area of the substrate covered by adsorbed water is significantly smaller than for a hydrophilic substrate. It

therefore seems likely that a smaller volume of adsorbed water may be trapped and drawn along a hydrophobic

substrate/GaTe boundary than a hydrophilic one, leading to a reduction in the degradation rate on hydrophobic

surfaces. This suggests that in order to fully realise the potential of GaTe for electronic devices alternative,

hydrophobic substrates to the common choice of SiO2/Si are required.

Figure 6.9: Contact angle measurements for water droplets on graphene coated and un-coated SiO2/Si and Al/SiO2/Si. Images and
associated measurements are shown for (a) SiO2/Si (θ = 61.51±0.19◦), (b) graphene on SiO2/Si (θ = 93.22±0.54◦), (c) Al-coated SiO2/Si
(θ = 68.37±0.35◦) and (d) graphene on Al-coated SiO2/Si (θ = 92.88±0.42◦).

To further test the role of substrate wettability on the degradation rate of GaTe fresh ≈175 nm flakes

were transferred onto SiO2/Si cleaned using standard solvent cleaning methods and SiO2/Si treated with a

plasma cleaning process. Plasma cleaning is known to increase the substrate wettability significantly due to more

effective removal of organic contaminants.368 Cleaning was performed using an Oxford Instruments PlasmaLab

100 System for 60s at 40◦C and a pressure of 30 mTorr using 20 sccm O2 and 100W RF power. The chamber

was then purged with 40 sccm Ar gas for 2 minutes. The substrate-water contact angle was reduced to less than

30◦ following plasma treatment. Figures 6.10a and 6.10b show the evolution of Raman spectra of ≈175 nm GaTe

flakes on solvent-cleaned and plasma-cleaned SiO2/Si respectively. Fresh GaTe transferred to the plasma-cleaned
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substrate was clearly degraded on contact to a greater extent than the flake transferred to the solvent-rinsed

sample, as can be seen from the much stronger initial 129cm−1 peak. This is consistent with the presence of an

increased volume of adsorbed water on the substrate surface prior to transfer. Additionally, the plasma-cleaned

sample was almost fully degraded after just two days, suggesting that oxidation occurs much more rapidly on

the more hydrophilic surface. This was confirmed via tracking the ratio of I115/I129 peaks over time as shown in

Figure 6.10c.

Figure 6.10: Comparison of degradation rates of GaTe on solvent-cleaned and plasma-cleaned SiO2/Si. (a)-(b) Measured Raman measure-
ments of GaTe on (a) solvent cleaned and (b) plasma cleaned substrates over time. (c) I115/I129 intensity ratio as a function of time.

Given the results above, it seems that controlling the wetting properties of the substrate may be a key factor

in prolonging the lifetime of GaTe devices. High levels of adsorbed water on hydrophilic substrate surfaces can

lead to accelerated degradation which proceeds primarily via the bottom GaTe/substrate interface as illustrated

in Figure 6.11. As a result, even when an upper passivation layer is used, the sample still degrades rapidly. The

addition of a hydrophobic buffer layer between the substrate and the GaTe protects the flake from the influence

of adsorbed water on the substrate surface and slows the degradation significantly. Despite these findings, some

additional investigation is warranted to confirm the observations made are responsible for the lowered degradation

rate in double graphene encapsulated flakes. Studies of substrate wettability and substrate degradation rate above

were performed on CVD monolayer graphene as opposed to exfoliated multilayer flakes such as those used in the

double encapsulation study (Chapter 6.2). This was done to ensure large area coverage of the graphene on the

substrates. However, the degradation rate of GaTe may also be impacted by the thickness of the graphene layer,

or by the presence of PMMA transfer residues on the surface of the CVD transferred graphene. Both of these

factors are investigated further below.

Figure 6.11: Summary of the origin of accelerated degradation in GaTe flakes incorporating a single graphene encapsulating layer compared
with a double encapsulation approach.
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6.3.2 Graphene Substrate Thickness

To confirm that the addition of a graphene buffer layer between GaTe/SiO2 interfaces was responsible for

the slowed degradation of double encapsulated GaTe, 7 nm and 22 nm mechanically exfoliated graphene flakes

were transferred to to SiO2/Si. GaTe flakes (≈175 nm thickness, 20µm by 20µm) were transferred on top. While

the wet-transferred, CVD monolayer graphene used as a substrate in the preceding sub-chapter was convenient for

generating uniform, large-area substrates, the use of mechanically exfoliated flakes allows replication of the bottom

GaTe interface used for the double encapsulated samples (Figure 6.5). Two different graphene thicknesses were

used to check for any potential thickness effects. It was not possible to reliably produce mechanically exfoliated

graphene monolayers with a sufficiently large surface area to eliminate any contact between GaTe and SiO2 for

the purpose of comparison, so only 7 nm and 22 nm thick exfoliated graphene layers were investigated.

Figure 6.12a shows the evolution of the 115 cm−1 to 129 cm−1 peak intensity ratio over time for GaTe sup-

ported on CVD monolayer graphene and 7nm, 22nm thick mechanically exfoliated graphene flakes. No significant

differences in the degradation rate for GaTe on 7 nm versus 22 nm graphene flakes were observed, suggesting

that the thickness of the graphene buffer layer is not important at the few nanometre scale. However, GaTe

degradation occurs more rapidly for flakes supported on the transferred CVD graphene monolayers. There are

several possible reasons for this. Despite the reported impermeability of pristine graphene layers,369,370 the intro-

duction of structural defects allows permeation of gaseous species through the membranes. The presence of the

defect-activated D peak (≈1375cm−1) in the wet-transferred monolayer Raman spectrum indicates the presence

of structural disorder in the sample. The Raman spectra of the various graphene substrate layers studied here

are shown together in Figure 6.12b. There is no indication of defects in either of the mechanically exfoliated

flakes. This discrepancy between wet and dry-transferred samples could potentially lead to the increased degra-

dation rate observed for GaTe supported on CVD monolayer graphene. Additionally, the presence of significant

PMMA residues on the monolayer surface as a result of the transfer procedure could potentially lead to further

acceleration of the degradation process.

Figure 6.12: Comparison of degradation rate of GaTe on CVD wet-transferred graphene monolayers and 7 nm, 22 nm thick mechanically
exfoliated graphene flakes. (a) I115/I129 Raman peak intensity ratio over time. (b) Raman spectroscopy showing the monolayer and multi-
layer graphene peaks measured in monolayer CVD and 7 nm, 22 nm mechanically exfoliated samples.
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6.3.2.1 Transfer residues

While PMMA residue on LDM surfaces has previously been shown to significantly impact transport prop-

erties in devices,41–43,51 the impact of residues on the degradation rate of air unstable materials has not yet

been studied. It is known that a combination of thermochemical and photochemical effects from laser exposure

during Raman measurements can break down PMMA surface residues to leave behind volatile, oxygen containing

products,371 since this effect has previously been successfully employed to clean graphene surfaces.372 In the case

of GaTe, decomposition of these residues could therefore also have a detrimental impact on the material stability,

accelerating the degradation rate. The impact of these residues is particularly important to investigate, since

even if the full material transfer and device fabrication process is carried out in inert environments, current

limitations on growth and transfer schemes for many materials, GaTe included, mean that exposure to PMMA,

PDMS or Scotch tape residues during assembly is largely unavoidable.

As highlighted in Chapter 4, after transferring CVD graphene using the PMMA-mediated wet-etch method

it is very difficult to effectively remove PMMA residues from the surface.44,207 Given this major issue, and the

discussion above, it seems warranted to investigate whether the presence of residues on the bottom graphene

surface could potentially impact the degradation rate of GaTe flakes. Two CVD monolayer graphene samples

were transferred to SiO2/Si substrates, again following the procedure described in Chapter 3.4.1. To remove the

polymer support layer, one sample was left in acetone for 12 hours, the other for only 6 hours to produce graphene

substrates with low and high levels of PMMA residue, respectively. Residue levels were confirmed using AFM

(Figure 6.13a, b). Bright spots show the locations of polymer residues. GaTe flakes measuring approximately 20

µm by 20 µm with a thickness of ≈175 nm where transferred on top of the graphene monolayers and the level of

degradation in the samples was monitored using Raman spectroscopy (Figure 6.13c).

Figure 6.13: Influence of PMMA residue level on GaTe flake degradation. AFM
topography scans of wet-transferred graphene monolayers rinsed for (a) 6 hours and
(b) 12 hours in acetone. Scans show a high level (7%) and lower level (3%) of PMMA
residue coverage for (a) and (b) respectively. (c) Evolution of Raman 115 cm−1 to
129 cm−1 peak ratios over time for GaTe supported on graphene with high (6 hours)
and low (12 hours) levels of residue.

A clear reduction in residue level

was observed in the sample rinsed for

12 hours compared with 6 hours. This

was confirmed by repeating the analysis

described in Chapter 4.1.1.2 to estimate

the approximate percentage of the sur-

face area covered by residues, where the

percentage coverage for the 12 hour and

6 hour rinse samples were found to be 3%

and 7%, respectively. The 12 hour rinse

time in acetone therefore corresponds,

roughly, to a similar residue level to that

achieved in Chapter 4 for the maximum 4

hour toluene rinse time. Monitoring the

degradation rate over 48 hours, a pronounced increase in the degradation rate was observed for the more heavily

PMMA contaminated sample. This could potentially be attributed to the thermal decomposition of residues on
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the graphene surface accelerating degradation as described above. It should be noted that in the initial stages,

the rate of degradation was similar in both samples, increasing sharply for the more heavily contaminated sam-

ple following longer exposure. This is consistent with laser-induced breakdown of residues following repeated

Raman measurements. Although laser powers were kept low for all measurements of GaTe sample degradation,

in agreement with previous reports by Yang et al.,122 it is difficult to avoid some level of laser-induced aging in

the samples. From an applications perspective, this presents a problem, since Joule heating in fabricated devices

where transfer residues are present could cause similar problems in accelerating GaTe degradation. These results

therefore suggest that strategies to minimise transfer residues need to be carefully considered to maximise the

environmental stability of GaTe.

6.4 Encapsulation with Graphene and h-BN

The results demonstrating the prolonged lifetime of GaTe by double encapsulation with graphene are

promising, but are not necessarily suited to practical applications in devices as a result of the electrical conduc-

tivity of graphene. To effectively sandwich the GaTe layers, careful patterning or complex device architectures

would be required to prevent shorting the device. As discussed in 2.4.2.1, h-BN may instead be a more natural

choice of substrate or buffer layer in a device, since it is electrically insulating. Additionally, h-BN could also act

as a passivating top-layer in a GaTe-based photodetector device due to its optical transparency, and a double

encapsulation approach with h-BN has been recently demonstrated with InSe and GaSe.67 Therefore, the use of

h-BN as both an upper and lower encapsulating layer was also tested, and the effectiveness compared to the use

of graphene in these roles as explored above. In particular, the degradation rate of a GaTe flake on graphene

and h-BN substrates was compared. Degradation induced by prolonged exposure to above bandgap illumination

was also explored, and the efficacy of both graphene and h-BN top-layers in slowing this was compared, with

reference to the expected degradation process in GaTe.

6.4.1 Substrate Choice

Following the adapted mechanical exfoliation method described in Chapter 3.4.2.1, natural (80% 11B, 20%
10B) h-BN flakes were transferred to SiO2 substrates. A relatively thick ≈ 50 nm flake was chosen for study, in

part due to difficulties achieving sufficiently large area coverage in thinner flakes to avoid contacting the GaTe

with the underlying SiO2. Additionally, h-BN thicknesses on the order of tens of nanometres are commonly

employed where h-BN is used as a dielectric layer in LDM devices.53,67,228 Since the main aim of this subchapter

is to determine the efficacy of h-BN as a bottom encapsulant and dielectric substrate for GaTe devices, this

thickness is an appropriate choice for study. It should also be noted that in Chapter 6.3.2, the thickness of the

exfoliated graphene substrate had a negligible effect on the degradation rate of GaTe and so it is likely that a

similar effect would be present in h-BN. Following h-BN transfer, an ≈ 185 nm GaTe was transferred on top and

the degradation rate monitored via a series of Raman measurements as described previously. Optical and AFM

characterisation of the measured flake confirming the thicknesses of each layer are shown in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Optical and AFM characterisation of GaTe flakes transferred onto h-BN. (a) GaTe on h-BN (b) AFM topography image of
the assembled structure. The flake edges are marked in green (h-BN) or pink (GaTe). (c) Extracted height profile taken from the region
indicated by the white dashed line in (b). The h-BN layer thickness is ≈50 nm and the GaTe thickness is ≈185 nm.

It has been reported that h-BN under ambient conditions is hydrophobic as a result of airborne adsorbates

on the surface, with a water contact angle in air of around ≈ 90◦.373 Reports have also suggested that the

water diffusion rate across h-BN surfaces is slower than in graphene as a result of a significantly greater friction

coefficient in h-BN arising from various electronic structure effects.374 This is reflected in the results shown in

Figure 6.15 which compare the Raman spectra over time for GaTe on SiO2/Si and graphene to GaTe on h-

BN. Both graphene and h-BN are similarly effective in slowing the degradation rate, and the 115 cm−1 GaTe

peak is still visible even after 3 weeks, whereas the GaTe on SiO2/Si appears fully degraded after just 2 weeks.

However, in the short term, the degradation rate and emergence of the 129 cm−1 and 144 cm−1 peaks in the

first week appear somewhat slower in h-BN than in graphene. A possible explanation for this is the increased

hydrophobicity and decreased water diffusion rate along h-BN surfaces compared to graphene as described above.

Additionally, it has been reported that while the wetting properties of graphene surfaces can be easily altered by

the influence of substrates,362 h-BN exhibits more consistent hydrophobicity, independent of support materials.373

These results indicate that natural h-BN may well be a promising passivating substrate material and dielectric

layer for GaTe-based devices.

Figure 6.15: Comparison of the degradation rate of GaTe transferred onto (a) SiO2/Si, (b) graphene (7 nm) and (c) h-BN (50 nm)
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6.4.2 Laser Induced Degradation

Above bandgap illumination induced degradation of GaTe has been previously reported in the literature122

and poses a significant problem for the use of GaTe in photodetector devices. In order to investigate the efficacy

of vdW passivation of GaTe in protecting against this kind of degradation, a ≈200 nm GaTe flake was transferred

onto SiO2/Si and partially covered with 7 nm graphene. Raman measurements were taken in both the uncapped

and capped regions of the flake immediately after transfer and compared with spectra obtained after exposing

the same spots to 300 µW 532 nm Raman laser for 200s. Optical images showing the uncapped and capped areas

of the flake subjected to laser exposure are shown in Figure 6.16a and b, where the crosshair highlights the laser

spot position. This procedure was repeated several times to check for consistency. For the uncapped part of the

flake shown in Figure 6.16a, visible signs of localised sample degradation were present, highlighted by the white

circles. This was confirmed by the large decrease in the I115/I129 ratio from 0.85 in the Raman spectrum for the

freshly transferred flake to 0.15 for the laser aged spectrum. By contrast, the laser exposed capped region of the

flake showed no visible signs of degradation, and only a relatively small increase in the intensity of the 129 cm−1

peak, which was absent prior to exposure. This suggests that capping GaTe with graphene is effective at slowing

degradation induced from above bandgap illumination.

Figure 6.16: Laser exposure induced degradation of GaTe under 532nm, 300 µW illumination. Optical images following 200s exposure of a
(a) plain GaTe flake and (b) GaTe capped with 7 nm graphene. Visible signs of degradation were observed on the uncapped sample surface
as circled in white. Crosshairs are fixed over the exposed region at which the corresponding Raman spectra in (c) and (d) were taken.
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To investigate this further, and to determine if either graphene or h-BN can be used as an effective top-

layer for GaTe passivation in a photodetector device, three fresh 165-175 nm GaTe flakes were transferred to

SiO2. One was left uncapped, while the other two were covered with ≈12 nm graphene or ≈130 nm h-BN. The

h-BN capping layer used was significantly thicker than the graphene for several reasons. Firstly, the difficulties

associated with the h-BN exfoliation and transfer (Chapter 3.4.2.1) meant that generating a sufficiently large

area flake to cover the majority of the GaTe of a similar thickness to the graphene was especially challenging.

Additionally, optical absorption of the laser by the capping layer could be significant in reducing the level of laser

degradation experienced by the GaTe, so the thicknesses of graphene and h-BN were selected in an attempt to

make the incident laser power on the GaTe flake approximately equal. It is well known that h-BN exhibits much

weaker optical absorption in the visible range than graphene,49 which was also confirmed by the optical absorption

measurements for monolayer graphene (3.2%) and 11L h-BN (3.39%) measured in this work. Assuming that the

absorption in both materials can be approximately described by the Beer-Lambert law:

I(z) = I0 exp (−αz) (6.1)

where I(z) is the light intensity at a depth z, I0 is the incident intensity, and α is the absorption coefficient.

Using the optical absorption measurements for both graphene and h-BN from Chapter 4 and 5 respectively,

the absorption coefficients can be estimated as αgraphene ≈ 9.7×107m−1 and αh−BN ≈ 9.6×106m−1. Since

αgraphene >> αh−BN , a much thicker layer of h-BN (larger z) is required to match the attenuation of the laser

in the graphene capping layer. Assuming negligible reflection or other scattering by the capping layers, an 130

nm layer of h-BN and 12 nm graphene layer result in an estimated incident power on the GaTe flake of ≈0.54

mW and ≈0.6 mW, respectively. Therefore, comparing the degradation rate for the two capped samples should

allow significant differences to be attributed primarily to the passivation or thermal properties of the materials

themselves as opposed to thickness or optical absorption effects.

Each sample was subjected to a series of Raman measurements under a 488 nm excitation with an incident

laser power of 1.86 mW and exposure time of 15s. Results of this procedure are shown in Figure 6.18, where the

I115/I129 ratio has been normalised in each case to the initial ratio measured in each sample to allow more direct

examination of the differences in degradation rate between samples. Each consecutive Raman measurement

was collected immediately following the completion of the previous measurement, allowing the changes in the

spectrum to be monitored at regular 15s intervals throughout laser exposure.
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Figure 6.17: Optical and AFM characterisation of uncapped, graphene capped and h-BN capped GaTe on SiO2/Si used for testing laser
induced degradation. Optical images of transferred (a) GaTe, (b) GaTe capped with graphene and (c) GaTe capped with h-BN. Corresponding
AFM topography scans and extracted height profiles are shown in (d-f) and (g-i), respectively.

Both graphene and h-BN were reasonably effective at slowing the laser induced degradation of GaTe when

used as a top capping layer, although graphene represented a significant improvement upon h-BN. Even after

375s exposure, the sample was not fully degraded, whereas the 115 cm−1 Raman peak was no longer visible in the

spectra for both the h-BN capped and uncapped sample after this time. The rate of degradation in the graphene

capped sample was observed to slow with increasing exposure time (>300s), which could be attributed to a

saturation effect. Since the transfer was conducted under ambient conditions, it is likely that some atmospheric

oxygen is trapped between the heterostructure layers during assembly. Thermal energy from laser exposure

could contribute to localised sample heating, accelerating the reaction between GaTe and the trapped oxygen.

However, since only a finite amount of oxygen is trapped and the upper surface of the GaTe is protected from

oxygen and water adsorption by the graphene, I115/I129 begins to saturate after a long exposure time.
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Figure 6.18: Degradation rate of GaTe on SiO2/Si under prolonged
488 nm (1.86 mW) laser excitation without encapsulation and with a
graphene or h-BN capping layer.

Conversely, while the stability of the h-BN

capped GaTe initially appears to be improved com-

pared with the uncapped sample, rapid degradation

is observed following prolonged (>250s) exposure.

A possible explanation for this could be increased

levels of tape and PDMS residue at the GaTe/h-BN

interface compared with the GaTe/graphene inter-

face as a result of the adapted transfer procedure

used for h-BN described in Chapter 3.4.2.1. Heat-

ing of the h-BN on Scotch tape to 80oC was required

to allow transfer of the flakes to PDMS, leading to

increased tape residues on the underside of the flake,

later placed in contact with the GaTe. By contrast,

the graphene transfer to PDMS stamps was achieved

without the need for additional heating to minimise

residues. As discussed in Chapter 6.3.2.1, polymeric

residues may contribute to accelerated degradation in GaTe as a result of thermally induced decomposition to

volatile oxygen containing products under laser illumination.371,372

Both graphene and h-BN are considered highly impermeable to oxygen and water, although graphene is

generally considered to be a superior oxygen barrier at low temperatures and over short periods of time.375 This

could partially explain the improved performance of the graphene layer in slowing laser induced degradation of

GaTe here. Additionally, it is currently unclear whether the laser induced degradation in GaTe is primarily a

result of thermal acceleration of the oxidation process or by photo-activated processes, similar to the generation of

singlet oxygen under illumination seen in black phosphorus.260 The reduction in the degradation rate as a result

of capping with graphene suggests that laser induced aging is at least in part a result of faster reaction rates due

to thermal energy supplied by the laser. Therefore, the higher thermal conductivity of graphene compared with

h-BN may also contribute to the larger reduction in degradation observed here.

6.5 Heterostructure Devices

This part of the chapter aims to test out the observations of the impact of the different passivation layers

on GaTe discussed above to the design of real devices. Since LDM photodetectors are a particularly promising

application of GaTe demonstrated in the literature (Table 2.2),59–61,119,270,271 testing out this approach in a pho-

todetector device is a natural choice to explore the efficacy of vdW passivation here. Additionally, as discussed in

Chapter 2.4.6, despite several theoretical calculations exploring the band alignment and Schottky barrier modu-

lation in the presence of a perpendicular electric field in GaTe/graphene heterostructures in the literature,125,126

these kind of heterostructures have never been investigated experimentally. As a result, the fabrication of a
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hybrid GaTe/graphene photodetector device (Chapter 2.4.6.1) utilising graphene as both a charge transport and

passivation layer for the GaTe sensitiser, is of particular interest. Preliminary results for this type of device

both with, and without a h-BN bottom encapsulation layer are presented and discussed in this sub-chapter. All

fabricated devices were assembled by direct stacking of exfoliated LDM flakes via viscoelastic stamping onto

the pre-patterned device substrates described in Chapter 3.4.3. All electrical measurements were performed by

Markus Wohlfahrt and were carried out at room temperature in air using a Keithley a 4200A-SCS parameter

analyser in a back-gate configuration.

6.5.1 GaTe and GaTe/Graphene Devices on SiO2/Si

Firstly, the effectiveness of the addition of an upper graphene encapsulating layer on the stability of a GaTe

device was investigated by fabricating a GaTe/graphene heterostructure and a plain GaTe device for comparison.

Assembled devices are shown in Figure 6.19. In both cases, the GaTe flakes were selected to have approximately

the same thickness (≈ 185 nm) and lateral size (10µm by 25 µm). The thickness of the graphene capping layer

in the heterostructure device was ≈7 nm, similar to the layers used to test double and single encapsulation

in Chapter 6.2. Raman spectra were measured in both cases immediately after assembly to confirm that the

degradation level was sufficiently low. The I115/I129 ratio for the plain device and the heterostructure device was

found to be ≈0.5 for both samples. This level is relatively high for pristine flakes, but can likely be attributed

to the impact of the SiO2 substrate on degradation. However, this level of degradation is still lower than that

evident from examining the Raman spectrum in previously reported GaTe devices (Table 2.2), where the reported

spectrum frequently corresponds to almost fully degraded material.

Figure 6.19: Structure and optical images of (a) assembled plain GaTe and (b) GaTe/graphene heterostructure devices.

Initial device characterisation was carried out under dark conditions to check the transfer characteristics (Id

- Vg) of the fabricated devices. Figure 6.20a and Figure 6.20b show the gate transfer characteristics of the plain

GaTe and GaTe/graphene devices, respectively. As discussed in Chapter 2.4.2, in a device with an n-type channel,

Id increases with increasing positive Vg, but is minimised under negative Vg as a result of electron depletion at the

channel/dielectric interface. Examining Figure 6.20a reveals that the opposite is true for the plain GaTe device;

Id is minimised for positive Vg, but increases with increasingly negative Vg. This confirms the expected p-type

transport in the GaTe flake.127 Since graphene is ambipolar, GFETs exhibit both p-type and n-type behaviour

depending on the polarity of Vg, resulting in a symmetric V-shaped transfer characteristic with the Id minimum
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situated at Vg = 0 V for the case of undoped graphene (Chapter 2.1.1). The GaTe/graphene devices exhibits

ambipolar behaviour as expected, although the Id minimum is not located at Vg = 0 V, indicating some degree of

doping in the graphene channel. The gate voltage corresponding to the minimum drain current, VDirac, is situated

at negative Vg, which implies that the graphene layer is n-doped. This is suggestive of transfer of electrons from

the GaTe layer into graphene due to n-type Schottky barrier formation, as predicted by Olmos-Asar et al.125

(Chapter 2.1.4).

Figure 6.20: Gate transfer characteristics and Raman spectroscopy of GaTe and GaTe/graphene devices before and after electrical measure-
ments. Id-Vg curves for (a) the plain GaTe device and (b) GaTe/graphene heterostructure for a fixed drain voltage, Vd = 0.4 V. Two forward
sweeps (from Vg = -60V to Vg = 60V) were carried out consecutively to check for any drift in characteristics after bias stress. Raman
spectroscopy of (c) plain GaTe device and (d) GaTe/graphene device taken immediately after assembly and again after initial electrical
measurements.

Repeated forward sweeps of gate voltage (from Vg = -60V to Vg = 60V) at fixed (Vd = 0.4V) were carried

out consecutively in each device to check for any drift in characteristics after bias stress. As discussed in Chapter

2.4.2.1, this has been commonly observed in many LDM devices in the literature and is typically attributed to

formation of charged trap states at the LDM/dielectric interface.226,228 In the graphene/GaTe heterostructure,

a large shift in VDirac of approximately -18V was observed upon repeated measurement. The negative shift

implies the formation of positively charged traps at the GaTe/dielectric interface. As a result of these trap

states, the graphene layer experiences a less negative gate voltage than is actually applied and the dominant

carrier type switches at a larger negative applied Vg than on the previous sweep. Following the analysis reported

by Illarionov et al.226 and using Equation 2.59, assuming the SiO2 dielectric constant is 3.9 and thickness 85

nm, this corresponds to an estimated shift in the density of charged trap states, ∆NT ≈ 2×1012 cm−2. This

value is very similar to that previously reported for GFETs on SiO2
226 and reflects the very large density of trap

states often associated with LDM-conventional oxide interfaces compared with current Si technologies (∆NT ≈

1010cm−2).

Raman spectroscopy measurements carried out immediately following this initial characterisation (Figure

6.20c and d) revealed very high levels of degradation in the GaTe layers. Interestingly, approximately the
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same I115/I129 ratio of 0.1 was measured for both devices following measurement, suggesting that the main

influence on degradation during device operation is from the underlying substrate. The level of degradation

in the GaTe/graphene device in particular was significantly larger than expected compared with the previous

analysis of the degradation rate in graphene capped GaTe shown in Figure 6.5e. Since the devices presented

here were characterised immediately after assembly, this suggests that bias stress can accelerate the degradation

process in GaTe. As a result of the very high levels of degradation present in the GaTe layer of both devices

immediately following initial characterisation, no attempt to measure the photoresponse in this case was made.

An improved strategy to prevent or slow degradation of the GaTe layer under operation in a device was first

needed to properly examine photodetector performance.

6.5.2 h-BN/GaTe/Graphene Heterostructure Photodetector

To resolve the issue of the rapid observed degradation of GaTe on SiO2, irrespective of the presence of

a graphene capping layer, the use of h-BN as an additional dielectric and bottom encapsulant for GaTe was

investigated. A h-BN/GaTe/graphene heterostructure was assembled on the pre-patterned SiO2 substrate via

the same viscoelastic stamping method as described previously (Chapter 3.4.2). Optical images and AFM of the

assembled stack are shown in Figure 6.21a and b, respectively. Extracted AFM height profiles to determine the

thickness of each material layer are shown in Figure 6.21c. The bottom h-BN layer was ≈50 nm thick, while the

GaTe and graphene were found to be ≈100 nm and 9 nm, respectively. The lateral dimensions of the GaTe flake

were approximately 15 µm by 15 µm, while the length of the (graphene) channel was 40 µm.

Figure 6.21: Optical and AFM characterisation of assembled h-BN/GaTe/graphene heterostructure device. (a) Optical image of fully
assembled stack on pre-patterned SiO2/Si substrates. (b) AFM topography image of the assembled devices. Edges of the h-BN, GaTe and
graphene flakes are marked by the green, pink and purple dotted lines. (c) Extracted AFM height profiles to determine the thickness of the
h-BN (1), GaTe (2) and graphene (3) flakes. The locations from which these profiles were extracted are marked by the blue dashed lines in
(b).

Initial electrical measurements were carried out to determine the transfer and output characteristics of the

device and to check for signs of improved stability in the GaTe layer. Figure 6.22 shows the transfer characteristics

under repeated forward (-60 V < Vg < 60 V) sweeping of the gate voltage with a fixed Vd = 1 V. A∆VDirac of only

-4 V was observed, a significant reduction compared with that measured for the device without h-BN (∆VDirac ≈-

18 V). Repeating the analysis of the density of charged trap states according to Equation 2.59, assuming that the

SiO2 and h-BN dielectric layers can be treated as two capacitors connected in series ( 1
Cox

= 1
CSiO2

+ 1
Ch−BN

), results

in ∆NT ≈ 1×1011 cm−2. This is an order of magnitude lower than that observed for the GaTe/graphene device
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without the additional h-BN layer, implying improved stability of the gate transfer characteristics compared with

both this device and the plain graphene or GaTe devices on SiO2 previously reported in the literature.127,226 The

output (Id - Vd) characteristics of the device at different gate voltages in the range 0-30V are shown in Figure

6.22b. The observed increase in channel conductance with increasing gate voltage can be seen more clearly from

the enlarged view in the inset. An increase in drain current with increasing gate voltage was observed as a result

of the n-type behaviour of graphene under positive gating.

Figure 6.22: Initial electrical and Raman characterisation of the h-BN/GaTe/graphene heterostructure device. (a) Gate transfer character-
istics of the device under repeated forward sweeps of the gate voltage (-60 V < Vg < 60 V) at fixed Vd = 1 V. (b) Output characteristics
(Id - Vd) of the device for Vg = 0 V, 10 V and 30 V. (c) Typical Raman spectra taken from the GaTe flake region before and after electrical
characterisation.

Raman spectra were collected in several regions of the GaTe flake immediately following measurement to

compare with that of the freshly transferred and encapsulated flake, as shown in Figure 6.22c. Although the

decreased I115/I129 ratio (≈ 0.9) indicates some degradation following measurement, the sample is significantly

less degraded following initial electrical characterisation than the single encapsulated GaTe/graphene device on

bare SiO2/Si (I115/I129 ≈0.1). This is most likely a direct result of the presence of the bottom h-BN encapsulating

layer protecting the GaTe from adsorbed water on the SiO2/Si surface, as demonstrated earlier in the chapter.

The slight increase in degradation upon measurement could possibly be attributed in part to oxygen or residues
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trapped between the layers during the transfer process itself. Since it was not possible to perform the transfer

and assembly of the device in an inert environment, it is likely that subjecting the device to bias stress results

in heating and therefore acceleration of the degradation reaction between the Te atoms in GaTe and trapped

O2. Improvements to the stability of the device and GaTe layers could therefore potentially be made by direct

improvements to the transfer and assembly technique. Nevertheless, these results clearly suggest that h-BN is

likely a more appropriate device substrate for GaTe-based devices than SiO2, leading to a reduced density of

charged trap states and slower degradation of the GaTe itself.

Figure 6.23: Photoresponse of h-BN/GaTe/graphene heterostructure photodetector under 532nm (2.33 eV) 0.9 W/m2 illumination. (a)
Transfer characteristics of the device in the dark and under 532 nm illumination at fixed drain bias (Vd = 1 V). (b) Output characteristics
(Id-Vd) of the device under illumination at gate voltage Vg = 0 V, 10 V and 30 V. The inset shows an enlarged view in the Vd = 4.5-5 V
range, as indicated by the grey box in the main figure. (c) Generated photocurrent (Ipc) as a function of Vd

To examine the photodetector performance of the h-BN/GaTe/graphene device, additional measurements

of the output characteristics under a 532 nm (2.33 eV) excitation were performed as shown in Figure 6.23a. The

light source used was an ASB-Xe-175 fibre optic light source, with an incident power density at 532nm of 0.9

W/m2. The inset of Figure 6.23a shows an enlarged view of the Id-Vd curve for different Vg under illumination

for the range 4.5 V - 5 V. The observed increase in Id with increasing gate voltage in this case was suppressed

relative to the device operating under dark conditions (Figure 6.22b). The photocurrent generated Iph in the

device, calculated using Iph = I lightd − Idarkd , reveals the origin of this effect and is shown in Figure 6.23b. For

zero gate voltage (Vg = 0 V), the generated Iph largely has the same sign as the applied drain voltage (Vd),

suggesting a ’positive’ photocurrent, where the photogenerated carriers transferred into the graphene layer are

of the same type as the dominant carrier in the graphene under the applied bias conditions. This implies that

for zero gate bias, an n-type Schottky barrier, as illustrated in Figure 6.24a and predicted by both Olmos-Asar

et al.125 and Li et al.126 exists between the n-type graphene and p-type GaTe. Photogenerated holes are trapped

in the GaTe layer, while electrons are readily transferred into the graphene, leading to an increased Id as a result

of the contributed photocurrent.

By contrast, in the case of large positive gate voltage (Vg = 10 V, 30 V), the generated Iph exhibits the

opposite polarity to the applied drain voltage and therefore the photocurrent is ’negative’. This indicates that

the photogenerated carriers transferred into the graphene layer in this case are opposite in character to majority
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carriers in the channel material. This suggests the formation of a p-type Schottky barrier between the n-graphene

and p-GaTe under large positive gate voltages (Figure 6.24b), where the photogenerated holes are transferred

directly into the graphene, while electrons remain trapped in the GaTe. This is in agreement with the predictions

of Li et al. (Figure 2.9, Chapter 2.1.4), which suggested that the Schottky barrier height could be effectively

modulated by the application of an electric field perpendicular to the GaTe/graphene junction, allowing the

barrier to be tuned from n-type to p-type. The opposite sign of the photogenerated current here explains the

apparent reduction in the relative increase in Id with Vg under illumination compared with dark conditions as

seen by comparing Figures 6.22b and 6.23a.

Figure 6.24: Proposed energy-band diagram for GaTe/graphene heterojunction device in the case (a) Vg = 0V and (b) Vg = 10V, 30V under
a positive drain bias. Positive photocurrent under zero gate bias indicates that holes are trapped in the GaTe layer, whereas the negative
photocurrent for Vg = 10V and 30V suggests electron trapping. In the case of non-zero gate bias, the direction of the effective electric field
(Eeff ) is also indicated.

Figure 6.25: Calculated responsivity and external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the
h-BN/GaTe/grapehene photodetector as a function of Vd assuming the active area
of the device corresponds to the area of the GaTe flake (≈ 15 µm by 15 µm)

Figure 6.25 shows the responsivity

and external quantum efficiency (EQE)

of the h-BN/GaTe/graphene device ex-

tracted from Equations 2.61 and 2.62.

Values were calculated assuming an in-

cident light power density of 0.9 Wm−2

and that the active area of the device is

equal to the area of the GaTe flake (≈

15 µm by 15 µm). The device exhibits

very high responsivity of up to ≈4×106

A/W and an EQE of ≈9×108%. This is

higher than all previously reported val-

ues for GaTe photodetector devices in

the literature (Table 2.2). Responsivity

of a similar order of magnitude was achieved in solution processed GaTe devices by Kang et al. (2×106 A/W).61

However, it should be noted that this value was obtained under an incident light power (0.01 W/m2) almost

two orders of magnitude smaller than that used in this experiment and it is expected that responsivity of these

devices will increase at lower light intensities.114 The measurements in the work reported by Kang et al.61 were
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also performed under vacuum rather than in ambient conditions.

There are several potential explanations for the high responsivity and EQE achieved in the h-BN/GaTe/graphene

heterostructure device here. The first is that the degradation level in the active GaTe layer is very low as a result

of double encapsulation, particularly compared with the majority of other devices in the literature where de-

graded spectra were extracted from even freshly assembled devices (Table 2.2). Secondly, the GaTe flake used in

the device studied here was ≈100 nm thick, and the enhanced thickness compared to previously studied devices

likely leads to significantly increased optical absorption and therefore, more efficient photocurrent generation

compared with earlier devices that utilise thinner GaTe layers. The relatively large thickness of the flakes studied

in this chapter were initially chosen to allow the study of the degradation rate over the long term, since thinner

flakes likely degrade faster as a result of the nature of the degradation process in GaTe.118 However, now that

an effective passivation method has been revealed through double encapsulation with h-BN and/or graphene,

this presents an opportunity to investigate the effect of thickness of the GaTe layer in these devices in order

to optimise, for example, mechanical properties in conjunction with photodetector performance and stability to

fabricate efficient, flexible photodetector devices.

Finally, the high performance of this detector could also be attributed to the presence of the graphene

top-layer and GaTe/graphene hybrid device structure. As discussed in Chapter 2.4.6.1, some photocurrent

generation in these types of devices may also occur in the graphene itself as well as in the sensitiser layer, further

enhancing the photocurrent generation in the device. However, in this case it is likely that this is a minority

process in this device, as a result of the strong optical absorption of GaTe and since the excitation energy is

larger than the bandgap of GaTe. Other graphene/hybrid detectors often display similarly high responsivity and

EQE,114,278,279 typically attributed to efficient charge separation at the graphene/LDM junction and photogating

gain mechanism. The high values achieved in this work provide strong evidence for these effects in the h-

BN/GaTe/graphene device studied here, although further work is required to examine other metrics such as

response time, spectral response and detectivity to make a proper comparison to other LDM/graphene devices

in the literature. Additionally, monitoring of the device performance and level of degradation in the long term

is necessary to confirm the superior stability of the devices. Nevertheless, these preliminary results indicate

that double passivation of GaTe with h-BN and graphene leads to improved stability and reliability of GaTe in

devices, and that the simultaneous use of these passivation materials as dielectric and charge transport layers in

a photodetector device is highly effective.

6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, the degradation process in GaTe and the rate at which the material transforms into the

degraded GaTe-O2 phase was investigated via Raman spectoscopy, PL and AFM. It was found that Raman

spectroscopy can be used as an effective method for monitoring levels of degradation in GaTe, and the emergence

of peaks at 129 cm−1 and 144 cm−1 are associated with a significant reduction in PL response. This provides

further evidence in support of the theory that these peaks are not attributed to intrinsic GaTe modes, but can
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be better assigned to degradation products, particularly since at long ambient exposure times (a few weeks),

these were found to be the only measureable peaks in the spectrum. The intensity ratio of the 115 cm−1 to

129 cm−1 modes was identified as a reliable metric for comparing degradation level across samples, with larger

I115/I129 corresponding to less degraded samples and vice versa. By studying the variation in the degradation rate

over time, it was revealed that the majority of the oxidation occurs rapidly, within the first few hours of ambient

exposure, before slowing significantly as the sample approaches full degradation. This corroborates the previously

proposed degradation mechanism in GaTe which proceeds by intercalation and reaction of O2 molecules between

the sample layers, in contrast to the mechanisms observed in other materials such as BP where the initial changes

to surface properties by adsorbed species are more significant in accelerating the degradation rate.

The results presented here have also demonstrated that vdW passivation of GaTe with graphene and/or

h-BN is effective at prolonging the lifetime of the material. Double encapsulation, by sandwiching the GaTe

between two other LDM layers, as opposed to single encapsulation with just an upper layer, was found to be

significantly more effective, resulting in a reduction in PL response of only ≈17% over a period of two weeks,

compared with >60% for single encapsulation and 100% for unencapsulated flakes. The origin of the superior

effect of double encapsulation was revealed by comparing degradation rates on substrates with different wetting

properties. The degradation rate was found to increase significantly when GaTe was supported on hydrophilic

substrates such as SiO2/Si or Al. Slower degradation was demonstrated for GaTe supported on hydrophobic

substrates, including CVD transferred monolayer graphene, as well as exfoliated multilayer graphene and h-

BN flakes. The degradation rate was found to be directly controllable by tuning the water contact angle of

the substrate, for example by plasma cleaning SiO2/Si substrates to increase hydrophilicity. The influence of

substrate wettability on GaTe degradation suggests that employing hydrophobic alternative substrates to the

conventionally used SiO2/Si may be an effective strategy for enhancing the stability of GaTe-based devices by

reducing levels of adsorbed or diffused water across the GaTe/substrate interface.

The influence of polymeric residues introduced from the material transfer processes on the degradation rate

of GaTe was also investigated. Increases in the residue coverage level of a transferred CVD monolayer graphene

support resulted in accelerated degradation in GaTe. The similarity between degradation rates in the first few

hours of monitoring, followed by the more rapid increase in the more heavily contaminated sample after this

time is consistent with the previously reported decomposition of polymer residues under laser illumination. The

breakdown of residue into O2 containing products is therefore a probable cause of the accelerated degradation

here. The influence of residues on the ambient stability of GaTe highlights the need for careful consideration of

growth and transfer schemes to achieve reduced residue levels and ensure the reliability of future devices.

Relative advantages and disadvantages of the use of graphene and h-BN as top and bottom encapsulation

layers were studied and compared to identify promising heterostructure arrangements for producing effectively

passivated devices. Based on the results presented here, graphene is most effective as an upper encapsulation

layer, while h-BN is an appropriate choice of substrate material for GaTe. While the degradation rates on

graphene and h-BN were found to be similar under long term monitoring, h-BN is a better choice for real devices

due to its electrically insulating nature and, consequently, its ability to be employed as a gate dielectric. The use

of an upper graphene capping layer resulted in significantly reduced laser-induced degradation of GaTe compared
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to both the unencapsulated and h-BN capped sample, although the exact origin of this effect was not fully

revealed. The increased presence of polymer residues at the GaTe/h-BN interface and the lower capability of

h-BN to channel heat away from the GaTe layer due to lower thermal conductivity than in graphene are both

likely causes of this effect. Further work investigating the thermal properties of GaTe/graphene and GaTe/h-BN

heterostructures would be particularly useful to elucidate this and to identify methods for further improving the

stability and reliability of GaTe in devices.

The key findings outlined above were tested further by applying them to real, GaTe-based photodetec-

tor devices. In agreement with the degradation rate studies presented, devices fabricated without a h-BN

bottom encapsulation layer exhibited significantly poorer environmental and operational stability than the h-

BN/GaTe/graphene heterostructure device. In addition, the devices on bare SiO2/Si were found to degrade very

rapidly under bias, even when a graphene capping layer was used to prevent some level of ambient exposure.

This is potentially a result of heating in devices accelating reaction rates between the GaTe and the high levels of

adsorbed water on the SiO2 surface. Incorporating the h-BN bottom layer into a graphene/GaTe hybrid device

was found to significantly reduce the drifting of the gate transfer characteristics under bias, corresponding to an

order of magnitude reduction in estimated the charged trap density at the GaTe/dielectric interface. Degradation

rates, as indicated by Raman spectroscopy, in these devices were also reduced, although further work is likely

needed to optimise fabrication processes and minimise air exposure of the GaTe during device assembly.

Finally, the photodetector performance of a h-BN/GaTe/graphene device under 0.9 W/m2 532 nm illumi-

nation was evaluated. Study of the generated photocurrent under 0 V, 10 V and 30 V gate bias (Vg) revealed

that, in agreement with previous reports,125,126 the Schottky barrier height at the graphene/GaTe junction was

highly tunable by the applied electric field. At Vg = 0V, an n-type Schottky barrier was formed, where holes

were trapped in the GaTe layer and photogenerated electrons were readily transferred into the graphene. How-

ever, at Vg < 10 V, the opposite barrier type was formed, and photogenerated holes were transferred into the

graphene, leaving electrons trapped in the GaTe layer. The formed heterojunctions, in combination with the

charge transporting capabilities of graphene and high efficiency of carrier photogeneration in GaTe resulted in an

observed maximum responsivity of ≈4×106 A/W and EQE of up to ≈9×108 %. This is higher than observed for

all previously reported GaTe photodetectors in the literature (Table 2.2). Although further work to assess other

device metrics such as response time should be carried out, in addition to an investigation into the effects of

material thickness and the long term stability of these devices, the results presented in this chapter demonstrate

that a vdW approach to passivation in GaTe photodetector devices could be highly effective in ensuring high

performance and improved reliability.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The main purpose of this research was to identify practical strategies to optimise the stability and thermal

properties of LDMs to enable integration into devices. The work presented can be divided into two main themes,

the first of which is the optimisation of the thermal properties of graphene and h-BN for the purpose of heat

spreading layers in devices. Secondly, the use of both graphene and h-BN as encapsulation layers was investigated,

by applying a heterostructure approach to enhancing the environmental and operational stability of air-unstable

layered GaTe. A summary of the main findings from each of these studies, in relation to the primary aims of this

thesis are given in this chapter, along with a full discussion of the implications of these conclusions for future

LDM-based devices and research. Limitations of the work presented here, and how it could be extended further

to address additional gaps in the literature are also highlighted.

Applications of graphene are currently limited as a result of difficulties in manufacturing high-quality,

residue-free material on large scales. While high-quality CVD grown graphene monolayers can now be easily

produced, transferring the material to appropriate device substrates without introducing residues from sacrifical

polymer support layers is extremely challenging, particularly if the introduction of additional defects from harsh

cleaning processes is to be avoided. The work presented here aimed, for the first time, to quantify the impact

of residues on the thermal conductivity of graphene, in order to identify a strategy for optimising thermal

conductivity considering the trade-off between residue removal and material quality present in current transfer

schemes. By controlling the level and distribution of residues on the surface of large-area, suspended SLG through

varying solvent rinsing times, it was found that a high thermal conductivity of (3100 +1400/-900) W/mK, in

line with previously reported values for clean SLG, was recoverable where the residue level was sufficiently low.

Correlating measured thermal conductivity with analysis of residue cluster size and distribution from AFM scans

revealed that the thermal conductivity suppression was strongly dependent upon the separation distance between

adjacent residue clusters (s).

An additional aim of this work was to provide further evidence to clarify the mechanism of phonon-residue

scattering in graphene in order to establish if the prevailing theory of ZA phonon coupling to residue sites, in a

similar manner to that observed for phonon-substrate scattering, is valid. Comparing the dependence of thermal

conductivity on s to previous first-principles calculations of cumulative thermal conductivities contributed by

ZA phonons revealed that the likely origin of lowered thermal conductivity in heavily residue contaminated

187
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graphene is a strong reduction in the ZA phonon mfp to below the corresponding value of s by surface residues.

Roughness-type scattering for these low frequency phonons would not be sufficient alone to account for the very

large suppression of thermal conductivity by residues of up to 70% observed in this work. Therefore, the results

presented here add further evidence to this interpretation of residue scattering in graphene.

These results have important implications for LDM transfer schemes, where harsh post-processing treat-

ments such as high temperature annealing are commonly used as a additional step to remove excess residues after

the initial solvent rinsing step. Since these additional treatments can increase the density of defects in the ma-

terial, careful consideration is required before using them to reduce residue levels. The typical increase in defect

density following annealing treatments can be as high as 5×1010 cm−2, corresponding to a decrease in in-plane

thermal conductivity of up to 60% compared with defect-free SLG. This is on the same order of the reduction in

thermal conductivity measured for heavily contaminated samples in this work, suggesting that increases in defect

density arising from these treatments may actually negate the positive impact of additional residue removal.

Based on the conclusions presented here, it seems that in order to maximise the thermal conductivity of SLG,

it would be better to forgo additional harsh annealing treatments in favour of an extended solvent rinse time

to maximise residue cluster separation without introducing additional defects. Finally, it should be noted that

although the study conducted here was limited to SLG, it is likely that similar interactions between residues and

other LDMs, such as h-BN, could be observed due to the similarities in thermal transport behaviour and the

previously reported detrimental impact of residues on thermal conductivity. However, further work involving a

similar study on other materials would be required to confirm this conclusively.

In addition to the promising thermal properties of graphene, h-BN has been highlighted as a LDM with

the potential for application to thermal management solutions in devices. Although reported in-plane thermal

conductivities of single-layer h-BN are somewhat lower than that of SLG, h-BN has the advantage of being

electrically insulating, allowing it to additionally function as a gate dielectric. Research into the employment of

h-BN as a dielectric layer has previously revealed that thicker, few-nm scale h-BN layers are a more beneficial

choice for device stability than the single or few-layer material. Thicker layers are also less sensitive to per-

turbation of thermal properties by external factors such as contact with substrates or adsorbed contaminants.

Accurate thermal measurements of h-BN in the literature have proved challenging and determining how ther-

mal conductivity varies with thickness in the few-nm regime has previously been complicated by poor-quality

material transfer and excessive surface residues. Additionally, isotopic engineering in LDMs has been identified

as a potential route to thermal conductivity optimisation, but the interplay between isotopic enhancement ef-

fects and thickness in h-BN is not well understood. To date, only measurements of ultra-thin (1-3L) or bulk

natural and isotopically engineered h-BN have been presented in the literature, and the recent results for the

former have directly contradicted the predicted thickness dependence of the isotopic enhancement determined

via first-principles calculations. The key aims of the work carried out here were therefore to measure the thermal

conductivity of natural and monoisotopic (>99% 10B) h-BN in the few-nm thick (11L) regime to determine if

isotopic enhancement effects could be used to maximise thermal conductivity in this technologically relevant

thickness range, as well as to provide data to clarify the relationships between isotopic disorder, thickness and

h-BN thermal conductivity.
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Through optimisation of the opto-thermal Raman measurement technique and analysis, as well as min-

imisation of surface transfer residues confirmed by PL mapping, measurement of the thermal conductivities of

monoisotopic and natural h-BN were carried out. Values of (630 +90/-65) W/mK and (405 +87/65) W/mK

were obtained for monoisotopic and natural h-BN, respectively, corresponding to an isotopic enhancement of 56%,

larger than that measured for both bulk and 1-3L materials. This provides confirmation that a significant isotopic

enhancement is achieveable for few-nm thick h-BN. In particular, the thermal conductivity of the monoisotopic

material is close to that obtained for single-layer natural h-BN in the literature (≈750 W/mK), highlighting

isotopic engineering as a promising route simultaneously optimising thermal and dielectric properties of h-BN.

The isotopic enhancement to thermal conductivity in h-BN at temperatures above 300 K had also never been

investigated prior to this work. Thermal conductivity in the >300 K regime in h-BN is especially important

to evaluate since this is most relevant for thermal management applications in devices. The results presented

here have indicated that, although isotopic enhancement effects to thermal conductivity are not present up to

temperatures as high as 500 K, as has been previously reported in graphene or c-BN, effects persist up to around

350 K, which is likely to be sufficient to provide some benefit in the target applications.

Through these measurements and analysis of the results with respect to theoretical interpretations of h-BN

thermal conductivity within the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) framework, a more complex interplay

between isotopic and thickness effects has been revealed than previously addressed in the literature. The high

isotopic enhancement factor measured here for a relatively large number of layers can most likely be attributed

to the higher proportional contribution of ZA phonons to overall thermal conductivity in natural h-BN. As

additional layers are added, the suppression of thermal conductivity values from interlayer scattering effects is

therefore larger in natural compared with monoisotopic h-BN, resulting in an increased isotopic enhancement at

high layer numbers.

An additional aim of the investigations into optimising SLG and h-BN thermal conductivity, was to demon-

strate improvements to opto-thermal Raman measurements and associated analysis of the thermal properties of

LDMs. In particular, to assess the impact of accounting for, or not accounting for, effects such as TEC mismatch

induced strain, the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity, and TBR, which have frequently been ig-

nored in these types of measurement in the literature. To effectively determine strategies for optimising thermal

conductivity in LDMs, it is essential to have accurate and reliable methods of thermal characterisation. While

sample-to-sample variability due to difficulties with growth and transfer processes account for some of the spread

in reported thermal conductivity values of LDMs in the literature, a lack of consistency in thermal measurements

and treatment of the data within the thermal model is also a large factor. This work has addressed this directly

through the presented measurements of graphene and h-BN.

The main conclusions which can be drawn from the uncertainty analysis presented in both chapters is

that the factors outlined above cannot reasonably be neglected from the thermal model under most conditions.

The most important of these was found to be TBR, where leaving this out of the analysis contributed to an

underestimation of the final result of up to 30% in the case of both graphene and h-BN. As would be expected, the

size of this error was increased in graphene as the thermal conductivity increased, since TBR contributes a larger

proportion of the overall thermal resistance in high thermal conductivity samples. In h-BN, the proportional
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uncertainty likely matched that observed in higher thermal conductivity graphene as a result of the small contact

area due to the limited size of samples. Taken together, this implies that the impact of neglecting TBR in previous

reports could be very large. In particular, the SLG samples used for thermal measurements were considerably

larger than those typically used in the literature, reducing the impact of TBR relative to the few-µm scale flakes

that are most commonly studied. Additionally, previous measurements of h-BN where thinner, and therefore,

higher thermal conductivity, layers have been studied would also likely be influenced by TBR to a greater extent

than observed in this work. It should be noted that the effect of TBR has not been considered in any previous

opto-thermal Raman measurements of h-BN. The results presented in this thesis suggest that this represents a

major issue in earlier studies of h-BN thermal conductivity, since TBR should always be properly accounted for

in LDM thermal measurements.

The influence of TEC mismatch induced strain on measured thermal conductivity was also quantified in

both the SLG and h-BN thermal studies. While little impact on the extracted values was observed in the case

of graphene (<2%), neglecting this factor in h-BN measurements contributed an error of up to 6%. The higher

impact in h-BN measurements was again likely a consequence of the much smaller sample size compared with the

measured large-area SLG sheets. This suggests that the effect of TEC mismatch induced strain should also not

typically be neglected from the thermal model in LDM measurements, particularly since similarly sized samples

to the h-BN measured flakes are most commonly used in the literature. It should be emphasised that TEC

mismatch strain has, until now, not been included in any opto-thermal Raman analysis of graphene, or h-BN.

These results therefore have important implications for improved accuracy and standardisation of LDM thermal

measurement techniques.

The impact of accounting for the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity was also assessed for

both SLG and h-BN. In the case of h-BN, the uncertainty resulting from the assumption of a temperature

independent thermal conductivity was minimal, largely as a result of the weak variation of thermal conductivity

with temperature above ≈70◦C in h-BN. However, in the case of graphene, the same assumption resulted in

an underestimation of the extracted thermal conductivity by 10-20%. This is consistent with the stronger

temperature variation of graphene thermal conductivity which is significant at higher temperatures than in h-

BN. The modelling of the temperature dependence by extrapolation of the coefficient γ in the power law (Equation

3.5) from literature reports for each value of residue cluster separation could be improved somewhat by direct

measurement of the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity in residue contaminated graphene. This

study nevertheless highlights that the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity in thermal measurements

of graphene in particular is an important factor to consider.

While GaTe-based photodetector devices have shown promisingly high performance in previous literature

reports, the poor ambient stability of the material prevents the development of applications due to its rapid

degradation to a GaTe-O2 phase following air exposure. The high-quality deposition of conventional encapsulation

layers such as Al2O3 on LDM surfaces is generally very challenging as a result of the atomically smooth nature

of LDMs and potential for exposure to harsh processing during deposition. As a result, van der Waals (vdW)

passivation approaches, where an unstable LDM is encapsulated by more stable LDM layers such as graphene or

h-BN, have gathered interest, particularly since the encapsulants can perform additional functions as dielectric
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or charge transport layers in heterostructure devices. The work presented aimed to test out this passivation

approach for GaTe, to determine if heterostructures of GaTe with graphene and/or h-BN could be used to

fabricate high performance, stabilised photodetector devices. An additional focus was clarification of signatures

of degradation in the GaTe Raman spectrum, in order to confirm the origin of peaks at 129 cm−1 and 144 cm−1,

as well as identifying a metric for degradation level using Raman monitoring.

The degradation process in mechanically exfoliated GaTe flakes was studied by monitoring the Raman

spectrum over time and correlating this to the change in the PL response of the flakes. Through this, the work

presented was able to confirm that the 129 cm−1 and 144 cm−1 are not present in the pristine material, only

emerging upon air exposure and becoming more intense over time as the material degrades, eventually exhibiting

no PL response as a result of a full transition to the 0.8eV indirect gap GaTe-O2 phase. The ratio of the 115

cm−1 GaTe peak intensity to the 129 cm−1 peak (I115/I129) was identified as a reliable metric to compare levels

of degradation between samples, allowing the efficacy of a vdW passivation approach to be investigated. Both

graphene and h-BN layers were found to be effective at slowing the degradation process in GaTe, and the decrease

in PL response of the flakes was reduced to just 17.6% after two weeks for a flake sandwiched between graphene

layers compared with 100% for unencapsulated GaTe. Studying the evolution of the Raman spectra in relation to

the substrate wetting properties revealed that the choice of substrate for GaTe is a key factor in the degradation

rate. As a result, the work presented here has demonstrated for the first time that vdW encapsulation of GaTe

with graphene and h-BN is an effective method of slowing degradation, and that the lifetime of transferred flakes

can be extended by the choice of an appropriate, hydrophobic substrate.

Based on these results, and further investigation of the role of capping layers in preventing degradation

induced from exposure to above bandgap illumination, recommendations for the choice of top and bottom encap-

sulating layers were put forward. While graphene was identified as a promising capping layer, h-BN was selected

as a bottom encapsulant, allowing it to function additionally as a dielectric layer in a GaTe photodetector device.

Hybrid graphene photodetectors employing various other LDM layers as sensitisers have been demonstrated in the

literature, but up until now not explored using GaTe as the photoactive material. Additionally, while theoretical

investigations of formed GaTe/graphene heterostructures had been presented, no experimental demonstration of

such structures had been reported. Therefore, this work also sought to demonstrate such devices and confirm

Schottky barrier formation and tunability in GaTe/graphene heterostructures. The efficacy of double encapsula-

tion applied to these devices was investigated by fabricating GaTe/graphene devices on SiO2/Si with, or without

an additional h-BN buffer layer.

The device incorporating h-BN was observed to be significantly more stable under bias in ambient condi-

tions, where only a slight decrease in I115/I129 ratio to 0.9 was recorded after intial characterisation. By contrast,

the device on bare SiO2/Si was almost fully degraded following electrical measurements (I115/I129 ≈ 0.1), ex-

hibiting the same increase in degradation as a plain, uncapped GaTe device, further highlighting the importance

of appropriate substrate selection in controlling ambient degradation in GaTe. An order of magnitude decrease

in the charged trap density at the GaTe/dielectric interface was also observed for the device incorporating h-

BN, resulting in greater stability of the transfer characteristics under bias stress. Finally, high photodetector

performance of the h-BN/GaTe/graphene device was successfully demonstrated by studying the electrical charac-
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teristics under 532nm 0.9 W/m2 illumination. High responsivity (4×106 A/W) and EQE (9×108%) was observed,

exceeding all previously reported values for GaTe-based photodetectors in the literature. The formation of an

n-type Schottky barrier at Vg = 0 V, and subsequent tuning of the barrier height to form a p-type barrier at

high positive Vg, as previously predicted by first-principles calculations, was also confirmed.

7.1 Future Work

In discussing the implications of this work it is important to consider that real applications to thermal

management in devices will require graphene or h-BN to be supported by a substrate, rather than freely suspended

as in the case of the materials studied here. The influence of supporting substrates however, will be far stronger

on ultra-thin materials, such as SLG, as opposed to thicker samples, such as the 11L h-BN measured in this work.

Initially, it would seem probable that the impact of residues as reported in this thesis may be significantly reduced

in supported samples, since the in-plane thermal conductivity is already known to be suppressed to much lower

values by scattering with substrates. However, some current research efforts are focused on enhancing the thermal

properties of supported graphene by identifying more appropriate substrates to reduce ZA phonon-substrate

scattering effects. This may ultimately result in an increase in the relative importance of residues to thermal

conductivity suppression in supported graphene as the influence of the substrate is reduced. Additionally, as

highlighted in this work, recent studies have indicated that despite lowered thermal conductivity in the graphene

layer itself, strong coupling between the graphene and supports enhances the channelling of heat away from

active device regions in the out-of-plane direction into the substrate. Since the results presented suggest that the

primary mechanism of thermal conductivity suppression by residues in graphene is the same as that which results

in lowered conductivity of the supported material, competition between these two effects in the presence of surface

residues is likely to hinder heat dissipation in the out-of-plane direction, particularly if the thermal coupling

between the graphene and PMMA is very strong. This is likely the case, since the a strong suppression of the

ZA phonon contribution to heat transport with increasing levels of residue was observed. Despite the ubiquity of

PMMA residues on transferred graphene surfaces, theoretical and experimental studies of the interfacial thermal

transport between these two materials is lacking. Further studies of interfacial transport between both graphene

and contaminants, as well as graphene and potential support layers, are urgently required to better understand

these interactions and the implications for thermal management applications.

The SLG thermal conductivity results presented revealed that modulation of the thermal conductivity to

between 30-50% of the maximum value (≈3100 W/mK) can be achieved by controlling the distribution of PMMA

residues across the surface. Since the separation between adjacent clusters, s, was found to be of particular

importance, this suggests that it may be possible to control thermal conductivity in graphene by deliberate

patterning with PMMA using standard lithographic procedures. The work presented in this thesis could be

extended to investigate this possibility. If such control over thermal conductivity could be achieved practically,

it would present a simple method of tuning thermal properties that may be particularly relevant for applications

such as thermoelectric devices, where simultaneous minimisation of thermal conductivity and maximisation of

electrical conductivity is desired to enhance the thermoelectric figure of merit. Additionally, it should be noted
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that although studies demonstrating an enhancement in electronic properties of SLG with improved residue

removal techniques have been reported, no systematic investigation correlating the residue level to changes in

electronic performance have been carried out to date. A further reasonable extension to this work would therefore

be to conduct a study of this, analogous to the investigation of the impact on thermal properties presented, to

identify if it is possible to selectively tune the residue distribution to minimise the thermal conductivity without

causing a similarly large suppression of electrical conductivity.

Further work is likely needed to fully elucidate the relationship between layer number and isotopic en-

hancement to thermal conductivity in h-BN. Theoretical studies to clarify this, for example by first-principles

calculations, would likely be prohibitively computationally expensive to achieve for > 5L and so are of limited

use here. Instead, additional experimental work following the same procedures outlined in this thesis for a range

of different h-BN thicknesses in the 3-11L range would likely prove the most effective method of investigating

this. It should be noted that since the preparation of the natural and monoisotopic h-BN flakes presented here

rely on mechanical exfoliation, control over the exact thickness of transferred samples is very difficult to achieve.

This was partially addressed using the adapted, PDMS mediated method to transfer h-BN from SiO2 to the

target substrate, which allowed direct AFM thickness determination to be carried out prior to transfer. However,

further refinement could potentially be achieved, for example, by combining this approach with a liquid phase

exfoliation and centrifugation method to allow some level of thickness selection prior to the initial deposition

onto SiO2/Si. Finally, it should be noted that the dependence of the isotopic enhancement factor to thermal

conductivity on layer number is also not well reported for other LDMs. In particular, conducting a similar

study for natural and isotope engineered graphene flakes would be interesting for comparative purposes, since

the isotopic enhancement effect has been shown to be strong in graphene even at very high temperatures (>500

K). Further work on this topic would be beneficial both for the purposes of thermal management applications

and for improving understanding of fundamental thermal transport processes in LDMs.

The results presented for the h-BN/GaTe/graphene photodetector suggest that a heterostructure encap-

sulation approach is a viable route to stabilised, high performance GaTe devices. Sandwiching GaTe between

graphene and h-BN clearly results in slower material degradation. While the inclusion of an h-BN dielectric

reduces interface trap densities, the GaTe/graphene hybrid device structure results in high responsivity and

EQE, which may be highly beneficial for high sensitivity photodetection applications in particular. Despite this,

further improvements to the device fabrication process itself could be made to enhance stability. For example,

a viscoelastic stamping procedure to deposit mechanically exfoliated flakes onto pre-patterned substrates was

used, since this offered a convenient method of device assembly for rapid testing. However, to further prevent

GaTe degradation, fabrication methods that safely shield GaTe from air during the full assembly process must

be developed. This is challenging, but could be possible using similar methods to those presented in this work

with specialised equipment to allow both the exfoliation and targeted transfer procedures to be carried out in

an inert environment. Additionally, since effective vdW passivation of GaTe has now been demonstrated, this

allows scope for testing out alternative methods of contacting devices while maintaining full encapsulation of

the sensitive GaTe layers, such as the via contact method. Nevertheless, as highlighted throughout this work,

material transfer residues may still present problems, reducing device performance and, as demonstrated, accel-
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erating GaTe degradation, even when the transfer is carried out in inert environments. Ultimately, the ideal case

would be to develop effective direct heterostructure growth schemes, but this will likely not be achievable for

some time and first requires significant exploration and demonstration of promising properties heterostructures,

such as that provided by this work, to motivate research effort for this particular combination of materials.

Despite the successful application of the vdW passivation approach to GaTe and a high performance het-

erostructure device, it should be acknowledged that devices and heterostructures studied in this portion of the

work cannot strictly speaking be considered low-dimensional. While this was done for practical reasons to facili-

tate study of the long-term degradation process of GaTe, as well as transfer and sample yield issues, the impact of

using thinner material layers on the results presented should be clarified. Some work to this effect was presented,

indicating that the thickness of the bottom graphene encapsulating layer has little impact on the degradation rate

in the few-nm regime. However, extensions to this to assess the passivating properties of few-layer materials in

particular are still needed. Additional studies of laser-induced degradation rate when employing different thick-

nesses of graphene capping layer would be especially useful, since it is not yet clear whether mono- or few-layer

graphene would be as effective in this regard as the 7-12 nm material studied due to reduced optical absorption

in the capping layer. The thickness of the GaTe itself could also be very important for optimising photodetector

performance. One of the key advantages of GaTe compared with other LDMs is the direct nature of the optical

bandgap at all thicknesses, allowing greater freedom to select flakes with a larger number of layers to enhance

absorption and efficiency of photodetector devices. By contrast, currently popular materials for LDM photode-

tectors, such as TMDCs, only have direct bandgaps in monolayer form. It would be particularly interesting to

assess thickness effects on performance in combination with mechanical properties to investigate the possibility of

stable, flexible GaTe devices. The functionality of the h-BN and graphene encapsulation layers under mechanical

strain should also be assessed for this reason, since the vdW passivation approach likely offers an advantage in

allowing greater mechanical flexibility compared with conventional passivating layers such as Al2O3.

Additional investigation of the performance, nature of trap states and influence of material degradation on

the GaTe heterostucture devices are suggested to further extend the work presented here. For example, evaluation

of the response time of the h-BN/GaTe/graphene photodetector in particular would be useful to make additional

comparisons to previously reported GaTe-based photodetector devices. Detailed studies of the exact nature

of traps, clarification of reliability issues and investigations of device hysteresis are also needed. Additionally,

although such measurements would be beneficial for informing future GaTe-based device design and passivation

schemes, this work has demonstrated that it is not possible to monitor the electrical or optoelectronic performance

of GaTe on SiO2/Si over time due to the apparent rapid degradation when subjected to applied bias. Establishing

how device performance changes in relation to degradation in GaTe would also be useful in interpreting previous

literature results for GaTe photodetectors where strong performance metrics were measured, but the presented

Raman spectra are consistent with degraded, rather than pristine GaTe. Future work to correlate degradation

level to device performance could proceed by subjecting plain GaTe devices to ambient exposure for set time

intervals and then conducting device measurements under vacuum. However, while some measurements could be

carried out under vacuum conditions to assess the impact of factors associated with material defects or residues

from the transfer processes, measurements under ambient conditions are also important to allow the evaluation
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of potentially significant effects due to ambient adsorbates, equivalent to those seen in other LDMs. While this

will likely prove challenging, the work presented has strongly indicated that an alternative approach using h-BN

substrates may provide a way forward in this case, potentially allowing these devices to be studied in the longer

term under ambient conditions, although this remains to be verified conclusively. The addition of an h-BN layer

between the SiO2 and GaTe may offer a way to extend the lifetime of uncapped flakes so that their degradation

dynamics under bias in ambient conditions could potentially also be characterised.

An additional extension of the work presented would be to directly quantify the impact of increased levels

of PMMA residue in samples on TBR between LDMs and support materials. The presence of residues resulting

from the transfer process has been found to reduce electrical contact quality in LDM devices, and it has been

demonstrated in this work that high levels of residue impact the thermal properties of graphene significantly.

While it was demonstrated that very large variations (>30%) in the exact value of the interfacial thermal

conductance would be required to significantly alter the extracted thermal conductivity results, TBR itself is a

highly important factor in determining how effectively heat can be spread away from hotspots in devices. Given

the strong dependence of the thermal properties of graphene on residue level, it seems likely that some variation

of TBR would also be observed, which would be important to investigate due to the implications for thermal

management applications.

Finally, the thermal properties of GaTe/graphene and GaTe/h-BN heterostructures would be particularly

useful to investigate from a stability and reliability perspective, since GaTe has been reported to exhibit very

low thermal conductivity, potentially contributing to excessive heating in devices. Examination of interfacial

thermal transport in these structures would be beneficial to assess the potential of the graphene and/or h-BN

encapsulating layers for heat spreading, and also to clarify the role of laser-induced heating on the degradation

rate. Heterostructure thermal properties are more complex to measure than their individual components, but

it should be possible to extend the opto-thermal Raman methods and analysis schemes developed here, using

different laser spot sizes extract the interfacial thermal conductance between the materials and investigate the

effective thermal conductivity of the GaTe within the stack. This procedure would be complicated further by the

in-plane thermal anisotropy demonstrated by GaTe, but can be accounted for by measuring flakes oriented along

the zigzag or armchair direction and using a laser focal line, rather than a spot, to preferentially heat and collect

Raman data along a single axis at a time. From this, it should also be possible to directly examine methods of

optimising thermal dissipation in the graphene or h-BN heat spreading layers, for example, in reducing residue

levels in graphene or by substituting monoisotopic h-BN in the place of the natural material.
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